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The ATC04 is the latest member of a family of assembly test chipsdesigned and built by Sandia

National Laboratories. These chips are used by the microprocessor industry to monitor micro-

electronics packaging processesand assistin the development of new packaging technologies.

Thesechipscontain a variety of sensorsthat candetermine whether the assemblyand packaging

of semiconductor devices have resulted in anydamage or functional degradation. Transducers

measure suchconditions as corrosivity, mechanical damage, electrostatic threat, mechanical

stress,bond pad degradation, and moisture content.

The ATC04 contains an array of 25 stresssensing cells,approximately200 micrometers on a side,

with a diode thermometer inthe center of each cell.Each cellcontains four n-type and four p-type

piezoresistors for mechanical stressmeasurement and a diode for temperature measurement.

The chip also contains two ring oscillators. Cellsare individually and sequentially addressable.

Measurements are made using a four-terminal or Kelvin technique, with two connections for a

current source and two for a voltage measurement device.

Assemblytest chipsare us,.=dby the microelectronics industryin three ways:as manufacturing line

Monitor inevaluation of new m;-ro packaging techniques, and as electronic system monitors

over years of use.

This device isa product of Sandia's core competencies in microelectronics and photonics, engi-

neering sciences,processesand materials, and computational sciences.It also represents Sandia's

strategicthrustsinadvanced manufacturing technology and electronics.Thiswork wasrecognized

by R&DMagazine with a 1993 R&D100 award.
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President's Statement

Sandia began a new era on October 1, 1993,when Martin Marietta Corporation took over operating
and management responsibilities for the Laboratories from AT&T. AT&T served the nation well
during its tenure, and Martin Marietta willcontinue the dedication to "exceptional service in the
national interest" that has alwayscharacterized Sandia's work.

The new management team faces a formidable challenge. Post-cold war economics dictate a
substantial contraction in defense research and development, and the nuclear weapons complex

must bear some of that burden. The Department of Energy national laboratories must learn how
to execute their enduring
mission responsibilities in
an environment of dimin-

ishing resources.
The challenge wefaceas

managers is to implement
the changes needed to
addressthis realitywithout

erodingthe capabilitiesthat
support the Laboratories'
ability to perform. We

sharethischallengewith
DOE. Sandia andthe
other DOE Defense Pro-

gramslaboratories
embody the technical
capabilityof the nation to
respond prudently to
strategicuncertainties, both
in the requirements for
futuredeterrence and in
therisksof nuclearcon-

frontation anywhere in the
world. The futureof these
laboratories must be

planned and managed
verycarefully.

The Department of
Energy is taking bold steps
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to reshape the wayit does business in order to meet the challenges of the fllturc, its core values and
mission put tile customer first and emphasize the importance of people as the ultimate creative

resource for soMng national problems, l)OE's customer is, of course, the taxpaying public as rep-
resented by its elected officials. This has always been true, but in the past this thct was not internal-
ized as a motivational ibcus.

Ibelieve the l)epartment of Energy is undergoing fundamental change. If it succeeds with this
change process_a redelinition of what it isand how it does business _ the l)cpartment will
become a leadership force for meeting the science and technology needs of the nation in the next
centuo,. It isour intention to help I)OE succeed, as it must, for the good of the nation.

Four },carsago, we at Sandia also made acomnfitment to change. We adopted the principles
of Total Quality Management to improve our perforrnance, stretch our shrinking resources, and
increase our efficiency. We established processes to evaluate our performance in terms of our cus-
tomers' expectations. We now apply the scoring system of the Malcohn Baldrigeaward criteria to
laboratory performance, and we benchmark our progress against that of other world-class research
and development orgarfizatkms.

Buteven with improvernents inefficiencyand execution, the Laboratories willnot have sufficient
resources from the nuclear weapons program alone to sustain the capability and thcilities required

for responsible stockpile stewardship. However, the technology base that supports the nuclear
weapons stockpile fieaturcscore competencies that have enormous dual-use potential. Consequently,
our strategy willbe to baseour pmgrarn portfolio on the core competencies that we lacedto fulfillour
nuclear weapons mission responsibilities, and we willmanage allof our work to produce technologies
that are applicable to civilian sector needs as defined by the federal government and U.S. industry.

To implement this strategy and help the l)epartment of Energy project leadership for the tech-
nology needs of the r|ext century, we willpursue eightstrategic initiatives that crosscut our customer
baseand address large-scale technology problems tilting industry and the natkm:

Advanced Manufacturing Technology-- A robust manulhcturing sector willalways be the

tbundation of our nation's security. As the federal government responds to industry's need for
technologies to fueladvances in the marm(acturing sector, it is logical that it should turn to the
DOE laboratories as a resource.

Sandia has become the leader among federal laboratories for advanced manut:acturing tech-
nologies as aconsequence of its responsibilities in design engineering, production process devel-
opment, intelligent machines research and development, and oversight of most U.S. nt|clear
weapon components. Sandia's National (;enter for Advanced Manuthcturing Technology,
National Center fi)rAdvanced lnformatior| ('omponents Manutacturing, and the Integrated
ManufiacturingTechnologies Laboratoryat Sandia/Califomia all support the requirements of
DOE and industry for technology and process development in manufacturing.

Electronics---Advanced electronics isessential for modern weapon systems, and an indige-
nous capability for microelectronics manuthcturing iskey to our cconomic security.

Sandia's electronics capabilities and pmgrarns are a comprehensive integration of the entire
electronics component realization process. Our outstanding capabilities in this arena arc
unnmtched among DOE laboratories.

Sandia's Microelectronics l)evelopment l,aboratoD,, Semiconductor F,quipmcnt Tcclmology
('enter, Microelectmnics Quu[ity and ReliabilityCenter, and other thcilitiesare significant
national resources. We arc a contributing team player with industry in developing processes fi_r
flat-panel display manufilcturing and soft x-ray lithography, technologies that have the potential
to provide a competitive advantage. A substantial portion of our program collsists of cooperative
arrangements with SEMATECH and industry associations for prccompetitive techtlology devel-

opment that helps the entire U.S. nlicroelectronics industry.



Information and Computational Technology--(kmlputational simulation has always
been important to Sandia's national security and energy missions. But its potential impact on

commercial manu|acturing is likelyto be on the scaleof a new i,ldustriai revolution, in the future,
it willbe cheaper, more accurate, and much tZasterto usecomputational technok)gy tbrproduct
design and production than contemporary experimental or trial-and-em)r methods.

Sandia's MassivelyParallel Computing Research l+aboratolT has led the development of mas-
sivelyparallel computing algorithms and applications since its award-winning introduction of
massively parallel techniques for real engineering applications in i 987. The laboratory currently
houses the world's thstest parallel processing computer, and it leads in the development of algo-
rithms for large-scaleengineering and industrial problems. The ('enter for Computational Engi-
neering at Sandia/California isan interdisciplinary group helping industry with problems in
chemistry, materials, and biochemical modeling.

Transportation Energy Technology and Infrastructure--Transportation issues are
closely related to the goal of improving national economic performance. Greater energy efficiency

and an improved national transportation infrastructure would help realizegains in productivity
and reduce environmental impacts.

Sandia has performed lead functions in transportation for the l)cpartment of Energy for
many years, particularly in technologies associated with the safeand sccure movement of defense
materials. Our strengths in real-time control systems, failure and risk analysis, and sensors and
remote monitoring can be useful in integrating the design requirements ofvehic!e systems.

Sandia's Combustion Research Facility has been active in energy-related issues associated
with internal combustion engines since the 1970s. And our experience in developing long-life,
high-energy batteries for nuclear weapons makes us a valuable partner in the industrT-led search
for a practical batteu, for electric vehicles.

Environmental Technology--The DOE laboratories have a mission responsibility to
develop solutions for problems in waste management, site remediation or stabilization, and envi-

ro'maentally conscious manufacturing and to share those solutions with industry. Environmental
issues associated with manufacturing and waste management are at the top ofindustry's agenda.
Solutions must be technically feasible and affordable ifthey are to be widely adopted.

I believe that industry willultimately be made responsible fi)r the environmental conse-
quences of its products in the complete cycle from thbrication to disposal. Sandia has taken a lead-
ership role in introducing environmentally conscious design and manutacturing into the nuclear
weapons production complex. We are now having to design fi)r product disposal, as wellas for
product function. We have researched and developed substitutes for materials and processes that
fimnerly required or generated hazardous wastes, such as fluxlesssoldering and sate'solvents.
Some of these processes are now being widely adopted by industry.

Energy Research and Technology Development_ F.nergysecurity isavital component of
national security. Sandia isone of the nation's premier contributors to ener D, technology, partic-
ularly in renewable energy (such as solar, wind, and geothermal), fossil energy, and nuclear prover
--always with the goal of minimizing environnaental impacts.

We are at a threshold of significant newthrusts in renewables, building on our pioneering suc-
cesses in this area. For many },cars,Sandia has operated the National Solar Thermal Test Facility
for DOE, and we provide support to industry for the development of Solar Two, a utility-scale
solar power tower. Sandia's Photovoltaic l)esign Assistance (;enter has hclpcd U.S. manufactur-

ers compete in the emerging international market f(w photovoltaic systems. We ;.u'ealso collabo-
rating with indust U and the Bonneville Prover Administration to expand commercial utilization
of geothermal resources in the Pacific Northwest.



Renewable energy designs must be easilymanut:acturable to be commercially viable. Sandia's
rich capability, ill manuthcturing engineering and systems design brings an industrial focus to
renewable energy research and development that isunmatched atany other I)OE laboratory.

Biomedical Systems Engineering_ Health care costs in the United States are increasing
rapidly and are one of the factors impeding U.S.economic competitiveness. The proper applica-
tion of advanced technologies to biomedical engineering could significantly reduce some aspects

of cost without compromising or rationing health care.
The core competencies that support our I)OE missions frequently have application to prob-

lems in biomedical engineering. For example, we have demonstrated that pattern recognition
algorithms for identifl/ing military targets can be modified to help detect tumors in x-ray images.
High-speed computation can quickly reduce imaging data and help physicians "see" internal
organs. We have used technology developed in the weapons program to create a noninvasive glu-
cose sensor that has been transferred to industry for commercialization.

Post-Cold War Defense Imperatives _ The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is
a serious challenge to international stability and peace. Sandia willexpand its efibrts in intelligence
and treaty-verification technologies. The Center for National Security and Arms Control, now
under construction at Sandia/New Mexico, willhouse the largest aggregation of intelligence, non-
proliferation, and arms control research and development work in the world.

Other post-cold war developments willalso require adjustments and new work. The recently
extended moratorium on underground nuclear testing will require upgraded capabilities for
aboveground simulation so Sandia can continue to certi_, weapon components for radiation
environments. Nuclear weapon use-control systems must be enhanced to support a smaller
stockpile with greater flexibility. We must meet and exceed public expectations for weapons safety
in transportation and staging. Nonnuclear component manufacturing must be reconfigured to be
more cost-effective. These new requirements, which stem from fundamental changes in nuclear
weapons policy, are primary responsibilities of Sandia and willbe vigorously pursued.

Asmuch aspossible, all of this work will include a high degree of collaboration with industry,

universities, and other federal laboratories through cost-sharing arrangements. Moreover, we will
help support the research and development needs of small and mid-level businesses through spe-
cial cooperative arrangements and technology out-reach programs.

The fraction of our total workload devoted to technology transfer isgrowing rapidly. Industry
partners who were initially attracted to Sandia bythe match of our core competencies to their
needs are finding that we not only have something to offer, but that we can work effectivelywith
them. Similarly, we have discovered that our own capabilities are enhanced by this synergy. We
are striving to achieve the greatest possible utilization of laboratory capabilities to meet deftned
national technology goals. In doing so, wewill sustain the research fi)undations and integrated
capabilities that willdefine the future of this institution.
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Sandia National
Laboratories Mission

In 1949, President Harry Truman suggested that the management and operation of what is now
Sandia National Laboratories afforded an opportunity to offer "exceptional service in the national
interest." Thisethic has served as our guiding principle and strategic intent over the years.

Consistent with this intent, the mission of SandiaNational Laboratories is

to enhance the security, prosperity, and well-being of the nation
by respor ding to the challenges and opportunities of an increasingly dynamic

and demanding world
with broad-based research and development programs
that create solutions contributing to military security, energy security,

environmental integrity, and economic competitiveness.

Our longest standing program (within the military security,mission area) is to implement the
nation's nuclear weapon policies through research, development, and testing in nuclear ordnance,
arms control, and weapon surety. Asa Department of Energy multiprogram laboratory, we also
serve the nation through a variety of programs thatdirectly contribute to both nationalenergy
security and environmental integrity. Byworking in partnershipswith industry and academia
based on "road maps" generated by industry, Sandia isable to assist in thedevelopment of multi-

plenational infrastructures (such as manufacturing, information and transportation systems, and
cost-effective health caretechnologies) that arecritical to our mission of economic securityand
thatalso are key to the objectives of programs in Sandia's other mission areas. Inthiscontext,
Sandiatechnologies and contrib,_tions exhibit a "dual-use" character.

All of Sandia's programmatic contributions arebased on a set of core technical competencies
thatarethe product of the integratedexpertise of laboratory staffand the special facilities in which
theywork. These core competencies are a part of the Department of Energy's technology base that
supports DOE missions and other national technology initiatives.The research foundation cat-
egories for these competencies are:

• Engineered processes and materials
• Computational and information sciences
• Microelectronics and photonics

• Engineering sciences

In addition to the contribution of each research foundation to each program within each mission
area, the integrated capabilities that have been developed at Sandia to service program needs have
demonstrated a specialdistinctiveness for this laboratory. Some of these integrated capabilitiesare:
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• Surety technology (safety, security, and control)
• Experimental, computational, and analytical evaluation
• Advanced manufacturing technology
• Pulsed power technology
• Engineered systems

A primary objective in allof Sandia's programmatic responsibilities is to exceed customer
expectations for pertbrmance, cost, and schedule. To ensure the accomplishment of this objective,
staff'who are involved in each program area (and in each cross-cutting fi.mctionalarea such as envi-
ronment, safetyand health; human resources; and facilities management) work to continuously
improve the performance of processes that are key to success. This commitment to Total Quality
Management is made to customers representing essentially eveq, organization within the Depart-
ment of Energy as wellas a diversity ofother federal agencies, including the departments ofl)efense,

Commerce, Transportation, and State; Environmental Protection Agency; Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; National Institutes of Health; and National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A growing number of both individual private companies and industry consortia also benefit from
the value oftechnolo D, transferred from Sandia.

Mission Focus

Established Responsibilities

Established responsibilities include programs that add value directly to the nation's security, in
cooperation with the private sector where appropriate, and for which the federal government is
the principal customer.

• Nuclear weapons programs (Department of Energy and Department of Defense)

- Stewardship tbr and development of an evolving nuclear weapons stockpile
- Implementation of new structures and approaches to meet

the smaller production requirements of the future

- I)evelopment of arms control and nonproliferation technologies,
and analysisof intelligence

- Restorationof contaminated Sandia sites to astate of compliance
with applicableenvironmental lawsand regulations

• Energy and environmental programs (Department of Energy and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

- Improvementof theeconomics, safety, and environmental compatibility
of energy conversion and utilization

- l)evelopnaent of waste management solutions and technologies fbr
industrial waste reduction

• Work other than for DOE ("Work for others")

(Department of Defense, other federal agencies, and nonfederal entities)

- Application of unique Sandia capabilities to help other federal government
agencies and nonfederal entities (such as state and local governments,
private industry, and universities) succeed in their missions

• Technology transfer

2-2 Institutional Plan FY 1994 _, 1999



PresidentialcandidateBillClintonand SandiansAINarathand PaulRobinsondiscussa printedcircuitboardthatwasfabricatedusingenvi-

ronmentallyconsciousmanufacturingtechniquespioneeredbySandia.Thecircuitboardisaproductof theLaboratories'emergingrespon-

sibilitiesinadvancedmanufacturingtechnologyandelectronics,anditsestablishedmissionresponsibilityinenvironmentaltechnology.

Emerging Responsibilities

Fmerging responsibilities include programs in partnership with industry that enhance the safet),,

security, reliability, and cost-effectivencss of multiple national infrastructures and that directly

contribute to Sandia's established mission responsibilities. These efforts are key to enhancing the

SandiaNational Laboratories Mission 2-3



global competitiveness of U.S. industries. The private sector willbe an important judge of the value
of Sandia's contributions.

• Advanced manufacturing technology
• Electronics

• Information and computational technology
• Transportation energy technology and infrastructure
• Biomedical engineering

Approach

ProgramPrioritization

Sandia willconcentrate on challenges and opportunities that add value to the nation. In addition,
it will

• Respond rapidly to national emergencies and other urgent government requirements
• Build on and strengthen Sandia's core technical competencies and other essential Laborato-

riescapabilities

• Anticipate emerging trends and proactively help sponsors and customers invent their future
• Provide teamwork opportunities with industry, universities, and other institutions
• Create synergies among Sandia's program sectors and functional organizations

ProgramExecution

Sandia strives to achieve customer delight by meeting or exceeding expectations and by-

• Emphasizing our corporate values of teamwork, integrity, quality, leadership, and respect
tbr the individual, and demonstrating our commitment to the safety of the indMdual and
environmental protection

• Realizingcontinuous improvement of the l,aboratories' pertbrmance, guided by Malcohn
BaldrigeNational Quality Award criteria

• Taking maximum advantage of the specialcharacteristics of the New Mexico and (;alitbrnia
laboratories and other Sandia locations

Mission Assignments
Sandia's missions for I)OE encompass live major categories ofa "tivity:

1. Research, development, and engineering associated with advancing ntlclear explosives to
integrated, functional weapons fi)r 1)ol) weapon delivery systems (nuclear ordnance).
Activities include component development, design definition, and systems integration;
nuclear weapon surety, including satety,conamand and control, and security; evaluation of
newweapon concepts; testingand weapon cfli.'ctssimulation; production and dismantlement
support; and stockpile surveillance.
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2. Other DOE delL'rise-relatedprograms, including the dcveh_pment of verification and
control teclmologies to support progress towards arms reduction agreen _cntsand to pro-
vide intelligence on tbreign technologies and weapon systems; concepts and systems for
the safeguarding and security of nuclear materials and assets.

3. Research, devdopment, ant1engineering of technologies for sail."storage, processing,
transport, and disposal of hazardous and radioactive wastes from nuclear materials and
weapons production; development of mallufacturing processes and substitute materials
to minimize hazardous by-products in the production ofnonnuclear components of
nuclear weapons; research, development, and engineering of processes and technologies
R)r remediation and restoration of weapon production sites.

4. Implementation of the National Energy Strategy through research and development of
concepts tbr increasing energy efficiency in utilization, storage, and transmission; securing
future energy supplies through improved recover3,techniques, conversion technologies,
and development of alternative energy sources; protecting theenvironment through ctmrac-
terization and assessment ofenvironnaental change phenomena and research and develop-
ment of cost-effective technology applications lor ameliorating environmental degradation;
forti_,ing the foundations of our national energy stratcgy by deepening our understanding
of the basic energy sciences, improving the mathematics and scienceeducation opportunities
of our youth, and enhancing the general technical literacy of the public.

5. Supporting the economic security of the United State,.:by helping U.S. indust D,compete
effectiv,ly in international markets through the transfer of federally turned or originated

technology to private industn,, state and local govermnents, and universities or nonprofit
organizations.

An important part of our mission also includes performing work for entities other than the
l)epartment of Energy when such work contributes directly to a 1)O1"program or is judged to
exercise and strengthen Sandia's capabilities inareas germane to our I)()E missions. Such work is
frequently an effective means of accomplishing technology transfer, a mission assigned to the lab-
oratories by the 1989amendment to the Atomic Energy Act. It provides access to Sandia's unique
facilities,sea, ices, and expertise and oftcn makes available technology dcveloped in the nuclear
weapons program that isnot obtainable fi'om industry, university, or non-l)()t {government sources.
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Executive Overview

Sandia National Laboratories, operated for the United States Department of Energy, isone of the
nation's largestand most diverse research and development laboratories. In 1979,itwas designated
by Congress as a muitiprogram national laboratory. Martin Marietta Corporation succeeded AT&T
as Sandia's management and operating contractor on October 1, 1993.

Total Quality Management

Total quality isSandia's overarching management and operating philosophy. Quality ismore than
one of Sandia's fivecorporate values; it isan ethos and a methodology that permeates allof our
programmatic and institutional activities.

This commitment to total quality management is stated in the Laboratories' quality policy:

7"0be thebest demamts that we integratequality itt all our work. At Sandia Natiomtl Laboratories,
weapply thefollowing qualit),fundamentals, consistentwith soumt businesspractices, to reit(/brce
our reputationfi_rexcellence:

Provide thegreatest value to our custontersb),umter_tattding amt meeting theirexpectations.
Not only must we satisB/our customers' spoken and written requirements, we must under-

stand our customers' needs and how the ,'ustomers' expectations influence their perception
of quality with respect to cost, schedule, and performance. To ensure customer satisthction,

both internal and external, we must continually review our customers' expectations while
negotiating their requirements.

Focuson prevettyionrather thatt correction.

While fixing problems as they arise is important, preventing problems from occurring is

the goai Therefore, we must approach each task with the appropriate amount of planning
to consider potential problems and to build prevention into each step of the process.

Measureprogressusing data.

Metrics are needed to set objectives, m,mitor our processes, assess customer saiislaciion,
and ensure that resources are li_cusedon the lllOS[ "value-added" areas. We willjudge our
perti_rman,.e against the best using the Malcolm l",aktrigeNational (.)uality Award criteria
to nleasure our progress.

_;(mtimmll),improve ourskills, processes,products and services.
Quality improvement isongoing. As our custonlers' requirenlents change, our capabilities



must change accoMingly. (:ontinually learning and improving our skillswill allow us to
service our customers better. Since allwork ispart of a process, we must continually seek
ways to improve our work to provide the highest\'alucproducts and servicesto our customers.

Committing to this policy requires some means of ascertaining that we are actually implement-
ing it. Our guiding principles for implementing qualityat Sandia arcthe Malcolm BaMrigeNational
Quality Award criteria. In 1992,S,mdiasubmitted an application fiwthe AT&T (31airman's Quality
Award (AT&T's equivalent of the Malcolm BaldrigeAward). Our score was429, which isverygood
fi._raresearch and development laborato_T undergoing rapid change. We arc using tile opportunities
fi_rimprovement identified in the ffedback fronl our application to advance our rate of progress
in quality implementation. This fi:edbackis relk'rredto as "Baldrige tk'edback" in this discussion.

Sandia will prepare a Baldrige assessment fi_rscoring and feedback in 1994and continue to
use the Baldrigeprinciples and processes ft."guidance.

The seven examination categories of the Malcolm Baldrige Nati.nal Quality Award are a uscfid
construct fi_rsystematically assessing our progress towards meeting the goals of our quality policy.

Category 1 Leadership

Sandia's president, vice presidents, and directors of Quality, Human Resources, l'lanning, and
Environment, Safety,and Health, compose the Sandia Quality (_ouncil, which meets monthly to

identify and measure activities that willen:_uresuccess in advancing our rate of quality progress.
Members of the Sandia Quality Council extensively promote the l,aboratories' conlmitnaent to

quality outside Sandia with specialemphasis on the application of quality ina research and develop-
ment environnletat. To denlcmstrate their conmfitment to total quality management, the president
and his management council created, published, and distributed a corporate strategic plan ii, 1990
that emphasized quality. In 1993, our quality policy was updated, signed by the president, and
distributed to employees.

(;orporate valuesand customer fi)cusare the basis of Sandia's organizational structure. Sandia
isorganized into three program sectors that account fi_rall the programmatic work perl_._rrnedat
the Laboratories. The three sectors and their major responsibilities and customers are:

• Defense Programs Sector_ Provides ft," tla¢stewardship and dcvehq._nwnt of the nali_,n's
nuclear weapons stockpile; implements new approaches to meet the smaller nuclear weapon

production requirements of the future; and develops arms control and nonproliferation
teclanologies and analysis of intelligence,
Principal customers:

I)()E l)et_nse Programs
I)OE Office of Intelligence and National Security
I)()E ()flice of Environmental Restoration and Waste/_lanagement

• Energy and Environment Sector-- Perfi,rms research and deveh_pment t_ impr_ve tile
efficiency,safi:ty,and envir,,nmental compatibility of energy c,mversi,,n and utilizaticm;

develops wastt"manageme:_t solutions and technologies ft." industrial waste reduction.
Principal cust_mlers:

l)()li Energy l']fl]ciencyand I_.enewablel!ncrgy
1)()t( ()flicc c_t"Energy Research
l)()li I:ossill-nergy
1)()!'_Nuclear l:,nergy



DOE Office of Envi' 'mnental Restoration and Waste Nianagement
I)OE Office of Civ:' '2,adioactiveWaste Nlanagement
Nuclear Regulatory ,,omnlission

• Work-for-Others Sector-- Applies unique Sandia capabilities to assist other government
agencies in solving their problems.
Principal customers:

l)epartment of 1)efense
l)epartment of Transportation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

- Other governl:mnt agencies

This structure was implemented to increase our ability to address customers' requirements.
Indicators ofhmv well the structure is meeting those requirements are based on employee and
customer-satisfaction data.

Each of the three program sectors isoverseen by asector manager who isa Sandia vicepresident.
l",ecauseSandia employs a program/function matrix, these vicepresidents have organizational
obligations in addition to their program sector management responsibilities. There are a total of

' ten corp_wateorganizational dMsions, managed by vicepresidents, allof which support the program
sectors.The support they provide may be in the tbrm of direct progranm'atic work, technical support,
administrative support, or laboratory indirect activities.

Corporate organizational divisions support sector programs. The intended result is that the

program sectors and their customers are the focus of all laborato D,activity. This structure institu-
tionalizes the Total Quality Management requirement for a dominant customer focus throughout
the organization.

Strategic direction is provided by the Sandia Management ('ouncil (SM(;), chaired by the
1.aboratories' president. SMC establishes corporate goalsand makes decisions for infrastructure,
capital, and staffing requirements for the ten-year planning horizon, it establishes the long-term
strategy for core competencies and core support activities. The cot,ncil integrates corporate policy
with business planning requirements al_dprojected customer needs.

The activities of the three program sectors arc coordinated in the Sandia Program Council,
chaired by the laboratoo' director. The Program Council develops direct program guidance tbr
the three-to-five-year planning horizon, it anticipates funding and spending trends and sizes lab-
oraton, resources appropriately. It plans tbr core competency and core support needs and develops
short-term strategies for investment or disinvestment in core competencies and technical support
capabilities. The committee also o_'__rseesSandia's laboratory-directed research and development
(I,I)RI)) program and resolves cross-sector issues.

Sandia isa member of the National l,aboratories (kmmfittee on lmprm, ing LaboratoU Perfor-
mance, a coordinating grcmp made up of representatives of the I)()E laboratories. "Ibis committee
meets to conduct comparative evaluations and share best practices.

Public responsibility isveo' important to Sandia and isalso an important part of the l.eadership
categolT ol'the Baldrigecriteria. This responsibility isdemonstrated in our policy on the heahh and
safetyof workers and the public as wellas the protection of the environment. ()ur I-S&tI (l:.nviron-

ment, Satiety,and 1lealth) Policy,approved by Sandia's president, clearly states this responsibility.
Based upon the Baldrige feedback, a multi-disciplinary Sandia team dcvdoped seven compre-

hensive recommendations fi_raccelerating our rate of progress in quality. The Sandia Qualit,,
(:ouncil enthusiastically adopted these recommendations. Relative to the l,ea+h'rshipcategory, the

recommendation adopted was, "l)evelop and review at eveD,Sandia Qual it),(:ouncil meet ing
metrics that are corporate-wide, results-fi_cused, and customer-oriented." These metrics provide



measures of'actual acctm+plishnu.'ntsagainst goals Ibr hnpot+tantfaccts_flt+urwork and arc being
reviewedateachmeeting.

Category 2--Information and Analysis

Sandia's quality improvement process rests un a foundation of systems Ibr collecting,analyzing, and
dissenninatirlgdata and inl-t>rmationthat will help Sandia better meet its custtullers' ru<.luir¢l++cnts.

l)ata related to corporate planning, progl'an+larid pt't>juctplanning, product and service quality,
human resource planning, and compliance performance are used in all three prog,nun sect _rs.\Vc
use this infi_rmation to measure, evaluate, and c_mtt'olprocesses; t_ t'_rccast performance and
results; and to idcnti_, opportunities tbr imprm'cmcnt. Each program sector has a support office
to manage such data.

From the Bah.lrig¢tbcdback, the recommendation to "dcvclup a tlexiblc system that facilitates
martagetncr_tdecision-making based on data" was presented and adapted by the Sandia Quality
(iouncil. Key managers from the program sector ot't]ccsarc completing the development t+t'this
system and have begun to implement aspects of it.

l+,cnchrnarking,an impurtant clement of this category, cuts across allof the other categories as
well. Again |'rolll the l'_aldrigctk'cdbackcame a recommcndati,m, now adopted and being imple-
mented, to "benchmark one key process each from corporate-wide pruccsscs, each sector, c_rc
competcncies, and critical support services." Bcnchmarking iscritical to world-class pcrfurmancc,
and Sandia is measuring its processes against those of leaders in 111;.111vtields and ad+justingaccord-
ing to the results.

Category 3--Strategic Quality Planning

Sandia has engag_.'din planning fur many years. Sandia's plans tmvctaken an institutional perspec-
tive, describing the range of technical and administnltivc activities in progress, along with initiatives,
t:acilities,artd ,taffirtg required tu pursue new technical work up to live ),cars intt_the t\_turc. These
fix'c-yearplans arc rolled fi>rwardone yearat a time. "l'ypically,these docunlcnts incorporate contin-
uous trend pl+mningassumptions.

AsSandia approached the 199()s,changes in its external cnvirtmmcnt bc!,an to occur at an accel-
erating rate. The probability that significant disc_,ntinuitics might he cx|',cricnccd increased dramat-

ically.In rccognitiun of these new realities, Sandia undcrtt_ok its tirst truly strategic planlling ct'tt_l't.

W,TM believe that this and subsequent ¢fibrts incurpt,ratcd many t>l'today's modern quality principles:
continuu,.ts impn)vcmcnt, customer satisthction, employee satistilction, and quality bydesign.

Sandia's tir.,,t;+tratcgicplanning effort involved all_l'its top management team. The cftt+rtpn+-
duced a strategic plan that was notable both lhr its visionary content and l'_r its brevity. The plan
incorporated a mission statement that broadened the I.aboratt_rics' traditi_mal tbcus tm the dcl_+'nsc

aspects of nathmal security by challenging,it to enhance "the security, prosperity, and well-being of
the nation." 'l'hc plan alsoarticulated a statcmcnt ofcorporatc valuesand a set _t'stratcgh:c¢_n'ponttc
objectives. Quality, in all its aspects, was ctmsidcrcd and wov,'n into these values and t+hjcctivcs.

'l'u carry througll {mcommitments outlined in its tirst strategic plan, Sandia created organiza-
tiurts devoted tu quality and t_+the orderly management of change. It alst+devch+pcd the ,S,++t+ti,+
QllaliO'Polio,, stated earlier. Everycmph_ycc wasgiven a ct>pyof the strategic plan.

In the spirit _tctmtinuous improvement, new pkmning pruccsscs were uxccutcd during I_-J92.
'1'_+supplement the original strategic plan, wc now have atant-page statement cxt,ltfini_+gthe missitm,
focus, alld apl.minch ()lour strategic intent --- "... ,'.\'ct'pti_H,_lst'rHct'iHthe u+_tiou_lintcn'st ".......
dcvch_pcdwith input from 120 employees at all levels tfl'thc I.uburuttu'ics.



Sandia(;e(torManagementStructure

Developscorporatestrategiesinthe1-10 year

SandiaManagement horizonandestablishescorporategoalsand
policies.Integratescorporatepolicy,plans,and

Council long-termcustomerneeds.Makesmajor
laboratoryandsitedecisions.

ii iii

Plansand directstechnicalprogramsand core

SandiaProgram supportandcorecompetencyfunctions.Provides
inputto themanagementofindirectprograms.

Council Createsstrategiesforprogramdevelopmentand
investmentordisinvestmentinthe3-5 yearhorizon.

,
Conducttechnicalprogramsforsponsors.
Developcustomerinteractionsandsatisfy

ProgramSectors customerexpectations.Ensurecorecompetency
; support.Negotiateresourcerequirementswith

divisionmanagers.

Executeorsupportsectorprograms.Buildand
maintainorganizationalresourcesandcapabilities.

LaboratoryDivisions

It3parallelwiththisplanningprocess,Sandiabr,,ught illa nationallyknownfinn topertbrm nn
employeesatisl:actionsurve,vandanalysis,The "StanekSurvey" providedmanagementwithmuch
diagnosticinformationthathasbeenusedto developtrainingprogramsand providefi.'edl'_ack(,n
managerialbehax'iors.Wcwill repeatthissurveyIt, measurethedegreetowhichoureffortshave
resultedingreateremph,veesatisfaction.

Wearenowengagedindesigningour businessplanningprocesswithqualityprinciplesinmind.
( )ur businessplanswill,of necessity,fi,cus,,n customers'needsand the pr,,ductsand servicesthe
l,ab,,ratoriesoffersto meettheirneeds.Businessplanswillprovidepr,,grammanagersand organi-
zationswithclearerdirection,andconsequentlysh,)uldpositivelyimpactemployees'satistacti,m.
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Category 4--Human Resource
Development and Management

Sandia recognizes that its emphLveesare its most important strategic asset ill meeting custonlcr
requirements and fulfilling itsstrategic intent of"¢xceptional service in the national interest." We
arc committed to the quality principle that the degree to which Sandia meets the requirements and
achievesemployee satisfaction will bc the degree to which Sandia ,leers customers' requirements.

To support Sandia's pcrfi_rmancc in human resource management, we completed our first
StrategicHuman l(esourcc Plan in 1992. 'l'he plan wasdeveloped by across-fimctional team rep-

resenting all parts of Sandia. The team based lhe plan on requirements gathered fi'om executive
management, a random sample of other managers, and the 1991Santtia Perspective,which docu-
tncnted survey results from emplo,vccsand selected members of management. 'i'his plan willguide
our actions in human resources in fi_urkeyareas: staffing, perfi)rmancc management, leadership
and management development, and diversity. The plan will be updated periodically to assure
continuous relevance and a :hieve continuous improvement.

Basedon the Baldrigeevaluation, we developed and adopted the tbllowing activity in this cat-
cgory: "Use industry 'best practices' to establish a corporate education and training program."
Important elements ol:thisactivity include the deveh)pmcnt ofa laborato_,-wide education
policy and a mechanism tbr fimding the implementation of this policy.

A second human resources category activity based on the Baldrigeevaluation is to "align the
perfi)rmance and recognition system with the corporate values and sector goals." Implementation
of this recommendation began with the establishment of a performance management system fi_r
allvice presidents and directors.

As part of the Baldrige categories invoMng corporate metrics, we willbe conducting regular
employee satisfaction surveys, similar to the 1991Samtia Perspectivesurvey, to provide more flex-
ibility in administration and shorter cycle time in responding to results.

Category 5--Management of Process Quality

Sandia's approach to managing process quality is tailored to fit the partk'ular product or service
delivered to the customer. We identit:ycustomer expectations, clari6, them through discussion,
and translate them into specific requirements. Although all program sectors use standard project
management technklues, including multilevelwork breakdown structures, task metrics, and critical

path networks, indMdual approaches willvary,depending on the sector and customer requirements.
()ur largest sector, 1)efcnse Programs, has evolved an elaborate prevention-based system to

assure the safety, perlbrmance, and reliabilityof U.S. nuclear weapons. (;rcat rigor, attention to
exacting requirements, well-defined processes, exacting engineering development, and extreme

attention to allaspects of quality have been the hallmarks of this work fi)rover tbrty),cars.
All three sectors use agraded approach to determining the level of formality to use in meeting

customer requirements. In the Work-for-()thers and Energyand Environment sectors, require-
ments for some activities (such as the Yucca Mountain and Waste Isolation Pilot Plant nuclear

waste repository projects) arc set by statute.

(Xlstomcr requirements are often subject to change during the lit_"of programs and projects.
The Baldrigefeedback provided us an opportunity to improve in this area and resulted in the
devclopnJcnt and adoption of a recommendation to "develop a structured but tlexible approach

to managing customer interfaces." The three scct()rs arc implementing this recommendation
through structured approaches to customer interactions, defined responsibility in interactions

with customers, customer databases, and customer satisfaction surveys, Wc anticipate improved
ability t(_achieve customer satisfaction through these new approaches to customer interfaces.



Category 6mQuality and Operational Results

In the Defense lh'ogranls sector, a keyproduct metric of interest to customers in the dcpartnwnts of
Energy and Defense is tile reliability of the weapons in stockpile. The emphasis on reliability starts
with the weapon development program and continues through the entry of weapons into stockpile.
Reliabilityassessments are made by an organization that is independent of design responsibility.
Continuous quality improvement has led to significant improvements in all indicators, such as
decreases in component failure, decreases inaverage dell:orsper weapon, reduced need fi_"tests in
the stockpile evaluation pr¢,gram, and a downward trend in investigations of significant findings.

In the Work-fi_r-Othe,'s sector, the Aerospace Systems l)evelopment program and the Rcnlotc
Sensing and Verification program have identified key measures fi_rproduct or service quality. For
Aerospace Systemsl)evelopment, the key measure is the percentage of flight test objectives met. Tiffs
measure indicates acontinuous trend upward fiJrover twenty-four years. For Remote Sensing and
Verification, mean time between thilures fi)rflight payload ismeasured. This key nwasurement indi-
cates a/:ailure rate of less than one per billion operating hours. A mission [hilurehas not occu:'red in
thirty years of fielding satellite systems.

Sandia has an excellent history in meeting customer cost, schedule, and perfomlance require-
ments. Success depends on the support of internal organizations including lnfi_rmati,.m Systems,
Purchasing, and Facilitiesand Maintenance to make thisquality successpossible. These organizations
are making greater use of customer satis(action surveys to identifi, and implement opportunities
for improvement.

QualitytechniquesandthequalityethosarebeingpropagatedthroughoutallLaboratories'activities.VideotechnicianReginaValenzuela
wasoneofthoserecognizedduringNationalQualityMo_ithforsuccessinapplyingqualityprinciplestotheirwork.



Category 7--Customer Focusand Satisfaction

The l)epartnlent of Energy isSandia's prindpal customer. The l)cpartnwnt of l)ef_:nscisalso a key
customer. There arc many other DOE and reimbursable customers fi)rSandia's products and services.
Newlyemergent among our customers are private sector partners in cooperative researchand devel-
opment and other beneficiariesof our technok W transtbr efibrts. Sandia is implementing a process to
manage customer interthccs to achieve continuous in3wovcmcnt incustomer tbcus and satisfaction.
Eachprogram sector hasdeveloped specificorganizatkms and processes tbr providing customer tbcus.

The development and implementation of the I)()F, l,aboratory Appraisal System for Sandia
wasa direct effort to improve the extant appraisal process. We worked directly with I)OE to develop
and introduce the improved process. An important aspect of this newprocess is that I)OE co-owners
are invited to attend Sandia appraisal team meetings.

We are working with I)OF, on the appraisal process to put greater emphasis on costs. In the
future, funding tbr nuclear weapons programs willahnost certainly decline, and we are using the
appraisal system to jump-start cost reduction activities.

Sandia's comnlitments to its Defense Programs customer begin with directives and interagency
agreements and are implemented through fi_rmal requirements, documents, and procedures.
These commitments are for the lifeof a weapon.

"['heprimary commitment with work-tbr-others customers is the reimbursable agreement
signed by Sandia and approved by I)()E. All reimbursable proposals and agreement packages are
reviewed tbr quality, ability to perlbrm, and adherence to I)OE and federal requirements.

The growing number of industrial and other private-sector partners in unclassified research and
development willhave profotmd effects on the way Sandia interthces with customers. This trend

will require cultural change, changes in procedures tbr controlling new types ofinfimnation, and
physicalchanges to sitesand facilities,including the devdopment of more open laboratory campuses
ina research park environment in both New Mexico and ('alifornia.

Core Competencies

Sandia's core competencics represent adistinguishing integration of skills,capabilities,technologies,
and thcilitiesneeded to perform the l,aboratories' mission and achieve strategicobjectives. They make
itpossible tbr the Laboratories to attack a wide variety of technical problems, and they represent a
complex harmonization of individual skillsand technologies that would be very difficult tbr other
laboratories to duplicate. Eachof our core competencies makes a significantcontribution to the value
of the products and see'ices fin"which Sandia is responsible, and many groups within Sandia rely
upon the Laboratories' core competencies to accomplish their work.

()ur core competcncies model isa matrix of research foundations and integrated capabilities.
I,',esearchfimndations provide the technology baseon which the l,aboramries' integrated capabilities
depend. P,ecause this technology base represents specificdisciplines, each of the fimndations can bc

managed fi_roptimum utility and technological leadership. Integrated capabilities arc more diffuse
and represent endemic and unique laboratory differentiators.

In tiffsmodel, core cornpctencies are jointly managed at the intersections of the matrix by man-
agers who maintain research tbundations and those who exercise laboratory integrated capabilities.

ResearchFoundations

Engineered Processes and Materials_ synthesis, characterization, and processing of metallic,
ceramic, organic, and composite materials: A distinguishing strength of this competency is



thc development of advanced materials and processes that are tailored to meet the specific
needs of an application. Facilitiesinclude the Applied Materials i,aboratory, which isj_fintly
managed by Sandia, l,os Alamos National l,aboratory, and the Universityof New Mexico.

Computational and Information Sciences--technologies toadvance the state-of-the-art in
computer use while maintaining the accuracy, security, and accessibilityof information: l)istin-

guishing strengthsof thiscompcteticy inch,de the development of advanced computing networks
and thcilities,computational methods for emerging computer technologies, mathematical tech-
niques fi_rinfimnation surety, and computer-based techniques fin"intelligent machines. Facilities
include the MassivelyParallel Computing ResearchLaboratory and (:entral (:omputing Facility.

Microelectronics and Photonics_ technologies required tbr thedevelopment, thbrication,and

production of microelectronic and photonic devices: l)istinguishing strengths of thiscompetency
include materials growth and development, device design, t;abrication technologies fin"silicon
and compound semiconductor devices, and design of processes and equipment for the manu-

fhcture of integrated circuits. Facilities include the Microelectronics Development l,aboratory,
Compound Semiconductor Research i,aboratoly, and (:enter tbr Microelectmnics Technologies.

Engineering Science_--fluid and thermal sciences, solid and structural mechanics, radiaticm

transport, aerospace sciences, geosciences, and combustion sciences: A distinguishing strength
of this competency is the development of interdisciplinary capabilities and an integrated compu-
tational and experimental approach for solving complex engineering problems. Facilities include
the Fluidand Thermal Sciences laboratories, Experimental Mechanics 1,aboratory,Experimental
Aerodynamics l.aboratory, Geosciences I,aboratories, and the Combustion Research Facility.

Integrated Capabilities

Surety Technology--technology to deliver products that meet the highest levelsof satiety,
security, and control: Extensive use is rnade of systemsand engineerirlg analysis,computational
modeling and simulation, reliahilitymethods, quality assurance, and safetyand pmbabilistic risk
assessment. Applications of thiscompetency are distinguished by the simultaneous optimization
of safety, security, and control. Examples of these applications include nuclear weapon design
and surety assessment, development of technologies and security systems for the protection of

nuclear materials and facilities,reliability assessment of semiconductor manulhcturing equip-
ment, and probabilistic risk assessment of nuclear reactors.

Experimental, Computational, and Analytical Evaluation-- experimental, computational,
and analytical methods to perfi_rm the numerous kinds of evaluation that are required during
the development, production, retirement, and disposal of engineered systems: The required
types of evaluation include problem solution, pertbrmance validation, process design, and
s,vstemsatietyand reliability assessment. Applications of this competency are distinguished by
an integrated useof engineering mechanics, physical simulation and testing methods, compu-
tational and numerical methods, risk and sal_'tyassessment methodologies, and measurement
and diagnostic techniques. These applications often require expertise ranging from funda-
mental research through full-scale system testing.

Advanced Manufacturing Technology_ technology to meet the manufilcturing needs of
U.S. industn,' and the nuclear weapons complex: Examples of such needs include concurrent

engineering, intelligent machines for hazardous and flexible operations, computer-aided
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design/engineering/manufiacturing, engineered processes and materials, environnlental pro-

tection and control, and all infrastructure to support product realization. The applications of
this competency are distinguished by all emphasis on precompetitive research and develop-
ment for market-driven technologies, which are guided bythe reconfiguration of the nuclear
weapons complex and industry-led consortia such as SEMATECH, USCAR, and the Spe-
cialty Metals Processing Consortium.

Pulsed Power Technology-- technology to generate and applyenergeticbeams and high-power
energy pulses: It isdistinguished by the development of repetitivepulsed power technologies,
x-ray and energetic beam sources, and electromagnetic and radiation-hydrodynamic codes
tbr awide varietyof applications. Examplesof these applications include nuclear survivability

and hardness testing, light-ion beam inertial confinement fusion, materials processing, waste
and product sterilization, and food purification. Facilitiesinclude the Saturn X-Ray Source,
Hermes 1IIgamma raysource, and the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator 11.

Engineered Systems--technologies to design complex, relatively unique products to meet
customer needs that may be only partially defined: This is accomplished by integrating the
engineering design disciplines with the fabrication and production technologies required to
implement a design as a real product that meets a specifc customer need. This competency is
distinguished by the ability to catalyze and focus research, systems studies, and engineering
design on the unique challengespresented by the requirements of the customer. It also provides
the crucial link between our technical and infrastructure capabilities that results in prototype
development, testing, documentation, and transfer of production capability to the customer.

In addition to providing the basis for the products and servicesSandia provides to its customers,
our core competencies "alsoserveas acontinuing source of new initiatives.An example is the initiative,
Technolo_ Information Environment for Industry (TIE-IN, see page 5-31 ). The objective of this
initiative is to extend the benefits of Sandia's diverse scientific and engineering capabilities to the six
million small and medium sizecompanies in the United States. Its successwilldepend critically on

advances in the Computational and hfformation Sciences and Engineering Sciences research fimn-
dations, as wellas the Surety Technologies and Experimental, Computational, and Analytical
Evaluation integrated capabilities.

Funding for the enhancement of Sandia's core competencies isobtained from multiple sources,
including the Defense Programs Research and Development program and BasicEnergy Sciences.
Additionally, Sandia has earmarked a significant fraction of its Labor_,tory-l)irected Research and
l)evelopment program for enhancing core competencies. When a proposal issubmitted to this
program, it is reviewedfor itstechnical content and potential contribution to the strength of Sandia's
core competencies. Only proposals that exhibit technical excellenceand hold potential fbr advancing
the Laboratories' core competencies are funded.

Facilities

The Laboratories' executive management offices and larger laboratory complex are on Kirtland Air
Force Baseat the southeastern edge of Albuquerque, New Mexico.This site, referred to as Sandia/
New Mexico, comprises five technical areas and an expansive outdoor testing field covering 17,750
acres. This location benefits from its proximity to other major defense laboratories and testing
facilitiesand the emergent high-technology industrial climate in the RioGrande research corridor.

Another Sandia laboratory complex in Livermore, Califonlia, occupies 413 acres at the eastern
edge of the San Francisco Bayarea. The site benefits from its proximity to world-class research



universities and the intense high-tectlnology environnlent of the region. Sandia/Califi._rniaisstrate-
gically important to the Laboratories' missions by serving as a window to the leading industrial
centers of the West Coast and aconnection to the challengesof twenty-first-century urban America.

Sandia operatesa wide varietyof technical facilities,the collection of which constitutes one of
the world's premier research, development, and testing complexes.

Extensive research laboratories in the physical and chemical sciences, materials and processes,
computational and computer sciences, microelectronics and photonics, pulsed power, and the
engineering sciencescontain the most modern instrumentation and laboratory equipment. Sinai-
larly, extensive engineering development laboratories contain unparalleled f:acilitiesfor component
development, particularly in electronics, manufacturing, and processes.

Collectively, Sandia's array of environmental testing fhcilitiesisnot duplicated anywhere in the
world. In addition to shock, temperature, vibration, and acceleration test fhcilitiesused to subject
a variety of components and systems to awide range of extreme environments, the l.aboratories

operates avariety of special-purpose test l'hcilities,some of which are unique. Examples include a
radiant heat f:acility;a multiple-stroke lightning simulator; a low-field, broadband electromagnetic
radiation facility;blast tubes capable of operating from 1to 2000 pounds per square inch; a tZacility
to provide largequantities of molten metaloxides fi)rstudying nuclear reactor accident conditions;
light-initiated and other high explosives test f:acilities;a 5000-tbot aerial cable for impact tests; a
!0,000-foot rocket sled track; and two of the world's largest centriAlges.

Many of Sandia's specialized fhcilitiesconstitute major national resources, utilized for avariety
of both defense and nondefense research and development programs. A few examples include:

• A Rill range of computing facilities,from modern workstations to the leading capability in
massivelyparallel computing, to support the l,aboratories' pervasive use ofcomputatior_ for
the simulation and modeling of complex phenomena and concurrent research, development,

and engineering;

• A sophisticated multi-vendor corporate inter-network and comn ,mications infrastructure
providing readyaccess to Sandia's supercomputers and storageservers fi'omboth theCalitbrnia
and New Mexico locations and their distributed networks;

• Robotics laboratories for basic scientific research and engineering development of prototype
advanced systems with application to I)OE weapon production efforts, START-mandated

nuclear weapon dismantlement activities, and to retrievingand repackaging radioactive
wastes;

• Facilitiesand equipment to study semiconducting and other specialized materials, including
the Center fi.)rMicroelectronicsTechnok)giesand the Integrated MaterialsResearchLaborator/;

• Advanced facilities for materials synthesis and growth, processing, and diagnostics, includ-
ing molecular beam epitaxyand metallorganic chemical vapor deposition growth, accelera-
tors for ion-beam analysisand ion implantation of surfaces, solid-state and gas-phase lasers
fi_rspectroscopy and remote sensing, and numerous surthce analytical techniques for
microstructure and materials property analysis;

• Advanced manuthcturing technology capabilities--including the Integrated Manuihcturing
Technologies l,aboratory and the National (]enter for Advanced lnfi_rmation ('omponents
Mamdhcturing-- fi)r deveh)ping integrated and agile solutions to mantdhcturing problenls
with both industrial and government partners; dual-use and commercial relevancearc priority
requirements as we look to the future;
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A technician extractsa 6-inch diameter silicorldisk from a metal deposition system at Sandia'sMicroelectronics

Development Laboratory class-1 clean room.

• The Combustion ReseaM1 Facilityu, California, which isaddressing problems in combustion
science, energy, and the environment;

• The National Solar Therrnal Test Facilityand other solar thermal thcilitiesfi_rtesting both
central and distributed receivers and studying high-temperature materials and processes;

• An advanced photovoltaics facility fi_rtesting both fiat-plate and concentrator systems;

• Reactor fhcilitiesto simulate internal environments cffpower reactop; and 1oevaluate the
efi_2ctsof nuclear weapons on components;
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• Pulsed-power accelerators-- including the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator 11(PBFA lI),

tile Saturn x-ray simulator, and the Hermes Ill gamma-ray accelerator--to simulate nuclear
weapon effectsand to study pulsed power approaches to fusion energy; and

• Dedicated t-_cilitiesand test equipment at 1)OE's Pantex plant in Amarillo, Texas, fi_rquality
assurance and stockpile evaluation operations.

Sandia's 900 buildings provide laboratoly, shop, and office floor space of approximately 5.9
million square feet, most of which is locatedon about 30square milesof the southern part of Kirtland
Air Force Base. At original acquisition cost, the thcilitiesavailable at Sandia represent nearly $1.5
billion of U.S.government assets,consisting of about $900million in capital equipment, more than
$500 million in buildings and structures, and more than $50 million in utilities and land improve-
ments. The investment in technical equipment amoun sto more than a quarter million dollars per
technical employee.

As itsmission evolves, Sandia, like other national laboratories, isworking much more closely

with U.S. industry than ever before. Relationships with industrial partners require easier site access
and appropriate security management. We are exploring concepts fbr changes incampus configura-
tion at both our New Mexico and Califbrnia sites to facilitate access by industrial users. Changes
are likely to affect classified and unclassified business areas, traffic circulation, parking, and other
infrastructure. A significant investment willbe required to perform this site conversion work to
improve the logistics of working closely with industry on national, industry-lead initiatives.

Staff

Even more than the laboratories and facilities,the heart of every research and development organi-
zation is its technical staff:Our nearly 5,300 technical personnel are drawn from alldisciplines of

engineering and the physical sciences. Averaging almost 15years of service to the nation, the staff
represents an impressive store of almost 78,000 man-years of experienced technical talent. That
reservoir of expertise has produced more than 60 patents during the past two years alone.

About 60percent of the 3,750 Members of Technical Staffhave engineering backgrounds, with
the majority holding degrees in electrical, mechanical, or chemical engineering. The remaining 40
percent provide expertise in a varietyof technicaldisciplines, including nuclear engineering, mathe-
matics, physics, computer science, aeronautics, and materials science. Ahnost 80 percent of the
Members of Technical Staffhave earned graduate degrees, 45% of which are Ph.1).s, many
awarded by the very top universities.

Suppo,'ting the professional technical staffare 1,550technicians who bring to our work
hands-on technical experience across a variety of technical specialties. Administrative and indi-

rect support isprovided by more than 800 Members ofLaborator? Staff;900 Administrative Staff
Associates, and 1,550graded employees who perform the many necessary security, craft, mainte-
nance, and clerical functions.

While most of our nearly 8,600 employees are based in New Mexico, about 1,000are
employed at our California h_cility;another 150personnel comprise small groups at the DOE
Pantex plant in Amarillo, Texas, and at our testing sitesat Kauai and Tonopah.

Bybeing greater than the sum of its parts, the exceptional combination of outstanding techni-
cal staffand unmatched research, development, and testing facilitiescontinues to permit us to
leverage technology to address important national problems.





Laboratories Strategic Plan

Sandia was chartered in 1949with the sole purpose of supporting the development, production, and
stockpiling of nuclear weapons. Today, Sandia National Laboratories isall extensive, multiprogram,
multiple-location, research and technology development organization. The genesisof Sandia's tech-

nical diversitycan be traced to its attempts to stayahead of what Theodore Levittcalled "fast history":

More than ever before, [organizational] survivaland success require getting coml0rtable with a
rapidly arriving and disruptive future, but a future that cannot be specificallytbretold... Things
change and alwayshave changed. Fasthistory isan environment of intensifying and unexpected
changes, of rapid acceleration. This creates special problems and also special opportunities.

To help prepare for afuture with diversenew challenges,management establisheda formal strate-
gic planning process in 1989. In early 1990, Sandia's first high-level strategic plan was developed,
beginning a process of reassessment and cultural change throughout the organization. (We expect
to revisit and update the high-level strategic plan in the fallof 1993after Sandia's new managing
contractor takes over.)

In 1991,management continued strategic planning with an examination of the Laboratories'
strategic intent and core competencies. After the DOE Tiger Team visit and assessment that year,
management refined its strategic intent and commissioned an exhaustive reevaluation of core
competencies that continued through 1992and into 1993. In 1993,the Laboratories' programmatic
sectors began tbrmalized program planning. The cumulative results of Sandia's concerted planning
efforts are presented in this chapter.

Situation Analysis
We livein a time when changes in national priorities are creating unrest and anxiety. The outlook
for the nation's long-term economic vitality is unclear. The American public is becoming increas-
ingly averse to risk. Many people doubt the veracity of the policy-making process and question the
value of government-supported institutions. Confidence in science and technology isdiminishing.

A principal impediment to increasing prosperity and employment in the United States arises
from the aspirations, energies, and competencies of other nations that appear to be managing their
national resources more strategically than we. The aspirations of other nations cannot and should
not be ignored. In the long run, our nation may wellbenefit from the intensity ofeftbrt demanded
by global competition and the re.,ultant technological progress. While technology by itselfcannot

ITheodore l.evitt, Thinkin,tIAbottt Mattagement, The Frcc Press, New York, 1991, p. 70.



ensureeconomicgrowth,it iscertainlyamajorddenninanl ofenvil'onnwniall,vsustainableprostwrity
in anyindustrialtacitly. I towever,scientiticandtcchn_tlogicalactivilicsdo notautomalicalh'enhance
prosperity indirect proportion to thenation's investmentit, fl_,oseactivities.

We arc beginningto understandthatspolmmeouscreationel'national weahhl;'_m_tl_,efruits
of scientific inquiry andtechnologicalexploration is simply too slmvandinctlicicnl aprocessin
today'sFast-paced,ruthlesslycompetitiveglobaleconomy. \Virile sL.ientilh:researchmavstimulate
revolutionarydiscoveries,it doesnot, l)y itsclt]p,'_Mdethe linkagesandincentivesfor sustained
c,,mmcrcialcxph,itati,mof newl_,'caktlm,ughs.

(;iven this unde,'standing,and the increasingskepticismot'tl|c public, it isn,,surprisethatthe
socialcontract that hasDfidedthe U.S.scientificand resca,'chcommunity ischanging.;\s llagships
oft' •research comnmnity, the i)epartment ot'F,nergy national laboratories are c_mlrontcd with the
challengeoffi_cusingtheir science and teclmologyto provide tangible I',enetitto the nat ion's economic,
infi'astructural, and social spheres to adegree that willhelp sustain prosperity over the long term.

The Secretary of F.nergystated our challenge thus:

()ur challenge within the l)epartmcnt of Energy, and its national lal',oratorics, is to draw out

the vast and diverse technol,.g,icalcapabilities that have be,:namassed over the past live decadcs
in the interests of defense ll¢cds,, scientitic investigations, and energy re.search,and to structure

new ways to quickly support the important nati_malg_mlolenhancing our economy and
international competitiveness, _'

in accepting this challenge, we IlltlSl avoid the hubri.s ol'bclicving that technology can s_h'e all
problems.Technl_hlgyprovidestollls; thccultural, sllcial,and politk,il dimensi_msof our nali_lnal

probleinsnlusi be properly addressedIll permitetii.,ctivcutilization llfthcsc tools,ahlrcm,cr, SOlllC
riationalprobh.'inssinlplycannot bccflbctivelyaddn.'sscdb)' iccllriohlg)'.

Still, therearctechriicaldin'ieilsionsi_! iiloSl largc-scah.' llalional pnlbh.'nls.,%.s)'SlclllS approacl-i
thathltcgratessupporting tc'chllologiesiri anhltcrdisciplhlar)', nluhi-agCilC)', niuhi-secior assauh
nlayhold thellill)' realistichopeofstlluiilln t_lrslunc probh;ili,S.( )ppoi'iuniiies aboundt{Ir sub-
starllivctechnicalclmti'ibuiioils. :\n.'asiri whichthe 1)()1{i ,.liionalkll'ulraioricsCallincrca.,,etheir

inlp;.Icton nationalwell-behlgincltide iniliiarv ,security>t.'ni:rg)anctcnvirllnnlcnial sccurhy,and
ccoriomicsecurity,

Military Security

Theglobalproverequationhaschangeddramaticalh'.Theconsequencesof thatdlangc haveforced
nationalsecurityplannersto retllink thefundamentalsof our strategicposture.

The domesticpolitical climatehasalsoshifted.Atatinit whenit hasbcc(imcdifficult t_,ti,i'cseu
world eventsthat mayaffectthe security_t'the nalilln, wearcconstrainedto planandactwithin
strictpolicy andccononlJclimits. "l'hcexpressillni)l'a pelit-up delnalld l_ll"thetL'dcralgll\'crnlnelll
to addressiSStleSolecorumlic competitiveness,encrg)'SUpl,l)',and ciwirlulnlcnlal qualil)' hasseized
theatlenthln _t'policy inakcrs.

The IL'dcral govcrnnlcnl and the 1)()1! natil)nal lal_orahli'Jcs face gi'cal difficulties in su._',aining

lhenuclear wc;.ipoll.S capability that constitutes our tundalnClllal strategic deterrent. 'l'hc cCt)lll)llliC

pressureson ihc lbdcralbudgetarc t'ornlidablc,and ihc delL'riseClllllnlunilv will It,ll bc iilsulalcd

fron) thorn. Indeed,the IICW c'c<liloinic:slifdcferisc'dictatearapidd<lwnsizingllf dclcn.sciridu.slr)'
capacity,with the nuclearweap_)nscomph.'xl'u.'arin<e,itsshare'_l't Ill.'burden.

-_1 l.,stinlllnvI',clilrc the Scnalc.(;(inullillcc (in I!ilt.'ig)' and Natural Itl_'sl)urcc,,,Xhlrci123, I_)C)3.
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Atthe same time, we rccugnizc that the deterrent value ol'the nuclear weapons stockpile depends
un the cunfidence that the United States, itsallies,and any potential adversaries have that these
weapons will functitmrdiabl,vif'required. Yet,as we move into the twenty-tirst century, many weap¢ms
in the stockpile willbe reaching the end of the lift:timestbr which they were designed. It willbe
necessary to discover the effectsof aging and engineer replaceme;u', ur muditications tbr critical

components in those systems that will not be replaced by newdesigns. It willalso he necessary to
make greater useof commercial sources for such components.

The advanced age of most nuclear weapon production plant and equipment and the emergence

of stringent new envimnrl ental lawsand regulatiuns require a major reconfiguration of the nuclear
weapons complex into a smaller, n,,._dem,more efficient, and more environmentally ,ppropriate
form. The success of reconfiguration willdepend on the develupment and introduction of new
production and waste marmgernent technologies, on installation of a modern capability for agile
nmnuFacturing and concurrent design, and un the development of alternatives for materials and
processes that must be discontinued.

Surer),i>a term that embraces the sak'ty, security, and use-control features and issues associated
with nuclear weapons. The l)epartment of Energy has continued to refine the definition of surety
roles, responsibilities, and processes to guide surety programs and fitcilitate accurate dual-agency

surety evaluations. Production utnew weapuns and modification ofexis'iu_ warheads,,,,'illcontinue
to be prioritized to emphasize nuclear detonation safety, plutonium disper misafety, and enhanced
security and usecontrol. Researchand development willcontinue toward' he realization of weapon
architectures that prm'idc intrinsic safety and enhanced security and control.

Attention willbe devoted to the need for evaluating the response o' U.S.weapon systems and
conwments, both nuclear and qonnuclear, to nuclear weapon effects._'ith the l'resident's extension
of the moratorium on nuclear testing, the urgency ofabm'eground sirnulation to assure the relia-
bility of the enduring nuclear weapon stockpile has become apparent. There is a need fur sustained

support during the remainder of the decade to develop, build, and bring on-line the simulators
necessaO, toproduce the full range of nuclear eft_'ctsagainst which our own weapon systems must
be made survivable.

The development of strategies tbr veri_,ing compliance with arms control treaties and containing
the proliferation of nuclear weapons technology and capability isboth complex and urgent. Suc-
cessful verification and nonpr(_iiferation measures depend (mour ability tosense weapon-related
activities, to rnanage the deluge of data produced by sensors, to recognize and interpret relevant
data, and to convey results in a manner that thcilitates decisitm-making for appropriate responses.
(;reat value willbe placed on the technologies of microelectronics, high-perfornmnce computing,
and information surety, together with the capabilities of systems engineering and integration.

Economic constraints dominate strategic thinking as we face the requirement to preserve

nuclear weapon development capability while the companion requirement for nuclear weapon
production capacity declines to a lower plateau. The nation simply does not have the resources to
pay the Rillcost of sustaining these twin requirements from the expected level of nuclear weapons
program resources alone. Since the technology base that supports nuclear weapon development
and the nuclear weapons stockpile embraces core competencies that can readily serve civilian and
commercial applications as well,all realistic strategies fiarmanaging this issue involve some fi_rm
t)fdual-use technoh)gy deveh)pment.

Indeed, the application of limited resources willhave to be reinforced further through multiple
use.Technical resources applied to l)OF+'sdefense-related missions willhave to be leveraged
through application to other I)()E mission areas. These same resources willbe multiplied further
through application to the needs nfthe private sector. This approach seems to bc the only l-,'actical

way to preserve the capabilities required for a smaller but viable nuclear weapons program while
contributing materially to the strength of the U.S. economy.
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Energy and Environmental Security

The U.S.ccononWisenergy-drivenandcnvir(mmcntallycontrolk'd."i'o remainglobaily,:ompctitivc,
the nation will benefit fi'om integrationof energy,cnvirtmmcnt, andccontm_i,:developmenttm a
largescale.Economicgrowthwill dependin largepart tm rcv_lutionarychangesintcchnolt,gyasso-
ciatedwith manufacturing and transportation, both tffwhich havecriticalenergy and environmental
aspects that the United States willbc torccd to address.

There isa growing, worldwide concern for the environment, whichdrives a demand tbr research

inenergy conscn'ation, alternative ways of treating and disposing of hazardous and toxic wastes,
andreductionof theenvironmentalconsequencesassociatedwith cncrbq,,supplyanduse.ldcntii_'ing
waste reduction technologies and practices has become critically important in enabling the U.S.
manuthcturing sector to maintain a competitive edge in the global market.

The Department of Energy willmaintain a very largeeffort in environmental restoration and
waste management within the nuclear weapons comph:x. Technology developed in support of this
cflbrt willbe developed with industrial parmcrs to thcilitate expeditious application to other waste
sites and develop a strong U.S. environmental industry.

EconomicSecurity

Most economists consider the revivalof the U.S.manuthcturing sector to be a ncccssaq, prcctmdition
for future economic security. Applying laboratory compctcncies to the advanced manuthcturing
technolobn/ needs of industry' isan efficient vehicle tbr implementing our strategy of multiple use.

Becauseof our responsibility for manufacturing technology tbr the nuclear weapons program,
Sandia has become a livinglaboratotT tbr the technology required by the new paradigm of agile
manufacturing. Much of what we have accomplished in the weapons program fi_rI)()E isdirectly
applicable to agile nmnuthcturing in the civiliansector.

New waste reduction technologies arc critically important in enabling the U.S.manu,hcttlring
sector to achieve a competitive edge in world markets whilemeeting the risinb environmental
expectations tffour citizens. Environmentally conscious manufacturing minimizes hazardous waste,
reduces energy consumption, utilizesmaterials more efficiently, and improves tht operational
safety cffmanufacturing pt,_ccsscs. It offers cct_nomic leverage over the traditional approach tff
"produce first, managewastelater."The inctticiencyof the traditional approachisclearlyvisible
in the sizable, long-term l)(_1:,program for cnvit,,nmcntal restoration and waste management
within the nuclear weapons complex.

In helping to meet tomorrow's challenges, the 1)()t-national laboratories can and willmake a

real diftL'rencc,but not by chance. ()ncc ina great while there appears a window of opportunity to
implement a change in paradigm, and such an opportunity exists today. If the national lal_oratorics
arc to realize their full potential as an ccononaic factor, they willhave to move doscr to the main-
stream of industrial development. The imperative is to reconnect, quite deliberately, advances in

fundamental scientific understanding and technological innovation to the real marketplace of
global competition. The laboratories arc strategically positioned in terms of technical capabilities,
size,and established relationships with government, academia, and (increasingly) industry, to
catalyzelarge-scale research and development collaborations among public and t ,irate institutions.

The l)efcnsc Programs national laboratories were extremely effectivewhen the nuclear missi_m
(with its diverse applications: nuclear weapons, nuclear energy, nuclear medicine, ctc.) wasclearly

defined. The iaboratorics attacked problems through a vertically integrated organizati_m, stretching
from fundamental science to engineering solutions. Today, the needs and missions arc not socrisply
defined-- or perhaps they arc just more intcrdisciplinary_ and the national lab_rat_n'icsarc capable
of contributing far more than they arc currently delivering. Basic research isstill producing w_rld-
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class science, hut as the original product fi_cushas become difl'use,much of the research eflbrl has
become decoupk'd tromreal applications,and itsimpact on industq, and society hasbeen diminished. Cooperativeresearch

The national laboratories' operational I:,erfimnance has been sul_ject to mounting criticism, amongindustry,gov-
The contintling value of the governnlent-OWlled, contractor-operated arrallgenlent has come ernment, universities,

under increasing scrutiny, and the national labo-

Unfortunately,veO,fewobjectivestandardsarcemployedto measurethe laboratories'p_.for- ratorleswillbeanew
mance.Nationallaboratorieswill increasinglyheevaluatedby thenation'sprivatesector. !I1parmer- modelfortechnology

ship with governnlent, the privatesectorwill becomedonlinant as a consunler of the laboratories' development in the

products and services, under the general rubric of technolob,y transtk,'r, post-coldwarera.
Technology transfer isa more complex, more inclusive process than the name ahme might Here, Joe Kubastests

indicate. The process can be accomplished using several distinct channels: the breaking strength

of solderedjoints as part

• BroadI)OE mission-relatedtechnologydevelopment ofaSand|a-Motorola
• User t_cilities collaborationaimedat

• Visiting scientist/engineer programs and educational outreach eliminating ozone-

• Information dissemination depletingsolvents
• Cooperativeresearchanddevelopmentagreements(CRAI)As) usedinsomemanufac-
• ('reation of technology-based start-up companies turing operations.

Eachof thesechannels has been shown to he

effective. The CRAI)A mechanism in particular
has increased technology transfer opportunities
dramatically because itpermits laboratory
capabilities to be accessed even by industries
whose products are not directly related to I)(.)E
programs. Bythe end of the first quarter of cal-
endar year 1993,the l)epartment of Energy had

entered into approximately 370 cooperative
research and development agreements; Sandia
National laboratories isa party to almost one-
third of those agreements.

Eachof the I)OE national laboratories is

distinguished by the depth and breadth of its
technology base: its core competencies. These
core competencies are, fi,r the most part, well
matched to both the near-term and hmg-term

technology needs of industry. The challenge
that confronts the laboratories ishmv to confer
maximum economic benefit from the dual-use

character oflaboratoo, core competencies.
There are fimr principal questions that need

to be addressed in responding to this challenge:

I. tlow will1)()I! mission responsibilities
evolve in the future, and what impact

will these rnis,,,itmchanges have on lab-
oratory core competencies and related

capabilities_' (That is,I lm,¢will the mis-
sion changes aft_'ctthe value oflabora-
toO,core competencies to U.S. industry?)
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2. Ibm'shouMtheimpactoflaboraturytechnologytransfereIl'tu'tsbeasscsscd?

3. t low canteclmoh_gytransl_.,rbeprm'ided with asuitable,sustaillable level _,l|'t'tllR.iilig?

4. How canthe (:RAI)A processbe improvedto respondbetterto industry's needs?

()he obstacleto aneft_'ctivvresponseto thesequestionsis thethreatof"business asusual."
"Businessasusuar' meansacontinuationof thesituation in whichvariousconstituenciesol'the

scienceandtechnologycommunity clamortbr a largershareof thefi:deralresearchanddeveloPment
budgeton thebasisof their individual "unique" technicalcapabilities.(_onsequently,"businessas
usuar' leudsto fragnlelltation of'federalresearchanddevelopmentinvestnlents,dup!ication of
effort, lackof responsivenessto market-driven industry needs,and inaccuratealignmmjt of fi.'deral
agencymissionresponsibilitieswith nationalneedsandPriorities. It alsokeepsin Placethe harri-
erstllat impedeconstructiveinteractionbetweenour nation's scientificandbusinessinterests.

Many of thebestopporttmitics to apply thetechnologybaseat the i)epartment of linergy
national laboratories willbe missed ifwe continue to do "business as usual." The fi:deraigm'ernment
willget apoor return on its investment if it lacks the courage to break down the obstacles that impede
access to the l)epartment of Energy laboratories by other federal agencies. Opportunities willbe

missed if the laboratories lapse into internecine competition for set-asides to fund participation in
a long listof small (_RAI)As that lack a strategic theme. And they willbe missed ifthe imperative
of reduced <,tet_'nsespending iscompounded bya rductance on the part of the fiederalgovernment
to embrace a multiple-use strategy for preserving the technology base of the national laboratories.

if wedo not change this business-as-usual mentality, small, low-impact CRAI)As willlikelypro-
literate. Much good work willbe done and anecdotal evidence of the value of t_:deralresearch and
development insupport ofindust O,willbe tntmpeted. But we will fifilto make a measurable differ-

ence in the outcome of the econornic battle in which our nation isengaged. F,ven large-scale joint
effortswith individual industrialcompanies willnot change that conclusion. Sucheflbrts willinevitably
collide with our ideological national aversion to k'deral cooperation with the private sector.

Federal research and development investment in support of economic competitiveness will
achieve maximum return when at least two critical requirements are met:

i. The investments must target major national technology goals that are market-driven,
industry-defined, and precompetitive.

2. The investments must lead to ahigh degree of collaboration among industo,, university, and
fiederallysupported laboratories utilizing government-industry cost-sharing arrangements
to the extent possible.

Realizingthe thllpotential of tL'deralparticipation in addressing the goals set by industry will
require a degree ofintra-agency and interagency cooperation and coordination greater than has

yet been demonstrated, l towever, satist),ing these requirements has been made more tk:asibleby a
rapid expansion in the scope of cooperation in the nation's high technology industries and by the
attendant growth in joint industrial research and development activities. Encouraging evidence

fi_rthis trend includes the emergence ofbruad industrial alliances ahmg with precompelitive tech-
nology strategies or "road maps."

()ur focus on large-scale cooperation .,,hould not be construed as a denial of the continuing
value of small (:RAI _,,\sthat respired to targets of opportunity. Neither should we_werh,ok the

importance of other modes of k,deral involvement in the diverse technu.logical enterprises trtml
which the nation draws so much economic strength. We arc highlighting the nccd t_ break dmvn
barriers that have traditionally impeded the flowof creative energy from bench-scale science to
products and services that can meet the challenge of global competition. 'l'herc is an urgetlt need

to get on with the task of mobilizing our scientitic and technological resources fi_ra coordinated
attack on our highest priority, market-driven, technological challenges.



Strategic Issues
"l'hcanalysi_ol'thc ghH'ml,nati_mal,told institutional.situationt_res_.,ntcdah_w_.'hi,_hlight.,,ninny
is_u_.'sof'strat_.'gicinl|_ortancc. 111r_.'soh'ingthiscolh:cti_mot'collccn'ns, w_.,h_:li_.'v_.'that the.'princi-
pl_.'._ol'totaIqu_ditvmanag_.'ml.'nt_houidapply.The.'lbcus.shouldh_.,_,nid_.,ntit_'ingmid L.'×o.'_.'ding
CLIStOill_.'rs'c_.'_.]tih'_.'tllcntslt_r|'_crl'_rrrmncc,scheduic,andoust."l'h_.'cornrnitrncrHshuuh.tI',.'to
ctmtinuous],virn|'_rov_.'uurcoih.'ctiv_.,ability t_m_.'_.'tthe.,n_.,_.,d,s_flth_.'imtitm for military,_.'ncr_,v,
cnvironm_.'ntai,ando.'on_m_ics_.'curit)'."l'h¢t'mfl_should h_.'tod_.'signqmdity into _zllthe."I:,roc_.'ss_.,_
hvwhicl_our institutionsr_.'lat_:to eachotherandhv which wccreate.'value.,IE)ruur cu._tom_.'r._."l'h_:
.judv,rncnt tHwh_.,thcrw,,..have.,achi_+'v_:dwhatw_."m.'tout to achieve.'slloul<.tb_..d_.'t_+'rmino.tthrough the.'
_tpt',licatitmof nationallyr¢co_,nizcd,objectivcp+.'rt],'maneestandm'ds.'i'he needto _H',plvthese'-lual-
it)' principlesin all thatwec_dicclivch'du is, fur Sandia,theovcrarchingstrategicissueandconccrr_.

L_ndcrth_ztbroaduml',rella,wc trovelooked hardat waysto maintainthe nuclearv,'captms
ctm_petcnc¢n_.'_'dedtosuppurt the rmtion'sI:,Osturcof.'+tratcgicdeterrence.Thl. almlv.,+i.,+_d+ov_.'
hast',ointcdto our a<+h_ptitmot+astratcg,vtHmultipIc-u.,,+¢astheonly scn.,+iblcwayf_rward. \Vc
cnctmragccnthu.,+i+zsticsup|',ortfi_rthis .,+tratcgv!+)'the l)¢l.',artn+¢ntotth'_erg)'.

Our dedicationto t¢chnoh',gvtrar_sl++,.,rand_,urc×pcricnc¢with cooperativeresearchand
d¢,+'¢lol'ur_cr_tagrccn]cnts((:RAI),,ks)I,,.'adusto r¢cl)nlnlcnt.] that the l)¢p_zrtrncntot'lh_¢rgvand
thehl['_tirat(iI'V C(lllllllUIlitV work togcth_.'rto hnprov_:the.'(:lb\l);\ t_roo.,s._tt_r_.'spondh_.'tt_.'rto
industrv r,.'cd_,in additi_m,morework cuuh.tb_.'dune to encourage.'f'ulh.'rl:,articil,ationol'univ_.'r-
.,+iticsin ('R,.\l/,,\s.

\re believethatcooperativerc.,+c_zrchand<.tcvclol+m_entagr,.,¢rncnt.'+will remain irnl',_rtant
vehicle.,.+tur t,+'chntdot4,vtran,+lcrtt_rthe l_rc._,,.'cahlcfutur,,.'.To thedegreethat ( :l,t,,\1)A.,.+arcbuilt
artmnd th¢lr_C._thatarcidcntiticd hv indusli'vand market-driven, thevalue_fl'thc(_R,+\1),+\much-

_misml'_r t¢chnolo_,vtranstL'rcanbe improved.
,.\sour +,,ituationmmlv.,+i>,ilh.lstratcd,now i.,+nut the time fur in.,+titutionxto cn_,a_,cin dc,+,tructiv¢

turfbattles. (:otT,¢r+ttiun+tndctdlal_tm_tion_htmh.linclude l_.'dcralgovernment +tgcncics,indu.,+trv,
+tc_t,+h.'mi_t,andthelahtmtt_,i¢.,,."l'hc'r¢ismuchthatnct.'dsto 1+¢acctmqHish_.,d,andmuchopt+t_rtunitv
tt,"allol'tmr natitm's t,.'chnic+dinstitution.,,to contribute, i+crft_rmanccisthe only metric thathas
valuefi_rdct,.'rn;iningwllt_t+,l_Lvsm+_dwl_o.,,+itson thesi<J,+'lin_'s.

l'hcsc instituti_m__,htmh.twt,'k togcth_.'rtt_cxph_rccritical i.,,.,,u,..'sthatarc .'+t_mdingin the ,,ray
td |_rt_grcs.,.;:

• I l_w t.h_w_+'<_rgmfiz_+'anddirt:ct larg_.'r,n'_r_.'l+t_cus_:dcl+l+t_rtsinwd,,'ingmor_.,,,.'xtcnsivclearning
arrallgl'lllCilts +,li11_)llggt)_,'t.'r11111Cllt,ir_<.h.lstlT, univt.,rsit.v,and l_d_ratorvparticipm'_ts?

• I It_w,+h_x__.'+_.,,.,,ur_,politic:dl.vacC_.T,tahh.,i'airn_.'ssolacc_:.,++,,;tt_pul+liclvSUM',t_rt_+,dr_:.'.;ourc_.'s
and_t,.'oidconflict+,.,oI int+..'rc,,t?

I l_x','dt_w_.,increasel_.'d,..'raltunding t_+ro.luir_.'dl_'vcl,,+,with_mtncc_.',,+sit+ttingir_cr_.'rn+,.'ntal
+q+_l',t_l'_riati_msthat tmr n_ttitmc+mntHal+It_rd(i._.'.,I low t.lt_WL'+_diUstour l'_rioriti_+'s?)_'

• I lilY,_.It_v,+_.' _.'st+fl'di_,h_H+icctiw:m_.'asur_.'.,;_H*l_,_.'rft_rrnanc_.,l't_t"the.'laht_rat_+ri_.,s+tnduniv_.'rsiti_:s
_t+,,,_guid,.'t_ gt_v_.'rnm,.'ntandindustry inv_.'stmcrltdccisi_m,.,?

,,\',,cl'l't_l'tsa I'_.'11111d_.'tit h_wcr tl+,., institutitmal t',arri_+'rstt_ctH_|',crati_mandctdlahtm_titm +rod
rnt,c ,.'l]L'ctivclv Imrn,.,s,,tht.'t,+'chnic_dl'_.'s()lll'_+t.'+,,,,_Hth_+'tmti_m,l'dans shtmh+ll+,_.' iudg_.'dagail1,'+t

al:,|+r_priat_',,:ritcri+._tt_¢11_,LII'I,?tlmt pt't_,rc+_already made is,ntHundtm¢, x,\+'_,+.,u_,gt..,+tthe Itdh_win_,
itcm_,+iscrit_.'riathatw,mld t',,+'usclul in thi_,+q+l+lic+tti_m:

I. Will this _.'l;ftu'timl',rtwc the+,cll+ici_:ntutilizatitm (Hcxistingl_'d_.'ralrcs,..'archm;ddcv_.'hH',-
rnt.'ntas_,_.'t.,.,in scrvinu,th,_'nuli_malinterest?

2. \",'ill th,.'_.'l'l+t_rtt.'nc(mragcl,.:am'+v(_rkarming IL'd,+'ndag_.'ncit.,s,univ_.,rsiti_.,,+,t _.,"Lindu,.+trv,
++ridthe'nati_mallaht+ratt_ri¢,,?



3. Will industry accept the terms of this eflbrt and participate in the actMties it calls fi_r?
4. Will this effort contribute to maintaining at the leading edge those core competencies of

the laboratories needed for the defense mission while addressing needs ill the civiliansector?

Vision and Strategic Objectives
At Sandia, we believe that change presents opportunity. The Sandia of yesterday is recognizable

today only in the strength and diversity of its core competencies and in the way it does business.
The Sandia of tomorrow willcontinue to provide "exceptional service in the national interest."

Our basic culture of excellence and performance willprevail, but our customers, and their expec-
tations, will change. Our adherence to the principles of total quality management willcause us to
remain aware of, and perhaps anticipate, our customers' changing expectations. We will continu-
ously improve our processes, products, and services and continue to design quality into them. We
willassessour performance as a laboratory against objective, nationally recognized standards.

We envision a furore in which we remain dedicated to the technical stewardship of the nuclear
weapons stockpile, with emphasis on reliability and surety. The nuclear weapons complex will be

downsized significantly from what it is today, but willalso be streamlined and more efficient. Dis-
mantlement and production activities willbe carried out in asate and environmentally conscious
manner. The nuclear weapons complex willdepend heavilyon commercial suppliers for components

and subsystems used inany limited production or system upgrade work. Fnvironmental restoration
and remediation at sites throughout the nuclear weapons complex willbenefit from the application
of appropriate technology.

Sandia will rely on its core competencies to carry out its responsibilities in this vision. We will
stretch and grow those competencies through synergistic application to the nation's broader needs
tbr economic growth and competitiveness, as well as energy and environmental security.

We will find ourselves linked with other national laboratories, tmiversitics, and industrial

partners in many of our endeavors. We will tbcus on meeting the technology development and
application needs of entire industries, guided by industry-defined, market-driven technology
road maps. Many government agencies willbe involved in these collaborative ventures, and I)OE

willplay a leadership role among them.
Accessto Sandia willbe user-friendly, although classifiedor proprietary infi_rmation entrusted

to or generated by Sandia willcontinue to be appropriately protected. Wc willhave developed
appropriate means by which to share and protect proprietary information. Sandia willhave fully
integrated infimuation and computing capabilities. Our thcilitieswillpermit collaborative work
among Sandians, university researchers, and technical experts from industry.

Regardlessofwho Sandia's newoperating contractor willbe, the government willbc best servedby

retaining the government-owned, contractor-operated arrangement under which most l)epartment
of Energy laboratories have fhnctioned for many years.

A few yearsago, Sandia developed itsfirst strategic plan, StrategicPlan 1990.While some of the
planning assumptions on which that plan was based are now outdated, the strategic objectives laid
out in the plan remain as relevant as they were when they were written:

1. Achieve an empmvered Sandia culture: Sandia willbe a customer-oriented, energetic,
dynamic, enthusiastic, participative organization in which people have the fl'eedom to
have impact.

2. l)emonstrate Sandia leadership with comprd_cnsive, innovative, creative, and cost-effective
solutions in areas of vital national importance.

3. t-xhibit leadership in defining, creating, and exercising stewardship of the nuclear
weapons stockpile tbr a changing world.



4. Become a national leader ill quality and quality progress.

5. Strengthen and broaden the l)epartment of Energy's mission.

Within the lastyear, Sandia's top management team reiteratedthe l,aboratories' strategic intent,
originallyarticulated by President HarryTruman: "... exceptional servicein the tuitional interest."

Sandia enhances the security,prosperity, and well-being of the nation by responding to the
challenges and opportunities of an increasil:glydynamic and demanding world withbroad-based
research and development programs that createsolutions spanning military security, energy secu-
rity, environmental integrity, and economic competitiveness.

Achieving our strategic intent and the Laboratories' strategic objectives willhelp us realize this
vision.

Laboratories Strategy
In pursuing our strategic intent and our strategicobjectives,we adhere to modern quality principles
and our corporate values.

Modern quality principles demand four fundamental commitments:

• Delight the customer. (Exceedthe customer's expectations and requirements [br performance,
schedule, and cost.)

• Continuously improve. (No process, product, or service isperfiect, and efforts to identify
and implement improvements should be made on a continuous basis.)

• l)esign quality in. (It is much more effective to start from aquality perspective when bringing
up a new process, product, or service than it is to make fundamental re-adjustments later.)

• Satisfyemployees. (It has been shown repeatedly that the three imperatives listed above are
virtually impossible to achieve without making itpossible for employees to achieve satisfaction
in their working lives.)

Modern quality principles also drive organizations to assess their performance through

benchmarking against world-class counterparts, as wellas against objective, nationally recognized
standards (e.g., the/vlalcolm BaldrigeNational Quality Award criteria).

Sandia's corporate values constitute a framework for decision making at all levelsof the Labo-
ratories. These values have fbund their way into all our operations and considerations:

• Teamwork

• Integrity
• Quality
• Leadership
• Respect for the individual

On the premise that corporate strategies arc guides to decision making and action, it is fair to
say that modern quality principles and our corporate values envelop this laboratory.

We divide our strategy into fivebroad categories:

1. Customer (;ognizance of our Capabilities
2. Conception and l)evelopmcnt ofl,aboratory Capabilities
3. Increasing Productivity and Impact
4. Organization and Management
5. Resources



Customer Cognizance of Sandia'sCapabilities
Established customers in the departnlents of Energyand Defense are wellawareof Sandia's strengths.
Processes and controls are in place to ensure that our established customers' requirements are
met. Our intent is to continuously improve those processes and delight those customers.

The technology transfer program has permitted and encouraged us to make untraditional
customers similarly aware of these same capabilities and of the novel waysin which they can be
applied. We have pursued thisopportunity aggressively.

In large part, CILa,DA partners selectSandia because it can solvespecific technology problems
of interest to them. While such work isvery important, especially to small and medium-sized
companies, Sandia's strategyis to createeven greater impact. Consequently, we willlocus on several

high-leverage strategic initiatives. (These initiatives and their component programs and projects
aredescribed in greater detail in chapter five, "Major Initiatives.")

Advanced Manufacturing Technology_ Elements of this challenge involve concurrent
engineering and agilemanufacturing. Virtualcompanies and factoriesare also part of the
challenge, in which in_brmationsurety and computer-driven rnanufacturing playa large part.
The challenge also involves total systems manufacturing, which minimizes energy consump-
tion, waste generation, and environmental impact, while maximizing the recyclability of the
products and byproducts manufactured.

Electronics_ Electronics is the largest industry in the world and the largest provider of quality
manufacturing jobs in the United States. Electronics underlies all high-technology areas.
Advances in semiconductor technology, in such areas as process integration, materials and

processes, equipment design and modeling, interconnections, packaging, lithography, and so
forth, are required to maintain the United States at the forefront of the electronics industry.

Information and Computational Technology--This challenge isan enabling one in that
establishment of a ubiquitous information infrastructure allows the accessibility,and power of
information (data, text, graphics, voice, video, etc.) to enable ahost of applications. High-
performance computing, high-speed networking, information surety, location transparency,
communications protocols, data compression, etc., are allcomponents of this challenge.

Transportation Energy Technology and Infrastructure _ Advanced transportation will
encompass improvements in both mass and personal transportation systems. High-speed

mass transit will require enhanced aeronautical technologies, advanced ship designs, magnetic
levitation technologies, advanced propulsion systems, and more. Personal transportation will
involve the development of"green" vehicles using alternative filels,recyclablematerials, energy-
efficient propulsion systems,advanced battery technologies, and so fi_rth.The transportation
infrastructure must be improved using technolo D, to advance the design, construction, and
maintenance of intelligent roadways, railways, runways, and harbors.

Environmental Technology_ Environmentally conscious manuthcturing, waste minimiza-
tion, waste transport, and recycling technologies willcontinue to grow in importance as the
world pursues a vision ofsustainability. Advanced, cost-effective technologies willbe required
to remediate existing environmentallydegraded sites, tbr water and air purification, and so forth.

Activities related to the global climate will involve monitoring, analyzing, and "controlling"
the changes that occur in the earth's atmosphere, using advanced sensors, high-performance
computing, detailed physicaland chemical models.
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Energy Research and Technology Development-- Viable renewableenergy technologies with
low environmental impacts willbe an important part of our nation's energy mix. In addition,
cleanerand more efficientutilization and recoveryof petroleum filelsand coal must be developed,
because these sources willcontinue to be the most heavily used for some time.

Biomedical Systems Engineering-- Application of systems engineering, diagnostic/sensors,
bio-engineered procedures, computer-designed pharmaceuticals, computer-analyzed scans,
etc., willbe required as part of the nation's health care cost-cutting measures. Effectiveness of
health care delivery can be improved through application of information technology to reduce
administrative costs and improve access to records, diagnoses, and information.

Post-Cold War Defense Imperatives--We must improve our national capability to detect and
characterize the clandestine development ox"illicitacquisition of weapons of mass destruction.
Moreover, we must develop thcilitiesthat willpermit us to maintain the credibiliWof the nuclear

weapons stockpile and other military systems without the necessityof underground nuclear
testing. It willalso be very important to continuously improve safety and control technologies
and incorporate them into the stockpile.

Conception and Development
of Laboratory Capabilities

At Sandia, we conceive of ourselves as a collection ofcompetencies aimed at achieving an overall
strategic intent. Some of these competencies are embodied in very special facilities, many of which
are unique. Other competencies are more intangible, but are absolutely core to our ability to pro-
vide exceptional service in the national interest.

Over the last few years, we have worked especially hard to understand the nature and scope of

our core competencies. Starting with a short and necessarilygeneral list, we have moved to a new
understanding based on an exhaustive review of the Laboratories' enabling technical capabiliti,"
and on limited benchmarking against other high-technology organizations outside the DOE thmily.
The capability conception and development component of our corporate strategy now incorporates
acore competency setwith two subsets. The first subset includes our research fi)undations:

• Engineered processes and materials (materials science and technology, modeling of
synthesis and processing, product realization)

• Computational and information sciences (software and mathematical techniques for
metacomputing, information surety, and data and image processing, specialized codes)

• Microelectronics and photonics (semiconductor fabrication thcilities,x-ray lithograplay,

projection electron-beam lithography)
• Engineering sciences (fluid/thermal sciences, radiation transport, solid/structural

mechanics, aerospace sciences, geosciences, and combustion research)

While these technical fi_undations may not, by themselves, distinguish Sandia from other
national laboratories, they most certainly find distinguishing expression in the second subset of
our core competencies, our integrated capabilities:

• Surety technology (design and surety assessment of nuclear weapons; sail:guards fi_r
nuclear materials, facilities,and transportation; probabilistic risk assessment and other
fi_rmsof risk analysis; semiconductor equipment reliability)
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• Experimental, computational, and analytical evaluation (proofing of complex
mechanical/electrical systems; reactor safety, development, and advanced fuels research;
defense and comnlercial transportation; simulatic,n with experimental verification)

• Advanced manufacturing technology (advanced materials and processes, microelectron-
ics, precision casting and machining, joining technology, integrated information systems,
environmentally conscious processes, and intelligent machines)

• Pulsed power technology (modeling and control of inherently unstable systems, simulation
of radiation effects in electronic and photonic systems)

• Engineered systems (design of technically complex, relativelyunique products against
incomplete requirements specifications; linkage of capabilities tbr research, design, devel-
opment, prototyping, testing, and documenting to production)

To nurture and develop these and other capabilities at Sandia, we make appropriate useof
funding provided to the Laboratories through I)OE's Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs.
We supplement that funding with the only discretionary funding permitted to the I,aboratories,
Laboratory-l)irected Research and l)evelopment fimds. We also rely heavily on opportunities to
challenge our competencies through dual-use applications to DOE programs other than those
related directly to nuclear weapons. Often, our core competencies are tapped to support coopera-

tive research and development agreements under the technology transfer program. Stability in the
nurture and development of our core competencies isof utmost importance to Sandia, since they
a_c the wellspring of technical innovation that permits us to meet the needs of missions.

Increasing Productivity and Impact

AsSandia begins to respond to new customers who have new needs with new products and services,
the technical challenges we facebecome lesspredictable. The challenge is magnified bythe cost
constraints wequite appropriately face in these times of national reprioritization. We have a com-
pelling interest, therefore, to include concerns over productivity in our laboratory strategy mix.
Here we relyon our understanding of and commitment to modern quality principles. We also
seek opportunities to collaborate with industry, academia, and other national laboratories to
create productivi W multiplier ef'f;ects.

Front a laboratory strategy standpoint, it is important to note that the price of not conforming
to customers' requirements for perfbrmance, schedule, and cost is too high in today's fiscallycon-
strained world. Any opportunity to cost-effectively improve a process by eliminating steps that do
not add value isan opportunity to improve our productivity. Designing-in quality certainly reduces
wasteful expenditure of resources in redesign and rework. Our efforts to apply quality principles
and to increase our productivity arc intimately related.

At its heart, Sandia's strength lies with its skilledworkforce. Therefore, to support them in
remaining productive and creative, especiallyas the work they traditionally have done shifts to
respond to new customers and new needs, we seek to develop our employees through training,
education, and through matching the right people with the right challenges.

Another focus for Sandia, one, i_atundergirds our ability as a laboratory to remain productive,

is the improvement and integration of our information systems and networks. This becomes doubly
important as weseek to respond to the nation's needs t;,_rinfi._rmatlonsciencesand high-perf_)rmance
computing. We theretbre achieve adouble measure of productivity improvement byusing ourselves
as a test bed for information sciences and high-pertbrmance computing. We work together more
productively whileensuring the utility of products and services for extcnml customers.

Outside the Laboratories, we do whatever wecan to encourage teamwork and cc_llaborationto
improve productivity throughout the entire I)OE thmily. I(esource constraints and public skepticism



are even more keenly t_lt between lal_oratoriesthan theyare within a laboratory, and the pressures
willonly increase. Only through cooperation and collaboration can we as a laboratory community
earn the right to continue to create value for the nation.

Organization and Management

One component of our overall strategy focuses on organizing and managing the I,aboratories in a
waythat exemplifies the principles of total quality marmgement.

Over the past three years, we have refocused our programs into customer-oriented sectors in
order to improve our understanding of our customers' requirements. We haveeliminated one layer

of management, flattened the organization, and pushed responsibility for decision-making to the
lowest levelspossible, while continuing to exercise good stewardship fbr public funds--all to
empower the organization and create greater employee satisthction. We have identified our core
competencies, and we actively manage them to make certain that the quality of our products and
services is not degraded through erosion of the base on which they depend. Finally, we have
aggressivelypursu,,d planning, benchmarking, and assessment actMties to highlight opportunities
to improve our pro_.esses,products, and services.

Resources

We can pursue none of these conaponents of corporate strategy without adequate fhnding. We are
aware of the declines envisioned in the short term for l)efense l)rograms, the traditional mainstay
of our thnding, and we know that funding fi'om other, perhaps newer, sponsorship sources may
be limited.

Our strategy during the uncertain times ahead willbe a conservative one. We willconserve
resources by encouraging outsourcing and entering into cost-sharing partnership arrangements
with other public and private entities. Wc anticipate acontinued substantial level of cooperative
research and development agreements with industry. We will manage the flow of work into the
laboratory to ameliorate the impact of a sudden shift in funding levels.Staffingwillbe controlled
within arange appropriate for anticipated conditions.

Funding requirements for the planning period are shown in Chapter 12,"Resource Projections."
We willmanage our resources and programs to livewithin the constraints of actual funding levels
as they become known.

Our multificeted laboratory strategy isbased entirely on the totalquality management principles

that have been woven into the thbric of Sandia. It focuseson the opportunities that change can bring
and does not require that alluncertainties be washedaway. Asnational priorities shift,we believe that

our customer-focused strategy will permit us to continue rendering "... exceptiomdservicein the
muiolml interest."





Major Initiatives

This chapter presents initiatives for consideration by the Department of Energy or rdmbursable
sponsors.

Sandia has identified eight strategic thrust areas which it regards as defining the future program-
matic direction of the Laboratories. These thrust areas are defined by the intersection of large-scale,
strategic national needs and established, differentiating laboratory capabilities:

• Advanced Manufhcturing Technology
• Electronics

• Information and Computational Technology
• Transportation Energy Technology and Infrastructure
• Environmental Technology
• Energy Research and Technology l)evelopment
• l?,iomedicalSystems Engineering
• Post-Cold War l)efense Imperatives

Allof these strategic thrusts are defense-related because everyone of them supports or isderived

from essential defense industrial capabilities. In addition, all support the initiatives identitied by
the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology and included in the
President's FY 1994budget--some in obvious ways and others in ancillary or indirect ways.

bit)st of these strategic thrusts crosscut Sandia's program mix and customer base. All extend
naturally from our experience base and core competencies. None are ventures that will require the
l_aboratoriesto acquire costlynew competencies that havenot historically been related to itsmissions.
Alloffer opportunities to address strategic national needs cost-effectively by exploiting the existing
federal investment in our core competencies.

Our strategy for implementing each of these strategic initiatives is fourfold:

1. We willcontinue to enter into cooperative research and development agreements
(CRAI)As) with individual companies to help them address their proprietary needs.

2. Projects under these initiative categories may either respond to market-driven needs

defined by industry or they may introduce novel technologies that have the potential to
push new classesof commercial applications.

3. Asmuch as possible, all work will include a high degree of collaboration among industry,
universities, and other federal laboratories through cost-sharing arrangements.

4. \,Vewillhelp support the research and development needs of small and mid-level businesses
through special cooperative arrangements and technology out-reach programs.
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Some projects may not be able to utilize this strategy because they may invcdveclassified work.
However, even in those caseswe willattempt to exploit connnercial capabilities to tile extent pos-
sible, and we willdiligently identity,and aggressivelyexploit dual-use developments.

The sections that follow discuss the established capabilities, experience base, and laboratory
strengths that make Sandia avaluable and perhaps unique resource for each of the thrust areas.
Then, each section presents a package of project proposals fi_rnew, currently unlimded work,
work that is funded for start-up purposes, or major program enhancements that require addi-
tional resources. Funding and personnel required [br these proposals are in addition to ongoing

programmatic funding summarized in chapter 12, "P,escmrce Projections."
The inclusion of aparticular project proposal within a thrust area does not imply DOE

approval, nor does it represent a commitment by Sandia to implement it. However, each of the
major initiative areas represents a strategic commitment on the part of Sandia management. Each
derives its technologies from Sandia's established core competencies and isan activity in which
Sandia isacknowledged to have made substantial contributions or significant new progress. More-
over, these major initiatives are intended to implement long-term national and agency goals.

Brian Pardo brushes excess powder away from a wax part that was solidified using a carbon dioxide laser. Design problems were first

identified and corrected on a 3-D computer-aided design (CAD) drawing. The technique, called selective laser sintering, eliminates certain

machining steps and reduces the time it takes to get a finished part.
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Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Asa consequence of its responsibilitic.,, in systems and design engineering, production process
development, intelligent machine research and development, and oversight of the performance
and reliability of most U.S. nuclear weapon components over the last forty years, Sandia National
l,aboratories has become the leader among l)epartnaent of Energylaboratories for advanced
manufiacturing technologies. Manuthcturing support technologies are central to our mission for
Defense Programs and constitute a large fraction of our technology base.

The problems the I)OE nuclear weapons t qplex [beesare a preview of those that willbe thccd
by the U.S. manufacturing community as a whole. The future operating environment will require
manuthcturing agilityand cost-effectiveness. We willhave to design and manulhcture to the highest
standards of quality. Production willhave to be perlbrmed in an environnaentally conscious manner.
The nuclear weapon laboratories must continue to design for the total lifecycle,including retirement,
disn,antlement, and disposal or recycling of components and materials. Asa form of"virtual deter-
rence," the complex will need to demonstrate the capability to get new designs into production
quickly. It must be able to create manuihcturable designs with a mininmm of iterations and validate
production processes through simulation. Central to achieving these objectives willbe an effective
information communication and management system that integrates the design-to-production-
to-disposal process using teamwork relationships that allow activities to proceed concurrently.

The Department of Energy cannot accomplish this mission in isolation from the nation's
manufacturing community. Conversely, the manufacturing community stands to benefit from
the DOE laboratories' research and development in manufacturing.

The National Center for Advanced Manufacturing Technology has been established at
Sandia/New/Vlexico to maximize the value of the Laboratories' technology,base to the manufacturing
needs of both the DOE nuclear weapons complex and industry. The center willcoordinate its efforts
with other government agencies, universities, U.S. industry, and other government laboratories
to ensure maximum value to the nation. The center willalso help transfer and apply advanced
manufacturing technologies developed inSandia's defense programs to commercial manufacturing,
thus helping to strengthen U.S. industry's competitiveness. Much manufacturing technology transfer

isalready taking place through many cooperative research and development agreements (CRA I)As)
with industry.

Sandia's California location isstrategically important to our advanced manufacturing initia-
tive as a point of contact with the high-technology industries ot the West Coast. The Integrated
Manufacturing Technologies Laboratory, a new thcility,tbcuses on the development and
integration of advanced manufacturing technologies. It conducts research and development in
materials and processes, process simulation, engineering design, and mantdhcturing technology
support. It also performs research in prototype fabrication and demonstration techniques for agile
manufacturing, both for DOE and the domestic industrial sector. Current work focuses on metal
removal and welding, weld process simulation, composites fabrication, high-speed communication
of manufacturing data, and on-line monitoring and control.

"['hethrust of many of these activities and initiatives is to leverage our knowledge in much the
same way that rnachines leverage our muscles. Because this initiative cuts across allof Sandia's

technical capabilities, activities that are of direct value to and supported by ad'anted nmnut:acturing
also appear in other major initiatives. Examples include the recently established National Center
for Advanced Information Components Manufacturing, a partnership effort inw_lvingthe
Advanced Research Projects Agency, the l)cpartmcnt of Energy, and industry. Industry requires
further developments in the manut:acturing ofoptoelectronics and flat-panel displays. This work
willbe enhanced by activitiesunder Sandia's other major initiatives, such as Electronics, lnfi)rmation
and Computational Technology, and the l)cfense-related initiatives intended to make (_omplcx
21 a rnodel of agilemanutZacturing.
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Project Proposals for the Major Initiative
in Advanced Manufacturing Technology

Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Technology
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Two ffderal government initiatives, the Advanced Materials and Processing Initiative and tile
Advanced Manuthcturing Initiative, have emphasized the importance of materials research and

technology development. The intent of Sandia's Advanced Materials and Manuihcturing Technology
initiative is to work with industry to address its critical needs in the areas of materials synthesis and
processing. A long-range objective is to improve the flexibilityofmanufilcturing processes and
|hcilitate the application of artificial intelligence to manutacturing operations by applying tools
and concepts of concurrent engineering and computer-integrated manufacturing.

The reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex will require development of external
industrial suppliers tbr a large variety of components. Low rates of weapon production and stock-
pile retrofits will require the design agencies to reduce costs for weapons research bydeveloping
and applying new materials and processing technologies. Such technologies will include computer
design of advanced materials, computer modeling of materials processing, and development of

sensors and real-time diagnostics for materials processing. These technologies can cut costs by
accelerating the development of new materialsand processes and by reducing the need for prototype
hardware. "['heywillenable product design engineers to work "oncurrently with materials process
engineers on component designs. They will permit more rapid prototyping by simulating and val-
idating process options on acomputer, rather than on the tactory floor. Moreover, such technologies
will promote computer-integrated manufacturing by furnishing manuthcturers with process con-
trollers and process control software.

Planners of Advanced Materials and Manufilcturing Technology have identified several specific
activities for the initiative. These activities include thermomechanical processing; electromagnetic
synthesisand processing;development of sensors, processdiagnostics, and smart materials;synthesis
and characterization ofoptoelectronic materials; and synthesis, processing, and characterization
of composite materials.

Interaction with industry willbe Facilitatedby the recently established Advanced Materials and
Processes for Economic Competitiveness (AMPEC.) alliance between Sandia, Los Alamos, the Air

Force Phillips Laboratory, three NewMexico universities, and the NewMexico t'conomic 1)evelop-
ment Department, as called for in the l)cpartment of Energy Laboratory Technology Partnership
Act of 1992. Industrial interns willbe centrally located at the Advanced Materials Laboratory in
the University of New Mexico Research Park.

Intelligent Manufacturing Scienceand Engineering
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

l)epartment of Energy contractors have fi_und that standard industrial robots, which are designed
primarily for high-w_lunle manufacturing, have limited applicability to their operations, which
typicallycall for small-lot production. However, with a modified approach to robotics research
and development, intelligent nmnufacturing systems can be designed that are specificallyapplicable
to [)()E requirements but incorporate standard industrial robotic hardware. Such work willadvance
the capability of robotics tools available for agile manufacturing in industry.

Sandia's approach is to eliminate entirely the manual process of teaching and programming
robots. Instead, we are developing algorithmic and software techniques that will let robot systems
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generate their own programs. New systems based on these techniques willbe abh.'to generate plans
of action, program the required devices, and use sensors and instrumentation to react appropriately
to changes in the workspace. Newsensor and model-based controls are obviating the requirement
for precise fixtures and jigs fi_rpiece parts. Real-time sensory capabilities willpermit flexible pro-
duction systems to haveother desirable features, such as automated compensation fi_rtool wear,
in-process inspection, and automated error detection and correction.

The Intelligent Manutacturing Science and Engineering project willdraw upon Sandia's base
of robotics technology expertise, l)uring the past several years, Sandia hascarried out robotics
development fi_rthe Assistant Secretary for l)efi:nse Programs, the ()t'tice of(:ivilian Radioactive

Waste Management, and the Officeof Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. We
are currently transferring robotic technologies to several 1)()t:_sites, including Pantex, Mound,
Y-!2, Savannah River, Allied Signal, and Rocky Flats. Furthermore, we arc consulting with several
other organizations in the production complex and are perfimning research and development in
advanced manuthcturing for 1)()E mission applications.

In many ways, l)OE's design and production activitiesare a microcosm of the future of commer-
cial rnantfl:acturing. The Intelligent Manuthcturing Science and Engineering project, because itwill
play a key role in reconfiguration and mode_ nization of the nuclear weapons complex, offers an
opportunity for I)OF to help U.S. manuthcturers strengthen their competitiveness.

The initiative willpush research in automated programming and planning, geometric modeling
and reasoning, and high-speed, sensor-driven control--areas keyto thebroad application of robotics
to DOE problems. In addition, we wi" construct prototypes of advanced systems targeted tbr specitic
applications within l)elbnse l'rograms. Managers from across the I)()F_complex willbe consuhed
regularly on the thrust and scope of developmental activities. Also, to facilitate technology transfer,
engineers fforn the DOE production plants willhdp evaluateprototype systems. Sandia developerswill
continue to participate activelyas full-scaleproduction systems are built and brought into operation.

Rapid Response Manufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

/Vlanulhcturing isa crucial component of the defense technology base and a principal factor in
U.S. economic security'.The new weapons procurement strategy calls tbr ongoing development
of advanced weapon systerns to retain America's technological edge in military systems. In contrast
to past practice, however, these new weapon systems may not be immediately produced in quantity.
Instead, the nation will retain the capability to produce them quickly when needed in response to
threatening world conditions.

This strategy of virtual threes al"t_'ctsthe U.S.military's ability to maintain both a substantive
fighting capability and a credible deterrent in several ways. First, the concept of readiness willhave

to be expanded to include the infrastructure that willcreate weapons systems. This infrastructure
includes both captive production facilitiesand industrial production capacity. These industrial
production thcilitieswill require unprecedented flexibility to produce a mix of military and non-
military products. The nation willneed new methods for monitoring and assuring the readiness
of this largeproduction complex to meet its critical, time-limited needs in periods of crisis.

Second, accredited production processes willneed to be developed that can be operated at low-
or no-w_lume for many years and then be "turned on" fi_rw_lumeproduction with no lossof

quality. The technological implications of this requirement are profound. The manufacturing
processes must be validated to high quality standards with only small sample sizes. The corporate
memory for those processes must be preserved ina waythat itcan be recalled without incurring a
lengthy learning curve. In addition, there must be procedures to revalidate the reinstated processes
(and periodically modernize processes) without lengthy pilot production runs. These needs are
beyond the current state-of-the-art in manut:acturing.
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Third, the det_.'nseproduction infrastructure willneed an agility that itdoes not possess today.

lfa decision to rearm should be made, it is likelythat modifications to extant weapons systems will
be specified at the same time. Those modifications willbe based on an assessnl¢ll| of the specific
threat to be countered. The engineering and design functions needed to accomplish these changes
willhave to exhibit the same agility as the fabrication systems that produce them. Thus, highly
integrated, paperless, concurrent design and analysis systems willhave t() function seamlesslywith
the rest of the procurement and production infrastructure. It willbe agreat challenge to make the
agile manufiicturing concept a reality in the defense procurement arena.

These challenges t:acingdet_'nsemanuthcturing must also be addressed by the llepartment of
Energy, and in some cases the problems willbe even more difficult. The production w)lumes of
nuclear weapons willalmost certainly be extremely small, but the standards fi)r quality will remain
uniquely high. Moreover, the ability to resume quantity production must be retained. Asactual

production experience diminishes, it willbecome more difficult to sustain the ability to produce
high-quality product unless agile manufacturing technologies and practices are available and have
been demonstrated. DOE must become a leader in integrated engineering, design, and production
in order m meet its responsibilities in the twenty-first century.

Information-Driven Manufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Intbrmation technology holds the key to achievingthe objectivesof the modernized l)eti:nse Programs
design and production complex and to enabling an economically competitive U.S. manuthcturing
infrastructure. Future DOE manufacturing systems willdepend heavily on a range of computing
tools, from design at aworkstation to real-time computer control of individual production processes.

Recent research and prototyping work at Sandia has demonstrated feasibilityof very tight
coupling of design and production processes. Application-specific development of information

technologies (such as networking and computer science, design analysis, data processing and
storage, information surety, and intelligent production systems, processes, and equipment) is
required for Complex 21.

DOE weapons designers have long used computers to design products, manage and process
data, and anal)_e the performance of their designs. Now these methods arebeing extended to analysis
of the producibility of designs, to assessment of the environmental consequences of designs, and
to automated generation of the controls and programs used bythe filctoryfloor production systems.
Information technologies will permit designs to be validated in "virtual factories" before they are
approved for release.

In a likelyscenario of future manufacturing, designs are created at acomputer-aided design
workstation and their performance isevaluated by integrated computational tools. The same dec-

tronic design intbrmation is then coupled withcomputer models of production processes developed
through simulation and limited experimental validation. These models are available to product
designers for assessment of various producibility issues. (This process/product assessment is termed
manuthcturing validation in current literature.) Once designers are satisfied with the design, control
algorithms for production equipment are automatically generated using the product design database
and the computer model of the process. (Automated programming of production equipment will
be an important element of agile manut:acturing.) In turn, the plant model permits real-time control
of the process based upon infi)rmation sensed from process and product.

Such manufacturing systems willmake heavy useofinfiu'mation sciences and technologies;

consequently, we use the term it!lbrmation-dfiven mamqiwttiring.Intbrmati(m-driven manut:,lcturing
technologies willmake possible many of the desiredattributes of the l)epartment of Energy's( :omplex
21. Weapon system designers willbe able to determine quickly if their designs are malmlhcturablc
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with the available production systems. Pro-
duction agencies will be able to remow.'
workers from hazardous operations and, in

the process, cut down on waste resuhing
from contaminated protective clothing.

Furthermore, because much of the design
and production expertise willbe embodied
in algorithms and sot_,vare, the cadre of
trained engineers and technicians required
to operate the complex willbe reduced
without degrading the ability to respond to
national emergencies. These assertions are
based on a reviewof Technology Assessment
and Selection Paneldocuments and discus-
sions on future needs for robotics and
automation with Panel leaders and man-

agers of the DOE production agencies.
Sandia and the l)epartment of Energywill

retain a leadership position in infi_rmation-
driven manutacturing as a result of this ini-
tiative. These technologies are key elements
of U.S. industrial initiatives in agile and
intelligent manufacturing.

Manufacturing Energy
Conservation
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (ED)]

Sandia's work in DOE's Industrial Waste

Reduction Program isfocused on changing
the initial processes used in manufacturing
to reduce both the waste generated and the

energy used in manuthcturing. This approach
has great potential to help industry because

it improves the entire manulhcturing process. FredYost,ateamleaderinsolderscience,examinesaprintedwiringboardundera
Industry supports this program because of microscope.Afive-yearprojectwiththeNationalCenterforManufacturingSciences
itspromise to yieldhugesavingsandto help willmakeSandia'sleadingcapabilityinsolderingtechnologyavailabletoindustry.
protect the environment.

Sandia supports the l)epartment of Energy in areas that bring opportunities to cqhance
advanced manuthcturing, such as Industrial Waste Reduction and l{nvironrnentally Conscious
Manufacturing. Integrating concepts and lessons learned from these projects into the baseline
plamfing fi_rtomorrmv's manut:acturing programs willenhance U.S. competitiveness by making
products lesscostly and more desirable inworldwide environmental rnarkets.

The waste reduction program has already proved itselfof value to United States industry. It is
currently industry driven, market-based, and cost-shared with industry, and leverages investments
already made by the federal government in the national laboratories.

In a paralleleft'oft,Sandia has been coordinating demonstrations of environmentally conscious
manufacturing in the DOE weapons complex. Sandia uses an integrated systems approach that
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attempts to reduce the ecological impacts of industrial activityand improve efficiencyof energy
use without sacrificing quality, reliability, or pertbrmance. Over tile IleXt five)'ears, otlr strategy
tbr tile program is to concentrate on the application of environmentally consciuus manufacturing
through collaboration and partnership with industry and by making Sandia a national center tbr
the methodology.

This proposal requests specifc support to integrate environmentally conscious manut:acturing
and energy reduction into the design of advanced manufacturing processes. Knmvn approaches,
such as solvent substitution, materials conservation, and process monitoring and control, willbe

applied where possible. In caseswhere opportunities tbr significant energy conservation present
themselves, new approaches willbe developed.

Smart Material Systems
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Many improvements in nmnul:acturingtechnologies
can be made using smart material systemstechnology.
These are materials and structures that have the abil-

ityto beneficially rcspond to internal and external

stimulation through intelligent sensing, processing,
and controls. This technology provides the designer
an expanded capability and newdesign methodology
in the materials and structures area that can be

employed for a variety of manufacturing tasks,
including the design of new products or manulhc-
turing systems.

First, smart material systems enable adesigner
to use light-weight structural systems to accomplish
high-precision tasks. Second, smart material systems

convey inlbrmation about the current structural
health of the systemand use this information to adapt
and achieve a desired goal. Third, smart material
systems technology Facilitatesmanufacturing process
control viaembedded sensors. Intelligent material
and structural systems often involve flexiblestructurc
control prt+blems. These systems have sensory and
actuating characteristics that can respond in real
time to the environment and modifi/responses to
overcome undesirable and unexpected stimuli. The

solution to these problems isdirectly related to
complementary tedmologies in intelligent process
control and intelligent machines.

The goal _f reducing cost and time to manuFac-
ture can be achieved through application of smart

Advancedmanufacturingisamajor initiativebasedon the Laboratories' material systems. This capability ismade possible
historicalstrengthsinmanufacturingprocessdevelopment.Sandiahelped because of recent advances in a nurnber t_frclatcd

Pratt&Whitneydevelopthis roboticdeburringsystemthat automatically technologies, including materials,sensing and actuat-
grindsedges ofjet engine turbine wheelsduringfabrication.Thesystem ing, processing, reliable struct ural modeling and
uses computer-aideddesignmodelsand computervisionand forcecontrol simulation, and microdevices. It is nmvoften less
sensorsto matchthe partto precisespecifications, expensive to incorporate sensors, actuators, and
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computing than to usehcavv strtlcttlrcs to achieve the accuracy and precision required ti;r a rdiabh:

design or manuthcturing task. it is a requircrncnt otagil¢ manufacturing that the processbc able to

adapt to new timfilics otdesign, and ttfis adaptability is inlu.'rcn! in smart material and structural systems.

'1'_maintain accuracy in Precision mantWhcturing, operations will require anability t_ senseand
activcl,v control the vibration inherent in many procedures. 'l'his useofaclivc vibration control is

needed flu"advanced lith_graPhy machines lot scmicoru.tuctors or tlal panels t¢_achieve the desired

precision. Structural systemsand equipment used to Produce weapon parts in agile nlanul:acluring

operations will require intdligcnc¢ and adaptability. Also required arc very accurate m_,d¢ling and

simulation capabilities to enable virtual prototyping of weapons, thus avoiding costly hardware

ilcrations. ()n-line system identification is required for control ofltcxiblc structural syslcnls, tor

detection of the onset of chatter and suppression of vibration, for precision machine tool nliilltllilc-

turing systems requiring vibration reduction, and other precision cutting or grinding operations.

(}thor manutacturing applications of smart materials include cmbcddcd sensors to monitor

the cure cycle for composite materials; damage detection and "health monitoring" ol'scnsitivc

structural s,vstcms; use of shape memory alloys as clamping devices for automated production line

handling to eliminate environmentally damaging hydraulic clamping systems currently used;

process control of extruded and injected rnohJcd plastics: temperature and wear compensation;

precision oscillating equipment; and noninlrusivc sensing of mantflhcturing process parameters
internal to material processing.

(_urrcnt efibrts in the field of smart material and structural systems by the private sector and other

g_wcrnmcnt agencies have incrcascd significantly in recent years. Sandia has a unique opportunity

t_ bring its resources to bear on a technology area of great importance to this country. Advances in

this ficld require the resources of an organization that has both breadth and depth in the individuali
technologies that makc up this muhidisciplinary licld. Such expertise requires the integration of

experimental and analytical rcsca:'ch and development in materials, structures, processing, sensors,

and controls, plus a capability for protot,vpc device development and systems engineering _ skills
that arc well cstablisho.t at Sandia.

Technology-Based U.S.Product Reliability Leadership
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

1)()!! and commercial industry have similar requirements fur high-rclial_iiity systems and compo-

ncnts. Nlccting these requirements-- a serious challenge lbr the nuclear weapons c_mlplcx today

-- will become a critical issue as production downsizcs and wc mm'c tmvard agile manufacturing.

(,)uality will be vital in meeting sponsors' expectations tor reliable systems. The key issue will be to

achieve high reliabilit,v compctitivcly; that is, to produce extremely h_w failure rates while pn>ducing
the pr()dtlct at h_;ver cost.

Two essential comtxmcnts ft," pcrlbrmancc and leadership in quality arc a quality culture and

the application _1 rcliability tcchnologh.'s. Qu.lit)' c.hm'r refers to the values and principles of

individuals and organizations. I{eli.bilit)' technoloe, irs refers to thc base of technical conlpctcrlcics

required for a pr;,Ictic;J[,COlllpctitivc illlplcnlClltati_,_ll of;,1quality cu]ttlrc. This base includes such

compctcncics as rcli_dfility physics, failure analysis, mmdcstructivc testing, process control, and

designl'_rnlanufacluring.

The militaryand cc_momicsccurilyoflhct.lnitcdStatesdemands lhatlhcnali_)nachieveand

sustainc{mlpclcncyand h:advrshipintechnologiesfurqualityand reliability.Thisinitiativepro-

posesamulti_rganizationalNationalCenter forUltra-ReliabilityEngineering(NCURE).

,%ndia possesses stnmg qualiticati()ns t'_)rleadership in a cooperative N(:LIRE pr¢Jgranl. 'l'hc

extreme c_mscqucnccs ()l'a nuclear wcapcm lhilurc have required Sandia to dcvclop and maintain

a broad base of expertise in quality and reliability tcchmdogics. N( _UI(!{will use capabililics t'nml
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throughout tile I)()E complex and willbroadly support U.S. industry and gm'emment programs.
Sandia will transfer and disseminate advanced quality technologies.

In addition, NCURE will sponsor quality research and development in other areas:

• Quality in Agile Manufacturing-- Strategies for ensuring high quality and reliability in

the small-lot, high-product-mix environnlent ofdownsized defense production and agile
manufacturing willbe identified. We willalso define key reliability technology drivers of the
future and pursue related research and development.

• Reliability Technology Leadership in Dual-use Technologies-- NCUREwill identity,key
dual-use technologies and work with industry to establish and maintain world-class quality
technology capabilities in these areas-- for example, providing concurrent engineering sup-
port for developing advanced electronic technologies, such as flatpanel displays, high-speed
electronics, and high-temperature electronics.

• Expert Systems--All organizations are susceptible to the lossof valuable expertise as key
technical people retire. This problem has particularly important implications fin"DOE
because ithas responsibility for nuclear weapons that have service lives longer than the
careers of the original designers. An important goal ()fNCU REwillbe to develop practical
expert-system methodologies to preserve the knowledge of such individuals.

Concurrent Engineering Practices
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Sandia has initiated an efibrt to create, in the near term and tbr Complex 21, the process both to
build small quantities of weapons on a replacement schedule and to mobilize quickly for volume
production upon command. This program willdevelop processes for weapon product realization
ill Complex 21 -- DOE's vision of a smaller, more cost-effective nuclear weapon complex (NW(,')
to support dismantlement, stockpile ma,:::gement, and new weapon development. It isnot intended
to support direct research and devdopment of new technologies for weapon products. Instead, it

tightly couples the product cycle from design through dismantlement, resulting in efficient, flexible,
and affordable design and production.

The nuclear weapon complex functions with traditional industrial engineering processes tbr
product realization. A more modern approach is needed. This initiative in concurrent engineering
willdefine and implement concurrent engineering processes for the realization of weapon products.
Concurrent engineering (in tile context ofl)OE Defense Programs weapons production) isdefined
as a process for product realization that improves cycle time by using teamwork from concept to
disposal, with special emphasis on up-front engineering of allprocess and life-cycle requirements.
Concurrent engineering offers asystematic approach to the integrated, simultaneous design of
products and their associated fabrication processes. This apwoach is intended to cause weapon
developers to consider allelements of the product lift:cycle fi'om concept todisposal, including
quality, cost, schedule, and performance.

To implement this initiative,Sandia willconduct activitiesin two major areas:First, an integrated
systems approach willbe employed for weapon design and manuthcturing that encompasses the
entire lifecycleof weapon components. Building on the STEP, MAST, PI_.ESS,Focal l'oint, and

other demonstration programs, the initiative will focus on a fewpilot product realization projects.
These pilot projects willbe the vehiclesfor development cycleactivities.

Specific subsystems and components willbe selectedas pilot projects. The two initial candidates
willbe aMAST fireset/programmer and the FocalPoinl paste explosivessystem.The entire integrated
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approach willbe exercised on these prototypical applications, including systems management
(emphasizing rapid cycle time), design for manul_cturability and cost, process characterization
(focused on feedback to the design process), continuous improvement of allprocesses, waste
minimization, and demonstration of industrial partnerships. New pilot projects willbe selected as
the new process gains momentum.

A second major area to be addressed is the tbrmation ofmultidisciplinary teams to apply concur-
rent engineering principles to design, manuf_lcturing, and dismantlement processes. These teams

will include designers, manufacturing engineers, materials and process scientists, environmental
safety and health engineers, waste management specialists, infi)rmation management specialists,
and so forth. Byimproving the manuthcturability of current nuclear weapon components, engineers
can generate ideas that may benefit stockpile and dismantlement activitiesand achieve better designs
for future production.

A project management approach willensure that this initiative develops according to planned
strategic intent, that resources are properly aligned with requirements, and that effective linkages
are maintained between customers and support groups.

FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinAdvancedManufacturingTechnology
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

AdvancedMaterialsandManufacturingTechnology
Operating 10.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 20.0
CapitalEquipment _5.00..............10_:_0...............10.0............10,0_.................5.0

TotalCost 15.0 20.0 25.0 25.0 25,0

DirectPersonnel 40 40 60 60 60

IntelligentManufacturingScienceandEngineering
Operating 6.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 20.0
CapitalEquipment .....!:0 ................2..0.......... 2.0....... 2..0 !.0

TotalCost 7.0 12.0 17.0 17.0 21.0

DirectPersonnel 25 40 50 50 50

RapidResponseManufacturing
Operating 10.0 20.0 31.0 31.0 31.0
CapitalEquipment ....2._0.................4.0..................Z_Q...... 7.0......... 5,0

TotalCost 12.0 24.0 38.0 38.0 36.0

DirectPersonnel 50 100 115 115 115

Information-DrivenManufacturing
Operating 4.0 5.0 8.0 12.0 18.0
CapitalEquipment 1,0..... 2,0 ..........2.0 2.0 ],0

TotalCost 5.0 7.0 10.0 14.0 19.0

DirectPersonnel 15 20 30 45 60
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsin
AdvancedManufacturingTechnology(Continued)

(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Years

ManufacturingEnergyConservation
Operating 6.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

DirectPersonnel t0 18 20 20 20

SmartMaterialSystems
Operating 2.5 5.0 8.0 13.0 14.0
CapitalEquipment ......0__5_...............2=0...............2=0..................!.,.0..........!,0

TotalCost 3.0 7.0 10.0 15.0 15.0

DirectPersonnel 10 20 35 50 50

Technology-BasedU.S.ProductReliabilityLeadership
Operating S.O 10.0 12.5 12.5 12.5
CapitalEquipment ......._1.-0............2:0................_2_.0........2,0...............!.0

TotalCost 6.0 12.0 14.5 14.5 13.5

DirectPersonnel 25 40 50 50 50

ConcurrentEngineeringPractices
Operating 8.0 8.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

DirectPersonnel 32 32 24 24 24

Total,AdvancedManufacturingTechnology
Operating 51.5 78.0 110.5 119.5 136.5
CapitalEquipment ....3_0._5....... 2_2_._0.,...........2S,0..............25,0...............1_4_.__0

TotaICost 62.0 100.0 135.5 144.5 150.5

DirectPersonnel 207 310 384 414 429



Electronics

Sandia's electronics capabilities and programs provide at a single site a conlprehensive integration

of the entire electronic component realization process. Our outstanding capabilities in tiffs arena

are unique among U.S. government thcilities. We apply our resources to developing custom com-

ponents for specialized DOE applications as well as prccompetitive technologies for customers in

the private sector.

Sandia's broad-based actMties provide a tbcus for l)Ot:,'s response to industry-generated

technology road maps, such as those prepared by the Serniconductor industry Association and the

()ptoelectronics Industry l)evelopment Association. In addition, we provide a direct mechanism

for transitioning university research into manufilcturable electronics products and processes.
Sandia's Center for Microelectronics Technologies provides a unique capability t'or industly-

relevant research and development. This capability is being accessed by industry through a 5-year,

$100 million cooperative research and

development agreement (CRAI)A)

with the U.S. semiconductor industry
consortium SEMATECH as well as

through CRAI)As with individual

companies. The center is supported

by a large range of semiconductor and

microelectronics capabilities.

ActMties of the center in support

of the U.S. semiconductor industry

include the Semiconductor Equip-

ment Technology Center (SETEC)
and the Contamination-Free Man-

ufacturing Research Center, both

joint projects with SEMATECH.
The Center for Microelectronics

Technologies conduct@tint projection

x-ray lithography and projection dec-

tron beam lithography programs with

industrial partners to develop the next

generation of processes and processing
equipment. The center is also the site [br

developing environmentally conscious Anewfamilyof water-basedchelatingetchesusingorganicacidswasdevelopedbyaSandia

mantffacturing and environmentally researchteamandhasbeenusedto processa varietyofsuperconductorandferroelectric

sail: and healthful procedures for semi- devices.Theetchesprovideselectivity,minimizesurfacedeterioration,arecapableof etching

conductor mantflhctu ring. Sandia is submicronfeaturesizes,canbetailoredforparticularmaterials,canbeusedto produceeither

working with SEM ATI-_CH and the vertical-edgeprofilesorslopedprofiles,andhavebeenshownto causeminimalchangein

U.S. equipment manufacturers repre- surfaceresistanceof thehigh-temperaturesuperconductors(HTS).

sented by SEM I/SEM ATE(;H to Previously,largeincreasesinsurfaceresistancehadledto impressionsthatwater-based

develop a Semiconductor Equipnlent solutionscouldnotbeusedfor processingHTSthinfilmsrequiringsmallfeaturesizesor

l)esign (;enter in SI'TE(;. high-speedoperation.TheSandiaresearchersrecognizedthat theproblemwasnotthe
Sandia's Microelectronics waterbutreactionsinvolvingcarbonatesin the solution.Theydevelopedadecarbonated

Development Laboratory isa chelatingprocessthat usesnitrogento decarbonatethesolutionanda chemicalagentto

74,000-square-foot facility that provideproperetchingbeforedeleterioussurfacereactionscanoccur.Theresearcherscan
includes 30,000 square feetof clean- tunethereactionratefor specificmetals,furthercontrollingtheselectivityoftheetching.

roo111spacewith 1L500 square feet of Thisworkwona 1993R&D100award.
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Class I cleanspace ill 22separate clean roonls. "l'helaboratory's design provides nlaximunl flexibility

[br new processing eqtlipment and device technologies and isuniquely configurable to support the
joint Center for (kmtamination-Free MarmFacturing.Alargedonation of equipment and technology
by IBMprovides astate-of-the-art submicrometer silicon integratedcircuit researchand development
line. The Microelectronics 1)evelopment l.aboratory's complete equipment set supports the total
semiconductor development cycle including research, design, fabrication, test, prototype delivery,
qualification, and technology transfer. These thciliticsalso support "smart" micromachining, intel-
ligent sensor, and display research and directly impact electronics packaging and assembly actMtics.

Sandia's Microelectronics Quality and Reliability Center provides staffand equipment
to evaluate and verifi/electrical and mechanical properties ofmicroelectronic materials, design,
verification, and construction at the components level. Sandia's reliability physics and engineering
efforts draw upon materials science programs that develop basic understandings oflhilure mecha-
nisms such as electronligration or stress voiding, det_'ctsin insulators and metalizations, and
defects in semiconductors.

The Center for Contamination-Free Manufacturing at Sandia was formalized by a coop-
erative research and development agreernent with SEMATECH in i 992. This center exploits the
unique layout ofSandia's Microelectronics l)evelopment Laboratory to conduct experiments to
verity,advanced semiconductor manuficturing concepts and equipment whichreduce contaminatkm
that limits the yield of integrated-circuit manuthcturing processes.

The center conducts and coordinates research in cost-efl'ectivecontamirmtion-free manut:ac-

turing technologies involving features sizes as small as 0.2 micrometers and removal of defects as
small as 0.01 micrometers (the size of bacteria). Research focuses on the effectsof chemical partic-
ulates and electrostatic, thermal, and electromagnetic (including light) radiatkm contamination
on circuit yield and performance. The center also supports development of equipment and

processes, improved equipment reliability through software quality, ergonomics and modeling,
as wellas new lithography devices, material components, and equipment. These activities are an
extenskm of Sandia's historic developmerlt of the laminar-flow clean room, which made possib!e
the entire nficroelectronics and industry.

Sandia wasa pioneer in the development of compound semiconductors. Our Center for
Compound Semiconductor Science and Technology pioneered the strained-layer-superlattice
(SLS) materialand such SLS-based devices as pseudomorphic high-electron mobility transistors
(P-H EMTs) and circuits, and such semiconductor photonic devicesas verticalcavitysurthceemitting
lasers (VCSELs). It was in this laboratory that Sandia engineers demonstrated the advantages of

strained-layer superlattices, which today are responsible for the highest-speed, highest-efficiency,
and longest-lived semiconductor lasers, transistors, and integrated circuits available in the world.

The center supports the full rangeof theoretical and experimental activitiesfor solid-state physics,
materials science, co, stal growth, device and circuit design, ana fabrication to develop the next
generation of compound semiconductor electronic and optoelectronic devices. Facilities include
extensive molecular beam epitaxy and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition crystalgrowth
capabilities, ion implantation, and electron beam lithography in a 6,000-square-foot, Class 100
clean room with state-of-the-art processing equipment.

Sandia's program for sensor development currently employs over 100 technical professionals
who extend the state of the art in sensor technologies fi_rmanufacturing and other applications.
Among the unique facilities utilized are the IVlicroelectronicsDevelopnlent l,aboratory (described

above); the Intelligent Machine/Robot Advanced Sensor and Control Laboratory, consist-
ing of 25 different development labs containing the latest commercially available robots, 5-axis

computer-numerically controlled ((]NC) machines, mobile platforms, state-of the-art research
robots, and advanced controllers; the Microsensors Research and Development Laboratory,
including 15separate research, engineering, and development labs that thbricate, package, and
integrate newsensors into fieldable subsystems; and the Sensor Test and Modeling Laboratory,
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which has numerical modeling arid equipnlent characterization lacilities tbr cnvirtmnwntal,
chemical, electromagnetic, stress, and thermal testing.

"l'lleProcess Development Laboratory is a Facilityfor advanced prototype manufacturirlg
huused irla I()(),O()O-squarefoot building tL'aturingequiprrierlt for hybrid microcircuits, tlairlfilrrls,
l:,rintedcircuits, ceramics, plastics, arid rapid I:,rototyl.firlg.The I+aburatorvcourdinates itsactivities
with the Integrated Marlut,tcturirig Technologies l+aborattwvat Sandia's (:alifurnia t,lcilitv.

The charter of this manutacturing process design center is to focus on reliability and quality of
rrianufilcturing processes tllrough understarldirlg and qualificatitm ofrrlanufacturing processes.
Particular erriphasis isgiven to auturla,itiun arid rubutic haridling tl'lruughc¢,)lllpll._'lllelllarv programs
both in softwareand in rul',otichardware.

This lilcility alsuactsasapruvinggnrandtbrcustomsensorstbr manut:acturingprocesses,l':mpha-
sisisplacedon developingnewapproachesto joiningandsealingdissimilarmaterialsthathavepartic-
ular reh.'vanceto advancedpackagingconcepts.(:ollal',urationswitll the laccocaInstitute at l,elfigh
Universityhaveh:dtheProcessl)evclupmentLaboratorytosupportempiricalinvestigatiunsofhigher-
h,'vdnmnuFacturingissuessuchascontrol,optimizationof materialflow,andworkspaceorganizatiun.

To realizecustorrl desigrls for its customers, Sandia has developed an integrated approach ':othe
desigrl ofmicroelectrunic ct,rriponents arid systems. As part of these actMties, Sarldia writes custom
support software to commercial vendors, wllicll has become the basis for multiple conmlercial
desigrl packages. Sandia's irltegrated software erlvironrrierlt coil d_iriescircuit-level simulators,
logic-levd simulations, as wallas both analog and digital systcrn-levd simulators witll complete
verification from chip to multictlil:,module to printed circuit board.

Sarldia's capabilities arid facilities inelectronics arc conlprel'lensive and span tiledevdopment
cycle fl'orn research to nlanulhcturing support. This competency iscertainly unique among U.S.
go;'erlurlent thdlities arid iscorripetitive with the best dcctronics rescarda arid developrnent Facili-

ties in the wtwld. The fl41mvingpackage ufinitiative project proposals isdesigned to expluit these
capabilities to the nlaxirrium to benefit both defense arid dual-use needs,

Project Proposals for
the Major Initiative in Electronics

Electronics Applications Center
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

l'lectrunic,, are at the heart of everyweapon system and rlearlyeveryC_mlrrlercialproduct. Flectronic
products range in complexity arid sophistication fl'om portable radios to sophisticated computers,
"smart" bornbs, and lifc-suppc,'t systerris.Electronics Ilaverevolutionized not only the ways ill
wllich tile nation del_'nds itselt:but nearly all aspects of our lives:()ur automobiles now go t)rtller

than 30,000 miles without the need lor a tune-up, due inlarge part to electronic fuel-deliveiT :.;ystems.
()ur homes include a suite of electronically controlled appliances, erltertainrricnt devices, security
systems and, in some cases, medical devices that help sustain peoples' I,,cs.

For over fi_rt)'}'earsSandia has designed mm_ufacturableelectronics systems that meet the
stringcnl surety requirements of nuclear weapons. Asoutstanding as this accomplishment is,we
riced to broaden our applicatiuns in order to nleet l)()F,'s cllailgirlg requirerrielltSarid help irrlprovc
U.,";.iridustry's ability to corripete globally.

We propose tile establishment ,,l'a new l'lectronics Applicatit,ns Ccnt_'rat Sandia to meet t:_c
dual-use needs ofi )()E while prm'iding enabling technologies that help U.S. industry. The center
willaccomplish these objectives bydramatically imprm'ing the electronic product realization

processes and associated technoh_gics. The success _fl'theccntcr willbc measured in thc ability <d
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the technologk's it hltr<lduccs t<_shmlhaneousiy shorten the cono.'pt-t<>-prc,Juctdcw.'hqmwnt cych:,

reduce deveh_pment arm manulhcttaring costs, and mirlinli×e product environmental impacts.

Tile near-term fi_cusof the center's work will be to imprmc design and performance modeling

tools. (km'ently, the best electronic product design and modeling tools require anexperienced,

wall-trained designer and often a significant capital investment in hardware and software, l!ven

uilder the best <fl'conditions, there existvery tL'wconlnl¢ln ties in data input t'cu'nlatsbetween the

variotlS tools. (]onsequently, tile producl designer IlIUS[ ellter design dahi i11ioihc initial C(llllpLllel'-

aided design fih."in olle t'ornl;it, ihell reenter the design dat;i in a second l'ol'nlat to perforn/circuil
electrical perfornlallee modelirig, then a tllird time to do thernml and rncchanical analysis,and a

t;aurth tirne to do circuit board physical layout for tabricatiori, and so t_>rth.

An initial thrust in tile Electronics Applications (]enter work will be to develop (werlay cxpcrl

systems that obviate the necessityfor costly duplications of effort. The cost llfcol'rectillg nlultiple

entries is seennot only iri tile time and talent COIISLIIllcd by the cLIrrelll process, but also in el'r(irs

hltroduced and propagated at each data entry point. These errors often h:ad to inultiple ilei'aiioilS

of prototypes and delay introduction ofthe product into the marketplace.

Sandia designer,<:were recently able to demonstrate a dramatic decrease in development cost and

cycle tirrie. We successfully developed a complicated, high-value ch.'fcnse product friinl concept-to-

product witl'lout ever building a physical prototype. The prototype existed only (irl conlptlter.

The riseof this "virtual prototyping" restllted ill awall characterized design and a riibtist product.

The developnleni period wascharacterized by rapid design iterations and trelnendous savings ill

cost alld dev¢lopnlent time. This work exemplifies the prolnise and payoff'of the proposed center.

The developmellt and useof theseadvanced product realization technologies in Sandia's

Electron ics AppI ications ( ]enter will enstl re the l,aboratories' capability to nicer [ )()E's cha ngi ng

needs. It will, as a resuh of this initiative, be capable of delivering manul:acturablc designs in much

less time, at reduced development cost, with higher product surety than at ;in)' time in its past.

Another thrust in tile Electronic Applications (;enter initiative will be the devchlpnwnt of adesign

assistarit to lead engineers through the concept-to-prod\let cycleirl an expert lllallller. This computer-

based design assistant will facilitate skilled engineers' use of various t,,,ls while sinTultaneously

augrnentirig less skilled engineers' capabilities to select and use the most appropriate design tools

and processes. This capability is viewed by many in tile electronics industry as a key enabler ofgh_l'nll

mar!,cting success for American inctustry. At the conclusion of this phase of the initiative, tile tech-

nologies of the t{lectronics Application (;enter will be a truly dual-use capability --fully capable of

meeting I)()E needs while providing a strategic capability filr the nation's electronics industry.

a subsequent phase of this initiative is to operate the Electrcmics Application (]enter for the

dual purposes of national security arid national ecoriomic competitiveness tor U.S. clcctrorlics

nmnu .lcturers. Response to 1)()l'] and easeof accessby industry will be the halhnarks by which

this center's viability will be dcteriniried.

( ]rosscutting this initiative is the need and desire to collaboratewith other advanccd nlanul:acturing

iriitiatives in both industrial consortia and other federal agencies. The National lnt'_wmatitm Infra-

structure initiative of the Nati(inal Institute of Standards and Technology and lilt' l_,nvir(innlc'ntall) '

(]onscious Manul;acturing program of the National (]enter for Manutacturing Sciences are two
examples of potential synergistic relationships that will be explored.

Center for Microelectronics Technologies
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Tlle electronics industry, the largest manul;acturing sector irl tile United States (providing three tinlos

as man),jobs ;is tile entire domestic autonlobile industr),), is being steadily eroded by ficrce, govcrn-

rncrit-subsidizcd fiireign competition. This COll'lpetiticm threatens the U.S. economy by attacking

its largest manutacturing sector. ()fequal importance, foreign c_nnpctition in inicroelcctronics
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and photonics threatens the security of the United Statesby reducing tile nunlber olklomestic
manuFacturers of advanced components critical to modern det_.'nsesystems.

Facing such pressures, the U.S. semiconductor industry has drawn together in unprecedented
[hshion. Recently, the U.S. Semiconductor Industry Association released a technology plan for the
U.S. microelectronics industry through the year 2013 that wasassembled by !79of the top U.S.
semiconductor experts from industD',government, and universities. This road map identifiesoppor-
tunities for the government laboratories to help industry address their generic technology needs.

In response to the Selniconductor lndusny Association's directly stated needs, Sandia estab-
lished the Center for Microelectronics Technologies to assist the industry in dual-use projects.
This center iscreated bycombining the existing Microelectronics l)evelopment l,aboratory (M1)1,)
with a major donation of equipment and technology valued at over $63 million from IBM.

The center willcreate a centralized site and spawn partnership projects with the U.S. micro-
electronics industry and universities to develop the technologies, manufacturing equipment, and
advanced processes upon which the future of both commercial and defense electronics depends.
The center willalso serve as the arena through which future generations of U.S.graduate students
willbe trained in the most advanced integrated circuit technologies in the world.

A combined governing board will selectprojects that combine teams of researchers selectedfrom
U.S.universities, businesses, and the national laboratories with major industry partners who agree
to commercialize the results. The center's major impacts are on processing methods and equipment
(singledout as criticalelements of this technology on page 87 of the I)OE l)efi2nsePrograms Critical
Technology Plan) and on LI.S.semiconductor manufacturing equipment, another key goal.

The federal government is the major beneficiary of this work, both through custom products for

government applications and through support fi)r the domestic manuthcturing base that provides
these products. Consequently, it should provide a sustaining levelof funds for center operations.
lndustr), willbenefit through specifc projects that willbe cost-shared with government. Initial
government support should be $50 million per year and should grow to $100 million per year in
five),ears,an increasing percentage of which willbe supported by industry organizations such as
SEMATECH through dual-use programs.

National Optoelectronics Initiative
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Optoelectronics willprovide the hardware fi_rthe information highways that willcarry the United
States into the twenty-first century. Optoelectronic elements willprovide the high-data-rate com-
munication links between remote manulacturing sites to create the agile enterprises in the DOE
nuclear weapons complex fi_rcost-effective realization offimlre weapon systems. Over shorter
distances, optoelectronics willbecome the means by which computers communicate with storage
and output devices and even among multichip modules that willprovide the intelligence within
computer workstations in the filture.

In the private sector, optoelectronics-based infomaation networks willpervade the livesof citizens
byproviding access to vast quantities of data forcommerce, infi)rmation, education, and entertain-
ment. lnfi_rmation highways based on optical components will soon become as critical to our
commercial and defense infrastructure as bridges and highways.

Despite havingpioneered the components responsible li_rthis rew_lution,the U.S.optoelectronics
industry iswatching its position in the world marketplace erode. Japan has increased optoelectronics
production from $700 million in 198(Ito over $32 billion in 1990,a 32-fi_ld increase in ten years.
l)uring this decade U.S.producers have lost world market share from 50% in 1980to lessthan 15%
in !990. If foreign producers cement their dominant position in optoelectronics, it is t|nlikely that
U.S. producers willever recapture sufficient market share to sustain domestic production of these
critical enabling components.
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Similar to the Semiconductor Industry Association fin integrated-circuit technology, tile U.S.

Optoelectronics Industry l)eveh_pment Association (OIl)A) iscreating atechnology road map to
chart acourse t;arcommon action. O lI)A selectedfivecriticalareas:displays, optical communications,

optical data storage, optical interconnection and switching, and hard copy output. (l)isplays are
responsible for half the salesw_lumeofelectroni,: products; consequently, aseparate project proposal
has been fimnulated for displays.)

Remarkably, advances in the fimr other critical areas (other than displays) are enabled byjus!
two keycompetencies: optoelectronic materials and optoelectronic manulhcturing, especially
processes and production equipment. These are areas of particular strengths at Sandia. We proposc
applying the resources of the Compound Semiconductor Scienceand Technology (:enter to s_ipport
a national optoelectronics initiative in a dual-use parmership with the U.S.optoelectronics industry.

Optoelectronics manul;acturing relieson expensive thcilitieswith specializedproduction equip-

ment. Sandia's Compound Semiconductor Scienceand Technology (2enter provktes the ideal
thcilityat which cost-leveraged partnerships between U.S. industry, universities, and government
researchers willperlbm_ the pre-competitive development of the design tools, processes, and related
production equil.,ment essential tierU.S. optoelectron icsman tfl:acturers.

An advisory board will recommend projects that combine teams of researchers fi'om multiple
organizations. These teams will include major industry partners who willcommercialize the results.
This initiativewillhave maior impacts on processing methods and equipment and on manulhcturing
equipment, whichare ascritical ibr optoelectronicsas they are tbr siliconintegrated-circuit production.

Emissive Flat-Panel Display Technology Center
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Displays form the critical interlace between humans and the intelligent microelectronic chips that
operate today's smart systems. In the Riture,displays willpm, ade the det;enseand commercial sectors.
Not only are displays critical because of their applications, but the manulhcturing technologies tbr
displays also increasingly overlap those needed for multichip module integration, semiconductor
component manul'hcturing, and even the underlying electronic materials and process development.
Advanced flat-panel displays are predicted by the Japanese Optoelectronics Industry Trade

I)evelopment Agency (OITI)A) and the U.S. Optoelectronics Industry l)evelopment Association
(OI DA) to represent a $20 billion dollar per year component market by 2000.

l)espite having pioneered the technologies responsible for allmodem displays, the United States
has seen japanese firms capture 95% of the global display market through their concentration of
resources in a single technology, Active-Matrix Liquid-Crystal Displays (AN11,(_l)).However,
AMI,CI) technology isdeficient in such key attributes as power consumption, color, brightness,
and ability to operate at video rates. AMI,('I) technology also suffers from poor manutacturing
yields due to unawfidable process complexity because each picture unit (pixel) must bc operated
by a functioning transistor.

Consequently, an opening exists for competing technologies to overcome the market lead of
A/VlI.CI) technology. However, to impact global markets, these technologies must not onh, demon-

strate performance advantages but also cost and manufacturing advantages. A critical weakness of
these technologically promising display alternatives is the lackof an infrastructure ofmanuthcturing
equipment and processes to permit the transition to volume production. Such infi'astructure is
beyond the means of any one institution or corporation and requires a common, neutral site for
cost-leveraged development of enabling, pre-competitive technologies.

Sandia proposes applying selected elements of its Micmelectronics l)evelopment 1,aboratory
(/V1I)13and Process l)evelopment Laboratory (Pl)l,) to support the development of technologies
and manut:acturing infrastructure for emissive flat-panel displays. Particular programmatic emphasis
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willhe givento automation and ruhotic handling through comph.'mcntatT programs bt_thin software
and in robt_tichardware. These facilitiesalso can act as prtwing grtmnds Ibr custoni sensors fur
marmfacturing processes. Additional ernpl|asis willbe placed u,l novel apprtmches to juining and
sealingtechnologiesfor dissimilarmaterialsrequiredtbr advanceddisplayconcept,,+.

Displaymanufacturingrelic,,+one×pensivcfacilitieswith +_,pccializcdproduction equipment.
Sandiaprovidestheideallocationfi_rcost-leveragedpartnershipsfor generatingthe precompeti-
tire infi'astructureof designtools,processes,and relatedproduction equipmentessentialtbr U.,";.
displaymanutScturers.This displayinitiativewill havemajor impactson processingmethudsand
manut_cttlringequipment.

Electronics Packaging
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Electronicspackaging isa keytechnology tbr the U.S.electronics industt3'.Aspackaging requirements
have become more stringent and the number ofintcrconncctions have multiplied, it has become
obvious that the success of complex electronic assemblies depends on the development and

implementation of workable packaging strategies. Since high-reliability electronic assemblies are
at the heart of transportation and teleconamunications infrastructures, packaging failures can
aflbct the safety and security of people (e.g., in automobiles and airplanes) and the stability of
national infrastructure systems (e.g., telecomnaunicati,,ns, banking, commerce, etc.).

Sandia isunique among the national laboratories in having the responsibility fi>rdelivering pack-
aged components for insertion in I)OE weapon systems. We havedeveloped abroad-based scientific
and technical infrastructure supporting the I)()E nuclear weapor|s programs that design, develop, and
certit_,manuthcturable processes for packaging electronic components. This infrastructure includes
package design at all levels;advanced materials and processes for packaging; computer simulation

of the thermal, mechanical, and electromagnetic responses of packages; development of reliability
diagnostics; analysis of packaging thilures;and t;acilitiesfi_rrnanut;acturing processes and prototyl:_C
packages and evaluating package integrity.

U.... industry has recognized Sandia's unique, integrated capability in packaging. Sandia isnow
working on packaging- related (k)operative Researchand l)evelopmcnt Agreements with the auto
industn, fi_runder-the-hood electronics, the National Center fi_rManufacturing SciencesIbr twenty-
firstcentury printed circuit board interconnect technology, and the microelectronics and photonics

l ] 1industries for high-relial ility manufacturing processes, integrated diagnostic environments, and
advanced materials fi_roptical interconnects.

) 1" y lrThe Electronics I ackaging Initiativewillexpamt our packaging manut5cturing capabilitics in the
areaof large-area lithography for muitichip modules, fiat-panel displays, and printed circuit boards. It
willcreate apackaging "island" as part of Sandia's Technology lntbrmation l¢nvironment for Industry
(TI E-IN) project and support materials and process developmvnt through the Center tbr Micro-
electronicsTechnologies and the ( :enter for (:ompound Senaiconductor Technology. itwilldevelop
hierarchical reliability testing through Sandia's National Center tierUltra-Reliability Engineering
(N('U RE). Finally, itwillprovide an educational platt_+rmtu transition university research in packag-
ing into manufacturable processes. The initiative willbe coordinated by Sandia systems engineers

and modeled after the successful development of the Mark 5 armit-_g,firing, and fuzing program.
"l+hl,;initiativewillbc funded by l)e6cnse Programs insupport of its mission to produce high-reli-

abilityelectronicssubsystenas. However.because of itsdual-use nature, itwillalso receivesupport from
U.S. industry through cooperative rc._earchand development agreements and from the Advanced
P,esearch ProjectsAgency CARl)A)through the National (:enter fi_rAdvanced lnt'ormatitm (:ompo-
nents, addressing advanced silio;n microelectronics and fiat-panel displaypackaging concerns. ()ut-
year funding can also be expected from the AR,I)Atbllow-on tu theTechnology l,_einvestmentProject.
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Communication Hardware Development Center
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

t ligh-data-rate,high-bandwidtl_cummunicatiunsdeviceswill pervadefuture dcctronics, lronl
compactsubassembliesto largeterrestrialandspacecommunicati_mssystems.'l'h¢ lih.'clronics
Industrial ,.%sociation(EIA) roadmappredict.,,that futureintegrateddrcuits and high-density,
multichip-module (,klC_I) packaging,will contain thousandsof interconnects,resulting indata
ratesof tensto hundredsofgigahils persecured.

Current interconnectschemescannotaccommodatethepackingdensities,sizereduction,
signaltiming, and Imvcrosstalkrequiredby high-density,high-data-ratesignals."I'oresolvethese
issues,M(:M-Io-M(:M and board-to-hoard interconnectswill employrihbon-liber opticsand
free-spacephotonic interconnects.Terrestrialandspace-basedcommunications,aswallaslocal
andlong-distancenetworksl_etwcenworkstations,will employsimilarhigh-bandwidth tcdmology.

Futuredefenseandcommercialcomnu.micationssystemswill obtain their performancefrom
compound-semiconductor devicesand circuits,including photonic devices,optoelectronic integrated
circuits, high-speed digital integrated circuits, microwave and millimeter-wave devices and circuits,

and photonic interconnects, l)ue to the combined requirements of high speed, high frequency, and
high density, future communications systems will require Imv-power devices and circuits with
device feature sizes belmv 0.25 microns.

Sandian Rick Schneider and Lim Lott (U.S. Air Force) were members of a team that produced the first electrically injected visible-light

vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers(VCSEL).They are standing by a metallorganic vapor phase epitaxial growth system from which

wafers containing the lasersare produced. Thisdevelopment builds on the strained-layer superlattice technology that waspioneered

by Sandia in the 1980s.
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We pmpo,<,to umphhvprototypecumnlunJcationsMrdwareasplatlbrmsfor insertinghigh-
in)pactc()mpouru.l.-semiconduct_)rtcclmoh)D' into fllttlre dell'riseandcommercialsystems.We
will exploit thecapabilitiesoft)ur (:enter for (:on)pound Semiconductor,Scienceand"l'echn()h)gy
((:(:ST) t() f()rmpartncrslfipswith L!.S.industry in developingthedesign,process,andmanufac-
turing infrastructurenecessaryfor developingand manut_cturingtheseadvancedcommunications
c()mpunents.Sandiawill sen'easneutral sitetbr techn()h)D' testbedsfor tiber-()pticandfree-space
interc(mnects,workstationnetworksfor bothh)calareaand longdistance,andmicrowaveand
millimeter-waveterrestrialandspace-basedcommunications.

Sandiahasrecentlyinventedared\'(,:SEI,(verticalcavitysurthce-emittinglaser)for low-cost,
rugged,plasticoptical-tibernetworksandretleclionamplitudemodulatorstbrboth I .()f)-l.unand1.32-
IJmoptical wavdengths.Sandiainventionsarecriticalenablersfur theseproposedcommunication
technologies.OngoingSandiaeffortsoncompound semic(mductorcomplementarydigitalcircuits
will createnovdcomponentsandsystemstbrapplicationsrequiringlow-power,high-speedcomputing.

This comnmnicationshardwareinitiativewill leverageSandia'spioneeringwork in Switched
_luitimegabit l)ata Service/AsynchronousTranst_'r_h)de(ATM) links. ATM hasbeenendorsed
by the international standards community and has been chosen by Sandia as the enabling technology
fi_restablishing national computing and communications leadership in the Department of Energy.

Sandia willaddress next-generation computer architectures and communications hardware

issues by combining high-impact compound semiconductor technoh)gy and advanced hardware
technoloD'. Results willbenefit the National ltltbrmation Infrastructure by addressing high-capacity
computer networks as wellas satellite communicatkms (using Sandia's 60 gigahertz satellite cross-
link) for advanced transportation initiatives and wirelesscommunications.

l+,ydirectly supporting enabling technologies that will lead to smaller, higher-speed computers,
this initiatk'e willaddress several I)OE defense-critical technologies. It willenhance signal processing

and data fusion for synthetic aperture radars ellgaged in real-time imaging tbr I)OE defense appli-
cations. Size reduction willenhance embedded computer systems for flight demonstrations of
"smart" bombs. This initiative also supports the 1)()E technoh)gy base by focusing and employ-
ing both microelectronics and photonics and engineered materials technologies.

Sensors
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Advanced sensorsare the meansby which"intelligent" (computer-controlled) processors monitor and
c_mtrol the operation ofsystemsand manufacturing processes. Sandiahasdeveloped novd t:amiliesof

sensors that sense a range of chemical, thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties for detL'nscand
commercial applications, including weapon state-of-health monitoring, manufacturing process con-
trol, detection of environmentally hazardous chemicals, and ()therdual-use monitoring applications.

Such sensors, tabricated with Sandia's unique microelectronic and materials technologies, enable
broad newapplications in remote monitoring, industrial process impr(wemcnt, and real-timc control.
(kmlmercial applications include assessing the reliabilityof packaged microelectronic pn_ducts,
continuous evaluation of the quality and viscosityofvdlicle engine oil, identifying the presence of
environmental pollutants, and indicating the presence and concentrations of explosive gases.

()ther applications of Sandia's sensor technology directly impact theweapons stockpile, weapons
surety, advanced weapons designs, and process sensing/control fi_r(:omplex 21. An example ()1"
such applications envisions advanced, chemically selectivesensors and the integration of radiation
sensors andsensor arrays to detect very low levelsof corrosion byproducts to monitor the integrity
of the stockpile and indicate the potential for problems. (:heroical sens(_l'sare now being used t()
monitor weapon production processes bypn widing real-time control of possible chemical emissions
into effluent streams at I)()E nmnut:acturing Facilities.This isan application for which laboratt)ry-
sized analytical instruments are not cost-eftE'ctiveor suitable due to power and space limitations.
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Sandia's hydrogen microsensor garnered a 1993 R&D 100 award. Hydrogen, encountered in a large variety of industrial, space, and mili-

tary applications, posesa significant fire and explosion hazard. Sandia'shydrogen microsensor hasmany advantages over older tech-

niques.It is smaller, lighter, faster, and lessexpensive than older instruments and works over greater dynamic and temperature ranges.

Eachmicrosensor contains palladium-nickel gate MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistors.The threshold voltage of the transistors

shifts in response to the concentration of hydrogen inthe ambient air.The palladium-nickel alloy is unique inthat it allows detection of

hydrogen at the parts-per-million level but does not fail at higher concentrations. Fabrication of the control electronics and tempera-

ture-regulation deviceson the same chip as the sensor provides miniaturization, manufacturability, sensitivity, and stability. Use of

microelectronics fabrication techniques allows batch fabrication of more than 8,000 identical sensorsper production run.

Thisnew technology is already being used in ground-based test facilities at the National Space and Aeronautics Administration and

hasbeen included as part of a robotic test probe developed to monitor underground radioactive waste storage tanks. No previous

hydrogen detection technology would have met the stringent requirements of these applications.

The suite of Sandia sensor technologies isbeing continuously refined and augmented with

related Sandia microelectronic, materials science, signal processing, packaging, and subsystem
technologies to expand the ravageof applications. We propose to integrate these sensor actMties

into a unified program for maximum synergy with a multitude of government, university, and
industrial customers. F,yfi)rming partnerships with industry to develop sensor manuthcturing
methodologies and leverage development costs, Sandia wiUserve as the nucleus around which the
nascent U.S. sensor industn, can generate the technologies anadproduce the components it needs
to transfi_rm the production and operation of future commercial and defense systems.

These sensor technologies have significantdual-use interest for naanulhcturing oriented applica-
tions, particularly for thesemiconductor indust_,, the automotive industnT, the machine tool industl3,,
the textiles indust U, and the petroleum industD'. Sandia's rowel transducer developments, based on
ultrasonic, fiber-optic, and solid-state technologies, have solved characterization and monitoring
problems fi_rimproved manut:acturing yield, quality, environmental compliance, and functionality.

"Smart" Micromachines
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Micromcchanics isan emerging field which uses microeh:ctrcmic t:abricati_mtechnique,,,to build
ultra-nainiature mechanical structures with micronaeter-dinaensioned feature sizes. "l'hesmall size,



low power requh+enwnts,and ruggedness ol'nlicronmchhuxl elements arc highlyattractivein modern
systems and applicatiems. (;onsequently, micromachinint+,is truly a dtlal-tlse enabler. Ji110rlllOtlS
marketsfor micromachinedcomponentsare likely in theautonloth,'¢,biomedical,aerospace,and
robotics industries,aswellasin environmental monitoring and restoration,fur thesensorsand
actuatorsthat canb¢buih usingthesetechniques.The samet_miliesof micronmchinedstructures
areimportant Ibr suchDefenseProgramsapplicationsasuhra-ru_._ed,ultra-miniature clockstruc-
turesfor use in weapon systems and a micro-mechanically Fabricatedversion ol+astrtmglink switch.

Micromacl+finingtechnologyisstill in its inFancy.A major advancein theevolutionofmicroma-
chined components willoccur when rnicromaclfines are integrated with low-prover,complemermuT
metal-oxide semiconductor ((AIOS) integrated circuits on a single chip. The benefits of integrating
CM()S integrated circuits with mechanical microstructures are greater accuracy, pertbrmance, and
additional tunctionality, and they derive from improved signal processing and reduced noise and
porosities.

While it iswidely recognized that most applications would greatly benefit from the ability to
integrate control electronics on the same chip as the micromachines, few micro-mechanical eftbrts
in the United States have the irffrastructure, capacity, or capability to both develop this integrated
technolo D, and make it available to industry. Sandia proposes to collaborate with U.S. industry to
revolutionize the manutacturability, functionality, and applicability ofmicromachined devices

through the on-chip integration ofmicromachines with control electronics. This actMty willexploit
our tmique Microelectronics l)evelopment Laboratory tbr sub-micrometer-dimension integrated-
circuit technology, as wellas our extensive experience base in micromachining technology.

l The proposed smart micromachining effort will allow U.S. industry and universities to pursue
specificprojects that require an integrated micromechanics technology. This project willbe operated
by agovernment-industry-university partnership t},_rcooperative development and highly leveraged
Fabricatiorlof this tmique technoloD,. This activity would lead to a Iow.-cost,nlanufhcturable
"smart" n icromachines technology and demonstration platforms that can be applied both to
defense and commercial needs.

FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinElectronics
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5_

ElectronicsApplicationsCenter
Operating 4.5 8.0 8.0 8.0 6.5
CapitalEquipment !,0....... 3.,0....... 2.+0.... 2.0 !.0

TotalCost 5.5 11.0 10.0 10.0 7.5

DirectPersonnel 20 35 35 35 30

CenterforMicroelectronicsTechnologies
Operating 45.0 60.0 75.0 90.0 100.0
CapitalEquipment 1ZO !5,0..... 18.0 !8..0 20.0

TotalCost 57.0 75.0 93.0 108.0 120.0

DirectPersonnel 90 120 150 180 200

NationalOptoelectronicsInitiative
Operating 25.0 33.0 45.0 60.0 70.0
CapitalEquipment 10.0 13.0 16.0 18.0 20.0

TotalCost 35.0 46.0 61.0 78.0 90.0

DirectPersonnel 50 66 90 120 140
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinElectronics(Continued)
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

EmissiveFlat-PanelDisplayTechnologyCenter
Operating 25.0 33,0 45.0 60.0 70.0
CapitalEquipment ...]._0._0......13.0_0.....__16:0...........]8.0.............._20__0

TotalCost 35.0 46.0 61.0 78.0 90.0

DirectPersonnel 50 66 90 120 140

ElectronicsPackaging
Operating 13.5 18.0 24.0 30.0 35.0
CapitalEquipment 4.5 4.5 6,0 6.0 6.0

TotalCost 18.0 22,5 30.0 36.0 41.0

DirectPersonnel 27 36 48 60 70

CommunicationHardwareDevelopmentCenter
Operating 7,0 8.5 10,0 12.0 14.0
CapitalEquipment 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 3.0

TotalCost 10,0 12,5 15.0 17.0 17.0

DirectPersonnel 13 15 18 18 18

Sensors
Operating 12,3 14.1 15.5 16.8 18.1
CapitalEquipment 1.2 1.7 2.3 2.6 3.1

TotalCost 13.5 15.8 17.8 19.4 21.2

DirectPersonnel 52 60 65 70 76

"Smart"Micromachines
Operating 13.5 18.0 24.0 30.0 35.0
CapitalEquipment 4.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 6.0

TotalCost 18.0 22.5 30.0 36.0 41.0

DirectPersonnel 27 36 48 60 70

Total,Electronics
Operating 145.8 192.6 246.5 306.8 348.6
CapitalEquipment .__4__6,2__.......5___8.7..........713_.........75.6..........79.!
TotalCost 192.0 251.3 317.8 382.4 427.7

DirectPersonnel 32g 434 544 663 744
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Information and Computational Technology
Computational simulation isplayingan ever increasing role inenhancing the security and eccmomic
prosperity of the United States.In the tilture, itwillbe both cheaper and t:aster,aswellas more accurate
and infimnative, to usecomputational simulation when designing, .ptinaizing, or simulating a system
or process than to perform costly trial-aiad-error experimentation.

Computational simulation has historically been important to Sandia's national security and
energy missions and isalso key to the future of Sandia and the I)epartment of Energy. The advent
of revolutionary massively paralleland distributed hardware, software, and communications
capabilities in high-perfi._rmancecomputing (in wlaichSandia has played a seminal role) is redou-
bling the importance of simulation.

Major applications in nuclear weapons design and salL'tyare being joined by new strategic
applications in materials and cheinistiy, including chemical vapor deposiuon and claen_icalreactors,
semiconductor processing and device simulations, band-gap engineering of new dectronic and
optoelectronic materials,shnulation ofenzynaes and synthetic catalysts,as wallasdesign of polymeric
materials. For the oil and gas industry, new massively parallel simulations are allowing huge leaps
in our ability to process and interpret seismic exploration data and inour ability to simulate reser-
voir production and management. The metallurgy industry isbenefiting from rapid prototyping
of newcase parts made possibleby the integration of detailed computational simulation of the casting
process into the design of investment castings. Enhanced national security applications in radar
imaging and signal processing are growing out ofhundredt2_ld increases in simulation capability,
l)esign of synthetic enzymes is leading to new schemes tbr remediation of hazardous pesticides

fi'omthe environment. Porous flow modeling isallowing accurate mapping of groundwater
transport of hazardous wastes.

Over fivehundred Sandiaengineers and scientistsare involvedin thedevelopment and application
of computational technologies. ()he of our distinguishing strengths in this area isthe ability to develop
and integrate theoretical models, advanced numerical methods, and computing technologies to
create robust, state-of the-art tools fi_i"simulating complex systenls and processes.

The Massively Parallel Computing Research Laboratory at Sandia isa national resource
tbr research in high- f,erfimnance computing and for its application to problems in science and
engineering. An interdisciplinar), team of over 60 research staffcarries out projects in computational
and computer science as well as discrete and numerical nmthematics. These staffhave access to

unique massively parallel computers, including the new Intel I_AI/A(;()N, with nearly 2,000
processors, 40gigabytes ot:menmr),, and peak speed of140 gigaflops; a 1,0()0-processor n(;U BE
2; and a 16,()00-processor Connection Machine.

The Massively Parallel Computing Research Laboratory has led the devdopnwnt of massively
parallel computing algorithms and applications since its award-winning introduction of massively
parallel techniques fi)r real engineering applications in 1987.A total offiveawards have been received

since 1987 recognizing Sandia's seininal contributions to massively parallelcomputer technology.
Major thrusts of the laboratory include the l)t)F'+(;rand (;hallenge in (;omputer t)esign of Catalysts
and Biocatalystsand development of abroad spectrum of massivelyparallelapplications, including
turbulent fluids, chemical vapor deposition, Knudson flows, porous media, quantum nmntc carlo
fi_rmolecules and many-particle systems, massivelyparallelelectnmmgnetics, and signal processing.

In developing these strategic applications, researchers at the laboratory have made a series of
algorithnlic innovations, including highly efli:ctivemassivelyparallel linear algebra methods, inno-

vative new algorithms ti)r molecular mechanics and dynamics, highlyscalablemethods fi_rquantum
chemistry, automatic finite-elenlent adaptive mesh generation techniques, and powerful chmlain-

decomposition and load-balancing techniques, as wellas new massivelyparallel data visualization
methods. Advances in systems techn.hlgy include portable, light-weight parallel and distributed
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operating systems, virtual reality envirtmnlents, new multi-threaded architectures,

object-oriented (_++ constructs liar massively paralM applications, and new rout-

ing algorithms. Numerical research at the Nlassively Parallel (_omputing Research
l.aboratory is complemented by thrusts in discrete mathematics that include

algorithnls for difficult combinatorial optimization problems. This work also

involves new comnmnications algorithms fi_rparallel and distributed computing.

In response to a request from the 1)01:+Office of Scientific (kmlputing, we

have broadened the scope of our discrete rnatl_ematics research to include

conlputational biology. The goal of this effort is to develop computati¢mal

techniques that are robust and can be used to validate biological data. We are

currently working on using data obtained on short segments of l)NA to recon-

struct the order in which these segments occurred in the I)NA sequence, and

developing techniques for jointly constructing evolutionary trees and multiple

sequence alignment to better predict protein fi_lding and function.

The Center for Computational Engineering is an interdisciplinary team

located at Sandia/(2alil"ornia comprising physicists, daemists, biologists,

mathematicians, computer scientists, and engineers who interact
with a broad external comnmnitv. The center l_cuses on

applications and works directly with custon_ers to help

find the most cost-effective solutions to their problems.

One major thrust of the Center fin" (]omputational

l'ngineering is conaputational chemistt T t_)r chemical

and biochemical modeling. Work in this area ranges

from quantum claemistry representation of small mol-

ecules (less than fifty atoms)througla naolecular dynamic
simulations ofinternacdiate-size molecules (hundreds of

atoms) to macroscopic diffusion processes involving

molar quantities ofatonas. Significant recent results have

Sandiaresearchershavedevelopedan innovativemesh-generating included understanding thebinding ot+cych>pl'los-

algorithmthat candrasticallyreducethetimerequiredfor computer- phamide (a cancer drug) to cell I)NA and using

aideddesignofindustrialproducts.Thisworkwona 1993R&D100award, advanced genetic algorithms to determine the molecular

Beforecomputeranalysiscanbeappliedtothedesignof anycomplex structures of biologically interesting proteins. ()he real-

object,theanalystmustgenerateacustomizedgeometricgridor "mesh." izable product of thiscomputational chemistry expertise

First,thedomainoftheproblemmustbedesc6oedinmathematicalterms, isrational drug design, wherein biologically activethem-

Theresultantmodeloftenshowstheobjectasa solidthree-dimensional icalscan bedesigned from first principles to reduce the

shapeora representationof surfaces.Second,acomputationalmeshmust staggering cost of developing pharmaceuticals.

beinscribedinthedomain.Thistaskinvolvesbreakingtheprobleminto ()ther work at the (_enter for( _omputational F,ngi-

appropriatelysizedpieces--representingthesurfacesindiscreteregions neering includes modeling to assist in the devclornlent
that areallconnected.Theresultingcomputationalmesh,definingthe of plasma fiat-panel displays and to understand the

pointswhereequationsareto besolved,conformstothesurfaces.Awell- illoVenlent o['contanlinated _roundwater through

definedmeshisfinerwherethevariablesof theproblemareknownto geological media, in addition, simulations areperf_rmed

changerapidlyandcoarserwheretheydo not. ot+manut:acturing operations and health caredelivery

Designingmeshesisadifficultand time-consumingtask.Mesh systenls. Each of these activities is being pursued with a
generationisa limitingfactorfor analysesin supportof product diff,'rent e',:ternal customer.

design.Forexample,to generatethemeshfor anautomobilefor a A maior driving fin'ce in the riseof the infi_rmation

computersimulationof acrashrequiressixto eightweeks--too long age is the deveh_pment c,flow- cost, high-performance

for engineersto performiterativedesignworkeffectively, workstations. The availability of these workstations is

TheSandiathree-dimensionalsurface-meshingalgorithmcalled stimulating the explosive growth of multimedia teclmol-

"Paving"doesmuchofthisprocessautomatically.It cangeneratea ogy (merging voice, videu, and data) that will fi_rm the

meshina uniquemannerthat exceedsconventionalmethods, basis for a wide spectrum ¢_t'applicatitms linking pc_plc
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together electronically. Sandia has been concentrating on object-oriented design to develop a fully
integrated distributed system that tics together the li_ctors"required to solvea problem": compu-
tational analysis; communication (multimedia and mail); and storage and access (networking,
graphical front-ends).

We haveestablished the Heterogeneous Environment and Test-bed (HEAT), consisting of
the latestworkstations from each of the fivep,,ajorworkstation vendors linked together. The objective

of the HEAT project is to develop techniques for implementing clustered heterogeneous computillg
and the network optimizations required to increasethe applicability of this technology. We have
also developed nletacomputing tools such as the ParallelObject-Oriented Environment and Toolkit

(POE'F) and the Distributed Audio-Video Environment (1)AVE) as intelligent system interlhces
to enhance the productivity of users. In both cases,our efforts have tbcused on applications toassure
that requirements are met for collaborative engineering in support of advanced manuJi_cturing.

Computer networking and wide-area communications have undergone explosive growth in
performance and capability in the past few years. One consequence of this improvement has been
a rapid transition to computing environments that aredistributed over long distances, in which
users working at powerful but relatively inexpensive workstations can remotely access largesuper-
computers a_:ddatabase servers at a fewcentralized locations.

Paul Fleuryand David Womble discussoutput from Sandia'smassivelyparallel Intel PARAGONsupercomputer. At this writing, the computer

isthe world's fastest computational machine, operating at 140 gigaflops (billion floating-point operations per second). Sandia computer

scientistswill use the computer to help find solutionsto currently unsolvable problems.
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These environments are leading to versatile new approaches to multiple party interactions ill
which people can participate (rom at:ar--including classroom education, medical treatment, oal-
]aborative engineering projects, and scientific experiments--and are serving as the model for

infi_rmation dissemination nationwide. Sandia, uniquely positioned with tWO widely separated
major locations, has already moved tt_such a model by centralizing itssupcrcomputers at Albu-
querque under its supercomputer consolidation project. This effort, which provides read)' access
to Sandia's supercomputers and storage servers from both the (.;alifin'niaand New Mexico loca-
tions, will result in substantial savings in the cost of computing resources and lms permitted us to
develop the technology base for achieving a robust infimnation infrastructure both within and
outside the Laboratories. For example, we din,eloped a 1)$3 (45 megabits per second) delay and
error simulator that we used to design and test our intersite network in the laboratory. Asa result,
the network worked the first tirne when installed in the field.

This work, as well as our other networking activities, will enable Sandia to playa major role ill

creating an information infrastructure that willplace the United States in adominant position to
compete in a global h_formation-based society. Our capabilities in networking and communica-
tions were recognized by lnterop in presenting us the Interop Achievement Award for excel-

lence in implementing the most sophisticated multi-vendor corporate internetwork, and
for makirlg the most effective use of inter-networking technology to t'urther our business goals.

Information surety is concerned with protecting intbrmation from unauthorized access, from
unauthorized or accidental modification, and from lossof access. This field has been and willcon-

tinue to be an essential discipline for Sandia's responsibilities in command and control of nuclear
weapons. Consequently, wehave developed extensive capabilities in information surety at Sandia.
These capabilities include the design and analysis ofcryptographic algorithms and protocols;
adversarial analysis of hardware, sofhvare, and total systems; design and analysis of accesscontrol

systems; development of high-speed communication network security systems; development and
fielding of use control systems; development and testing of tamper resistant technologies; testing
ofbiometric identification techniques; and development of computer security techniques. We
regard our synthesis of these capabilities in one organization as a differentiating strength.

Project Proposals for the Major Initiative in
Information and Computational Technology

Computational Manufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

P,ealistic simulation of product, process, and production isone of the key capabilities in realizing
information-driven manufiacturing (see page 5-6). Complex 21 will require increased u_cof com-
putational systemsdesign, simulation ofprototyping and manufacturing processes, and simulation
of system performance and reliability under design conditions as wellas in response to abnormal
environments. Thus, the development of rapid prototyping and agile manut;acturing techniques
n:,.,,t build on emerging simulation capabilities that are so advanced that they enable virtual prom-

typing and processing and, ultimately, computational design of entire systems. These technologies
depend on Sandia's new thrusts in developing engineering simulation environments.

New user-friendly, powert'ulenvironments are beginning to combine solid modeling, automatic
meshgeneration, and domain decomposition for parallelprocessing with algoritlamslbr heat transtL'r,
materials mechanics, fluid flow, and chemistry. Techniques are being devel'_pcd fi)r real-time,
desktop visualization of simulation data; they willbe important new additions to the engineer's
computational tocl kit.
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The needs ofComplex 21are mirrored ill U.S. industry, whert.'requirements Ibr ever-diminishing
product development cycles demand constant innovation. Today and tomorrow, one of the most
important advantages willcome from the useof computational virtual prototyping of processing
tools. Sandia's leading-edge high-perf,_rmance computing simulation capabilities are aire_dy being
transferred to U.S. industry in partnerships tacilitated by cooperative research and development

agreements (('RADAs). Our computational simulation technologies are a major research and
development resource [-brAmerican industry.

Center for Industrial
High-Performance Computing Applications
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

The Massively ParallelComputing Research Laboratory is rapidly becoming a major center fi_r
industrial applications of high-performance computing and conmlunications. More than a dozen
cooperative research and development agreements (CRAI)As) have already been funded for

high-perfornlance computing technology partnerships with U.S. industn/in tile first year of
1)OE'sTechnology Transfer Initiative.

These CRADAs, and some conventional work-for-others arrangements, include leadership

of a major initiative illcomputational materials and a major partnership with industry to develop
newmassively parallel database technologies and light-weight massivelyparallel operating systems.
Advanced simulation techniques are being applied to new problems in biology, including devel-
opment of newdefibrillation techniques and design of new medical compounds. Innovations
developed for scientific and engineering simulations are finding new application in tile feld of
volunletric medical imaging for diagnosis and surgical intervention and are the basis of several
partnerships with the health care industo,.

New thrusts in discrete mathenlatics are having both scientific and industrial impact and will
play a major role in developing tile new national information infrastructure. They include combina-
torial methods for computational biology and many kinds of networks. Research in surety, security,

and privacy for communications and computing isanticipating the needs of"lnfo-America" and is
finding immediate application ill the financial and medical industries.

Advances in high-performance computing and communications technologies arc providing
revolutionary newcapabilities for designing and optimizing products on computer. These technolo-
giesare already a keyto numerous Sandia partnerships with companies in the computer, microelec-
tronics, manutacturing, health care, and energy and environment industries, and they support all
of Sandia's core competencies and program sectors.

The (;enter t_r Industrial High-Pert0rmance Conaputing Applications willhelp coordinate and
lbster the development and application of criticalhigh-ped'ormance computing and comnmnicati(_ns

technologies at Sandia's many designated and undesignated user thcilities(e.g.,tile MassivelyParallel
Computing Research l_aboratory, the Center for ('omputational Engineering, tile Combustion
Research Facility, the Center for Microelectronics Technologies, the Advanced Manul-hcturing
('enter, the National ('enter for Advanced Information Components). The center will Ilelp form
interdisciplinary teams to solve nationally important problenls and accelerate the developnlent of
software through expanded collaborations.

This initiative moves the Massively Parallel(:omputing Research l,aboratory toward providing
industry with one-stop access to comprehensive assistance inhigh-perl0rmance computing. The
Center for Industria114igh-Pertk_rmance (:omputing Applications will strengthen tile Sandia ro_e
as executive director ufthe I)OE Forum fi_rIndustrial High-Perfk_rnaanceComputing with a mission

to act as the point-of-contact fi_rindustry regarding computing and to develop software inter-
operability for massively parallel machines in partnership with industry.
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Metacomputing Environment and Tools
[for the Office of Energy Research (KC07)]

The next major phase of our distributed computing and networking pr¢_gramexpands to include
the optimization of the communications stack and the development of asoftware super architecture
to integrate the distributed components into a transparent system, in this next phase, we willapply
the experience we have gained from our current work to the design of a communications stack
optimized at all levels:protocols, message passing libraries, and the underlying hardware.

This work will result in a system with lesslatency and greater bandwidth, incr¢'asingthe range
of applications that willachieve optimal performance ina distributed environment. Simultaneously,

we _,illinvestigate methods for supporting an architecture that incorporates the elements of our
distributed infrastructure in an object-oriented framework to permit rapid prototyping and flexible
support of information science applications. The environment willcontain a set of tools that can
be collected tbr processing a problem. Networking software and communication capabilities will
enable the rapid and transparent movement of data between the set of software tools.

By utilizing object-oriented techniques, these software tools willbe suitable fi_ra wide range of
applications. This environment will reduce the cost of softwarebyaccelerating softwaredevelopment,
increasing the reuse of so,rare, and decreasing software maintenance. The rnetacomputing envi-
ronment will be used tbr distributing and controlling software, assigning multiple computers to a
task, and obtaining information from multiple sources fi)r a task.

Our technology transfi:ractivities range from applications with partners such as Alcoa, Ellen,'

SystemsSoftware, AT&T, and ¢_thers,to technology infrastructure withsuch partners as Fore Systems,
Digital Equipment Corporation, Hewlett-Packard, Sun Microsystems, IBM, AT&T, and others.
In allof our efforts, we are collaborating with industry to ensure the highest quality and broadest
applicability of the resulting products.

Information Surety
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Sandia isapplying its outstanding capability in cryptology and command and control to new
problems of national importance, lnfi_rnaationsurety isan essential technology tbr the development
of the National Information Infrastructure and a national intbrmation co,morn),, in an infi_rmation

economy, the value of information willbe such that information willbecome alucrative target for
criminals and n:,tional adversaries. As with other tbrm, of security, not only will it be necessar7 to
develop a national information security system, but it willalso bc necessary to constantly reasscss
and improve the security of the system in light ofunpredicted advances in teclmology.

Sandia iswell-positioned to leada national research_nd development eflbrt in intbrnaation surety.
Projects havebeen started to develop the high-speed network security systems that willbc required.
U.S. industr7 has already shown an interest in collaborating with Sandia to develop technologies to
provide securityin computerized medical records and to improve the securityof financialtransactions.

As the I)OE nuclear weapons complex moves toward agile manut_lcturingsystems, information

surety willplay a critical role. Moreover, this area willcontinue to be an essential technology |bun-
dation for Sandia's responsibilities in command and control of nuclear weapons. ()ne of the many
technologies that must be developed isa robust method for identifi/ing indMduals, either in person
or remotely. An identification card could be designed that prevents impersonation by combining
cryptography, tamper-resistant data storage, and biometric idcntificati_m. Such a card would bc
used to improve the security of many current identification needs, such as credit cards and other
bank cards; controlled access to secure thcilities;shopping, banking, and voting by telephone; and
access t_ sensitive information. Sandia could develop idcxitification methods that would satist_'
the demands of allof these applications and reduce vulnerabilities f_r fl'aud.



National Information Infrastructure Test Bed
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

The U.S. govermnent iscommitted to accelerating the developnlent ot'int'ormation teclmologies
and a National hfformation Infrastructure that will respond to tile economic and social demands
of the twenty-first century and meet the needs of l)epamnent of Energymissions in nuclear weapons,
energy, environment, and education. We haveformed a collaboration with industry, universities,
and other government laboratories to establish a nationwide high-peflbrmance test bed called the
National Intbrmation Infrastructure Test Bed, to develop and evaluate the pertbrmance and inter-
operability of networking technology and distributed computing applications for the National
lnlbrmation Infrastructure.

The test bed willprovide a forum to t:acilitateexchange ofprecompetitive information and

practical experience on information technologies and applications. It willexpedite and support
near-term implementation of the National hfformation Infrastructure as an active collaboration

between U.S. industry, government, and universities. This initiative builds directly on our capa-
bilities in distributed computing and networking and isultimately connected to our interests in
metacomputing environment and tools.

Technology Information Environment for Industry (TIE-IN)
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

A new tool for technology transfer, the Technology lnfomlation Environment for Industry (TIE-
IN), isbeing developed at Sandia. The two primary goals of TIE-IN are to increase the lew.rage of
Department of Energytechnology transfer efforts with a system that can reach hundreds or thou-

sands of businesses and to reduce the investment required by industry to utilize national labora-
toO, technologies.

TIE-IN willuse advances in intbrmation and computer technologies to build smart front-ends
for many DOE technicalcapabilities and electronically guide users through the process of obtaining
solutions. These smart front-ends willprovide leveragefor DOE by minimizing directstafl'intemction
with users. It willalso minimize the required industrial im,estment by relieving users of the need to
obtain or maintain specialized technical expertise and equipment.

TIE-IN willbe supported by a user t:acilitythat operates as an electronic extension service to allow

users to obtain solutions to problems from remote locations. These users would not require a high
levelof specialized technical expertise, nor would they incur the very largeexpenses associated with
employing specialized analysts, maintaining software libraries and a software maintenance staff,

developing custom databases, and purchasing and operating high-performance computing and
experimental equipment.

Massive Data Processing, Storage, and Management
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

On-line, high-speed access to distributed muiti-terabyte databases can enable new paradigms for
scientific and engineering collaboration, for interacting with computational simulations, and for
disseminating scientificand computational results. The infrastructure for storage, query, and
search and retrieval of"mixed media" (large-scale numerical data, graphics, and video) databases
remains to be developed

A project at Sandia isneeded to maximize return on such computational simulation initiatives

as T1E-IN and Sandia's leadership role in the National (;onsortium tbr High- Pertbrmance Com-
puting. The eftbrt willdevelop:
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I. Software tbr efficient manipulation and querying of mixed media data,

2. Technology fi_rseamless inter-operation of storage servers distributed around the countt3,,
3. Associated user and high-speed network interl:acesto enable users to interact with data in

new ways, and
4. Standards in concert with appropriate commercial and government entities.

These technologies willbe incorporated into interfaces fi_rmassively parallel servers, including
the Intel Paragon and nCUBE 3 supercomputers, via collaborative research and development with
industrial partners such as Oracle Systems, Inc., and rnajor research universities such as MIT,
Stanfi_rd, and the University of Calitbrnia.

The concept of"data," which traditionally has been regarded as text and numbers, has now
been broadened to include text, graphics, video, sound, animation, and the temporal links between
data types during presentation to the end user. In addition, high-perfi_rmance computing and dis-
tributed processing will lead to orders-of-magnitude increases in the w_lumeand geographical
distribution of data associated with any particular event. New techniques are needed to provide
storage for such multimedia data in a manner that iseflicient and transparent to the end user.

Such techniques must include methods to store data as a conglomerate of different types and
allowfor distributed locations of individual components. They must also provide tbtch, store, and
translation mechanisms for a wide variety of computing equipment and relyon high-perfi_rmance
communication networks to make data location irrelevant. ,

Wireless
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Wireless technology willplay a key role in future multimedia communications. It isan important
component of providing mobility and quick set-up in locations devoid of other communications.
It may also be the only wayto provide reliable communication with individuals who move about

but must be monitored fbr purposes of control or protection (tbr example: lifesystems monitoring
of individuals with high-risk medical conditions; stress monitoring of security personnel; location
monitoring ofoflbnders who do not require incarceration).

Today's cellular phone technology illustrates the concept of this kind of portability, but it is
incapable of supporting the high bandwidths and global availability required fi_rthe wide variety
of multimedia applications now emerging. Today's wireless technologies must be enhanced to
provide high-bandwidth secure communications, high reliability, and global availability while
minimizing the weight, power, and possible health risks (from plolonged, proximate exp,_sure to
radio-frequency radiation) associated with the use of such portable communication terminals.
Other required advances in technology include:

1. Efficient methods of frequency sharing and re-use,
2. Compression techniques for data, particularly video and image data,
3. Efficient cryptographic techniques to ensure privacy, integrity, and authenticity

of communications, and

4. Integration into larger, nonportable, multimedia commtmication systems.
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinInformationandComputationalTechnology
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year___jYear2 Year3 Year4 Year5

ComputationalManufacturing
Operating 4.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
CapitalEquipment ....],0_ . 0.5 .... 1.0..... 0.5 0.5

TotalCost 5.0 6.5 9.0 8.5 8.5

DirectPersonnel 12 15 20 20 20

CenterforIndustrialHigh-PerformanceComputingApplications
Operating 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 9.0
CapitalEquipment ....)_.0.........20.0 1.0 _ _ 20.0...........1,0

TotalCost 5.0 25.0 7,0 28.0 10.0

DirectPersonnel 10 15 20 25 30

MetacomputingEnvironmentandTools
Operating 7,0 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
CapitalEquipment ......!-0.............).,0 .........1.0............!,0 ........ ].0

TotalCost 8.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 11.0

DirectPersonnel 25 30 35 35 35

InformationSurety
Operating 9.0 11.0 11.0 11,0 11.0
CapitalEquipment .....0,5 ...........................0.5 ............... 0.5

TotalCost 9.5 11,0 11,5 11,0 11,5

DirectPersonnel 35 40 40 40 40

NationalInformationInfrastructureTestBed
Operating 6.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
CapitalEquipment !,0....... 1..0....... 1,0.... 1,0...... .!.0

TotalCost 7.0 9.0 10.0 10,0 10.0

DirectPersonnel 20 25 30 30 30

TechnologyInformationEnvironmentforIndustry(TIE-IN)
Operating 7.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
CapitalEquipment 0:5. 0,5 0.5.... 05 0.5

TotalCost 7.5 9.5 105 10.5 10.5

DirectPersonnel 25 30 35 35 35

MassiveDataProcessing,Storage,andManagement
Operating 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
CapitalEquipment 1_0..... 1.0 !,0..... !.0 . 1.0

TotalCost 4.0 4,0 5.0 5.0 5,0

DirectPersonnel 10 10 15 15 15
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsin
InformationandComputationalTechnology(Continued)

(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year____2Year_ Year._._44

Wireless
Operating 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
CapitalEquipment ........................._0,5..........0.5 _. 0__5...................

TotalCost 4.0 4.5 4.5 6.5 8.0

DirectPersonnel 10 10 10 20 20

Total,InformationandComputationalTechnology
Operating 44.0 55.0 62.0 66.0 69.0
CapitalEquipment ....6.0............24._55..............6._5..............24._5............=5.5

TotalCost 50.0 79.5 68.5 90.5 74.5

DirectPersonnel 147 175 205 220 225
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Transportation Energy Technology
and Infrastructure
Improving tile nation's economic competitiveness willdepend heavily on greater energy efficiency
and transportation modernization to allow our industries to meet upcoming challenges. Advances
in these areas should be pursued through an integrated initiative, since transportation accounts tbr
a large portion of national energy consumption.

Weaning the transportation system from exclusive reliance on petroleum tilels would reduce
the nation's vulnerability to oil supply and price shocks. This result can be achieved through the

development of cost-competitive alternative fuels such as ethanol and methanol and greater use of
natural gasand electricity. Increasing transportation energy efficiencyby improving the efficiency
of vehicles and the transportation system as a whole isaiso required.

While major reductions in vehicle emissions havebeen achieved during the last twenty years
through federally mandated improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency,the l)epartment of Trans-
portation (I)OT) tbrecasts that total emissions willbegin to increase again after 1996.This rever-
salwill occur (despite the Factthat more stringent fuel efficiencystandards willbe in effect)
because total vehicle miles traveled is increasing thster than improvements in fuelefficiency. Fed-
eral air quality standards cannot be achieved or maintained in the long term unless significant
changes occur in urban transportation systems.

The mt_tyand efficiencyof the transportation infrastructure can be greatly improved. Americans
now lose over two billion work hours per year from traffic congestion, and several major cities are
fi_recastdramatic decreases in average freeway speeds over the next several years. Transportation
issues are also closely tied to the goal of improving national economic competitiveness, and they
willhave an even greater impact in the coming years. The interactive nature of a growing and
changing economy issignificantly affected by the availability and cost of transportation. If trans-
portation systems impose a relativelyhigh burden on U.S. producers, they willFacean institution-
alized impediment to competitiveness. This realization isevident in the aggressive modernization
of transportation systems in ]apan and Europe.

Technological innovation is needed to modernize our systems in order to ensure asecure and
prosperous future. The enabling legislation to address these needs is the Intermodal SurFace
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991.This act sponsors the creation of the nation's
future transportation system and encourages the l)epartment of'['ransportation to enlist the

competencies of the l)epartment of Energy national laboratories in this task. The solutions to the
nation's transportation problems can be achieved through a systems approach that integrates and
applies the talents of these two agencies, the national laboratories, and industry.

Sandia has conducted lead functions in transportation for the l)epartment of Energyfor four

decades. These functions are broad in scope, serving several DOE customers and benefiting from
synergy in several areas.

Sandia has been the lead laboratory for transportation technologies associated with the sate,

reliableand monitorable movement of defense hardware since its inception. This historical mission
role includes infrastructure issues in geographic information system tracking of trucks, full vehicle
system design and production oversight, and reliability and safety integration. For nearly twenty
years, we have held a similar lead role for transportation systems fi_rradioactive and hazardous
materials for both the l)epartment of Energy and the l)epartment of Transportation. This role has
dealt with infrastructure issues, including the geographic information system, cask design and
certification, safety, performance assessment, and manut_acturing. These two mission responsibil-
ities have also allowed Sandia to play important roles internationally in transportation of special
materials in the former Soviet Union and in ocean and air transport of reactor fuelaround the world.
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Sandia's energy-related transportation responsibilities have I_eenprimarily fi_cusedon lead
laboratory responsibilities in engine combustion technology and advanced batteries. 'i'he engine
program isa model government/university/industry partnership and has demonstrated to indus-
try the valuable contributions the national lab¢_ratoriescan make. Becauseof these successes,
Sandia has seen enormous interest from the U.S. auto industry in seeking our participation in

their recent thrusts for improvement. In the past ),ear, numerous cooperative research and devel-
opment agreements have been formulated between Sandia and the auto industry.

P,ecause of these broad system successes at Sandia-- intbrmation systems, propulsion systems,
storage systems, vehiclesystem design and manutilcture, reliabilityand satL'tyintegration, and multi-
lab coordination--we are embarking on this initiative with the objective of playing an even larger
role in the U.S. transportation infrastructure and vehiclesystem technology development. Our
historical competency insystems integration, coupled with our experience in transportation, should
be utilized by the departments of EnerD', Transportation, and Commerce to maximize their mission

successes. This major initiative proposes to direct Sandia's core competencies toward practical
solutions to transportation problems.

Project Proposals for the Major Initiative in
Transportation EnergyTechnology and
Infrastructure

Transportation Energy Technology
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (AK, AL, EE)]

Sandia's Advanced Transportation EnergyTechnology Program is tbcused on improving theenergy
efficiency of our transportation system, thus improving the countn,'s economic competitiveness
while protecting the environment. To this end, Sandia has entered into a number of cooperative
research and development agreements with industries connected with transportation, notably
USCAR, a consortium of automobile manufacturers; the Emissions Consortium, dew,ted to the

need to reduce emissions from internal combustion engines; and the United States Advanced
Battery (;onsortium, which is developing an improved battery for electric vehicles.

Sandia's Engine Combustion Technology l'roject works to develop new technologies to

improve efficiency, increase fuel flexibility, and reduce emissions in automobile and truck
engines. The Transportation Materials Initiative includes catalysts tbr emission reduction, and
tirolcellapplications, lightweight structural materials, hydrogen storage materials, and other new,
engineered materials tbr transportation applications. The tbllowing projects provide a fbundation
tbr expanded eflbrt in developing energy-efficient transportation solutions:

1. Advanced Energy Storage. Sandia has considerable expertise in energy storage develop-
ment, which includes carbon materials fi_rdouble-layer capacitors and sodium/sulfur and
zinc/air batteries. Much of this expertise is being applied in supporting the United States
Advanced Battery Consortium (USAI:',C).The consortiunl isa partnership of(;eneral
Motors, Ford, and Chrysler, with participation by the Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) and industry, it was formed to develop advanced batteries tbr commercial use in
electric vehicles by 1998.An initiative in (;ali/brnia requiring a percentage of vehicles soh.t
in 1998to be zero-polluting was astimulus tbr the formation of the group. Sandia's role
with USABCincludes materials development, battery design, and testing.
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2. Hybrid Vehicles. Hybrid vehicles powered by an electric system such as batteries or fitel

cells in conjunction with each other or with all internal combustion engine alsowillcon-
tribute to filel substitution and environmental protection. Sandia's battery technology
base and itscombustion expertise, located at l)OE's ('ombustion Research Facilityat
Sandia/Califimlia, coupled with our systems engineering capabilities, give us the tools
necessary to contribute to this program.

3. Alternative Fuels. Optimizing engine designs for emissions control and high efficiency is
important to the expanded use of hydrocarbon rims. Wider use of natural gasor multifiM
engines willalso support expanded useof such filels.Sandia's Combuslion Research
Facilitysupports this work and can play a key role in solving these problerns. In addition,
our expertise in catalysiscan contribute to the direct useof alternative rims in fuel cells,

and our experience in storing and transferring hydrogen isotopes (gained in the nuclear
weapons program) can contribute to the practical utilization of hydrogen as a fuel.

4. Emissions Consortium. A consortium isbeing fimued by the "Big-3" auto companies to
address emissions reduction. Lean-burn catalystsare needed to reduce emissions of nitrogen
oxides. Understanding the distribution of exhaust gasesand developing sensors and controls
are areas where Sandia can contribute. Expanded utilization of alternative fuels willalso
generate new requirements fi_runderstanding emission processes and improving catalysts.

Transportation Infrastructure
[for the United States Department of Transportation]

The U.S. I)epartment of Transportation isembarking on a program to improve the sat_tyand effi-
cienq ofsurfiacetransportation byapplying the latesttechnology insensors, data fusion, communica-
tions, and information and control. This effort, the Intelligent Vehicle and Highway System (IVHS)
program, envisions "smart" highways and vehicles that will improve sat}ty and reduce congestion,
energy consumption, and pollution. The tech nologn/inw_lvesvehicle tracking systems, collision
avoidance sensors, trafficcontrol centers, automatic vehiclecontrol systems, and roadside sensors.

In addition to the technology program associated with highwaysand automobiles, newprograms

to enhance public transit systems and commercial vehicle operations can be uniquely supported by
Sandia's system integration capabilities. A current initiative is to direct Sandia's core competencies
toward practical solutions for these transportation infrastructure problems. Researchand develop-
ment inseveral areas willbe conducted in conjunction with the private sector and universities to
foster rapid development and commercialization:

1. High-Speed Computation avd Systems Analysis. l)ecisions on future transportation
systems willneed to balance the interrelated issuesofencr D, security, environmental quality,

cost, and transportation efficiency. It willbe prudent and responsible to perform large-scale
computer simulations and systems analyses before making major commitments or allocating
resources to technology development and commercialization. Sandia's experience in

modeling and analysis willbe employed to perfimn analysis at all levelsof system design.
The current study to examine the technical and economic feasibilityof the proposed

Santa Teresa lntermodal Facilityis aprime example of this type of effort. The proposed
facilitywill likelycover ten square miles near the border of New Mexico and Mexico and

could dramatically improve the cflqciencyof moving commercial vehicle and railroad
freight across the border.
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2. Intelligent Vehicle and Highway System./vluch of the technology for the Intelligent
Vehicle and Highway System is an extension of work already underway at the I)OE labo-

ratories. The SafeSecure Transport (SST) program has developed reliable, secure systems
fbr transporting nuclear weapons and materials. DOE has developed acommand and control

system called STARBASEto operate and manage the SST fleetand provide a capability for
emergency response. The Department of Transportation has expressed interest in building
upon this extensive information system to develop a Geographic Information System for
Transportation to collect and manage the vast amount ofil3fi:)rmationthat willbe generated
by the legallymandated upgrades to the transport_tion infrastructure and its management.

Sandia has developed manytypes of robust, unattended ground sensors. This technology
may be important to the IVHS program in developing roadside sensors for monitoring
commercial vehiclesafety, "weighing" passing trucks, and automatically assessing tolls.
We have also developed many versions ofteleoperated and autonomous vehicles.

3. Transportation of Radioactive and Hazardous Materials. A significant requirement
in waste management is the safeand economical transportation of hazardous materials
and wastes, including radioactive wastes. A major thrust in energy and environmental
research and development is the application of technology to provide safer and more eco-

nomical answers for these problems. Sandia supports the DOE in transportation-related
efforts in several ways, including the development of transportation packagings for the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and support of the Transportation
Management Program for the()ffice of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management.
These efforts include policy analysis, packaging improvements, ;egulatory and standards
support, testing and development of materials for design, and testing of packages. The
application,_fmodern risk assessment techniques and performance analysis provide an
oppor' ¢onomical safety improvements in these operations.

4. Allia1_ msportation Research. Sandia has entered into a partnership with the i

University ui ?,;ewMexico, NewMexico State University, Los Alamos National l,aboratory,
and the New Mexico State Highway and Transportation 1)epartment for transportation

research. "['healliance brings together a unique combination of partners with wide-ranging
technical capabilities and facilitiesand a thorough understanding of current problem areas
and future needs for the nation's transportation infrastructure. The alliance isdedicated to

providing solutions to the nation's transportation needs by forming teams with other
research organizations and industry in application-oriented research and development.

5. Transportation System Risk Assessment. Keyinfbrmation in the selection of tomorrow's
transportation systems involves a thorough understanding of the risksassociated with the
introduction of new fuels and energy storage elements into the system.

The extensive useof combustible fuels in the United States givesrise to avaricty ofsat;ety

and security concerns. Combustible fuels include both fossilfuels (petroleum and petro-
chemical products) and biomass fuels (alcohol, methanol, vegetable oils, wood, fuels

derives from manufacturing waste and other retilse). Accidents related to the ever3/dayuse
of combustible fuels occur frequently; the resulting lossof life isunnecessary and the eco-
nomic and environmental cost,, are enormous.

To ensure against accidents (whether the result of abnormal occurrences, misuse, or

sabotage), systematic risk assessment, supported by appropriate testing, should be con-
ducted on every step of the combustible fuelchain (extraction, transportation, storage,
processing, and consumption/disposal). Each step is subject to environmental, safety, and
health risks because work sites (for example, off-shore oil platforms), tools (pipelines),
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methods of transportation (trucks, railroad cars, tanker ships), storage tanks (both under-
ground and aboveground), processing methods, and disposal 13cilitiesare all part of the
process of preparing the fuel for consumption.

Sandia call help tile DOE in its responsibility to regulate the nation's energy supply
and also help the Department of Transportation ensure ES&H compliance and promote
safe transportation. We are well-positioned to conduct risk assessment studies and testing
from asystems-level point of view, addressing both safety and security. As the originator

ofprobabilistic risk analysis methodologies for nuclear power systems and nuclear
weapons, we can apply the same or similar techniques to address economic issues and
risk-related scenarios.

Sandia's capabilities can be useful in an integrated transportation initiative combining the
technology for energy sources and system solutions for tomorrow's transportation infrastructure.

FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsin
TransportationEnergyTechnologyandInfrastructure
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

TransportationEnergyTechnology
Operating 6.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 20.0

DirectPersonnel 15 25 37 50 50

TransportationInfrastructure
Operating 5.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 25.0

DirectPersonnel 12 30 50 60 60

Total,TransportationEnergyTechnologyandInfrastructure
Operating 11.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 45.0

DirectPersonnel 27 55 87 110 110
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Environmental Technology
Environnlental issuesare agrowing national and international concern. Unfbrtunateiy, technologies
for dealing withenvironmental problems are often immature or costly. DOE has a major responsibility
for developing and applying environmental technologies and sharing solutions with industry and
other agencies. Seeking to support DOE and the nation in this endeaw)r, Sandia has initiated a
program to apply its wide range of technical competencies to environmental issues.

Sandia has an extensive base of experience in environmental technologies, particularly with
systems tbr transporting and storing radioactive waste. For many years, the l,aboratories has had a
major responsibility for testing and performance assessment for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
repository. We were recently appointed by DOE as lead laboratory for conducting the assessment
of compliance for the Greater Confinement I)isposal site at the Nevada Test Site.

Since 1978,Sandia has been the DOE center for research and development fbr packaging and
transporting radioactive materials. These efforts have been associatedchiefly withwaste management
aspects of DOE programs, but the technology has found application in Defense Programs, Naval
Reactors, and Nuclear Energy programs as well. In addition, other agencies have funded aspects
of the program, including design of packaging for moving chemical munitions to demilitarization
sites, development of routing guidelines, evaluation of safetyprogram operations, and development
of performance standards for toxic inhalants.

In 1990,Sandia assumed a leadership role in moving the DOE production complex toward envi-
ronmentally conscious manufacturing tbr nonnuclear components. We have developed and intro-

duced suitable substitutes for materials and processes that required or generated hazardous wastes.
For many years, the DOE Combustion Research Facilib, at Sandia/California has contributed

an understanding of the mechanisms that create pollutants in combustion processes and developed
concepts fbr cleanerenerbwconversion processes. The solar thermal program at Sandia/New Mexico
has helped develop an innovative process for destroying organic compounds in waste water using
solar energy. Competencies developed in defense and energy programs form a useful fbundation
for environmental research and technology development.

Project Proposals for the Major Initiative
in Environmental Technology

Environmentally ConsciousManufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB) and the Assistant Secretary
for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (ED)]

Environmentally conscious manufacturing is the deliberate attempt to reduce the ecologically
harmful byproducts of industrial processes and improve energy efficiency without sacrificing
quality, reliability, or pertbrmance. It is avalue-added transfi)rmation of materials and energy
into products in a manner that adds environmental considerations to the manuthcturing process.

Successful implementation ofenvironmentall), consciousnmnt(/iwturing requires a total systems
approach to verycomplex problems, utilizing the disciplines of engineering, chemistry, infi_rmation
systems, reliabilityand risk analyaJ,_lifecycleanalysis, and advanced manuFact' ring.

Sincecoining the term environmentaUy conscious manufacturing (E(;M ),Sandia has led the way
in practical application through an integrated systems approach fi_rimplementing E(:M processes
and demonstrating the benefits of ECM in DOE programs, in the past, application of a fullyintegrated
approach has focused on weapon components, including prototyping system'., providing analysis



tools and coordinating the first ECM demonstration ill the DOE nuclear weapons complex (dec-
tronics and electromechanical component fabrication at Allied-Signal/Kansas (;it),).

Over the next fiveyears, Sandia willpursue a strateD, for bringing the benefits and techniques
of environmentally conscious manufacturing to U.S. industry:

1. We will develop and demonstrate ECM methods and technologies with high dual-
usepayoff.

Sandiawilldevelop methodologies tbr easierECM implementation, such as expert-system
decision tools to allowconsideration of environmental impact in product design and man-
ufacturing process decisions. Sandia willcollaborate with the Environmental Protection

Agency for such development as refinement of prototype life-cycleanalysis tools. We will
test its feasibilityand complete its development into a user-friendly tool fbr industrial use.
We willevaluate available technologies for elwironmentally conscious manufacturing, iden-
tify technology needs, and initiate programs to develop and provide new ECM technologies
that have been fully tested and _.alidated(e.g., advanced soldering and cleaning techniques).

2. We will concentrate on the application of ECM through collaborative programs
with partners from U.S. industry and other government agencies.

We willdevelop industry-driven collaborative programs in environmentally conscious
manufacturing with agoal to assemble a track record of successfulgovernment/il_dustry

technology transfers. These programs willemphasize active solicitation ofindustry's
needs, measurement of our effectiveness in meeting those needs, effectivedissemination
of information on ECM to industry, and identification of opportunities for transfer of

industrially developed technologies to the defense complex.
Newapproaches willbe used in these programs, including expanded use of industry

advisorygroups and market research, adoption ofpertbrmance metrics accepted by industry,
and more active collaboration with industry trade associations tbr opportunity assessment
and information dissemination. We willexpand the present work in transferring technology
to the microelectronics industry and extend it to other industries (e.g., textiles, automotive,
chemicals, pulp and paper) with modifications as appropriate. These Sandia programs will
cover technologies such as solvent substitution; soldering (no-clean and lead-free, and
advanced technologies); polymers engineered for reuse/recycle; "green" printed wiring
board fabrication; advanced process monitoring and control; and replacement of haz-

ardous materials in surface coating, metal finishing, and precision machining.
We willinitiate newmultiple agencycollaborativeprograms, especiallywith the Environ-

mental Protection Agencyand the l)epartment of Commerce, to more efli_ctivelyaddress
regulatory and technology transfer issues. Programs to integrate EPAand DOE techniques
for process waste assessment and environmental and energy audits into asingle assessment
tool are proposed. We willcollaborate with EPAand Commerce through the Manufacturing
Technology Centers of the National Institute of Standards and Technology to evaluate the
impact of newenvironmentally conscious manuthcturing processes, to make ECM benefits
more visible to all U.S. industry. We willcoordinate with other DOE offices and l)oD to
eliminate redundancies and assure that ECM technology development isapplicable
throughout the complex.

3. We will establish Sandia as a national resource for environmentally conscious man-
ufacturing with an emphasis on increasing the adoption of ECM by small business.

We willestablish Sandia as a national ECM resource byevaluating our current capabilities
and developing them accordingly. We will survey commercial ECM resources and develop
programs in which Sandia can serve as a focal point, referencing and collaborating with
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SEAMIST,anenvironmentalrestorationtechnologyunderdevelopmentatSandia,isaninflatablemembranethatcancarrysampling
instrumentationintoboreholestomeasuresubsurfaceconditionssuchassoilmoisture,soilcontent,etc.SandianCeceliaWilliamsand
DaveCremer(ScienceandEngineeringAssociates)demonstrateSEAMISTtoindustryrepresentatives.

manufacturers to add the ECM dimension. This work will involve increased emphasis on
Sandia as a "one-stop shop" provider of ECM technology, including development, feasibility
demonstration, assistance in deployment, and dissemination ofint_rmation.

New programs willbe initiated to focus on coordination of state and federal resources
to deploy ECM technologies to industry, particularly small businesses. An example isa
currently proposed joint DOE-EPA-Commerce Environmental Extension Enabling Pro-
gram in which Sandia willwork with extension entities of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) to identify small business needs. We willhelp develop and com-

mercialize technologies and facilitatetechnology deph _ymentby training and providing
advisors tbr NIST, state extension agents, and small businesses. New programs will focus
on developing a complete owline ECM knowledge base, an electronic "EC/Vlinforma-
tion-on-dernand" network, improving E(]M education (viaa teaching factory at Sandia
and simulation tools for retraining practicing engineers), and increasing effectiveness of
E('M information dissemination through an extensive outreach program including a
s12eakers bureau, videotapes, joint activities with industry trade groups, workshops and
e:.:hibitions,and a widely distributed Environmentally ConsciousMamtJhcturitt_Newsletter.
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Waste Management
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB),the Assistant Secretary for
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (ED),and the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EW)]

Newwastemanagement technologiesareneeded to addressboth regulatoryand politicalreqtlirements.
Sandia isactively involved illdeveloping treatment and disposal processes and recycling techniques.

Extending our technologies to commercial electronics isa major goal of our current activities.
In the future, there willbe great demand lbr advanced waste management technologies. Asa nation,
we are thced with an ever-growing need to deal with waste plastics, municipal wastes, hazardous
chemicals, and obsolete electronics. In addition, many government agencies, including the depart-

ments of Energy and Defbnse, are filcedwith challenging requirements for handling radioactive
wastes, high explosives, propellants, and chemical wastes.

For radioactive materials, such as Hanford tank wastes, waste management strategies that use
a full suite of techniques for pretreatment, characterization, recycling, minimization, stabilization,

and storage willneed to be explored. For other hazardous wastes, such as high-explosive propellants
and chenaicals, special treatment issues must be faced. Waste management technologies willbe
needed to solveboth technical and social issues, including public acceptance, regulatory compliance,
sample waste characterization, monitoring, destruction or treatment techniques, risk assessment,
risk naanagement, stabilization, minimization, liability, and cost.

Many Sandia-developed technologies willbe brought to bear on these issues. We plan to extend
our expertise in robotic systems, radioactive materials safety, intrusion systems, chemical and

thermal processing, risk assessment, and sensor systems to solve these problems. Becauseso many
waste management problems FacingDOE are similar to those faced by the nation as a whole, we

hope to useour technologies to solve many of the waste management problems thced by industry.

Environmental Restoration
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)and the Office of Environ-
mental Restoration and Waste Management (EW)]

Environmental restoration fi)cuseson the cleanup of contaminated sites.Technologies and systems
that lead toquicker, safer, and more efficientremediation of sitesare needed. Ikerally tens of thousands
of suspected contaminated sites are tile responsibility of the departments of Energyand l)efense, as
well as problems on lands administered by the departments of Agriculture and Interior. In addition,
virtually eyeD' municipality must deal with contamination fi'om industrial or extractive activities.

In the future, there willbe a growing need fi._rmore efficient ways to clean up contaminated

sites. Advanced sensing systems involving airborne or even space-borne sensors, together witi
rapid sampling and analysis techniques providing real-time data on the extent of contamination,
may be useful. Because the cost of cleanups willcontinue to skyrocket, there willbe a need fbr more

cost-efl'_ctive solutions using publicly acceptable waste stabilization and barrier technologies that
ilave high reliabilityand permanence. Technoh)gies to veri_, the integrity of in situ containment
structures and fi_rplacement of structures beneath buried waste, tanks, and spills willbe needed.
l.ong-term, subsurt:acedosimetry instrumentation for detecting leakageof hazardous or radioactive
substances willbe needed to ensure that risk to public health and safety isminimal.

Information iskey to making appropriate restoration decisions. Expansion and update of
information systems such as the EnviroTRAl)E database management system will be critical in

giving site managers information concerning progress from other worldwide sites. Also key in
making timely decisions arc tools 6_rassessment of risk and fi)r prioritization and ben :fit. Work
on such tools willbe an importanl new initiative [br Sandia.
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The restoration initiative will also fucus on problems beyond I)OE, including mine railings,
septic tank drain fields, agricultural pollution, and abandoned municipal landfills. Asmore military
basesarc closed, teclmiques for identifi/ingand containing contaminants and perfiwming site cleanup
willneed to become efficientand acceptable to regulators and the public. Finally,a growing concern
with respect to contamination and restoration of ports, harbors, and marine estuaries will require
advanced technologies for characterizing and cleaning up ocean sediments.

Cost-effective solutions to these problems that balance public health and safetyagainst cleanup
costs willbecome a national priority. Sandia's capabilities in sensor systems, physical and chemical
analysis, and systems integration, together with its geophysical experience and knowledge, can
directly support such activities.

Hazardous Materials Transportation
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB),the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EW),and the United States Department of
Transportation]

The growing public enviro.lmental awareness and risk consciousness focuses on governmental
activities that have the potential to produce harm. One of the most visible of all such actMties is
the packaging and transportation of allhazardous materials, not just radioactive wastes.

DOE willbe challenged to demonstrate safety as it begins to remediate sitesand send wastes to

repositories or move materials to permanent disposal areas. For example, interim storage and
transportation of unprocessed spent fuel from the nuclear weapo, :sprogram, as well as research
reactor spent fuel that DOE has committed to accept under the Research Reactor Spent Fuel Return
Program, constitute a formidable problem. Also, programs in site decontamination and decom-

missioning are expected to produce large quantities of waste to be moved to repositories.
There willbe a growingneed forcareful consideration of the systemsaspectsof proposed solutions

to these challenges,as wallas innovative package designs, newpackage materials,and demonstrations
of package and operations safety_ allof which are keystrengths of Sandia's program. New program
initiatives include:

• Hazardous Waste Containers_ As DOE remediates sites,we propose to develop containers
to store and transport hazardous and .nixed hazardous materials. This effort builds on current

expertise but ismore demanding because of the requirement to maintain container integrity
and elastometric materials in the t:aceof attack bycorrosive and organic solvents that may bc
components of the waste.

• Geographic Information Systems-- Applications of GIS as an enabling technology arc
proposed in risk assessment, routing, and emergency management asan important addi-
tion to our existing capabilities. Increased emphasis in i)Ot {on interactions with stakehold-
ers in cleanup campaigns requires the development of(;IS tools to illustrate actions t,,_be
taken and provide the software intertiacein guiding activity.

• Multipurpose Containers---Spent fuel from I)OE weapons production and fi'om research
reactors will probably not be reprocessed. Instead, interim storage and geological disposal arc
considered as options. We propose toevaluate the multipurpose container (MP(;) as a means of
avoiding multiple handling ofthe furl asa consolidation measure a,ld to facilitaterobotic oper-
ations in thv repository. This evaluation may lead to a systems study and development of an
optimized package.



• Electronic Emergency Response Systems-- We are proposing devclopnwnt of agroup of
rugged, cost-efl'ectivesensors to detect accidents, store information about accident events,
summon response teams, and provide information and direction to responders. With the
increased awareness and risk-aversion of tile public toward hazardous tnaterial in the envi-
ronment, this teclmology willprovide hazardous materials operations with eflL'ctivetools to
help protect the environment in the event of accidents.

Unmanned Aerospace Vehicles
and Small Satellites for Climate Studies
[for the Office of Energy Research (KP)]

Over the past severalyears,global climate change and sustainable economic development have come
to the forefront of the world's and the nation's _,;cienceand policy agendas. While most scientists
agree that energy related emissions willgiverise to a man-made "greenhouse" warming trend, there
issignificant uncertainty about the magnitude and tinting of this effect and its reg[,real distribution.

Policydecisions made in the t:aceof this uncertainty willhavesubstantial and widespread economic
impact, ernphasizirlg the impol tahoe of improved understanding of climate change.

To hetter understand these issues, the t_deralgovernrnent has embarked on a U.S.(;lobal (:hange
ResearchProgram, with the l)epartment of Energ)'a major participant. I)OE hasasked Sandia to serve
asTechnical I)irector of a multi-laboratory, multi-agency initiative in global change. To support I)()F,
in this role, we propose to draw on our expertise in remote sensing (from ground, air, and space),
field testing, systems engineering, and massivelyparallelcomputing to form a (,k_reGroup in(;lobal
Change Technologies with complementary expertise at other laboratories to address two keyareas:

1. Tllree-dimensional remote sensing of the atmosphere, emphasizing clouds, water vapor,
and aerosols; and

2. The use of massively parallel processing to significantly increase the throughput of awide
range ofclinlate models.

Much of the effort in these areas to date has been in support of l)(.)l"s Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement Program. "l'hisprogram seeks to improve the understanding of the earth's radiation
balance and its interaction with clouds, the major uncertainty in current climate models and the
top scientific issue for the U.S. (;Iobal (]hange ResearclaProgram.

The initial phasesof the program have emphasized ground-based naeasurements. However, in
the future the proposed core group willexploit airand spaceplatt'orms to provide measurements
of radiative fluxes, water-vapor profiles, and cloud top properties in the atmosphere and to extend
the range of these measurements to regional and global scales.

('urrent aircraft and satellite measurements can meet a part of this need, but have ,_mjorlimita-
tions. For example, piloted aircrat:tprovide many important atmospheric measureme__tsbut lack

the combination of endurance and altitude capabilities (multi-day-flights at 20 kilomel ers altitude)
needed fi_rradiation-cloud studies in the critical tropical Pacific region. Similarly, coy _emporary
satellites provide excellent cloud imagery but t_ll significantly short of meeting the needs fi)r mea-
suring cloud properties such as droplet phase and size and fi_rmeasuring water-vapor profiles.

An emerging generati_m of small, unmanned aerospace vehicles and small satellites uflL'rsthe
most timely and cost-et'tL'ctivewayto fulfillthese key, unmet climate research needs. Recognizing that
the 1993U.S. Global (]hangc Research Program Plan calls fi_rnew starts inglobal change research,
Sandia'score group willsupport I)()F. indevelopment of unmanned aerospace vehiclesand small satel-

lites,including the lightweight instrumentation needed to take fulladvantage of such small plattbrms.
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MarshallLapp,ScottBisson,andJohnGoldsmithdiscusstheopticsofaRamanlidardevicetheyaredevelopinginpartnershipwith
researchersatNASA'sGoddardSpaceFlightCenter.Theinstrumentwillcollectdataonwatervaporinthefirstthreemilesoftheatmos-
phere.Cloudsandwatervapormustbebetterunderstoodtoimprovecomputermodelsforpredictingclimateheating.

This team willprovide overall [_mgram direction and infrastructure, contribute to tile science,

and draw on sensing technology developed t_r defense applications to prototype some of the
improved miniature climate instrumentation. A broad-based science team, including significant
university and interagency participation (such as NASA, the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration, and the Environmental Protection Agency), willprovide scientific
direction. Industry willbe strongly inw)lved in the development of unmanned aerospace vehicles,
the small satellites, and some of the instrumentation.

Early demonstration of the climate research capabilities of unmanned aerospace vehicles

using existing instruments and unmanned aircraft willbe conducted in the first year. Improved
climate instrumentation development and enhanced unmanned aerospace vehicle capabilities
will tk)llowover the next two year:" Miniature climate instrumentation would be availablefor

application insmall satellites a year ;aftertheir application in unmanned aerospace vehicles.
DOE and its national laboratories have significant capabilities and experience that make it well

suited to this role. This experience has been gained through decades of involvement in thedesign
and development of both nuclear and nonnuclear weapon systems, in more than twenty-five
),ears of development experience for advanced satellite instrumentation, and in environmental

initiatives such as the Atmospheric Research Measurement Program. The proposed ('ore Group
in Climate Change Research Technologies willbe vital to Sandia's continued support of the 1)()1:.
and national programs in this important area.
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinEnvironmentalTechnology
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year! Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

EnvironmentallyConsciousManufacturing
Operating 6,0 10,0 15.0 20,0 20,0

DirectPersonnel 20 25 30 55 55

WasteManagement
Operating 9.0 18,0 28.0 36.0 42.0

DirectPersonnel 30 60 100 120 140

EnvironmentalRestoration
Operating 9.0 18.0 27.0 36,0 45,0

DirectPersonnel 40 80 120 160 200

HazardousMaterialsTransportation
Operating 15.2 18.6 22.8 23.9 28.0

DirectPersonnel 50 65 85 go lO0

UnmannedAerospaceVehiclesandSmallSatellitesforClimateStudies
Operating 13.0 14.0 14.0 15.0 15.0
CapitalEquipment l.O 2.0 2.0 l.O l.O
TotalCost 14.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0

DirectPersonnel 25 28 30 30 30

Total,Environme_._alTechnology
Operating 52.2 78.6 106.8 130.9 150.0
CapitalEquipment 1.0 2.0 2.0 l.O l.O
TotalCost 53.2 80.6 108.8 131.9 151.0

DirectPersonnel 165 258 365 455 525
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Energy Researchand
Technology Development
Under this ma.i_, nitiativc, wc propose new projects ill the areasofrcncwabh.'s, f-ssil chorD', and
nuclear power. "lh_ c proposals take advantage of Sandia's existing technical capabilities, facilities,

and industry rclaticnlships and arc consonant with the l)cpartmcnt of linergy's strategic direction
in energy.

The motivation fi)rSandia's energy work isour mission of assuring the natitm's energy security,
coupled with an urgent concern for the globalcnvimnmCllt. For tiffsreason, Sandiaand its industrial
partners continue to develop systems-level solutions to energy needs. We arc one of the nation's
premier contributors to energy technology in the areas of renewables, fi)ssilcncrg),, and nuclear
power--ahvays with consideration for environmental well-bring.

Sandia's technical competcncies and systems orientation have traditionally driven our respon-
sibilitiesin energy technology. For this reason, our chemical sciencesefforthas focused (mdeveloping
tools and Amdamental knowledge that relate directly to our work with engine combustion, thrnace
combustion, and fossilfuel combustion, l,ikewise, our geoscicnces staffprovides basic tools and

knowledge to improve our effectiveness in reservoir characterization and repository design. Our
materials sciences engineers havea major component of advanced electronic materials design to
support our other efii_rts,such as photow_ltaics, advanced semiconductors, and even our envi-
ronmentally conscious manufiicturing stt, dies.

We are at a threshold of significant new thrusts in renewables, building on our historic strengths
in this area. For many )'ears, we have operated the National Solar Thermal Test Facility lbr I)()E.
We provide support tbr the development of Solar Two, a utiliD,-scalesolar power trover in(]alilbrnia.
Sandia's Photovoltaic Design Assistance Center has helped U.S. manuti_cturers compete in
this emerging international market. Wc are alsocollaborating with industry and the Bonneville
Power Administration to expand commercial utilization of geothermal resources in the
PacificNorthwest. Renewable ener D, technologies relyon Sandia's contributions of reliable, well-

engineered system designs, such as these examples, to make the leap t?om laboratory novelties to
manufacturable, high-volume commercial products.

Our tbssil energy programs have already resulted in h _ us breakthroughs in combustion
research, coal liquefaction, oil and gas exploration, and r_ characterization and production.
We plan to use our Oil Recovery Technology Partner.,;f__I i model fin"involving industry in
other partnership endeavors. We propose a (;coscience R,c a l.aboratory at Sandia modeled
after a succcssAdexperience with Sandia's ('ombustion P,csearch user facility.

Sandia's nuclear ener D, program is largelybuilt around our Nuclear Rcsulatory (_ommission
experience in severeaccident phenomenology and risk assessment. We have drawn extensively
upon these capabilities and Sandia's broader compctencics to assist 1)()t" in its programs in reac-

tor design and in plant lifeextension. Sandia willcontinue to help l)()ti addrcss plant lifeprob-
lems, and we intend to begin a new pn_gram in decommissioning and decontamination of plants
whose design lifetimes have expired.

Sandia's energy efficiencyprojects are built around our engine combustion and battery design
work. These projects are discussed under the major initiative, "Transportation i!ncrgy Technology
and Infrastructure" on page 5-35.

Sandia continually builds on its capabilities and facilities to imprm,c ongoing programs and
suggest offshoots that build on our successes, such as those proposed below.
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Project Proposals for the Major Initiative
in Energy Research and Technology Development

Photovoltaics Industry Development
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EB)]

Drawing upon thewide spectrunl ofexpertise at tile Laboratories,Sandia has provided tileengineering
design, testing, and evaluation that have been significant illthe development of today's solar energy
industry. Important new thrusts are now possible based on this work, which Sandia spearheaded.
The proposals we list below are designed to help industry overcome current barriers in manutac-

turing and infrastructure that inhibit photow_ltaics from becoming a truly sustainable technology.
Sustainability iskey to the health and growth of the photovoltaics industry and isall area where
Sandia's technical expertise isvital.

Federal, State, and Regional

Government Agency Photovoltaics Initiative
[for the Office of Utility Technology]

This initiative willdevelop photow_ltaic applications for government agencies. Sandia's technical

cornpetencies in photovoltaic applications can enable DOE to demonstrate how photow_ltaicsystems
can improve the economic operation of federal and other government agencies. If successful, tile

initiativewill stimulate the localand regional infrastructure for photovoltaic systems, thereby creating
jobs and markets for the industry.

For example, cost-effective applications exist today ill the federal government in agencies
including the Bureau of Land Management, Department of Defense, l)epartment of Agriculture,
and I)epartment of Interior (parks and remote facilities).

Sandia's Photovoltaic Systems I)esign Assistance Center, with its proven record of success, will
work interactively with agencies to ensure that applications are developed for appropriate needs.
Ill addition, the center will support and complement activities in the established Photow)ltaics for

Utilities (PV4U) organization of state working groups. This work will initiate fielding of systems
with wide-scale repeatability. It involves state energy officials,representatives from the photovohaics
industry, and stafffrom utility companies working cooperatively to foster tile useofphotovoltaics.

Photovoltaic Collector Manufacturing Process Development
[for the Office of Solar Electric Conversion]

A goal of the DOE National Photovoltaic l'rograrn is t¢,provide a clean, renewable, and economical
source of electricpower tllat will reduce fossilfuelconsumption while improving the competitiveness

of U.S. industry. To remain internationally competitive, industry must both reduce manut_lcturing
costs and continta_usly improve the quality ofphotovoltaic systems.

This proposal in photow_ltaicscollector manutacturing process development will improve prod-
ucts and manufacturing processes byworking collaborativelywitll industn' to address manut}._cturing
issues affectingcollector durability and cost. lndustlT Ilasexpressed interest in leveraging its limited
research and devdopment resources tilrough tile analytical sen, icesand photow_itaics Fabrication
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capabilities available at Sandia. Sandia's l>hotovoltaic (;ollectt_rl,ifetime Project is ah'eady work-
ing with several major photow)ltaic collector manul_tctttrers to identity' n_echanismslimiting
durability under operating conditions.

Under the proposed program, Sandi+,will investigateissues involving collector design and
reliability,collector manufacturing and cost, and environmentally conscious manufacturing of
collectors. Wewill useour laboratory capabilitiesto fabricate and evaluatecollector design and
process alternatives, especially in theareasof soldering, encapsulation materials, and bonding.

In addition to using the resources ofgandia's Collector Fabrication and Assembly l,aboratory,
the program plans to leverageother Sandia centers of expertise: fi.)rexample, the Photovoltaics l)evice

Fabrication Laboratory for solar cellprocessing; the Phottwoltaics Technology Fvaluation Laboratory
for environmental durability testing; and the Center h_rAdvanced Manuthcturing Technology fi_r
environmentally conscious manuthcturing, robotics, and advanced nmnuthcturing processes.

This program willprovide a flexible,industry-oriented support capability that willbe responsive
to industn, needs as the technology develops and matures.

Photovoltaic Balance-of-Systems Manufacturing Technology
[for tb.e Office of Solar Electric Conversion]

Approximatelyone-half the cost of a utility-interconnected photow_ltaicenergy system is in photo-
voltaic modules. The other half is in balance-of systems, e.g., system interconnections, power
conditioning, control systems, support structures, and installation.

This initiative addresses balance-of-systems technology improvements that will reduce costsand
develop hardware to allow U.S. industry to compete successfully in larger markets. A cost-shared
balance-of-systems manufacturing initiative (BOSMaT) will reduce mantffacturing costs tbr photo-
voltaic power conditioning and control systems. Balance-of systems cost reductions and reliability
improvements, coupled withdecreases inmodule costs,willencourage utilities to include photovoltaic
generation in grid support, demand-side management, remote po_ er, and other specialized
applications.

In addition, development ofmanut:acturable power conditioning and control systems lbr diesel
generator/photovoltaic hybrid systems greater than l O0kilowatts isnecessary ifphot(woltaics is to

expand into the diesel replacement market. This market includes systems for village-scale power
in developing countries and systems that can meet environmental requirements while supplying
power for military and other government applications. This option willbe especially attractive in
environmentally sensitive areas.

Sandia has collaborated with the U.S. phot(woltaics industry to develop systems hardware that
has reduced costs, improved performance, and opened new markets both domestically and inter-
nationally. This $50 million initiative willdevelop the rnanutiacturing capability of the U.S. balance-
of-systems industry over a fiveyear period so it can continue to compete in world photovoltaic
systems markets. The balance-of-systems initiative has strong support from the U.S. photow_ltaic
industry, which would share program costs.

The Office of Solar Electric Conversion, through the Photovoltaics l)ivision, is funding an
ongoing program, the Photovoltaic Manutitcturing Technology Program (PVMaT), to reduce
the manufacturing costs ofphotovoltaic modules. PVMaT is addressing phottwoltaic module
nmnufacturing technology problems through cost-shared contracts with photovoltaic module
manufacturers. The intent of PV/VlaTis to reduce the cost of modules byat least halfby providing
the mantdilcturing technology improvements necessary fi_rthe industlT to increase production.
But the photovoltaics industry now recognizes that it willalso be necessary to reduce balance-of-

systems costs if large-scale utility adoption ofphotow_itaic technology is to become a reality.
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Photovoltaic Systems Lifetime Improvement
[for the Office of Solar Electric Conversion]

Ten years of fielddata from a varietyof photovoltaic systemsand components show that power
loss from balance-of-systenl degradation typically ranges from 10%to 15%and that irreversible
module degradation and mismatch losses add another 10% to 15%.Since the success of photo-
voltaic technology willdepends on its reliability, the Photow_ltaic Systems l.iliztime Improvement
effort isaimed at assisting the industry inachieving a photovoltaic technology with a thirty-year
lifetime that degrades in performance by less than 10%in that period.

A team of representatives from industry, the I)epartment of Energy program, and users of
photovoltaic technologies will capitalize on the strengths of each to identiB/ways to eliminate the
thiluremechanisms responsible for the power losses now observable in five- to ten-year-old systems.
The team willalso establish an evaluation program for current manufacturing processes aimed at
early mitigation of reliability problems.

The program's working group willperform field evaluations of installed systems and identit_
causes of observed degradation. Degradation typically includes browning, high resistance in solder
bonds, interconnect corrosion, changes in balance-of-systems components' performance, module
delarnination, cellmetallizationadhesion, cracks in the back surfacepolymer, and electricalmismatch.

The working group willmake recommendations for improving manufacturing processes Mr
developing new materials to solve reliability problems. It willalso recommend utilization of DOE

capabilities in photovohaics testing, m_terials and process sciences, and nondestructive testing
where the)' can be usefid.

The program requires a long-term commitment from both DOE and industry. It willbegin
with a minimum commitment of $20 million over a five-year period to address the degradation
issues that have surfaced from initial investigations.

Utility Photovoltaics
[for the Office of Solar Electric Conversion]

Becauseutility companies are major suppliers of electricity for the nation, they could be a major
customer for photovoltaic systems, using them to supply energy where grid connection isexpensive
or impossible. This initiativeis important in assuring thatutilitiesuse photovoltaics. Sandiacan add
its technical experience and expertise to demonstrate that photovoltaic systems can be used in a
number of ways to help them and save the customer money.

This initiative isa cooperative partnership to accelerate the use ofphotovoltaics within the
utility sector. The partners in this effort include the photovoltaics industry; the established Utility
Photovoltaic Group; utility representative organizations such as Edison Electric Institute, American
Public Power Association, National R_,ralElectricCooperative Association, and Electric Power
Research Institute; and individual uulity companies.

Objectives are to identify and maximize the benefits obtained by the utilization ofphotovoltaics
in applied systems for utilities Mrtheir customers. These applied systems are developed for a sus-
tainable, economically driven market. Building on Sandia's established network of relationships
with utilities and the photovoltaics industry, higher-value remote, in-lieu-of line extension, and
grid-connected applications willoffer the photovoltaics industry market entry vehicles into the
utility sector. The ability ofphotow_ltaic systems to serve remote loads willbe the fi)undation for

the transition to larger and significant fuel-offSetsystems and eventual specialized grid-connected
applications. These applications willcapitalize on the technology's characteristics of no fuel use,

low operating costs, modularity, reliaNlity, and energy sustainability.
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The initiative willbe based un the needs of the utilitiesand theh"customers. Starting with
analyses offi:asibilityand opportunity, applications willbe developed based on current hardware
and the ability ofphotovoltaics to uniquely meet custonler requirements for energy in an environ-

mentally acceptable wayat the point of use. Further, the systems will,to a certain extent, bypass
traditional means of electricity ddivei'y. (h'id-connected systems turned by customers offer a
means of demand-side supply. Successftil hnplementalion of systems willbe communicated to
stakehoh.|ers and the economic advantages (including juh creation) flfllydetermined.

Advanced Materials for Energy Conversion
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EB);and
the Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy (AA, AB)]

A series ofgm'ernment and private studies have concluded that new materials willdrive advances
in many industrial sectors. The need for government-sponsored research and development leading
to advanoes in rnaterials technoloD, has been clearly delineated. The Natiohal l'_nergyPolicy Act
of 1992mandates a five-year national advanced materials program plan.

Advanced materials willplay a major role in the area of energy conversion in coming },ears.
The need fi)rmaterials with higher perlbrmance in extremes of temperature, pressure, and corrosive

environments, as well as the need tbr energy savings and environmental sensitivity, requires major
advances in structural and functional materials. Research and development in structural materials
includes structural ceramics, intermetallics and alloys, coatings, and joining. Functional materials
research and development includes the areas of catalysts, membranes, filters, insulators, and
adsorbents. This initiative fi_cuseson research and development in both structural and functional
materials for energy applications.

Structural Materials

Advanced structural materials that can operate at higher temperatures and pressures and that arc
more corrosion-resistant willallowthe use of new, higher efficiencyenergy conversion and industrial

processes. However, these I_igh-performance materials often have drawbacks, including high cost,
corrosion sensitMty, and difficultyof forming and joining parts. Proposed researchand development
in structural materials includes new processing methods tbr increasing ductility and workability
of high-temperature chromium-niobium alloys;synthesis of nanometer-size silicon nitride and
carbide powders tbr high-temperature ceramics withenhanced sintering perfiwmance; novel joining
technologies for advanced ceramic and alloystructural materials; thermal spray technology fi_r
corrosion and impact resistance; and high-temperature coatings, in each arca, wc are buikting on
expertise resident at Sandia and on specificstructural materials requirements in the I)()E Fossil
Energy and Energy Efficiencyand Renewable l!nergy programs.

Functional Materials

Products of catalytic processes impact almost everyaspect of our lives,including our filod, clothing,
transportation, energy, environment, health care, and defi.'nse.Becausecatalytic pmccsses account
fi_r2()percent and _metrillion dollars of the United States' gross domestic product, research and
development leading to improvements in catalysts and catalytic processes can have asubstantial
positive impact on the U.S.eO',)ilOIlly.

(:atalysts create a $180 billion export market in chcrnicais and contribuh., $12 billion toward a
positive U.S. trade balance. (]atalytic research and development areas addressed in this initiative
will include emissions control, catalytic membrane reactors, conversion of hydrocarbon resources,



and fuel cells. This effort combim's established strengths at Sandia ill computer-aided molecular

design, massively parallel c<_mputation, process chemist_' and reaction engineering, materials science,

and catalyst characterizatk,n a:_.devaluation to focus on an integrated theoretical, experimental,

and engineering approach to the design oLMvanced catalytic materials.

Porous materials are another multibillion dollar technology that broadly impacts industrial

processes. Porous materials often replace more expensive, energy-intensive processes in energy

conversion applications as membranes and adsorption media fbr s(.'arations, ion exchange, storage,

and purification; environmental and industrial process sensors; electrodes [br batter3, and fuel cell

applications; supports tiercatalysts; insulators; and lightweight structural materials. Porous materials

research and development areas that will be addressed in this initiative include corrosion- and impact-

resistant high-temperature filters tbr gas filtration; unique catal)edc membrane reactors; other micro-

and meso-porous catalyst support materials; controlled pore size membranes and coatings for

light gas separations; extremely high selectivity crystalline silicotitanate ion exchange materials for

industrial and radioactive waste; porous electrodes for klel cells; and fast-cycle, high-capacity

hydrogen and methane storage media. The broad range of capabilities described above would be

employed to take advanced porous materials from concept through teclmc_logy transfer to industry.

Solar Dish-Stirling Systems for Utility Applications Sandia and three private

[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EB)] companieswona 1993
R&D100awardfor a

Modular solar-dish/engine syst_.lns can efl;ectively address near-term, high-value utility applications, 7.5-kilowatt parabolic-
such as remote generation and end-of-line capacity additions. To accelerate the introduction of this dish/Stirling-engine

technology, we will initiate several dish/engine system development and conlmercialization projects, system for generating
electricity.Thesystem

wasdesignedbyateamof engineersfromCummins
PowerGeneration,Inc.,Sandiaresearchers,and

engineersfrom SunpowerandThermacorecorpo-

rations.It isthe firstcommercialapplicationof a

free-pistonStirlingengine.

Dish-Stiflingtechnologyisnamedforits two

majorcomponents,dish-shapedsolarconcentrators

anda Stirlingheatengine.Inthe CumminsPower

Generationsystem,low-coststretched-membrane

concentratorstrackthesunand focusthe sun'srays

ontoa receiverlocatedat thefocalpoint.Eachconcen-

trator dishisa unitthatcantrackthesunindepen-

dentlyoraspartof agroupof dishes.

Insidethe receiver,vaporizedsodiummetal

condenseson the Stirlingengine'sheaterhead.The

condensingsodiumheatsheliumgasinsidethe

free-pistonStirlingengine.Theheliumisshuttled
betweenthe heaterheadand the coolersideofthe

enginebyadisplacerpiston.Thealternatingheat-
ingandcoolingandcyclicpressuredrivesthe

powerpistonandalternatorto makeelectricity.

Themainapplicationofthissystemisto pro-

videelectricityto remotecommunitiesnot con-

nectedto a utilitygrid.Thesystemcompetesin

costswithotherrenewableenergysystemsandis

easierto maintainthandieselgeneratorsystems.



These activities willbe patterned after our successful remote-power dish-Stirlingjoint venture
with Cummins Power Generation.

The objective of these new joint ventures willbe to develop distributed solar thermal systems of
approxinmtely 25kilowatts per module suitable tbr utility markets, l.ike the Cummins ]oint Venture,
the Utility-Scale ]oint Venture l>rogram willinclude equal cost-sharing between the l)epartment of
Energyand industry. An industrial parmer capable of marketing and supporting commercialization
of the technolob,y willbe a requirement, as willparticipation by utilities. SignificantindustlT direction
in developing marketing plans, product deveh_pment, and program planning and execution will
be expected. To meet the goal of prototype system demonstratkms at utility sites, large-scale
demonstrations are planned to begin in three to five years.

This program could include non-Stirling cycleconverters ifchosen by industD'. Recent technical

advancesand manui:acturing cost reductions suggesta l_rayton-cycle-basedsystem may be economi-
callycompetitive in the projected tiine frame of the Utility-Scale loint Venture Program.

DOE thnding tbr the initial phases of each of three nc "utility-scale joint venture programs is
expected to be $3 to $5 million per year for about fiveyears. Progression to the large-scale demon-
stration phase will require about $5 million per year for two years for each joint venture program.

Integrated Utility Systems Energy Storage
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EB)]

The Integrated Utility Systems Energy Storage program will address generation, transmission,
distribution, and end-use energy storage needs. The nation's total energy use isprojected to

increase from 85quads today to between 102and 112 quads by 2010. The share of primary energy
consumed to produce enerD, isprojected to increase fi'om 36to 39percent. This estimate corresponds
to expanding generating capacit), byas much as 245 gigawatts, l)uring this period, to optimize

baseload capacity and substation transtbrmer loading, energy storage willbecome an essential
capability in an integrated electrical network.

This program matches Sandia integrated systems capabilities in storage technologies (e.g.,
batteries, superconducting magnetic energy storage, capacitors, and so tbrth) with the nceds and
experience of industry and the Department of Energy. Although certain energy storage technology
programs are underway in the private sector and elsewhere in the federal government, there isa
major role to be filled. First, to tbrmulate long-range energy policy, a comprehensive and integrated
understanding of energy storage teclmologies and their relative applications is required. Second, a
balanced research porttidio that accelerates the incorporation of present technologies and identifies
new storage technologies should be developed. Finally, joint demonstration programs invoMng

indust U, I)OE, and the national laboratories are needed to move these developing technologies
to the private sector.

The successlhl implementation of this program willhelp maintain the continued growth of U.S.
industn,,by keeping the cost of electricity down, improving the utilization oftbssil energy resources,
and minimizing the environmental impact of sustained industrial growth.

Wind Turbine Manufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EB)]

In the past ten ),ears, the wind p(_werindustry in the United States has progressed to m'er 15,000
turbines supplying 1,500 megawatts of power to several utilities, primarily in (;alilimfia. With the

complete phase-(mt by 1995of most of the tax incentives that helped create thewind energy
market, wind energy conversion systems willhave to compel ewith conventional sources of power
and produce energy in the range of 4 to 5 cents per kilowatt- mr.
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Threeyearsoftestingonthis50-meter-tallvertical-axiswindturbine(VAWT)inBushland,Texas,hasshownthatcertaindesignfeatures
resultingreaterefficiencyandloweroperatingcosts.TheVAWT,designedbySandia,usesmultiple-section,tailoredbladesandagen-
eratorthatworksatvariousspeeds--featuresthatminimizestressesandmaximizeenergycapture.

Sandia proposes a new project entitled Wind Mamqiwturing "lk'chnoh(eo,to identifi,'and support
advanced nlanufacturing technologies that can foster economic growth, crierD, efficiency, and
competitiveness in the wind industry. Breakthroughs in wind turbine manulhcturing willprovide
the extra boost needed to make wind energy competitive withconventional prover sources. Technical
imprm'ements in several areas can impact wind turbine manuthcturing. "l'hey include composite
design, advanced materials, structural design, systems integration, robotics, cost/performance trade-

offanalysis, serviceability and inspectability, and airfoil design. Application of modern c_mceptsof
agile manulhcturing will impr_ve production.

The Wind Manutacturing Technology project iscurrenth' divided into two phases. Phase I is

designated Integrated l_otor Anah,sis and Manuthcturing and concentrates _mwaysto improve the
manul:acturingof rotors and blades. Phase 11is termed Integrated SystcmManul:acturingand willseal<
waysto impact the manul_lcturingof non-rotor components and thewind turlfinc system as awhole.

Gas and Oil Technology Partnership
[for the Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy (AB, AC)]

"l'hc(kls "rid()il Tecl-lllologyl_artncrship isbased on the successful model of the ()il I_.,_'cm,ery
Tcchnoh,gy l'artncrship, which matched the l.aboratories' capabilities with industry needs on a
limited scale. This joint venture between Sandia and l.os Alamos Nati_mall.aboratorv iscost-shared
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with industl3,, and is flexible in approach; moreover, industry helps prioritize itsprc,jects. The new
(;as and Oil Technology Partnership reflects tile nation's continued need fi.woil and gasdespite
declining domestic production and a reliance on imports. ()il and gas production share industry
infi'astructure, so it isexpected that the program can benefit both,

The I:,artnershipwill match Sandia's capabilities with industry's needs and experience and,
through joint collaborative programs, willprovide the research and development to address the

technological challenges laced by tile industLv.These challenges span a spectrum fi'()mexploratiol _,
to drilling and recover0,,to transportation and storage, to refining and conversion, and finally to
consumption --all while minimizing waste and environmental impact.

Successful implementation and support of'the program willhavea positive impact on tile petro-
leum industry byproviding a needed, versatile technology base and helping to create jobs. Itwillalso
maintain a leading technology basewithin the l)epartment of Energy's national security laboratories.

Funding requested is$10 to $15 million per laboratory in the firstyear to identit},the technology
areas, establish industry interactions, and initialize vital projects. Funding willgradually ira.tease
t()$150 million per ),ear per laboratol3, over the remainder of the decade to permit the laboratories
to conduct a full range of research and development identified by industry.

Hydrogen Storage and Utilization
[for the Office of Energy Research (KC)]

The environmental impacts of contemporary energy utilization and our national dependence on
tbreign supplies are asource of growing public concern. Tiffs concern higlalights tile importance
of developing alternative energy carriers for transportation, utility, and industrial utilization, in

particular, hydrogen isan abundant and versatile energo, form which offers significant advantages
over other alternative fuels, including the potential to reach zero pollutant emission levels,burn
without carbon dioxide production, and be domestically produ_.cd.

There are significant challenges to hydrogen utilization, including cost-competitive energy
production, efficient storage, effective c_mversion systems, and an infrastructure for distribution.
These problems cut across several technology areas, and solving them will require the application

of many disciplines, l)evelopment and demonstration of critical technologies fi,r a hydrogen
energy system isa high-risk, long-term effort in which the government, througla the l)epartment
of Energy, should play a pioneering role.

Sandia is uniquely positioned to contribute to this program because we are tile recognized
leader in hydrogen isotope systems (developed inour nuclear weapons mission) and because our

organization has multidisciplinatT depth. Weapon:, programs willbenefit from the dual-use aspects
of this technology and the synergistic maintena_lce of our core technical expertise. The hydrogen
energy program willbe leveraged by our existing programs and t:acilities.Sandia's (;ombustion

Research Facility, which has acomplete spectrum of hydrogen conabustion experimental and
modeling capabilities, willplay a central role in this program in basic and applied research.

The program willexplore storage development and utilization and work toward an integrated
dem()nstration of a complete storage, delivery, and conversion system. The storage clement will

develop alternative storage concepts aimed at naaximizing energy density and engineering those
concepts into storage device subsystems that can supply an internal combustion engine or fuclcell.
Specific storage concepts willbc high-pressure, lightweight tanks, adsorption systems, and a light-
weight hydride. Other required storage system c()mponents, such as sensors, tilters, and valves,
willalso be developed and integrated into the subsystem design.

The utilizxltionclement will focus on internal c(,mbustion engine modeling and testing,develop-
ment of a hydrogen-burning conventional engine, and thedevelopment ()fa hydn)gen-burning inter-
hal combustion engine optimized for efficiencyand clean emissi()l_sat asingle speed/load condition.



Now is tile'time to explore and develop alternatives tiertl ,:nation's future energy needs. '['his

program will impact this need by helping to determine the viabilityofhydrogen as a major energy
carrier and .viiidevelop some of the critical technologies required to implement this vision.

Combustion Dynamics
[for the Office of Energy Research (KC)]

The Combustion l)ynamics Initiative isa joint proposal by Sandia National l.aboratories and the
i.awrence Berkeleyl.aboratory in support of the l)epartment of Energy'snational role in combustion
research. The goal of the initiative is to improve the efficiencyof combustion processes while min-
imizing pt_llutants and other undesirable efl2'cts.

The (:ombustion l)ynamics Initiative comprises two important facilities:completion of the
urlfirfishedCornbustion ResearchFacilityPhase11project at Sandia, and construction of the (;heroical
l)vnamics Research l.aboratory at l.awrence Bcrl<cle,vl.aboratory.

Research at the (kmabustion l),waamicst:acilitieswillproduce predictive combustil)ii models by
using data fl'om experimental and theoretical studies. These models could be very useful to LI.S.

industry in designing next-generation combustion systems. Research at the (kmfl'_ustion Research
Facilitywillemphasize development of optical diagnostics fi)r combustion, studies of chemical
kinetics and reacting flows, and complementa O'studies in chemical physics. In collaboration with
researchers fl'om universities and industry, Sandia and l,awrcnce Berkeley willdevelop and apply
advanced instrumentation for comb ,stion studies.

These activities will result in new il_sightsinto the elementary reactions invoh,cd inhydrocarbon
combustion, the structure and dynamics of highly excited molecular species, and molecular energy
flow pro,'esses, allof which arecritical for advancing c_mfl'_ustiontechnoh_gy.Research results fi'om
fundamental studies of chemical reactivity and fluid mechanics willbe incorporated into computer
models to improve the design of engines, burners, boilers, filrnaces, and gas turbines. The proposed
modeling effort already has several industrial participmJts, including Allison (;as'l'urbine (:o.,
{]tilllllliils Engine,andthe Iohn Zink (]ompany.

The(]ombustion l)),nanlicslnitiativc will oflL'ruilpal'alleledresourcesli)r users tostud)'funda
nlelltal and applied combustion processes. I{eSCal'chclS lit Sandia's (]ombustion Research Facility

will l,e i,ble to utilizeadvarlced lasersb'sterrlstitsttidvultra tilstprocesses irlchernistr),and comllusti(m,
andperformtw(i-and three-dimensionalimagingof thephysicalandchemicalproperliesofturbuleid
reacting flows.

FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinEnergyResearchandTechnologyDevelopment
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Yedr1 Year2 Year___3Year4 Year5

PhotovoltaicsIndustryDevelopment
Federal,State,andRegionalGovernmentAgencyPhotovoltaicsInitiative

Operating 3.0 4.5 6.0 6.0 5.5

DirectPersonnel 4 5 7 7 6

PhotovoltaicCollectorManufacturingProcessDevelopment
Operating 2.5 3.0 4.0 4.5 5,0

DirectPersonnel 6 8 9 10 11
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FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinEnergyResearchandTechnologyDevelopment
(Continued)

(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3_ Year4 Year5

PhotovoltaicBalance-of-SystemsManufacturingTechnology
Operating 8.0 I0.0 12.0 11.0 9.0

DirectPersonnel S 7 8 8 7

PhotovoltaicSystemsLifetimeImprovement
Operating 3.5 4.0 5.0 4.0 3.5

DirectPersonnel 5 7 8 8 7

UtilityPhotovoltaics
Operating 2.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

DirectPersonnel 4 5 6 6 5

Subtotal,PhotovoltaicsIndustryDevelopment
Operating 19.0 24.5 32.0 31.5 30.0

DirectPersonnel 24 32 38 39 36

AdvancedMaterialsforEnergyConversion
Operating 10.0 14.0 17.0 19.0 22.0

DirectPersonnel 30 40 45 50 55

SolarDish-StiflingSystemsforUtilityApplications
Operating 10.0 12.0 15.0 15.0 1S.0

DirectPersonnel 9 9 9 9 9

IntegratedUtilitySystemsEnergyStorage
Operating 3.5 10.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
Construction 05...............5_0...............5.0

TotalCost 4.0 15.0 25.0 20.0 ......20.0

DirectPersonnel 10 25 50 50 50

WindTurbineManufacturing
Operating 1.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 2.4

DirectPersonnel 2 5 7 7 10

GasandOilTechnologyPartnership
Operating 15.0 30.0 SO,O 80.0 100.0

DirectPersonnel 30 50 60 100 120



FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinEnergyResearchandTechnologyDevelopment
(Continued)

(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

YearI Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

HydrogenStorageandUtilization
Operating 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0

DirectPersonnel 5 7 10 10 10

CombustionDynamics
Operating 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Construction .....!0_.0.... 9,8..........

TotalCost 15.0 14.8 5.0 5.0 5.0

DirectPersonnel 25 25 25 25 25

Total,EnergyResearchandTechnologyDevelopment
Operating 65.5 102.0 147.0 178.5 197.4
Construction _.!{).5...... 14.8.... 5 _ 0 ....

TotalCost 76.0 116.8 152.0 178.5 197.4

DirectPersonnel 135 193 244 290 315
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Biomedical Systems Engineering
1lealth care costs in thc United Statesare increasing rapidly. Thcse costsarc a major concern totilt'

public and contribute to the decline in U.S.economic competitiveness. 'l'hc proper application _t"
advanced technologies through biomedical engineering couM signiticantly reduce some aspects
of the overall cost without compromising or rationing health carc.

The national laboratories possessa wealth of engineering and scientificexpertise that can be
applied to this critical need. However, the expertise resident in these entities has not ,vetbccn used
to develop technologies that can hdp reduce health care costs. Research in biology (fi_rexample,
the human gcnomc project) isunderway at several l)cpartmcnt of l:.ncrgylaboratories. ! lmvcvcr,
there is little R_cuscdcftbrt directed at developing biomedical technologies that have the polcntial
to reduce health care costs.

Project Proposalsfor the Major Initiative
in Biomedical SystemsEngineering

National Biomedical Engineering Institute
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB);
the Office of Health and Environmental Research;

and Advanced Research Projects Agency]

l)cvelopment ofaflbrdablc technologies to drivc dmvn health care costs requires both technical
innovation and a thorough understanding of the medical community's requirements. Wc propose

to establish the National Biomedical Engineering Institute to lead the country's efforts in applying
tcctmology to reduce health care costs.

The institute would form interdisciplinary teams with members from the national laboratories,

university medical schools, and industry to guide technology development. These teams, dispersed
throughout the United States and connected via an information infl'astructurc, would identify' the
largcst cost drivers in health care delivery, define areas where technology couM impact those costs,
conduct focused research and development programs, and arrange tbr the transfcr ofrcsuhant
technologies to industry. A multidisciplinary approach willcombine statc-olLlhc-art technology
development by the national lat'umttories and industry with insight from the medical c(mlmunity.

The major emphasis willbe on a systems engineering approach todefining the roleoftcchnoh_gy
in reducing health care costs. Prior to beginning tcclanologydevelopment, a comprehensive study will
be conducted to identify areas in thc hcahh carc delivery system where tcchm_logy can reduce costs.

Sandia has already dcvch)pcd several biomedical applications that hold potential for roJucing
costs and impnwing diagrosis or treatment. For example, aset _H'computcr algorithms developed

by Sandia computer scientists to find inc_bilctargets in c_m_baloperations hasbeen used to imcrprct
digitized mammograms. Use of these algorithms hasbccn shmvn to increase tumc_rdetection rates.
In collaborati(m with the l_,aylorUniversity Medical (_cntcr, Sandiaisapplying massivelyparallel
computational techniques to enhance the utilityof magnetic resonance imaging in diagm_sisof
breast cancer and brain disorders. Wc plan to continue imprm'ing the target recognition algorilhnls
in a dual-use thshion to serve both military and civilian needs fin"image processing.

tligh-pcrformancc cCmlputingisalso enabling great advances in the licldot'c(mlputatio,ml
bi_h_gy.In cooperation with a major pharmaceutical company, Sandia isapplying massivelyparallel
computing to unravel the imcractions between 1)NA molecules and drug molecules. 'l'his work
prm'idcs insight into drugs that might eventually cure cancer and AII)S.
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One of the most promising newdevelopments in the field of medicine is that of minimally
invasivediagnostics and procedures. Sandia has already demonstrated competence in the devel-
opment ofnoninvasive sensors. For example, aspectroscopic blood monitor has been demonstrated
to measure blood glucose noninvasively, making it possible for people with diabetes to more
accurately manage the disease. This technology has now been licensed fi)rcommercial development.
It uses computer software originallydeveloped with DOE l)efcnse Pmgranas funding for evahlating
explosives in the stockpile. In addition, we are defining aprogram with lohns Hopkins University,
Massachusetts General Hospital, IBM, and others to develop three-dimensional imaging techniques,
micro-surgical instruments, data fusion techniques, and physician workstations to improve the
ability of surgeons to perform laparoscopic and endoscopic surgery. DOE's Office of t-tealth and

Environmental Research has expressed interest in this program.
We have participated in discussions with National Institutes of Health, National Institute of

Standards and Technology, private heahh care providers, and the Veterans Administration on the
need for modeling and simulating the nation's heahh care delivery system. Such a project would
rnake it possible to evaluate the cost effectivenessof various treatment options, provide a database
for research on outcomes of treatment, and help in the identification of technology development
road maps that could lead to reductions in health care costs.

A new trend inmedicine is toward more home health care to reduce the average length of hospital
staysand to allow infirm people to remain at home while being monitored. To t:acilitatethis trend,

Thiscomputer-generated composite illustrates a potential application of Sandia's work using massively parallel computation to process

conventional magnetic resonance (MR) image data. In the bottom image, a Connection Machine supercomputer produced a "synthetic

x-ray" of an entire MR scan,revealing a clouded area representing a lesion.The image is one of hundreds of different views thai: would

be instantly available to radiologists for analysis.In the upper left image, Sandia'sIntel super-computer processed the MR scan to pro-

duce a geometric interpretation of the bottom image. The region of interest is enlarged inthe upper right corner. The information could

be usedto mechanically guide a biopsy, as illustrated by the needle.



small,low-cost sensorswith communications capability aredesirable tbr monitoring the state of health
of outpatients, post-operative patients, and home-bound patients. Such devices are also of interest
to the military ibr monitoring the health status of troops on the battlefield. We are discussing a
program in this area with ARPA and several private companies.

Development of biologically compatible materials isan increasingly important area of medical
research. Sandia's role iti the nuclear weapons program has led to a strong capability in engineered
materials. Applications of this capability to the field of biomedical engineering will lead to new bio-
logicallycompatible materials for implantable sensors, bone and hip replacements, and skin grafts.
Specifically,microcellular foams, long used for packaging nuclear weapon components, are currently
being evaluated for applicability in bone replacement. Adhesivesfor permanently repairing meniscal
tears have been proposed for funding through our laboratory-directed research and development
program. In addition, the combination of the bioactivity of silicate glasses with the mechanical

properties of structural materials may lead to the development of more useful prosthetic devices.

National Medical Information

and Communications System Design
[for the Office of Health and Environmental Research; Advanced Research Projects
Agency; and the Veterans Administration]

Many studies have shown that one of the major contributors to rapidly growing health care costs
is the lack of timely, accurate intbrmation on patient records. This lackof information frequently
results in redundant medical tests that add to health care costs.

In conjunction with major medical research institutions, the Advanced ResearchProjects Agency;

the Veterans Administration, and the National Library of Medicine, Sandia isexploring the appli-
cation of its capabilities in data and network surety, high-speed communication links, and high-
pertbrmance computing to a program for designing a national medical information infrastructure.
In addition to patient records, the system could also provide high-speed image processing capability
to increase the utilization thctor of expensiveequipment, such as magnetic resonance imaging (M RI)
instruments. Substantial cost reductions appear to be possible if such a system isdeveloped.

FundingRequirementsforInitiativeProjectProposalsinBiomedicalSystemsEngineering
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

NationalBiomedicalEngineeringInstitute
Operating 10.0 25.0 50.0 100.0 100.0

DirectPersonnel 50 100 200 200 200

NationalMedicalInformationandCommunicationsSystemDesign
Operating 5.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

DirectPersonnel 20 50 50 70 100

Total,BiomedicalSystemsEngineering
Operating 15.0 35.0 60.0 115.0 120.0

DirectPersonnel 70 150 250 270 300
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Post-Cold War Defense Imperatives

The demise of the Soviet Union has diminished the strategic threat to the United States. However, we

continue to face two strategic security challengesas a nation. First, the threat posed by thecontinuing
existence and spread of technologies of mass destruction challenges us to sustain a credible nuclear

deterrent and to preserve the national capability and capacity to rebuild our forces ill response to cur-
rentlyunforeseen circumstances. Second, the impact and effectof an increasinglycompetitive global
economy challenges us to ensure that our concepts of national interest and security remain current,
realistic, and sufficiently comprehensive to encompass the full range of potential threats to our
national integrity.

We advance the followingsetof coordinated nonproliferation and other defense-related proposals
that will respond aggressivelyto the evolving challengesfacing DOE in itsenduring responsibilities in
defense and intelligence. Care has been taken to avoid unnecessary mission expansion. In each case,

these initiativeproposals extend established responsibilitiesand capabilities.Each of them willprovide
expanded benefit to the nation and serve toexercise,sustain,and build upon core competencies that are
essential to meeting programmatic requirements. In this sense, each of these initiatives has been

developed as a means of extending the benefits and reaping further "value added" from existing
assets and resources.

Project Proposalsfor
Post-Cold War Defense Imperatives

Nonproliferation Technologies Center
[for the Office of Intelligence and National Security (GC,GJ, and NT)]

Preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons has been an important policyand technology problem
for decades. Unfortunately, the principles of nuclear weapon development and production are

increasinglyaccessibleto determined governments. This proposed initiative willfocus on improving
our national capability to detect and characterize clandestine nuclear activities, including materials
production, weapon engineering development or weaponization, and weapon proof testing.

Sandia has one of theoldest and largestprograms in the areaof arms control and nonproliferation.
Since the 1950s, the Laboratories has developed instrumentation to verify compliance with the
Limited Test Ban Treaty. Our current activities include efforts to improve the sensitivity of satellite
sensors that can detect and locate nuclear bursts in the atmosphere and to assist Los Alamos National
Laboratory in providing an enhanced capability for detecting bursts inspace. Our seismic detection

systems provide the capability to monitor underground nuclear testing, and we support DOE's
Officeof Intelligence and National Security by conducting assessments of foreign weapon devel-
opment capabilities and developing export control guidance. Sandia also originated a variety of
systems that are used by the International Atomic Energy Agency in fulfilling its containment,
surveillance, and nonproliferation responsibilities.

The need for better technologies for detecting nuclear materials production wasunderscored
in 1991bythe startling extent to which lraq had pursued the production of weapon-grade uranium
without detection. In fact, past failures to detect or control the proliferation of nuclear weapon
technologies in Iraq and South Africacertainly resulted in part from our lack of sufficient means
to determine the status of development programs in those countries.

Sandia has extensive experience in the development of nuclear radiation detection and other
sensor systems and the analysis of collected data. Established capabilities also exist in adversarial

analysis, vulnerability analysis, foreign systems technical analysis, and/1)reign capabilities analysis.
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Sandia has developed promising new concepts for advanced sensors that may significantly
improve our detection capability in this difficult area. Ground-based or airborne air-sampling
systems and airborne or space-based imaging radiometry and differential absorption lidar may be
effective. Advanced seismic, electromagnetic pulse, and radiometric sensors would be useful for
detecting low-yield weapon proof tests.

Technologies for monitoring declared nuclear activities for compliance with internatkmal
safeguards are also needed to increase the visibility of activities in potential proliferant nations.
Confidence in such "transparency measures" (surveillance measures approved by the host coun-
try) is essential to providing assurance to nations that pledge not to build nuclear weapons that

proliferation can and willbe detected and exposed. The Open SkiesTreaty isa transparency mea-
sure that opens most of the northern hemisphere to overflights by surveiUanceaircraft. A variety
of airborne sensor systems can and must be developed to take full advantage of this measure and
obtain data that can be analyzed to effectivelytrack weapon activities.

Our capability to respond to proliferation after international nonproliferation constraints have
failed and a nuclear capability exists is rapidly becoming a significant national security concern.
While preventing the spread of nuclear weapons isand must remain a top priority, proliferation
willcontinue to occur. The nation must have a full range of options tbr countering this threat.

Sandia's counterproliferation efforts specifically address improvements in our ability to pro-
tect vital national security interests against threats posed by proliferated nuclear weapons. We are
exploring system architectures and technologies that willprovide options ranging from eliminat-
ing a proliferant's capability, lowering his motivation to threaten our interests, reducing our vul-
nerability to the use of such a device, and, as a last resort, minimizing the consequences of an attack.

The potential threat of acovertly emplaced nuclear device, under circumstances similar to the
bombing of the World Trade Center, underscores the need to improve our ability to prevent such an
occurrence. New sensor and information technologies areneeded to better determine the capabilities
and intentions ofa proliferant, to detect and locate devices,to disable such a devicewhen discovered,

and to perform the forensic analysis that can identify the source of such devicesand deter covert use.
The development of the Nonproliferation Technologies Center willstrengthen our national capa-

bilitiesby serving as afocal point for research and expertise and asa clearinghouse for information on
the development and application ofnonprolit}eration technologies. In addition, this center willalso
serve to address the problem of managing, synthesizing, and communicating the delugeof data from
sensors and other sources and generatingusefulknowledge about acount_,'s weapon activities.Sandia
isdeveloping knowledge synthesis systems, based on neural networks and rule-based proliferation
profiles, to manage the fusion of data consisting of multiple formats or derived from multiple sensors
or sources. These systems have the potential to greatly increase analysts' productivity.

The Nonproliferation Technologies Center willbolster U.S. nonproliferation capabilities
through advanced technology development and analysis. It addresses known deficiencies and

proposes specific enhancements that can provide new classes of proliferation data. The availability
and reliability of such intbrmation willbecome increasingly important in the newmultipolar world.

Enhanced Transportation Surety
[for the Office of Intelligence and National Security (GD)]

Sandia has played a major role in transportation surety since the early 1970s,when the l)epart-
ment of Energy's Transportation Saffguards System was conceived and implemented. Sandia has
extensive capabilities in the safe, secure transport of nuclear weapons, special nuclear material,
and related weapon components. Indeed, nearly everymajor component of the existing system,

including SateSecureTrailers,special armored tractors, and the Secure Communications System,
wasdesigned by Sandia. Much of the technology that has been developed in theseareas is now
used in the secure transportation of high-value commercial goods.
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Aswe enter tile next centu_,, the transportation of nuclear weaponsand weapon conwments will

continue to receive increasing public scrutiny. While the current DOE transportation safeguards
system has certainly served the nation well over the past two decades, the increasingly dynamic
international environment, coupled with the rapid rate of technological change, clearlydcmonstrates
the need to upgrade and enha,_ce both safety and security in the transportation of nuclear weapons.

Sandia iscurrently engaged in the design, development, and prototyping of a next-generation
transporter called the Safe(;uards Transporter. The focus of this effort is to incorporate modern
safetyand security technologies into a newdesign that will ultimately replace the twenty-year-old
SafeSecure Trailer design. The SafeGuards Transporter will incorporate improvements identified
in recent risk assessments and tests conducted in support of a full transportation satbtyanalysis;
however, itwill be only one part of a much-needed comprehensive systems modernization that
should address allaspects of the system, including operations and procedures.

This Enhanced Transportation Surety initiative willbuild upon the workalready being done
inconjunction with the Safe(;uards Transporter exercise and takeadvantage of Sandia's established
capabilities. It willalso address other important issues and concerns that need further attention.

The goals of the Enhanced Transportatkm Surety Initiative are to significantly improve overall
system securiD,and sateD',reduce manpower requirements, and extend these enhancements to oper-
ational movements within both the DOE nuclear weapons complex and the l)epartment of l)e6.'nse.

Specific areas to be investigated include the development of improved probability risk assessment
tools, consequence modeling, and accident databases; the incorporation of commercially available
satellite-based mobile communicatkms systems;and thedevelopment of satellite-based taggingand
tracking.Rapid protot)ging ofcost-efl-Octive,application-specificsolutions willbe emphasized. Sandia's
intimate knowledge of the current transportation salOguardssystem, as wellas our involvement in
the complex reconfiguration task, willallowsystem upgrades to be rapidly implemented in the field.

The enabling technologies developed through this effort willoffer benefits to the private sector,
including the capability to implement worldwide, satellite-based, real-time inventory of high-value
goods in transit (of potential value to shipping industries) and enhanced dynamic modeling and
simulation of accidents (of potential value to the automotive industry),

Next-Generation Nuclear Weapon Controls
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

!

Sandia has responsibility for both use-control features within nuclcar weapons and the use-control

ancillary equipment that isdeployed worldwide and uscd by the l)cpartment of l)cfensc to support
assurance of weapon use when authorized bythe President and to assure against unauthorized use.
The changingworld environment hasmade ithighlydesirable to introduce a number ofenhancemcnts

to the u,_-control fieaturesinexistingnuclear weapons stockpileand in the use-control ancillaryequip-
ment systems. In addition, it would now be highly desirable to enhance the flexibility within !)ol)
for conducting peacetime logisticsoperations and for dynamic operational response to future crises.

This proposal consists of five"tbcal efforts" that will take advantage of our established capa-
bilities to develop vital enhancements.

Focal Effort One: Enhanced Weapon Use Denial
After the l)epartment of Encrgy, the Fail-Sate and Risk Reduction Stud), Advisory (kmamittce,

and the Secreta D,of l)et;ensewere briefed on recent assessments of the use-control effectiveness _t"
weapons in the stockpile, theadvisorycommittee recommended that efl},)rtsbe undertaken toenhance

weapon use-denial efl;ectiveness.This focal eftort willconsist of a technology development program
that applies Sandia's existing materials science, explosives, and component design capabilities, in
coordination with l,os Alamos and l+awrencel.ivermore national laboratories, to enhancc the

current level of use-denial effectiveness. A thrust of this effort willbe to establish approaches that
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can be applied to the existing stockpile, as wellas any future weapons. The customers tbr this
effort willbe the departments of Energyand l)etL'nse.

Focal Effort Two: Integrated Safety and Use Control
Since the introduction of'permissiveaction links(PAl,s), nuclear safetyand use-control tL'atures

within weapons have been separated. This approach was largelydriven by technologies availableto
the design community during the 1960s and 1970s. With development completed on a new PAI.
(the code-activated processor), thegreater feasibilityof optical technologies, and Sandia's capabilities
in miniature mechanisms design, anopportunity exists to integratesafetyand use-control functions
within the weapon. Such integration will enhance nuclear safetyand use-control effectiveness.

Our second proposed focaleffort will undertake this integration ofsat_'tyand use control. The
tedmology developed through this process could have application l-brupgrading the surety of
existingweapons, enhancing conventional munitions safety, and providing additional command
and control capabilities for both governmental and commercial applications. The customers for
this effort willbe the departments of Energy and 1)cfense.

Focal Effort Three: Remote Permissive Action Link

and Inventory Operations
Sandia has developed permissive action link devices that have the capability for encrypted

communications. Enct3q._tedcommunication with the weapon opens the possibility of remote secure
permissive-action-link recode and verification and weapon inventor3,. It offers a means of direct,
securecommunication with the weapon while it is in storage or being deployed. Full implementation

of these highly desirable capabilities isdcpendent upon the further development ofa nucicar-safc
means of transmitting information, eventually consisting of an electrical signal, into the weapon.

Our third proposed focaleffort will undertake the development of this enabling technology in
the form of the capability for optical tlansmission of energy and information directly to permissive
action link devicescontained within weapons. This optical intertZacewillprovide the required nuclear
safetyelectrical isolation whileproviding acontinuous, real-time communication link. Such a link

would enable real-time communications between the weapon and the military command head-
quarters responsible tbr mission planning and execution and peacetime logistics support.

Customers I-brthis eflort willbe the military servicesand headquarters commands. However,

the enabling technologies developed in this work willalso have application in inventory and con-
trol of high-value commercial goods.

Focal Effort Four: Multilevel Secure Information Systems
Sandia routinelydevelops:,_.'ure intbrmation systemsfi)ritselfand its customers and haswell-estab-

lishedcapabilitiesand assets in thisarea.The currently accepted strategyfi_rdevelopingsecure infbrma-
tion systems is to isolatethem from allpotential threats. However, this approach has some significant
disadvantages. (:ustomers must duplicate information systems fbr dift_.'rentlevelsof classifieddata,
and these systemsare not flexibleenough to rapidly or adequately respond tochanges in requirements.

The open literature is full of challenges, fl'om both government and industry, to develop better
ways to manage sensitiveinformation. ()ur fi_ttrthproposed tbcaleflbrt willutilizeSandia's established

capabilities in this area to undertake the development of better techniques for managing multiple
levelsof classifieddata. Pursuing and meeting this challenge willexercise and sustain essential
capabilities, demonstrate necessary technological leadership, and make a major contribution to
the operations of both the government and the private sector, especially in this newera of:increasing
commercial and industrial espionage activity.

Customers for this work include virtually all government agencies and contractt_rs and many
elements of the private sector that need to protect sensitive or proprietary intbrmation.
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FocalEffort Five:Use--ControlAssessment
Use-control effiectivenessas,_essmentsfor nuclear weapons are conducted when weapons first enter
the stockpile and when changing conditions indicate that the assessments should be t,?dated. A
recent reassessment of the effectivenessof:allweapons in the stockpile has indicated that itwould
be desirable to update and refine the methodologies used in conducting these assessments. Full-
scale experiments willbe required to validate these new methodologies as wellas the results of the
recently completed assessments.

Our fifth proposed focal eflort willupdate the current use-control assessment methodology

and conduct full-scale use-control effectivenessexperiments to validate the updated methodology.
The results willprovide infi_rmation to I)OE and l)ol) concerning the use-control efl_.'ctivenessof

the stockpile. (:ustomers willbe senior management in the departments of Energy and l)ef2'nse.

National Center for Risk Assessment
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

Sandia has extensive responsibilities in the areas of nuch.'arsafety and stockpile surety. Over the
past fewyears, our efforts in these areas havebeen expanded to include the reapplication of advanced

risk assessment methods, techniques, tools, and databases that were originally developed in our
nuclear reactor safety program. The application of these techniques to weapons concerns isalready
providing DOE and l)oD customers with unique perspectives on the surety of weapon systems.

This initiative proposes to expand these efforts to provide decision makers with agreater range
oftechnica!Iv defe_sible and timely information on the risks associated with both the stockpile and
other issuesof importance to the nation, and to strengthen these capabilitiesthrough the fbrmation of
a National (,'enter for Risk Assessment. Tiffscenter willserveas a t'oca;point for expertise and a
clearinghouse fbr in,bmaation from the international weapons comnaunity, I)OE, and the
national laboratories. C)na broader scale, this center will stimulate the utilization of modern risk

assessment capabilities, flom the current tbcus on the surety of our enduring stockpile to awider
range of"dual use" applications, to other advanced technology or potentially hazardous opera-

tions both within the governmental arena and throughout the national strategic industrial base.
Thus, the center willpromote beneficial interaction between government, industry, and academia
with regard to the development and implementation of risk management methodologies.

Nonnuclear Component Manufacturing
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)]

The l)epartment of Energy f:acesa significant challenge in reconfiguring the nuclear weapons
complex fl'om the current system of laboratories, production agencies, and supplier networks to a
streamlined, smaller, and more modern and efficient system. The reconfigured complex should
be capable of reducing operating costs while maintaining the readiness and credibility of the
enduring stockpile and rapidly responding to unfi_reseendevelopments.

In recent years,as the pressures of international industrial competition have intensified, many of
our domestic industries have faced similar challengesand have responded with innovative mixtures
of new technology and modern business methods. M,,st of our domestic industries, however, are

still challenged to impr_x'e their ability to deliver a product mix that is tailored to highly specific
") 1 land raFidl,ve,'olving market requirements. This situation ismade even more challenging lw the

fact that modern market requirements invariably include unprecedented demands fi_rproduct
quality and reliabilit,vtatextremely competitive costs. It is the similarity of the challenges fi_cingthe
nuclear weapons complex and our domestic industrial sect_wthat sets the stage for a new and pro-
ductive partnership between I)¢)E and the nati_n's strategic industrial base.
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Although theexisting nuclear weapons complex has met tile need fin"a sail:and reliablestockpile,
thecurrent complex ismuch too large, too widdy distributed geographically, too expensive, and
too outdated in relation to both current requirements and modern em'ironmental sat_.'tyand health
standards, l)()t!'s strategy fin"consolidating and updating the complex fiwuseson integrating the
essential competencies within the weapon laboratories and production plants with both specialized
newcapabilities that must be developed to meet the unique needs of the complex and the broader
capabilities availablewithin the privatesector.

To be successful, the I)()E willneed to make progress along two paralld t?onts. First, investments
and progress must be made in refining and implementing advanced manufacturing processes,
technologies, techniques, and materials that are either developed within the nuclear weapons
complex or adaptively reapplied to its needs. Examples in this category include computer-aided
design, computer-aided engineering, and computer-aided manufacturing ((_AI)/('AE/(_AM);
process simulation and automation; infimlaation networks; environmentally conscious materials,
design, and manut:acturing; concurrent engineering; and the flexible integration of research and
development and production sites into scamless"virtual" tactories.

Second, new approaches to business processes and weapon system realization willbe necessary.

Examples in this category include supplier partnerships, innovative procurement strategies, and,
possibly, agreater emphasis on standardized, commercially available, components. For the most
part, these are the same investments and the same newapproaches that our domestic industries

are exploring inorder to buiM their strengths in an increasingly competitive workt market.
Some of these investments and approaches have ah'eady been explored and are being fln'ther

developed at Sandia. Some progress hasalready been made inconcurrent engineering, automation
and robotics, electronic infi)rmation networks, privatization of weapon compoqent manufacturing
and procurement, and new approaches to quality. However, llltlCh illorc work remains.

This Nonnuclear Component Manufacturing Initiative willbuikl up_m Sandia's established

capabilities, existing assets, and current effin'ts and extend _mr currcn! rcsponsibiliti,'s to prm'idc
full integration of the weapon system realization process. This effort will involve some production

responsibilities, t tmvcver, ufmost importance, it will reflect the vision to implement a more
responsive and efficient, cradle-to grave approach extending from initial weapon conceptualization
through production and service lifeto firm[retirement, dismantlement, and disposal.

Successfully implemented, this effort will reach well beyond the requirements of the nuclear
stockpile and create within the nuclear weapons complcx a national resource tbr the exploration
and demonstration of integrated research, development, and productic ,l operations; a test bed
fi)r the development of advanced industrial processes; a model for best industrial practices; and a
vehicle fi_rI)()E c_mtributions to advanced manufacturing an,t technology transl_.'r. ] [eavy direct
industry participation in the Nonnuclear (_omponent N,lanulhcturing Initiative willbe the means
b,vwhich costs can be minimized and value to both I)()E and the private sector can bc maximized.

Jupiter X-Ray Simulation Facility
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Procjrams (GB)]

Sandia has the responsibility of ensuring that the nonnuclear components of U.S. strategic
nuclear systemsare sate', reliable, and capable _fsurviving hostile radiation elwironments. Ashmg
as the United States maintains a nuclear deterrent, tiffs willcontinue to bca critical responsibility.

'l'he l)ct_mse Nuclear Agone),(1)NA) has the cornplemerltary rcsponsibility oferlsuring thai
strategic weapons and space systems are also capable of surviving hostile radiation environmcllts.
(;iven these parallel missions, a strategic alliance between Sandia and I)NA was ['_)rgcdin 1991,

with b_th organizations agreeing to work cooperatively in developing advanced pulsed-prover
s,vstcmsand radiation simulation capabilities in support of their respective mission requirements.



Potential Technology for
Jupiter Single Pulse-Forming Module

(Conceptual Schematic Representation)
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The directed cessation of underground nuclear tests has created acritical need to significantly

improve our national aboveground radiation testing capabilities. We will be required to certi_'

that all nuclear weapon subsystems prm'ided by Sandia will remain survivable and provide such

certification without the radiation test environments that are now obtainable only through under-

ground nuclear testing.In addition, 1)ol) must certifi,,their space-based or missile defense system,,,

to meet specified radiation survivability criteria.

The construction of a new x-ray simulation facility will substantially improve our capability to

test with a significant quantity of cold and warm x-rays to produce intensc fluences over large areas,

a capability that can nmv be met only through underground testing. Such a simulator would fulfill

an imperative need fi_r both I)()t:. and 1)ol) radiation effects testing, and it is being pursued as a

j¢fint et't},u'tto be funded equally by both agencies.

This required l:acility, Jupiter, will be a cold and warm x-ray thcility that will permit testing of

both materials and components that currently can now only be tested in underground tests. The

tacility will build upon Sandia's established capabilities extended through the application .fnew

techm_logies developed at Sandia, other government laboratories, universities, and industry. This

thcility will have a pulsed power generator to drive a z-pinch implosion to produce x-ra)'s with ener-

gies tip tit 20,000 clectrcm volts over much larger exposure areas than are possible with contemporary

abm,eground simulators. This capability will provide excellent simulation fidelity for the radiation

effects testing of optics, materials, and weapon compiments. ]upitcr will also provide opportunities

for weapon physics research and x-ray physics testing with 5 to 2!)megajoules of thermal x-rays.

The possible ,,',tse of existing stockpile c_mlponents in new configurations represents a major

design and certit, ,tion effort, l.ikewise, 1)ol ) space systems, satellites, and hav,hvare arc l_ew and

developing designs that are required to meet radiation survivability criteria. X-ray eflbcts on these reen-

tD' vehicles and space systems, which now can only bc tested underground, would be tested above-

ground in high-fidelity radiation environments. The Jupiter X-Ray Simulation t'acility is key t_

ensuring a survivable nuclear stockpile and supporting strategic space systems fi)r the United Statcs.
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National Center for RSTAKA (Reconnaissance,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition, Kill, and Assessment)
[for the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (GB)
and the Department of Defense]

The demise of the Soviet strategic threat hasbeen accompanied by growing ethnic conflicts and
fracturing offi_rnlerly stablerelationships. At tile same time, we are witnessing a rapid prolifi.'ration
of weapons of mass destruction. This increasingly unstable worM raises the specter of new regional
conflicts with very destructive outcomes. Much of the development of these weapons iscarried out
hi buried facilities that are difficult to attack. In addition, they may be located in densely pupulatcd
areas wllere civiliancu,,ualtiescould occur in the event preemptive actions are undertaken. Warheads
fi_rtllis application would have to be delivered with extremely high precision, and include such

optiuns as conventional explosives, earth penetrators, kinetic energy projectiles and low-yield
nuclear weapons.

In addition to countering weapons of mass destruction, the United States must confront a

multipolar threat of conventional conflict ina regional context, and it must do so with a smaller
military capability. To deter these threats, the United States must demonstrate its ability to rapidly
project force and dominate a battlefieM quickly to achieve military ubicctivcs with very few
friendly casuahies and with low collateral damage.

Successincitllcr environment requires real-time, exquisitesituation awareness through application
of sensors, communications, and data analysis. The s,vstemssolution we envision fi_rcountering
these threats isan integrated inlbrmation and precision weapon-delivery system that would include
elements of reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisition, kill, and assessment (RSTAKA).

('tmternpora_, battle management systems arc severelychallenged in several ways. Recon-

naissance systems provide limited coverage, arc not all-weather, and arc not directly taskablc by
war-fighting commanders. Mobile targets arc hard to find and acquire. (kmmmnd and control

systenls arc too slow to acquire, assimilate, and reduce data, present action options tu comman-
ders, and direct responses to targets. Strike systems lack the speed and accuracy to destroy mobile
and fixed assets from stand-off'positions with low collateral damage and with impunity.

Improving RSTAKAcapabilities will require advances inground, air, and space-based sensors
to fullycharacterize the battlefield and understand an enemy's order of battle deep behind his lines.
(kmmmnd and control systems must be made cxtrcmel,vresponsive wittl rapid d,_tafllsion and
real-time decision capability. Fast, high-precision, retargctable, stand-t_fl'strikc weal.,,m..,IlltlS| be

developed with appropriate warheads. Moreover, such advances must be closely integrated and
furnished with a t_acilcuser interface for theater commanders.

A coordinated RSTAKAprogram could be managed by a joint 1)()1"/i)ol) program office
tasked to identifi' critical needs and the research and development initiatives required to meet
them. Teamwork among indust_,, universities, and the tL'dcrallaboratories would bc coordinated

to permit rapid resolution of critical technical issues. Such partnerships shouM be encouraged
and managed for the optimum benefit to the program. Industry parmcrships can be very useful
fin"engineering prt+ducibility into rapidly prott_typcd demonstration projects.

Sandia has developed competency in advanced technologies that would be important to a

RSTAKAprogram. Unique capabilities tllat havc cmcrgcd fl'om our onguing tcchnolog,vbase
activities include unattended ground sensors, data fusion software, all-weather day/night synthetic
aperture radar imaging systems, and hypcrvclocity weapon delivery systems.

Sandia also has an extensive testing infl'astructurc that can make a unique contributitm t_ the
RSTAKAcffi)rt. In particular, the Tonopah Test Range in Nevada, and p_ssibly taciliticsat lilt
Nevada 'l'cst Site, a resuperbly suited to a largc-scalc, intt'gratcd RSTAKA dcm_rest ratitm with
instrumentation, telemetry, and simulation to support a variety <+fttighttesting with high fidelity
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when these thcilitiesare linked to distr:l',uted national .simulation fi_cilitics,l)esignating tile
'l'onupah Test Rar|ge a user facilityf(, TAKA demor_stratiuns would be acosl-et't_'cti','cand
technicall,vastute application of this t,+._standingdefense research and dcvelupment asset.

The gross funding estimate flu"Sandia participation in a national I?,STAKAinitiative is based
on the expectation of inter|sire utilization of Sandia's laboratory and test capabilities. (_ostswill
vary depending on the mix ofactivities conducted. Wc expect that the installed capital base of test
tacilities willbe acost advantage to U.S. government and participating industry users.

FundingRequirementsforProjectProposalsinPost-ColdWarDefenseImperatives
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

Year1 Year_._2Year3 Year4 Year5

NonproliferationTechnologiesCenter
Operating II0.0 130.0 140.0 140.0 140.0
CapitalEquipment +. 8,0....... !0._0.......10..0 10.0 + 10.0

TotalCost 118.0 140.0 150.0 150.0 150.0

DirectPersonnel 317 375 405 405 405

EnhancedTransportationSafety
Operating 5.5 7.0 7.0 5.0 5.0
CapitalEquipment 0.! 03 0.1 + +0.!..... 0,1

TotalCost 5.6 7.2 7.1 5.1 5.1

DirectPersonnel 25 30 30 25 25

Next-GenerationNuclearWeaponControls
Operating 17.1 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0
CapitalEquipment ].7 2.0 LO 20 2+.0

TotalCost 18.8 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0

DirectPersonnel 84 84 84 84 84

NationalCenterforRiskAssessment
Operating 11.2 15.0 18.0 20.0 20.0
CapitalEquipment 1,0 0.5 1.0 1.0.... 1.0

TotalCost 12.2 15.5 19.0 21.0 21.0

DirectPersonnel 60 75 90 100 100

NonnuclearComponentManufacturing
Operating 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0

DirectPersonnel 135 200 265 335 400

JupiterX-RaySimulationFacility
Operating(Development)

DOE 15.0 15.0 16.0 18.0 16.0
DNA 6.0 4.0

TotalOperating 21.0 19.0 16.0 18.0 16.0
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FundingRequirementsforProjectProposalsinPost-ColdWarDefenseImperatives(Continued)
(DollarsinconstantFY1994millions;personnelinFTEs)

YearI Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5

Construction
DOE 10.0 10.0 10.0
DNA ...... !_5.,0 20,0 3.4,0 41.0

TotalConstruction 15.0 _ 30.0 44.0 51.0
TotalCost 21.0 34.0 46.0 62.0 67.0

NationalCenterforRSTAKA
Operating 30.0 SO.O 70.0 90.0 90.0
Construction !0.0 20,0 20.0 10.0 10.0

TotalCost 40.0 70.0 90.0 I00.0 I00.0

DirectPersonnel 75 125 175 200 200

Total,Post-ColdWarDefenseImperatives
Operating 244.8 313.0 368.0 415.0 438.0
CapitalEquipment 10.8 12.7 13.1 13.1 13.1
Construction lO.O 35,0 50.0 54.0 61.0

TotalCost 265.6 360.7 431.I 482.1 512.1

DirectPersonnel 696 889 1,049 1,149 1,214





Te(hnology Transfer

Sandia's technology transfer program promotes and facilitates the transfer of federallydeveloped
technologies, processes, and special t_chnical know-how to the private sector. The mission of our
technology transfer program is to enhance U.S. economic competitiveness by applying laboratory
strengths to problems of national importance, emphasizing partnerships with industry and uni-
versities. Aswe pursue this important new mission, we are committed to protecting national secu-
rity interests, providing fairness of opportunity to industry, creating lasting value to the taxpayer,
and adhering to the highest ethical standards to avoid even the appearance ofcontticts of interest.

Sandia has a history of transferring technologies develol:,ed in weapons and energy programs
to the civilian industrial sector that predates the legislativemandate tbr technology trans/_r by more
than three decade,;. Long betbre technology transfer became a mission assigned to Sandia by the
National Competitiveness Technology Transt_r Act of 1989,we learned that teamwork with industry,
both in technology development and transfer, isa smart business practice that enhances our ability
to meet our obligations.

We consider the use of our core competencies to help improve the U.S.economy to be a natural
extension of our defense and energy missions. Effectivegovernment/industry/university collaboration

the mutual exchange of expertise and knowledge _ enables the national laboratories to maintain
the core competencies that make them important national assets and allows the private sector to
leverageits research and development resources by taking advantage of thefederal defense research

and development investment. Sandia's major program initiatives (Chapter 5) strongly support
this vision of technology transfer.

Technology transfer at Sandia takes many tbrms. We are engaged in avariety of technology
transfer activities, including personnel exchanges, patent licensing, use of facilities,cost-shared
contracts, technical assistance, information dissemination, participation in industrial consortia,
and cooperative research and development agreements (CRAI)As). However, since 1991(the
first year that our legislativemandate wascodified), the CRAI)A has become our most successful
technology transfer mechanism. CRADA projects are distributed more or lessevenlyover fivebroad
technical areas: advanced manufacturing and precision engineering, computer architecture and
applications, energy and environment, materials and processes for manufacturing, and microelec-
tronics and photonics. Since our first CRADA was signed in lune 1991,we have initiated more

than 100CRAI)As with a total value of approximately $400 million.
During this period, our strategy has ew_lvedfrom maximizing the number of small CRAI)As

to seeking large-scale alliances with industry and universities. Throughout 1991,our efforts were
focused on developing technology transfer policies, putting internal operating procedures in
place for preparing and processing (]I_.AI)As,and working with the I)OE Albuquerque Opera-
tions ()ffice to refine and streamline those procedures. Our strategy at that time was to exercise
and hone the system by initiating many small CRAI)As with individual companies. As difficulties
with the new processes were resolved, we began to focus on teamwork with clusters of companies
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and larger-scale alliances in which the capabilities of laboratories, industry, and universities are
joined to pursue broad, industry-driven research agendas.

To help ensure that the broad range of Sandia's talents and facilities isdirected cfl_:ctivclytoward
meeting national needs, our newtechnology transfer organizational structure features product-area
engineers (people with technical backgrounds and trained in business). Product-area engineers,
together with technical area coordinating teams composed of specialists t?om industry, laboratories,
and the academic research community, will integrate technology transfer considerations into the
planning and conduct of all laboratory research and development.

Our current strategy in technology transfer encompasses three major elements: market-driven
partnerships, national industrial challenges, and asmall-business initiative:

Market-Driven Partnerships--Cooperative research and development agreements have
become our most successful mechanism for structuring collaborative work arrangements
between Sandia and partners in the private sector. This mechanism isdmpler than conventional

government contracts, protects a company's confidential information, and permits wide latitude
in the assignment of intellectual property. Under the terms ofa CRAI)A, Sandia may contribute
t:acilities,property (including intellectual property), and perso_.nel to the cooperative effort.
5andia may also pay costs associated _,ith the participation of its personnel or the contribution
of property and tacilities but may not provide cash funds to a participant. Sandia's partners in
the private sectormay provide funds to Sandia as wellas personnel, sen'ices, facilities,equipment,
or other resources needed to advance the proposed work. Implicit in a ('RA1)A is the idea that
the participants are equal partners who bring to the interaction complementary, identifiable
capabilities that will lead to a new or improved product.

National Industrial Challenges-- While we continue to believe that much good work is
accomplished through joint eftbrts with individual industrial partners, wc believe that large-scale
governnlent/industo'/university alliances afford the best opportunity of making a measurable
impact on U.S.economic competitiveness. Such alliances can target major national technology
goals that arc market-driven, industu,-defined, and precompetitivc. Such alliances arc most

effective when industry isstrongly involved insetting priorities, developing plans, and moving
technologies toward conamercial application.

Small-Business Technology Transfer Program--In conjunction with l,awrcnce l,ivermorc
and l,os Alamos national laboratories and Y-12at Oak Ridge, Sandia has established a Small-
BusinessTechnology Transfi,'r l_rogram.This program isa follow-on to our successfulNational

Small-BusinessTechnology Exchange Program. The mission of the Small-BusinessTechnology
Transt;er Program is to make the laboratories' resources available to small and mediuna-sizcd

businesses. We work with small-business developme_'ltcenters, cooperative extension services,
bankers, chambers of commerce, stateeconomic development agencies,and w_cationaleducation
teachers to identify technology partners. Included in the program arc regional, short-term
technical assistanceprograms in New Mexico, (.'alifi_rnia,Arizona, Texas, and the Midwest.
Also included are partnerships with industry associations to reach a greater number of small
business clients byaddressing common problems and opportunities and matching Sandia
capabilities with the needs of small businesses.

Collaborative Projects with Industry
Our ('RA1)A process isvery inclusive. Sandia CRAI)A partners include municipal governments,
universities, industrial consortia, other laboratories, and largeand small businesses. Many of our



CRAI)A projectsinvolveclustersof companiesrepresentingasubstantialsegmentofa specitic
indust_, or invoh,eworking withorganizationsthat representanentireindustry.

We areworking with achlsterof companiesundera(:I,',AI)A with MacNealSchwendlcr(k_rp.,
PI)A Engineering,Fluid l)ynamics International,andFord Motor (:ompany. ThisSandia-led
consortium is conducting precompetitive generic research to develop mesh-generation computer
so,rare. Each industry participant willuse the software to develop a commercial product or service
in the area of computer-aided-engineering software or in applications for linitc-element analysis

a powerful numerical method for determining the physical behavior of an object and usehd in
many industrial fields, including structural mechanics, electrical engineering, and fluid mechanics.

Our CR.AI)Awith the United States Advanced BatteryConsortiunl exemplifiesour agreements
with industrial consortia. The consortium isa partnership of Chrysler, Ford, and (;eneral Motors
with the Electric Power Research Institute and some individual electric utilities. It was formed in

1991to research and develop rechargeable batte D,technologies f;r electric veificles.

Sandia willconduct applied research and testing to meet the objectives established by the indus-
trial partners of the consortium, which include demonstrating production capability,for abatter), with

a five-year lit}ethat could be produced in the late 1990sand, by 1994,a battery with a ten-year lifb
that could go into production sometime after 2000. l)evelopment of advanced batteries willhelp auto
manufhcturers meet the 1998deadline set by several states for the introduction of electric vehicles.

TechnologyTransferEffort
(Dollarsinmillions;staffinginFTEs)

FY9__33FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY9___88FY9__99

Funding:
ORTAactivity 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7
Patent/licensingactivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
CRADAfunding_federal 80.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
CRADAfunding--industry 100.0...... 1_20.0_...........!20-0............!20,0_..............J_2.0.:_O............1_20..0_........!.2Q_.0

Totalfunding 185.4 225.5 225.5 225.5 225.5 225.5 225.5

Staffing:
ORTAactivity 23 25 25 25 25 25 25
Patent/licensingactivity 9 12 15 15 15 15 15
CRADAactivity 10 12 12 12 12 12 12

Totalstaffing _i2-............4(J...................52......... 52.............52 ....... 52 ......... 52

Technology developed under this CRAI)A will be available to the consortium and its licensees.

The project willenhance the competitive position of the United States in batter)' and automotive
markets and help assure a viable and competitive domestic batter), industry.

Similarly, in an agreement with the Specialty Metals Processing Consortium, we are working
with the small but critically important U.S.specialty metals industry to improve the technology base
for melting processes used in manutacturing specialtymetals. Specialtymetals, such as high-perfiw-
mance steel and titanium or nickel-based alloys, arc critical to American economic competitiveness
in areas ranging from microelectronics to airplanes and arc vital to national security.

The Specialty Metals Processing (kmsortium has conducted several major investigations. Most

of the research has taken place within Sandia's Melting and Solidification l,aboratory complex,
which features the only large-scale, fully instrumented research furnace in the country. Results of
the industry-selected research projects are enabling or generic in nature so that each member
company can develop itsmvn proprietary processes and products. Patents resulting from this
work willbe made available to consortium members through a royalty-free licensing arrangement.



Sandia participates in the Alliancefor Photonic Technology, a cooperative venture of 1,osAlamos
National l,aboratory, Sandia, the Air Force Phillips l,aboratory, and the University of New Mexico
Center for High-Technology Materials. The mission of the alliance is to enhance the competitiveness
of U.S. industry in the critical technology ofphotonics by accelerating the transi_,'rof federally
funded photonics technology to industry.

A five-year CICADAwith SEMATF_CHisaimed at developing improved semiconductor man-

ufacturing technologies for the next generation of integrated circuits, including equipment that
reduces manufi_cturing costs while increasing yield. This work should help U.S. semiconductor

equipment mantfl)cturers compete with foreignsuppliers. The newCRAI)A builds on a relationship
established with SEMATECH in 1989when Sandia's Semiconductor Equipment Technology
Center was formed. It also extends a 1992agreement that established the Contamination-Free
Manuf_acturingResearch Center at Sandia to study ways to reduce trace levelsof contamination in
semiconductor manufacturing, acritical problem facing microelectronics manut_acturers.

Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary signed an enabling document for a $100 million cooperative researchand development agreement

between Sandia and SEMATECHin 1993. Looking on are Sandia president AI Narath, Congressman Steve Schiff,SEMATECHchief execu-

tive officer Bill Spencer, New Mexico governor Bruce King,and U.S.senator Jeff Bingaman.

Institutional Plan FY 1994 .....1999



Sandia isaparticipant in the American Textile Partnership (AMTEX),a re.arch and developnlent

collaboration between the Department of Energy, DOE's multiprogram laboratories, universities,
and the textile industry. The goal is to strengthen the competitiveness of the integrated U.S. textile
industry by pursuing a broad, industu,-driven research agenda. AMTEX institutions are the Institute
of TextileTechnology, Textile/Clothing Technology Corporation, Textile Research Institute/
Princeton, Cotton Incorporated, and the National Textile Center, a consortium of four leading
textile research universities.

Patent and Software Licensing
bandia averages about 30patent applications per year. However, many invention disclosures filed
by Sandia as a result of its work for DOE have not been patented or licensed for use by industry.

To encourage a higher levelof licensing, an action team including researchers, the patents and
legal organization, and the Technology Transfer Center isworking to establish a process for

making our intellectual property assets more readily available to industry. The process will include
reviewsof invention disclosures to identify good candidates for patenting and licensing. These
candidates will then be broadly advertised, and workshops willbe held to select the best qualified

contenders to compete for specific licenses, and ultimately, enter into licensing negotiations.
Sandia has also expanded itslicensing program to facilitate the transfer of technologies through

a varietyof licensingoptions. Through commer_.iallicenses(exclusiveor nonexclusive, as appropriate)
private companies can obtain the right to manufacture and sell technologies patented by Sandia in
exchange for license fees and royalties.

To promote the effectiveuse of our technologies in as many waysas possible, we try to license a
giventechnology nonexclusivelyor exclusivelyto different usersfor specificfieldsof use. Nonexclusive
licenses can sometimes ensure rapid and effective transfer of the technology into commercial or
scientificuses, but we also recognize that a license may at times require various kinds ofprotectiol:,
including exclusivity, to protect a firm considering a large investment in a new technology. Our aim
is to remain flexibleand take into account the unique circumstances of each technology and licensee.

LicensingIncomeandUse
(Dollarsinthousands)

.......... proje____ed................
FY9___2FY93 FY9__.44FY9._.fi5FY96

Licenses:
Numberofnewlicenses 8 35 50 75 75
Licenseincome 45 250 500 1,000 1,000

Useofincome:
Invention&ORTAadministration 12 75 150 300 300
ScientificorappliedR&D 13 75 150 300 300
Awards&inventorpayments 10 50 100 200 200
Educationortraining 10 50 100 200 200
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Technology Transfer Achievements
• Researchers at Sandia and the University of New Mexico School of Medicine have patented

a sensor that measures blood glucose without drawing a blood sample. By providing

all accurate, painless method f_r measuring serum glucose, the technology could greatly

improve the quality of life for people with diabetes and reduce the incidence of complications

fi'om the disease. Indeed, a recent study by the National Institute of Diabetes and l)igestive

and Kidney Diseases showed that a program of controlling blood sugar to near normal levels

through frequent monitoring can dramatically reduce the risk of developing eye disease and

kidney disease and incurring nen, e damage.

Dr. Ries Robinson,a _:

Sandia postdoctoral
\

fellow and University of
New Mexico School of

Medicine resident, _demonstrates a labora- _
tory prototype sensor

developed by Sandia
and UNM to monitor

serum glucose. The

technology may make

it possiblefor people

with diabetes to accu-

rately monitor blood

sugar levels and trends ....

without drawing blood

samples. Sandia has

transferred the rights to

develop a commercial

product based on this

technology to UNM, "_'

which will select a com-

pany fc r product devel-

opment.



The sensor employs infrared spectroscopy and statistical techniques tbr processing spectM
data. Near-infrared light isused, which hasa slightly longer wavelength than visible light and
can penetrate skin. When the light is transmitted through a fingerinserted in the monitor, a
portion of the lightateach of various wavelengths isabsorbed by the components in the tissue
and blood, including glucose. Afterpassing through the finger, the light is dispersed into a
spectrum and the spectral data are analyzed fi.)rglucose-specific absorptions to determine
glucose concentrations.

In the 1970s, Sandia developed and transferred to industry a miniaturized implantable
insulin pump. The pump wastested inabout 700 patients worldwide. Ifthe glucose sensor

which may permit continuous monitoring, notjust point-in-time measurements _ were
combined with an insulin pump, an artificialpancreas could possibly be developed.

• Sandia and Hewlett-Packard have developed imprm,ed process monitoring, active control,
and feedback systems for the fabrication of advanced optoelectronic devices, hnpmved
epitaxialmaterialsand processes yieldhigher reliabilitycompound semiconductors, transistors,

and optoelectronic devices fi)rcommercial and defense applications. This laboratory/industry
partnership helps maintain state-of-the-art device fabrication capabilities in a period of

reduced weapon manufacturing. Through this partnership, the critical device prototyping
capabilities of Sandia are maintained and enhanced.

• Sandia and SCBInc., a small New Mexico business, havedeveloped a verysateand economical
semiconductor bridge initiator fbr civilian and military explosives applications. These
devices have enhanced electrostatic discharge and no-fire safetyand operate at much lower
energies than is possible with contemporary hot-wire technology. The device willeliminate
the need |br weapon components made with known or suspected carcinogenic compounds.
It could also be incorporated in automobile airbags for application in multi-bag systems with
stringent safety requirements that cannot be satisfied with currently available teclanoloD'.

• LSILogic, one ofl)OE's largest suppliers of integrated circuits and a leading supplier to the

commercial electronics market, isusing an induced voltage alteration technique developed
at Sandia to locate failure sites in defective integrated circuits as theyare fiabricated.This
technique iscapable of locating failures in an hour or less,aconsiderable improvement over the
two weeks normally required when usingan electron microscope. Asa result, I.SIhas improved
the efficiencyof its fabrication and haseliminated a six-month backlog in its fhilure analysis.

In a related effort, Signeticsand Sandia jointly developed an advanced wafer level reliability
microelectronics and therefi_rea need to identil-_,,characterize, and control the same thilure
mechanisms. Improvements such as these helped the U.S. microelectronics industry surpass
fi_reigncompetition fi)r the first time ina decade.

• Sandia and BIOSYMTechnologies, Inc. worked together to develop computer software that

helps design polymer alloys. Polymer alloys are leading candidates to meet the evoMng
need tbr high-strength, lightweight, inexpensive, environmentally acceptable materials. This

new software, called PRISM, has been licensed by BIOSYMto a recently formed consortium
of polymer manutacturers. The molecular modeling capabilities resulting from this project
should be of great utility to the U.S.polymer industry since polymer alloying is less expensive
and more versatile than synthesizing and developing entirely new polymers. The infi_rmation
gained from this program willaid the development ofhigla-perfi_rmance polymer blends and
copolymers fi)r various weapon applications. New materials that could result include high-
strength encapsulants fi_rpackaging electr(micsubsystems in nuclear weapons, lightweight
structural supports fi)r nuclear weapons, and new optical materials for nuclear safety.



• Sandia and Martek Lasers, Inc., developed a high-powered continuous-wave laser welding
system. The company wasrecently purchased by Hobart Brothers (;onlpany, one of the top
U.S.manufacturers of welding equipment. This state-of-the-art system helps the U.S. retain

itsposition in the high-technology laserwelding market. These laserwelding systems are now
tullycommercialized and used by organizations that include the U.S. Navy and the major
automobile mantdhcturers. Weapon systems use a diverse range of materials in challenging
geometries, and precision welding and joining are critical processes, improved laserwelding
technology helps the weapons program fulfill these demanding requirements.

• Sandia and SEMATECtq have been working together since 1989on several programs to
enhance the performance of precision microelectronics fabrication equipment, improve
and assure the quality ofmicroelectronics components, and explore advanced chemical

processes for producing co nplex integrated circuits in an environmentally responsible way.
A reliability training program, derived from qualityassurance techniques developed tbr nuclear
weapons, hasbeen developed for the SEMATECH member companies. Sandia has also modi-

fiedweapon design and analysistechnologies to improve integrated circtfit fabricationprocesses.
Through this partnership, DOE Defense Programs and the microelectronics industzT both

obtain improved microelectronic fabrication processes. The partnership has proved so success-
rid that SEMATECH and Sandia haveannounced another five-year, $100 million partnership
to jointly develop equipment to produce the next generation of computer chips.

• Sandia is working with I. W. Harley, asmall business in Ohio, to conamercialize afiber optic
hydrogen sensor, originally developed at Sandia, to monitor nuclear fhcilities.The sensor
provides awarning when hydrogen gas builds up inside electrical transformers. Use of the
sensor in largepower transformers can prevent explosions. Transformer explosions can
restdt in millions of dollars in financial loss and even lossof life.This hydrogen sensor has
global commercial market potential, lT)OEl)efense Programs willhave a reliable, aflbrdable
commercial source for sensors to improve worker satietyin nuclear thcilities. Similar sensors
hold promise tbr other applications, such as monitoring the cleanup of weapons thcilities.

Laboratory Centers and User Facilities
The following laboratory centers and facilitiesare focal points for coordinating research and
development of applied technologies. Two of them, the Combustion Research Facilityand the
National Solar Thermal Test Facility, arc designated I)OI! user facilities that have been important
vehicles tbr collaboration with the private sector for many years.

All these centers and facilitiesare vital mechanisms for technology transfer and arc available to

industrial partners to ensure that U.S. indu: trygets nmxinaum benefit fi'om technologies and
capabilities developed at Sandia. The research and technology development activities conducted

in these facilitiessatisfi/a broad spectrum of dual-use needs tbr government and industry.

Aging Aircraft Nondestructive Inspection and Validation Center--The mission of this

center is to encourage the development of nondestructive inspection techniques applicable t_
aircraft structural inspection, to validate this technology through assessing its reliabilityand
cost-effectiveness, and to intertace the inspection portion of the Federal Aviation Agency's
National Aging Aircraft Program to the civilaviation industry.

The center occupies 27,000 square feetof hanger spaceat Albuquerque International Airport

and includes 125,000square feet of pad space. It is supported by astaffof I 1people and operates
on a budget of approximately $3 million per year fi'om the Federal Aviation Agency.
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Center for Contamination-Free Manufacturing--This center was tbrmalized bya coopera-
tive research and development agreement between SI:,MATE(21tand Sandia in 1992.The ccmer
exploits tile unique layout ofSandia's Nlicroelectronics l)cvclopment l,aboratory to conduct
experiments to veril5, advanced semiconductor naanut:acturing concepts and cquipment which
can reduce contamination that limits the yield of integrated-circuit manufi_cturing processes.

CenterforLiquid-Metal Processing Technology--This center uses industrial-scale processing
equipment under research or development to improve liquid-metal processing techniques
and associated control nlethodologies. Current industrial collaborations include work on
vactmm arc remelting, electroslag remehing, electron beam melting, investment casting, and
thermal spray processing (plasnaaspray, flame spray, wire arc spray). Interdisciplinary research
is in progress to define process physics, advance equipnaent technology, provide industrial

process monitoring capabilities, develop robust multi-variant control methodologies, and
establish agile manulhcturing capabilities, including rapid prototyping.

The center, ,,cupies more than 12,000 square t_etof space and issupported by a staffof
approxima_. ,,, .2'5people, not including several University of New Mexico students. This facility
willbe a key element in tile tbrnlatiorl of two industrial consortia, one in investment casting
and another in refractory metals.

Center for Microelectronics Technologies --The capabilities offered by this center arc
accessed by indust_' through a five-year, $100 million cooperative research and development
agreement with SEMATF,(]I1,as wellas through CRAI)As with individual companies. ('enter
activities in support of the U.S.semiconductor industly include the Semiconductor Equipnaent
"['ethnology (_enter (S[:,TEC)and the Contamination-Free Manuthcturing (CtzM) Research
Center. The Center fi_rMicroelectronics Technologies conducts projection x-ray lithography
and projection electron-beam lithography programs jointly with industrial partners to
develop the next generations of processes and processing equipment. The center is the site fbr
developing environmentally conscious procedures for semiconductor manufacturing,

Center for Solder Science and Technology_ This center addresses a naixture of old and new
soldering problems that hinder the rapid evolution of micro ,'lectronictechnologies, tillvironnlen-
tall),conapatible replacements in ozone-dcpleting chemicals are being de_'elopedin anticipation
of new EPA regulations.

The center isalso ctcvclo t_'mg,avariety,of fluxlesssoldering techniques that can eliminate sol-
vents and hazardous wastes generated during electronic soldering. It isct,'rently developing

lead-free solders and solder pastes as altcrnatives to lead-containing solders used throughout
the electronics industry.

The center operates on an annual budget of$1.7 millionand issupported bya 20-person staff'.
Wc expect that the center willcontinue to concentrate on environmental problems caused by
soldering and investigate technologies required for futtlre printed wiring boards, multi-chip
modules, and hybrid microcircuits.

Combustion Research Facility_Thc Combustion ResearchFacility,opened in 1980at Sandia's

California site, provides an excellent example of the l,aboratories' commitnaent to partnerships
with industry and universities.'l'he thcilityisa designated l)()li user thcilitychartered to conduct a

t -)broad range oft'undamental and applied research and de_clol:ment incombustion science and

technolog3', l,',esearchisconducted in collaboration with visiting scientists and engineers from
industry, academia, and federal laboratories. Advanced experimental techniques, emphasizing
laser-bascd diagnostics and advanced computational models, arc used in the combustion science

and technolob_, programs. Novel sensors and computational models from the programs arc in
active use in major kI.S.industries.
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This 5(),()()0-squa re-ibot
user lacility issupported bv a
stat:fofapproxJnlately70
people.Thu (.kmfl_ustion
I{escarchFacilityoperates on a
budget (ffapproximately $20
million per year with principle
support coming li"omthe I)OE
officesof Energy Research and
t!lwrgy F,fficiencyand Renew-

able t!nergy.

Compound Semiconductor

Research Laboratory--This
t:acilityencompasses the full
range of activities required t_,
develop the next generation of
compound semiconductor
electronic and optoelectronic
devices.Facilitiesinclude exten-

sivemolecular beam cpitaxy

TheCombustionResearchFadliWat 5andia/CaliforniaisadesignatedDOEuserfa¢iliWattracting and metal-organic chem ical
researchersfromindustryand universitiesaroundthe world, vapor deposition crystalgrowth

caDd_ilities,ion iinplantation,
and c-beam lithography in a 6,000-sqtmre-foot, Class- 100clean room with state-eft-the-art
processing equipment.

EnvironmentaUy Conscious Process Center--This center addresses the development of
cost-effective processes for reducing wastesand improving energy utilization efficiency in
manu6acturing processes. It promotes the idea that designers, process engineers, and materi-
als engineers must be included in acradle-to-grave, totally integrated systems approach to all
phases of advanced manufacturing.

(;enter actMtv is fi_cuscdon lift:cycle analysis; solvent and chemical substitutes; soldering
( including lead-frccsolders); cleaning technologies;¢lecmMlatinga nd surt_lccfin ishing;sensors
for environmental monitoring, reliabilityand cost/benefit/risk analysis;ahernative polymers and

t'oams; vendor compliance; small-business outreach; and dismantlement, recycling, and reuse.
Industrial sectors of particular interest include automotive, electronics, claemical, and textiles.

Thecenter's future isdirected t_' ,'ard three keyareas: ( I) creatinga user t:acilityto demonstrate
improved litL'-cycleenvironmental designs; (2) prototvping ademonstration t_acilityfor the inte-
grated design and producti(m of"grecn" printed wiring boards; and (3) dcveluping an education,
training, and industry,outreach program for environmentally conscious manut:acturing processes.

Integrated Manufacturing Technologies Laboratories--This collccti_m cfflaboratorics
comprises an interdisciplinary mix of Ctluipment and pers_)nnel focused on the development
and integrationof technologies t;,_radvanced manutacturir_g.(_rcatedin 1992at Sandia/(_alitbrnia,

the thcilitywillbe fully functional in 1994.Activities include materials and process research and
development, process simulation, enghleering design, and manul:acturing technology support.
Withill the 90,000-square- foot t_l_.71it),,significant space isdedicated to prototype Fabrication
rcsearch and ademonstration area for agile manuthcturing. Activities_tthesc laboratories arc

supp(_rted bya staffof80 people and an annual budget ofappr_xinaatcly $7 million.
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l)uring tile ,,.;tart-upphase, tile fi_cushas been on pro.iecti_ulx-ray lithograph)', ',vch.ting,
precision machir=ing, metrtdo_y, and ctu'npositest_tbricatic.ut.'t'hcsc_tctiviticswill bc supported
b}'hi,gh-specd, fiber optic commurficatiorls and _,l-linc morfit_u'ingamt ctmtrol s)'stcms.
Flagshipprograms include SJ_IART\VI_I.I),an integratiorl ot'modelirlg, sirnulaticul,and sens_rs
with actual welding processes to allow tilhrication of critical comp_ments with_ul extensive
development time alld costs; alltt s¢)t'[ x-ray projection lithograpl'l)' (SXPl.), where a laboratory-
based machine will be scaled-up to demonstrate integrated circuit fid'_ricati_nat sub-micron
line widths.

Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center--This ti_cilit),isa fully integrated researcl_-t_H.tevel-
opmerDt-to-applicatiorlcenter that ,-,'ovides teclmoiogies fi_rimelligentand agile rvlarlutilcturin_,.
Specificareas include design fi_rmanut:acttlringand assembly, work environment design, s)'stcms
engineering and integration, process modeling and simulation, precision machirfing, joining,
assembly, automated inspection, integration frameworks, software engineering, artificial
imelligence, expert systems, robotics, machine/cell/process ctw_tr_l,and seristws/sens_.w
t:usitm.The center is the fi_cali,_int tbr Sandia's work in intbrmation-driven manufilcturing
and has more that140 laboratories available lbr collaborative n earth and development.

The center occupies more than 27,0()0square tL'etot+spaceand isoperated bXa staffof I()0

employees. The ,'¢,boticscenter operates on a budget of approximately $31 million per )'car
with primary support cornirlg from 1)etk.'ns¢i_r_grilrnsand the (/flice of lim'ironmental
Resttuatitm and Waste _ larmgemenl.

t

Microelectronics Development Laboratory-- "l'he74,000-sq uare-tbot NIicroelect t'tm its
l)eveh_pmerlt l.aborator)' (_11)1.)includes 3(),()()()square tL+ctofclcan-rt_t+t'rtspace with
12,500 square feetof(Hass I clean space in 22 separate clean rooms. 'l'he labt_ratorv's design
provides maximum flexibility tbr new processing equipment and devict t,:chnoh_giesand is
uniquely configurable to SUl.'_portthe jtfint (;enter tbm'(;ontamination-Free _lanul:acturing. ,.\
maior donation ofequiprnent and technology b)' IBNIprovided astate-of-the-art, sub-microme-

ter, silicon integrated-circuit research and development line. The laborator)"s complete
equipment set supports the total semiconduct_r development cycle, including research, design,
tiflwication,test, prototype deliver}',qualification, and teclmolog), transt_'r.

|:our baysof the MI)[. are |',[armed to be dedicated t_ activities of the Niulti-(_lfipkiodule
Foundr)' Consortium and willbe used as an equipment applications lal'_oratorv.Tiffs unit will
be an industry-shared, site with all next-generation manut_acturing,equi t',rnent and willoflL'r
manuiacturers, material su|,pliers, and equipment vendors an efficientwayt¢_|,¢rtL'ctequipment,
materials, and processes.

National Center for Advanced Information Components Manufacturing-- Begirming in
1993,the Advanced Research Projects Agency is sponsoring the National (2enter fi_rAdvanced
lntormation (:omponents ,'xlanufi_cturingat Sandia to provide a resource tbr integrating tL'deral
and commercial research and development ot:advar_ccdintbrmation components. This il_tegra-
tion willprovide the capability tbr the Llnited States t¢_grcatl)' compress the time to translate
research and development into commercial and delL'riseproducts, l.os ,.\iamt_sand l.awrencc

l+ivcrmorenational laboratories willalso support the center, ah+ngwith rcl:,rescntativcsfrom
industries and universities.

The center willallowindustry and goverrunerfl researchers toexphdt a range ofcompetencics
in microelectrt_nicsand photonics, electrt,fics systemspacl<aging,materialsscicuceand princesses,
printed-circuit fidwicatit_n,and other |',r_duct development tools.

Research willconcentrate on agile manufi_cturing teclmoh_giesasst_ciatcdwith advanced
silicon mtegrated circuits, high-speed optoelectronic communications, and electronic s)'stcms
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and subsystenls.Researchiv_large,flat-pand displayswill bunethtiom thec_msolidationuf
supporting technologiesat asingh:site.Mantfl;acturingresearchwill fi_cus_mdeveh_pingagih.'
maru.fl;acturingl;,mcessesfor fiat-panelpruducts fur beth defenseand industry.

National Center for Advanced Manltf.icturing Technology--This center wase.,,tal_lishedat
Sandiain 1991to maximizethevalueof the l.aboratories'technuh,gyhast to the manulilcturing
needsofbolh the 1)OE nuclearweaponscomplexand industry.The centerwill help transli:r
and apply advanced manufacturing technologies develuped in Sandia's &fense prugrams tu
commercial manulhcturing, thus hdping to strengthen U.S. industry's competitiveness. 'l'he
center set, es as a gateway by which private industry, acade: lia, and gm'ernment agencies can
gain access to the technical capabilities prm, ided at Sandia.

l;ecause the term "mantflhcturing" isyen, broad, the National (:enter for Advanced Xlan-
u|_acttlrhlgTechnoh_gy inan "umbrdla" center to several oftlw suppurting centers and user
fiicilitiesdescribed in this section. The center's activities are courdinated bya seven-perstm
staff\ and it operates un an annual budget of approximately $1.5 rnillitm.

National Center for Ultra-Reliability Engineering (NCURE)-- This center seeks a t!.S.
corn1.:titiveadvantage in high-value products :,u,t systems through leadership in the technology
that makes it possible to achievc high quality. Activities include research and development on
hmv devices fail,advanced approaches to reliab lity assurance, and multidisciplinary test and
evaluation capabilities. The center will support :t reliability"SWAT team." Aparticular emphasis
of N(_UItE isassuring high reliability in srnali-lot agile mamffacturing. The N( _URI:.prognml
has a dedicated staffofthree people with approximately I00 people wurking,m various aspects
of reliability technoh_gy.

National Solar Thermal Test Facility_ This thcilitywasconstructed in 1977as a designated
I)()E user facility, it isused by industry and government fi,r tests requiring intense heat and fi_r

collecting lightwith large-scaleuptics. Specifichigh-thermal ttuxapplications include investigating
the thermophysical properties of materials and testing various solar applicatit ms. l.arge-scale
optics can be used fin"asmm_mlical ubservations and atmospheric sounding with lidar. Testing
isdone in support of several joint venture agreements involving I)()E, Sandia, and industry,
as wellas leimhursable programs l'tu"customers such as the LI.S.Navy, Air Furcc, and l)efense
Nuclear Agency.

Test areas include a field of222 cornputer-controllcd heliostats that reflect cuncentrated
s_darenergy ontu a ttlwer61 meters (200-feet) high, two 10.8-meter (36-tbot) diameter parabolic
dishes, two solar flmmces, and aseries ofline-fi_cus parabulic troughs that track the sun in one
axis to concentrate stdur power in a line.

A staffof 14Sandians and 13ct,ntractors supports thc operati_ms ufthe Nati_mal Solar

Thermal Test t:acilitv. ;\ unique feature of the tacility is that it int_pen to the general public for
tours. A few thousand people visit each year, including school groups, groups fr<mltechnical
ccmferences, and indMduals.

Process Development Laboratory--This lal,orat,,ry isacenter l'_r a,.Ivanccdprot,,typc
manulhcturing housed in a 100+0()()-squaret'uut t:acilityat Sandia/Ncw Nlcxico featuring
hybrid microcircuits, thin films, printed circui,,, ceramics, plastics, and rapid pr_,totyping

capabilitics. The laboratcny coordinates its actMtics with thc Integrated Manufacturing 'l'ecl_-
mdogics l+abl>ratoryat Sandia's (_alilbrnia site, The charter tlfttlc labcmm_rvis tt+focus on

reliability andquality ofnlarluthcturing processesthnmgh underst<,ndirigandqualificatiori lit
IllalltltilCttlring processes. This facility alsoacts ana proving ground t_,lrCUStOI/I SCllSOI'Sfor
nlanutacturing prl>cesses.
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Semiconductor Equipment Technology Center (SETEC)-- SI!'I'E(:_ as cstnl_lishcdin mid-
!'-J89to support SEMA'I'EC!t in improvir_gthe competitive pmititm of the U.S. scnliconductor

industry. The programhasthreegoals:( I ) improving equipmentrclial_ility,(2) developing
diagnostictechniquesfin"monitoring processesandadaptingtlu.'setechniquestoimproved
processcontrol,and (3) developingmodelsfor&.'scribingandoptimizing manul:acturing
equipmentdesignandprocesses.SE'I'E("operationsaresupportedhy astaffofappro×imatdy
35 people and a cooperative research and development agrc,emt_ntwith SF.MATF.(:t I.

SETE(. isyielding significant improvements in a number of areas critical to ensuring that
the U.S.micmelectronics industry willhave the rdiable, high-qualityequipment itneeds to remain

competitive in global markets. The center's operations arc expected to expand into other areas
including semiconductor equipment design, semiconduclor equipment characterization and
improvement, and semiconductor manuthcturing control and diagnostic sensor technologies.
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Researchand Technology
Development Programs

Three quarters of Sandia's operating budget is l_,_rprograms ibr 1)()t!.The remainder is reimbursable
t_mdin_:,provided by oth_.rl_:deralagencies (principally l)ol)) for work in national security and
other n_tional-nced programs. Operating |\rods b)' major cust_mler are shown in the table.

ProgramFundsbyMajorCustomer
(OperatingBAinSmillion)

ProgramTitle FY9_ FY93 FY94 FY9_55

DepartmentOfEnergy
WeaponsandWasteCleanupPrograms

AssistantSecretaryforDefensePrograms 651.8 591.0 617.4 616.1
OfficeofIntelligenceandNationalSecurity 66.5 79.8 100.1 94.5
OfficeofEnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement 87.9 126.6 138.3 144.4
OfficeofNewProductionReactors 7,1

Total,WeaponsandWasteCleanupPrograms 813.3 797.4 855.8 855.0
EnergyPrograms

AssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy49.2 46.0 57.9 60.9
OfficeofCivilianRadioactiveWasteManagement 16.6 15.6 25,2 25.4
AssistantSecretaryforFossilEnergy 9,7 8.8 12,1 8.5
AssistantSecretaryforNuclearEnergy 5.8 2.0 6.4 7.3

Total,EnergyPrograms 81.3 72.4 101.6 102.1
ScienceandTechnologyPrograms

OfficeofEnergyResearch 28.8 28.7 27.5 33.2
OfficeofScienceEducationandTechnicalInformation 1.0 3.0 2.1 2.0

Total,ScienceandTechnologyPrograms 29.8 31.7 29.6 35.2
OtherDOELocations,Contractors,andOffices 33.6 31.3 40.1 41.8

TotalDOE 958.0 932.8 1,027.1 1,034.1
OtherthanDOE 352.1 378.2 347.5 356.8

Total 1,310.1 1,311.0 1,374.6 1,390.9

Note:DollarsusedinthefundingsummarytablesforDefenseProgramsandotherassistantsecretarialofficesin
thischapterarenotadjustedtocompensateforanticipatedinflation.
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Programs for the Department of Energy

Weapons and Waste Cleanup Programs

Although great changes have swept tile w_rld in the past fewyears and significantly reduced the
threat of nuclear conflict, nuclear deterrence isstill a vitalcornerstone of U.S. dcfi.'nsestrategy and
will remain so fi_ras long as technologies of mass destruction pose any threat t¢_our nation. The
urgency of the cold war has passed; however, Sandia's atomic energy det_.'nscprograms still theea
fuUrange of challenging responsibilities.

Our nation must remain consistently able to theean uncertain and possibly hostile world with
the confidence that can only come from a sateand highly reliable nuclear deterrent, anuclear deter-
rent that is under the assured control of appropriate national authorities.

Those weapons tbat are being retired from the active '_tockpilcin response to the etadof the
cold war must be dismantled in a safe, secure, and efficient manner and in a manner that is tidly
sensitive to public concerns with regard to risk, security, and environmental protection.

in further response to the end of the cold war, to the fiscal realities now confronting the
nation, and to the need to placegreater emphasis on environmental sat_.'tyand health, the nuclear
weapons production complex nlust be streamlined, modernized, and reduced inboth sizeand

cost of operation. This eftbrt must be accomplished without the loss of either the capacity to design
and build replacements for current weapon components as those components reach the ends of
their useful service lives,or the capability to resume the design and production of new weapons in
response to currently unforeseen world events or technological advances.

In respor|se to increasing and often legitimate public concerns with regard to environmental

safety and health, many siteswithin the nuclear weapons complex arc in need of environmental
restoration, and many operations within the complex must be improved from the standpoint of
waste management and minimization.

Possible proliferation activities, anywhere in the world, must be reliably detected, accurately
characterized, and constantly monitored, regardless of the strategies, tactics, or technologies
employed to conceal them. The means to accomplish this task must be further developed, refined,
consistently updated, and fully implemented. Successfully monitoring and controlling nt|clear
proliferation willbe avital element of keeping the peace in the new multipolar world.

With the exception of environmental restoration and nuclear waste management, allof these
challenges thliwithin the direct responsibility ofSandia's l)efcnse Programs sector. Rather than

diminishing with the end of the cold war, the challenges facing the l)cfcnsc Programs sector have
actuallygrown. In recognition of the continuing threat posed by the existence and spread of military
technologies, the sector must and willcontinue to ensure the safety and credibility of the nuclear
deterrent. However, in rccogniti_m of an increasingly competitive global economy, the sector ix
also responding to a much broader range of potential challenges to our national interests, security,
and vitality.Thus, we willcontinue to nleet critical responsibilities in the areas of nuclear deterrence,

arms control and nonpn_lii_'ration, and associated intelligence, whileplacing an increasing emphasis
upon the further development and maintenance of our national strategic industrial base and the
economic vitality of the nation.

Sandia's l)et_nsc l)rograms sector ixaddressing these responsibilities with a balanced approach
from two directions, l:rom one direction, the programmatic areas that are of greatest current
importance are being highlighted, and appropriate thrusts have bccn established and arc being
maintained in each of these areas. These are the "strategic programmatic thrusts" of the sector,
strategic thrusts that reflect vital, but changing, program priorities that evolve through time.
There arc currently fivesuch programmatic thrusts:



I. Nonproliferation and Intelligence-+-This thrust has two broad but related aspects.
First are those activities specifically related to rnonitt_ring and supp_rting arms omtrol
agreements and treaties with the tbrmer Soviet Union. These activities cover a wide range,
including preparati_ms t_r potential agreement provisions concerning inspection of the
stockpiles and facilities 'vithirl the weapons complexes. Second arc the activities tbcused

toward monitoring and preventing the further spread of nuclear weapon technologies. ,,ks
the collapse of the bipolar cold 'far balance givesway to a far more dynamic muhipolar
world scene, these critical nonproliferation responsibilities are bcconling very irnportant.

2. Reconfiguration and Conversion--The end of the cold ,,far,cnvironmerltal and budget
concerns, and the advanced age of many nuclear production lacilities combine to drive the
reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex into asmaller, more efficient,more modern,
and more crwironmentally appropriate form. The successof these efforts ,,fillgreatlydepend
on the development and introduction of tlcw and appropriate production and waste man-

agement technologies, on new and more modern approaches t_._the integratb,m _fdcsign
and manut:acturing, and on the development <_fappropriate ahernativcs tbr those materials

and processes that must be discontinued and those sites that rnust be reassigned to other
functions. In the future, Sandia 'viii emphasize commercial procurement ofrnost parts,
small-lot rnanuthcturirlg of essential parts, and standardization. Sandia generally, alltt its
l)cfcnse Prograrns sector specifically, have critical responsibilities in allof these areas.

3. Strategic Surety-- Surety, defined as sat_ty, security, and use control, isan increasingly
critical area involving issues raised by the l)reil Panel, concerns related to transportati_,n
and handling, logisticsassociatedwith retirement and dismantlcrncrlt, the surety requirements
,,fa smaller and more t]exiblcstockpile, and increased public sensitivity t,, environmental
safety and heahh issues. The goal of this tlarust is toembed, in allof the l.aboratories' efforts

and products, the principle that the surety of any product or operation, regardless of its
expected sen'ice life, is tc._ocritical to bc alk_wcdto degrade and must bc constantly updated
and rnodcrnizcd.

4. Essential Competence and Capabilities--This thrust includes subsets of the physical
and intellectual capabilities essential for the lorlg-term viability ofSandia's I)()F. delE'nse
programs and initiatives that arc not suppt_rted by other strategic thrusts or sectors. Each
element underlies and supports multiple l)efcnsc I-_rograrnsthrusts and often, multiple
programs and initiatives of other Sandia program sectors.

Researchand dc"'elopmer_tactivitiesinclude critical suppolling sciencesand crosscutting
exploratory tcchn_h_gyassessments and dcvch_prncnts, t!xccptional science and tcclanoh_gy
ti_undations are neccssan' t<_respond quickly to problems, to facilitate the movement of
the l.abt_ratorics in newdirections, to respond to technology advances, and to stimttlate
_utside interactions. Keyt_aciliticsand capabilities may be underutilizcd and yet be essential
t_,_,rmeeting the long-term requirements ofl)(.)t- defense programs and initiatives. Important
elements of the program include supporting capabilities (shops, engineering, drafting,
simulation and rnodeling, c<maputing),spccifc developmental testing Facilities,undcrgr_und
test capabilities, ab_wcground test lhcilities for radiation-eft'cots assessments, and physical
and chemical sciences capabilities.

5. Stewardship of the Enduring Stockpile--(hcdiblc nuclear deterrence remains _lfunda-
mental clement _f l'.S. nati_malsecurity policy. This deterrence isand willcontinue to bc

based up_tl zmerlduring nuclear stockpile anti the stewardship _fthat stockpile, v,'hicl_has
hccnafundamentalF,andiamisskmlbr <werf_rty ycars.Thetbundati_m_fthcsc stewardship
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responsibilities is tile numitorirlg of the stockpile to ensure that tile credibilityof'the deterrent
rernains high. In addition, increasing public awarer_essand expectations in the areas of
satL'tyand the environment are placing greater demands on the stockpile stewardship
process, particularly with regard to weapon retirement and dismantlenlent.

Sandia's l)efense Programs sector has timdamental responsibilities in allphases of this

process. It isaddressing current disrnarltlemerlt challenges through an increased emphasis urt
the systematic integration of the retirement attd dismantlement process, on a "cradle-to-
grave" approach to tire entire liE'span of the weapon, and on the beneticial inaplernentation

of new technoh_gies,illcluding the use of robotics to reduce both wasteand human exposure.
In other areas, budget concerns and troop strength I"eductior_s,coupled with cltangcs in
priorities at the end of the cold war, will make rnany of their stockpile rnaintcnarlce
responsilfilities increasingly burdensome I-brthe military services. The l)eE,rlsePrograms
sector's critical responsibilities in these areas demar_d that it be prepared to monitor these
trends and assist the military serviceswhenever necessary. This assistance could range
from greater participation in the process c,flimited lifecontponent exchange to studies to
assessoperational feasibilityor technological threats.

The sector isalso approaching its responsibilities from a second direction: In additiun to rec-
ognizing vitalprogrammatic areas and establishing appropriate programmatic thrusts, the sectur
hasestablished some broad and endurirlg perforrnance criteria against which plans and strategies

can be judged and, if necessary, modified or reinforced. These are the Strategiclm'estmem Criteria
l_brthe l)efiensePrograms sector. They reflect the limdalnental principles of the sector and its
long-term commitment to remaining a relevant and contributing entity. Fivecriteria are currently
being applied to virtually allp_'ojectsundertaken b)' the sector.

1. Customer Obligations-- Sandia isa customer-fbcused organization. Each of its sectors'

eflbrts and activitiesare l'oUtilaelyscrutinized and monitored with regard to robust agreement
with customer requirements.

2. Dual-Use--The sector recognizes the need to respond to a broader range of challenges to
our national interests. Thus, weare committed to a balanced program that isheavily fi)cused
upon the exploration and developrnent of dual-use technologies that can benefit both
domestic industD, and the nuclear weapons prograrn. This approach emphasizes meeting
the sector's needs in the areas of manul:acturit_g,high-pert_arrnance cumputing, electt'tmics,
laonproliferation, risk assessments, safet)',and security. At the same time, the sector will
placea high priority on technology transfer fi_rthe titrther development and maintenance
of our national strategic industrial base and the economic competitiveness of the nation.

3. Strategic Partnerships--The responsibilities carried by the l)etL'nseProgrants sector
with respect to maintaining the credibility of the nuclear deterrent represent the original
mission of the I)OE l)efense Programs laboratories. These laboratories have evolved fi'orn

special-purpose sitesdedicated to a single program to multiprogram institutiems addressing
a wide range of national interests. The impacts and effects of the increasir_glycompetitive
international environnaent areactually strengtherfir_gand accelerating this trend. Teamwork,
both internal and between Sandia and other national laboratories, universities, national

research institutions, and the industrial sector isessential for bringing the fullpotential of
our capabilities to hear on c<m_plexnational issues.

,t. Nurturing Technical Strengths-- In ;titof the sector's eflkwts,it maintaitasessentialelements
oflmtional vigilance against the p,,ssibility ofteclant,h,gical surprise. In this context, the
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sector isobligated to continuously monitor, explore, and exercise the most modern and
advanced elenients of technologies that are likelyto havean impact on the interests and
security,of the nation. The sector has a further responsibility to exert teclmological leader-
ship to ensure that the resources of the Laboratories are constantly challenged to grow and
develop, and that the fullpotential of their benefit to the nation is realized.

5. Strategic Reconfiguration--To ,'emain relevant national assets,the sector and the Lab-

oratories are continuously momtoring, reassessing, and realigning their organizational goals,
strategies, and structures, constantly adjustiqg their responses to dynamically changing
customer requirements. In this way, the sector strives to ensure that its activitiesconsistently
reintbrce thestrategicdirections that have been establishedfor the l.aboratories and the nation.

Assistant Secretary for
Defense Programs

The Assistant Secretaryfor DefiensePrograms
is the cognizant secretarial officer for Sandia
National Laboratories. The Weapons Activ-
ities program for the Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary tbr Military Application employs half
of Sandia's direct personnel and comprises
P,esearch and Development, Testing, Inertial
Confinement Fusion, Stockpile Support,
Reconfiguration, Emergency Response, and
Special Projects including cooperative mea-
sures with the former Soviet Union and for-

eign technology assessments. Furthermore,

the technolog,y basedeveloped and preserved
by the Deputy AssistantSecretary tbr Military
Application is the wellspring of the Defense
Programs Technoh)gy Transfer Initiative.
And although arms control and nonprolif-
eration and defense waste cleanup activities : _
are no longer a direct responsibility of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military
Application, the technology base developed
and preserved by the Deputy Assistant Sec- _:
retary for Military Application isessential in
the execution of those programs.

One mission of Defense Programs that
isof increasing importance is to assist the

preservation of our national strategic indus-
trial base and promote national economic

growth through partnerships with domestic
companies and technoloD, transfer of appro-
priate dual-use technology to the private Test firing of a Trident II D5 missile. Sandia played a major role in the design and

sector. While this objective is the sole mission systems integration of the W88 warhead for Trident II. After the terms of START II

of the Technology Transfer Initiative are implemented, l"rident II will remain as the centerpiece of the nation's strategic

(GB0106),it alsoweavesthr(>ughandforms nucleardeterrent.
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the fhbricof every llefiensePrograms project at Sandia. Starting in FY 1994,we are putting into efli:ct
a review process to evaluate every project, newor ongoing, to determine its potential for dual-use
application. Faced with a decline in the direct funding that has historicallysupported the technology
base for weapon activities, we expect our technology transfer efforts and our other industrial part-

nerships to help preserve and grow those core capabilities of the l.aboratories that are necessary to
can'y out our I)efcnse Programs responsibilities.

We expect our manpower levelofeflbrt in l)ef_nse Programs in FY 1994and each year thereafter

through 1999to be close to its present size; but the program mix among the various categories is
expected to change significantly. Additional staffwill be required for both stockpile support and
reconfiguration activities to accommodate an expanded role in manufhcturing, dismantlement,
and stockpile maintenance.

SummaryofProgramsforAssistantSecretaryforDefensePrograms
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY92 FY93 FY94 FY9__._55

GB WeaponActivities 651.0 589.6 616.8 615.6
fiE MaterialsProduction_ ReactorOperations ......0-.8_.................I_.4_............0_.6........ 0;5.

Total 651.8 591.0 617.4 616.1
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 50% 45% 45% 44%

Research and Advanced Technology (GBO10301)

Activitiessupported by this budget and reporting category provide the science and technology
infrastructure, including technical expertise and facilities,needed to support multiple l)efense
Programs missions, programs, and initiatives. It emphasizes those research and technology devel-
opment activities necessary to maintain and improve our understandin," ,fthe science of complex
nuclear weapon systems and to advance the technologies that enable their design, engineering,
production, certification, and, eventually, their dismantlement and the disposal of associated haz-
ardous materials. It also sustains the core capabilities needed to support allatomic energy del_'nse

actMties, including those falling outside the direct responsibility of the l)eputy Assistant Secretary
fi_rMilitary Application, such as arms control, nonproliferation, and em, ironmental restoration

and waste management. A Munitions Teclmology l)evelopment Program jointly funded by I)OE
and i)ol) under a 1985 Menlorandunl of Understanding pursues innovative weapon technologies
of interest to both agencies (sec page 7-95).

An additional mission of increasing importance is to facilitate technology transfer to the private
sector and otherwise assist U.S. industry with precompetitive devclopnacnt ofconamercially
promising technologies.

From abudgetary standpoint, Research and Advanced Technology and the Research and
Technology l)evelopment I)ivision, l)efense Programs-242, essentially coincide. "!'oeffectively
address their broad responsibilities, the division subdivides the activities into nine specificteclanology
areas or program elements. The desired levelsof capability in these program elements arc monitored
against the needs and objectives of the research and development activities that utilizeand exercise
them. l_ffortsto directly augment or enrich program elements arc made only when programmatic

activitieswithinongoing l)el_nse Programs initiativesare temporarily unable to fullysustainnecessary
capabilities, in the following paragraphs, we summarizc our efforts in the eight program elements
in which Sandia has significant activity:
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Conceptual Design and Assessments

Conceptual design and assessment, along with physics, compulation, and modeling, t'ornl lhc core
of the science of complex nuclear weapons systems and associated subsyslenls. The work in this
program element generates and evaluates new weapon and weapon component concepts. These
exploratory concepts are generally not predicated in the current requirements of the Stockpile
Stewardship initiative. Rather, conceptual design and assessment typicallyconsists of ground-
breaking projects where new weapon and weapon component concepts are developed until they
reach sufficient maturity to be properly integrated into one of the l)etk'nse Programs initiatives or

into one of the other, more structured, program elements. Thus, concepts that prove promising
tbr weapons applications, whether for improved capability, reduced lift.'cyclecost, or safcty
advantages, arc born in conceptual design and assessment but are pursued within this program
element only througl-iproof-of-concept demonstration. They are then transferred for further
development to another program element (often to Systems F.ngineering Scienceand Technology)
or to one of the ping, ares within the Stockpile Stewardslaip initiative.

The goal of conceptual design and assessment is to explore ideas that have the potential to
support multiple defense missions, programs, or initiatives and, ifsuccesst'ul, lead to advances in
petfilrmance, capability, utility, surety, or to reductions in lifecyclecosts. F.xamplesof the work
currently supported by this program include methods to enhance electrical nuclear detonation
safety and innovative concepts that potentially oflL'rgreatly enhanced nuclear safety.

Although hardware development isnot typically amajor part of this activity, experimentation
to demonstrate concept t_asibilit_ is fl'equently required. The work isoften computationally
intensive. C'urrent areas of emphasis include enhanced surety, alternatives to hazardous materials,
new weapon capabilities, and prevention of technological surprise. Because tiffsprogram elemcnt
looks beyond proven concepts and traditional meth_,ds, these capabilities arc of critical importance

to the Officeof Intelligence and National Security with regard to assessment of possible nuclear
weapon prolilbration actMties in tbreign countries.

Physics

This program clement forms a second part ofthc core science of complex nuch.'arwcap_mssystcms
and associatedsubsystems. 19hysicsmaintains and expands our knmvlcdgeof the scientiticprinciples

that gm'crn the performance of nuclear weapon components. The laws of physics govern virtually
everyphase of weapon design, en,';neering, testing,and certification, and the understanding sustained
by the work within this program element touches every aspect of maintaining a credible deterrent.

I_hysicsprm'ides much of the basis for the Test Ban l,',cadinessand Stockpile Stewardship ini-
tiatives as wellas the capability for predicting the eftZ'ctsof nuclear explosives on military targets
and the vuhacrability of nuclear weapons to nearby nuclear explosions. Physics principles laotonly
underpin the design and testing of nuclear weapon systems, they also underlie many of the unique
mantdhcturing processes for weapon conlptments as wellas the design of facilitiesused to test these
components. These principles alsc_gin,era the designof complex experiments t_ testweapon conw)-
nents, validateour understanding ofbray these s),stenlsfunction, benchrnark the conlputer codes used
to design component subsystems, and assess the safi.'tyof weapon comnonents in accident scenarios.

There are eight keycapabilities within this progl'alll clement that form the basis_H:muchof our
weapons acmitie,< These capabilitiessustain and support virtuallyever),dctL'nscmission within 1)( )E.
These capabilities are discussed belmv ahmg with some examples of their applications in research,
development, and testing activities:

• Hydrodynamics focuseson tmderstanding the detailed cflbcts_ffhigh-exph_sivcdctcmations
and material tlmv. It iscritical t¢_predicting the responsc ofwcapcm casesand c¢mlponcnts in
accident scenarios.



• Radiation Physics models tile flow of photons and x-rays and their interactions with matter.
This capability isvital to assessingweapons eft;acts,to designing x-ray sources used to evalu-
ate the vtflnerability of components to weapon effects,and to interpreting complex develop-
ment tests.

• Atomic Physics furms the basis of calculations of the interaction ufelectrons, ions, x-rays,
and photons with matter. It is used extensively in designing intense x-ray source,,, lasers, and

pulsed-power devices, and it is an essential fi.mndation of plasma physics and weapon effects
simulations and models.

• Plasma Physics underlies the behavior of many pulsed-power components, inertial confine-
ment fiasion,weapons effectson the atmosphere, plasma processes used to make microelectronic
devices or deposit thin films on surfiaces,and x-ray sources.

• Condensed Matter Physics includes work in equations of state of materials for conditions
of severe temperature and pressure, which underlies our ability,to understand the behavior of
weapon components when exposed to such conditions, and semiconductor and dielectric
physics, which underlies the design, fhbrication, and testing of weapon components, such as
microelectronic and photonic devices.

• Chemical Physics underpins gas laser researchand development, thedevelopment of chemical
processes for materials processing, and the simulation and modeling of explosive chemisti3,.

• Optical Physics supports research and development of lasers, photonic devices,direct optical
initiation, materials processing wit:_lasers, remote lidar detection of trace species in the
atmosphere, and laser imaging and ranging.

• Pulsed-Power Technology enhances laboratory capabilities to assess the effectsof ionizing
radiation on weapon components, to benchmark weapon design codes (with the assistance
of LosAlamos and Lawrence I,ivermore national laboratories), to qualifi, components for
radiation hardness, and to avoid technological surprise in tailored-output nuclear devices.

Computation and Modeling

This program element ensures the development and maintenance of computational capabilities
that arc essential to the design, production, testing, and certification of nuclear weapons.

A nuclear weapon is acomplex system consisting of a large number of components and sub-
systems. The actions of many of these components and subsystems are tightly coupled when the
weapon is fired. The complexity of structure, fimction, and interaction of these componellts prevents
their efficient design, at an), reasonable cost, without the use of extensive computational support.
in addition, these systemsand components must consistently meet the must demanding requirements
fi)rsafety and reliabilityand continue to flmction with high precision throughout the course of a
stockpile service life that may last several decades and involve exposure t<+severe environmental,

handling, and transportation stresses.
Once a weapon enters the stockpile, opportunities for direct inspection and testing are limited

and expensive. Maintaining this extremely high levelof product reliabilitywith minimal direct testing
and at reasonable cost requires computational modeling at every stagein the design, pr.ductiun, aim
service lifeof the weapon.

Virtually all _ffthe program elements are heavilydependent on computatiun and modeling. In
thct, these capabilities arc critical to every element of our nuclear weapon activities, including:
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• Testing required to assess system perfurnlancc

• Experimentation to understand the underlying physics
• Correlation of simulations to actual threats

• l)csign of engineered materials and processes

• Control of intelligent r|mrm_acturing equipment and robotics for

handling hazardous materials and assembling systenls
• Safety assessments, and

• Assistance with emergency response, one of the difficulties

in using massively par-

Computation and modeling play a particularly important role in several areas. (;omputational allel computers is effi-
analysis is critical to safe_' assurance studies. These studies ensure that weapon systems neither func-

cientlydistributingthe
tion nor expose the environment to hazardous materials in accident scenarios. !13addition, with
testing of nuclear weapons suspended, our ability to certif\, the vulnerability of components to computationacross

' ' multiple processors.
radiation will be even more inll._ortant than in the past. Computation and modeling are also critical Sandia researchers have

irtdesigrfing weapot_ transportation and storage systems and in crab.rating weapon survivability discoveredanimpor-
when subjected to nuclear def_'nsemeasures. tant resultinan areaof

With regard to the production or manufacture of replacement cornpor|ents, modeling will be mathematics known as

a f'undamental elen|ent of'agile marmfacturing and the reconfigured nuclear weapons c_m+q:_h,'x.In spectralgraphtheory
the reconfigured ctmlplcx, pruduction processes will be modeled and integrated through computer- that has led to a faster
aided design (CA[)) and computer-aided manut_acturirlg (CAM) to ensure product reliability at

methodfordecompos-
low cost under low volume and to provide flexible production c(mditions. Computatiorl and mod-

inglargeproblems.The

cling also play a vital role in addressing erlvironrnerital safety antihealth concerns. For c'xarnple, graphicshowsthe

modeling is widely used to design less hazardous substitute materials and alternative processes, decompositionfora

complex casting of a

component used in

weapon firesets.
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Virtuallyall l)Of missions are heavilydependent on computation and modding. The oftices¢_f
Intelligence and National Securityand I_nvironmelmll l,_estorationand Waste Nlanagement rely ¢m
the capabilities maintained by this program element. In the broadest terms, computaticm and mod-
eling, through the simulation and modeling o(complex systems, reduce m'erall program costs by
assisting with risk reduction early inthe system lifecycleand reducing the need f¢,lphysical testing.

Systems Enoineerincj Science and Technolocjy

System t¢ngineering Science and Technoh>gyassembles and integrates fundamental and enablitlg
technoh+gies to create fi+rward-h>okhlgcore products and capabilities that respond to shifting
requirements, keep pace with the rapid evolution of technology, and meet the critical systems
needs of the l)epartment of Energy.This program element erlsures the maintenance of those
comprehensive systems engineering and production capabilities that are essential to supporting
and integrating multiple research and technology de, elopment programs.

The bolmdaries between System Engineering Science and Technology and some of the other
program elements are, in many cases, not well defined. However, the activities in Svstem Engineer-
ing Scienceand Technology emphasize the integration of multiple technologies, many ()fwh_ch
are developed through the other program elements or through the IME'nse Programs initiatives.
While other program elements fi_cuson the development of a specific set of technologies to meet
a specificset of performance goals, System Engineering Science and Technology pursues more
comprehensive goals by sdecting among alternative technologies and integrating them to yield
desirable characteristics inbroad systemic categories, including manuthcturability, affordability,
environmental safety and health, caseof dismantlement and disposal, ease ofcertification, and
maintenance of core product capabilities.

An important consideration inselectingactivities to be supported by this program element is the
need to constantly introduce new or emerging technologies into mainstream design efforts and to

regularly update, ensure, and enhance the technological superiority of the stockpile. To meet this
need, systems engineers seek to pull the work being done in other program elements and initiatives
in directions that best support l)()E's strategic needs and intent. In addition, theeflbrts in Conceptual
l)esign and Assessment arc monitored and assessed with particular care as a means of identifying
those newconcepts tlaat have the highest potential fi_rfurther de',clopment. A higlapriority is then
given to the development of enabling technologies that best support these promising concepts.
Although general scientific and technological fE'asibilityisdetermined in (kmceptual l)esign and
Assessment, engineering and production feasibilityand the merit of each new concep, i';assessed
in System Engineering Science and Technology.

Most important, this program element maintains the design, enginecring, and testing infra-
structure needed to sustain and enhance the stockpile and respond to challenges as they arise.

S,vstemEngineering Science and Technology also benefits a number of other defense missions

within I)OE, including, programs fiwthe safE'and secure transportation and physical security of
weapons and materials, dismantlement, and arms control.

Electronics, Photonics, Sensors, and Mechanical Components

F.lcctronic,mechanical, and aemd,vnamic components largelydetermine the precision of'the delivery
of aweapon to atarget, the reliabilityof the system, and the operability of weapons in thc p_tentially
severeenvironments caused by del_'nsivemeasures by the targeted country. "l'hcuse _felectronics
in nuclcar weapons ispervasivc. Special-purpose electronic compunents in nuclear weapons include
coded switches that prevent unauthorized use, tamper detectors, programmcrs that control the
arming and firing sequence of the weapon, radars, and fuzing and firing sets. These devices must
operate reliably re'era large temperature range, survive strong mcchanical shock, and be fully
fllnctional fi)llowingexposure to intense pulses ofi_mizing and clectromagnelic radiatitm caused



b,vnearby nudcar detonations.'l'he latter may bc caused dther by dd_,nsive systems of the targeted
country or by fl'atricide.

Nhmyof the requirements on devices can not be met with commercial products. 'l'his linnitathm
isalsotrue for manyof themechanicalandaerodynamicc_mwmcnts thatdeterminetllc reliability
era weaponafteranextendedperiodof time in stockpile,aswall asthe maintenancerequirements
of weaponsin stockpile.

Photorficsrepresentsanemergingtechnologythat usesvisiblelight energyto executet'urlctions
normally performedbyelectricalenergy.()n accountof theinherent immunity ofrhotonic devices
to electromagneticinterferenceandtheir toleranceto the efl_'ctsof ionizing radiation andintense
pulsesofdectromagneticradiation,photonicdevicesoflbr uniqueadvantagesoverelectronic
devicesfor awidevarietyof applicationsin nuclearweapons.

Pl'totonicsistheenablingteclmologyin theoptical firing set,which isbeingresearchedasapos-
sibh.'rcplacenlerltfor the traditional electricalsystem.This firing setoffersgreatlyenhancedsafety
shouldaweaponbeexposedto severeabnol'malenvironmentssuchasacrashor adirecthit of light-
ning. It uses a laserand optical fibers to initiate detonators that in turn initiate the nuclear cxph)sion,
It also lends itself to unique photonic-based use-control subsystcnls that would greatly reduce the
threat of unauthorized use era weapon slumld itFallinto the hands of another c()untr)' or terrorists.

While the re:,earch into the enabling laserphotonics technology has been performed under this
program element, the development of this innm'ative firingset isperfimned in the program elenaent
tbr Explosives. Following proofoftL'asibility and practicality, development willmm'e to the System
Engineering Science andTedmoh_gy program element for full-scale engineering and certification.

Sensor research and development supported by this program element includes radars used to

comnaand the firing of a weapon and provide precision terminal guidance, components that detect
unautlaorized tampering, use-control devices, acceleromcters, chemical sensors to assess the state
of health of weapons in stockpile, and other components.

The technology basesustained by thisprogram dement iscritical to almost everydefi.'nsemission,
initiative, and program of the l)epartment of Energ?'.Satellites that monitor compliance of other
countries to treaties on weapons of massdestruction require microelectronic devices that arc hard-

cried against the ionizing radiation of space. Application-specific microprucessors and embedded
computers are needed by many of the systems used to verilS,'treaty compliance and assess activity
inforeign countries that may indicate work on weapons of mass dcstructitm. Also,advanced sensors,
such as chemical microsensors, lidar, and high-performance synthetic aperture radars developed
under tiffspr()gram element ofl_.'rnew capabilities Ibr arms control and prolifi,,'rationassessments.

These technologies are aislecritical fiir the safeguards and security efforts i)f 1)()1{.( ]heroical

sensors and lidar haveapplication for assessment ofclaemical hazards in nuclear waste sites in sup-
port ofpr()grams of the ()ffice ofl!nvironmcntal I(cstt>rationand \Vaste Management. Also+,many
of these capabilitiesare of primary imptwtance in the ILmergcncyResponse program (ffl)e|mrtmcnt
of Energy. l'urthermore, strengths in dectronics, microelectronics, and plummics sustained by
this program element arc promoting national economic growth thr( ugh technology transt_:r.

Chemistry and Materials

Meeting the demanding reliability, safety, and physical security requirements _ffnuclear weapons
requires adiverse range _)fmaterials expertise and capabilities, manyof which are unique tc)the
nuclear wcap_mlal)t,rat_wies.Nuclear wcap{ms must operate reliably in the sevcrc cnvir_mments _t"

strong mechanical shock, intcnsc clcctnmmgnctic fieldsand i_mizingradiation, and large tenawrature
excursions. ,,\ls(_,they tnust not deumatc {,r disperse nuclear materials in accidental CXl:,_)surct_
severe abl,,,rnaal envir(mmcnts of fire, mechanical shock, electrical shuck and static charge, elec-
tromagnetic fields,_r their combinati(ms. At the same time, ultra-high-rclial'fility recluircnwnts
must be met by weapons that have be,.'n in storage for decades with little or n(_maintenance or



testing. In the filture, itwillbe necessary to certi_' rdiability without fitll-scaleundergr_und testing.
The activitiessupported by this program dement arc central to meeting these requirements.

't'his pr_gram element alsomaintains the infl'astructure needed to assess rnaterials-rdated
deficiencies uncovered in weapons in stockpile. Such troubleshooting and failure analysis requires
special expertise and capabilities because of the special nature tffmany of the components.

Meeting the rnaterials development and analysis requirements for nuclear weapons engineering
and stockpile support requiresbroad strengths insynthesisand processing, materialscharacterization,
theory, and modeling and simulation. This knowledge base must span a wide range of materials,
including metals, ceramics, glasses,organics, composites, and semiconductors (semiconductor
materials are covered in _,. Electronics, Photonics, Sensors, and Mechanical (:omp_ments pro-
gram element).

Current activities focus on materialsand process substitution to reduce the cost ofcomp¢)nent
production and weapon dismantlement; produce ionger-lit_:timecomponents so as to reduce

maintenance requirements tbr weapons in stockpile; ameliorate or eliminate sources oflaarmful
effectson the erwironn'_ent;and aealizethe highest practicalsafetyin the workplace. These capabilities
in materialstechnologies are acornerstone of the evolving agileproctuct realization process thatwill
be the hallmark of the new production complex, (:omplex 2 I.

The technologies and facilities sustained bythis program element are of direct benefit to rnany
DOE defense projects that talloutside of the direct responsibility of the AssistantSecretaryof l )et_.'nse
l_rograms. Projects under the direction of the Officeof En,,'irorm'_entalRestoration and Waste
Management and projects supporting Sat_'guards and Security initiatives are direct beneticiaries.
Both programs have needs for special-purpose materials and processes, and each relies heavily on
the materials characterization capabilities that are sustained bythis program element.

Tritium

Tritium isan essential material in nuclear weapons ascurrently designed. Sandia's activities inthis
program element include the design oftritiunl reservoirs and the associated gas transt_'rsystems.
'l'hese systems require bottles, valves, actuators, and piping designed fi_rlong lift.'under extremely
high pressures. Fundarnental and applied research on materials degradation in these systems is
performed by the (:hemistry and Materials program.

Tritium isradioactive and has a half-lil_'of 12.3 years. ,'kstritium decays, heliunl isproduced,
which invades and weakens the containing material. Research on improved alloystbr reservoirs and

neutron generators, stablestorageof tritium, and management of the decayproduct isexpected to lead
t(_greatly increased lit_:tinlesfi)rthese components, improved safety,and maintenance cost savings.

Explosives

There isgreat potential and great need for improving the performance and safi.'tyc_lexplosivcsand
associated cornpot_ents. A fundarner_tatunderstar_dirlgof the processes _fflocalizcdmechar_icaland
thermal energy buildup and dissipation fi)r allkinds of abnormal stimuli isparam_unt inevaluating
sa|_'t)'and performance characteristics. This prc_cessmust include trade_fl's _ffavailal',ililvand c_st,
@namic and mechanical properties, cl'_ernicaland thermal stability,initiability, durability, environ-

mental c,mccrns, and issues associated with the inevitable retirement, recycling, and disposal ,,f
assemblies c_mtaining explosive materials. From these studies willemerge satL'rhigh-energy
explosives _ffering improved perfi_rmance.

Activities in this program element span the range from flmdarnental physics and chemistry _t
explosive materials to pr_+totypeengineering _fcxtT,losiveconaponcnts and their evaluatit_nt'_r
weapons uses. Issues associated with retirement of systems and disposal t_fmalerials must be ctm-
sidercd at all phases in the cycle. Normally, once a newconcept proves to be feasible, full-scale
engineering and certification isdone under the Stt_ckpileStewardship pr_gram _r by System
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l_ngineeringScienceandTechnologyprogranl dement. (:urrent emphasesinclude firing systems
that oflL'rgreatly enhanced safety, such asdirect optical initiation firing setsemploying lasersand
optical fibers, and a concept for ph,vsicallyseparating the explosive material from the nuclear
assembly until authorized.

The technologies and infi'astructure sustained by this program element are of direct benefit to
many defense projects ¢_fthe1)epartment of Energy that falloutside of the direct responsibility of
the Assistant Secretary ofl)etL'nse Programs. The ()t'ficeof!!nviromnental Restoration and Waste
_\lanagement takes advantage of the research and development related to explosivescharacterization

and demilitarization processes in the environmental restoration of lX)F,sitescontaminated byexplo-
sivesand their byproducts. The SatL'guardsand Security program utilizes databases on explosives
and models to assess the vulnerability of transportation systems and to design transportation con-

tainers. The Stockpile Support program willbenefit t?om thedevelopment of explosives that have
longer lifetimes and lower costs for both production and disposal.

Dual-Use Benefits

Activities in the foregoing program elements have made possible a large number of transfers of

technology to the private sector, including many cooperative researchand development agreements
with private companies. These agreements have resulted in the development of a large number of

enabling, pre-competitive technologies and manutacturing processes that have been privatized.
()ur past successes in identit_,ing dual-use opportunities inweapons research and development
and then working with ip.dustm,to transfi.,rthe capabilities to them, is the basis of our new policy
that every project will integrate dual-use technologies into its fabric. Some selected examples o'
recent dual-use successes are discussed below:

• Research on plasma etching systems of the type used in the manulacture ofmicroelectronic
devices to define transistor features and electrical interconnects between tra_sistors led to an

explanation of why seemingly identical systems occasionally do not function the same and
whv the response surtace of a specificsystem sometimes changes. Technical solutions worked
out byour staffare now incorporated in commercial equipment.

• Sandia studies of the response of lithographic equipment to vibration, as wellas new protocols
for stage movement to minimize structural vibrations, have resulted in recommendations

for improvement that are being utilized in thedesign of new commercial lithographic equip-
ment. Such equipment is used to define intricate electronic circuit patterns for microelec-
tronic devices.

• A new process to produce printed circuit boards without using ozone-depleting chloro-
fluorocarbons wasdeveloped by Sandia engineers working with Nlot_u'ola.'l'his new process

has the potential to eliminate more than 25percent _fthc worldwide releasetflsuch compounds
into the atmosphere.

• Prt_tocolsdeveloped by Sandia for the design of the gatesand runners fin"investment casting
have led to substantial reductions in the time required to develop casting systems fin"complex
shapes. This work wasaccomplished with the aid ot'themml, structural, and fluid dynamics
codes tc_simulate the casting process. The technoh_gy isbeing rapidly picked up and used
by industry.

• Sandia's advanced fundamental understanding _t'the parameters of welding, together with
the development of enhanced adaptive princess-control sensing and pnm_cols, have been
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transtL'rredtt, industrial parmcrs. ()l_gt,ingactMtics are aimed at imegrating prc,,lictivc
mudels into N_th cumputer-aided design and adaptive cunlrt_l instrul'nel'flatitm.

• The Sa|ldia-im'ented I,R_1+,-\,_1ITI!,switch and semiconductur bridge are used in automobile
air-bag release mechanisms. Sandia's aerudynamic codes arc being used t_ design new,
hm'-cost airbags with improved [,ertbrmance.

• Semiconductor strained-layer superlattice materials piuneered I',y.";andiahave led tu a new
generation of microelectronic and optoelectronic devices with improved pcrtbrmance.
(:tmmlercial de', icesbased on these new materials are beginning to reach the marketplace,
including the next-generation cellular telepl'umes by _lutomla.

• Sandia advances m statistical analysis of chemical spectroscopy have led to the devdopment
era prototype noninvasive serum glucose sensor fi_ruse bydiabetics. Prolt,type devices
have been used in patient studies at the Universit,' of New Mexico School of_ledici|'|c, and
an affordable commercial device may soon be available.

• Sandia developrnents in chemical microsensors have pmential application in atmmu,biles tbr

monitoring the state of motor and transmissions fluids. Replacement ufengine ttuids
based on viscositychange, rather than on an arbitram,'periodic schedule, could reduce life-time
servicim, cost, increase engine elticicncy, and enhance engine lift.'.

• A Sandia-im'ented glassdeveloped lbr the weapons program isnow used in must commercial
lithium rechargeable batteries.

• Sandia advances in the hardening _/microelectronic circuits to i_mizingspace radiation and
energetic particles are used in tl|e manul'hcture of robust electronic systems for satellites.
Their use reduces the incidence of single-event upsets of microelectronic circuits, which
cause both ftmctiolml and infi)rmational loss.

• ,";andiaexpertise in weapon surety assessment and certificatiun |netl+odologies, nondestructive
testing, and materials analysis, testing, and e\'aluathm isbeing applied to the evaluathm of
the structural safety of aging aircraft.

Stockpile Stewardship (GB010302)

A principal mission ot'Sandia isstewardship _ffthenuclear weapons stockpile. Stewardship encom-
passes directing and managing the total lifi.'-cycleafihirs of the nuclear weapons stuckpilc, i)utics

include: maintaining the weapons in the stockpile; monitt_ring, testing, and assessing stuckpilc
health; developing and retrotitting nuclear wcaptmsas required; deveh_pingand maintaining equip-
meat required t_ support nuclear weapon logistics and operations; developing and maintaining
capabilities t'_r salt' and secure transportation and storage of nuclear weapuns; and suppt,rting the
dismantlement of nuclear weapons retired from the stockpile.

Weapon Development

In toda)"s world environment, Sandia's principal thrusts in the weapon development program are t_,
support the dmvnsizing of the nuclear weapons stockpile; ensure the c_mtinuing healtll _t'wcap_ms
remainirtg in stockpilc; identify areas where surety improvemer_ts in the st_ckpile shouh.Ibc nlade;

suppurt the departments oflGnergy and l)etL'nseill incc_rporating surety impr_vements tt_the



stockpiI¢;and support i )ol) vcquh'cnwntsIbr impr_vcdtgwration_dcapabilitieswhunthvv occur.
To cnstlr¢thatlhcscthrustsarcapproprkm:lym.h.h'¢s_cd,the¢)brJ¢CtivuS tfftlw v,'c_q_onsd¢vclt>pmvllt
program atSandiafur stewardshipotdw st_ckpih.'arcastbllmvs:

• Prm'id¢ stockpih.'stewardship l¢adcrship instlppt_rt oftlw dcpartmvnts td'l!m.'t"D' and I}¢l_+'rmc
• l_nsur¢thatall programsandprui¢ctsarc customvr-tu'iCntCd
• F+llstlrcthat l)_.'partnlCnt Of!!norD' rcsuurccsarcappliedt_ explicit andanticipated

1)( )!!/l )ol) requirements
• Assuremaintenanceofa cn+,dibh.'nuclearweaponssto_:kpilcwith athrust tdvnhancing

surety(sal_.'ty,security,and control) and opcrathmalflexibility
• Supportanexpandedl)cpartment of EnerD' sic in th,+,logisticsand maintenancesupport

of the stockpile
• ".Ipport dismaFItlCmCrltot'rtuclearweapons
• Nlaintain within SandiaaviableweaponscomponentdeveloPmentcapability(andsupt+ortin_

teclmolt_gies) in order to ensure the ctmtinuin Bhealth tffthe stockpile and to suppurt

iniprt_vemCnts,+isrequired,to thestockpile

NuclearweapondvvelopmentatSandiaiscarriedout in tIme or+operationwith l.osAlamosand
l,awrencel.ivcrmure nationallaboratories,whichdesignthe Imclearexplosivesubsysterns.Sandia
designsth¢rcmairu.lCrof thewarheadur bomb arid integratesthe m.tdcarexplusivcsubsystemwith
manySandia-design¢dcornporl¢llts tt>achievelh¢desiredmilitary capabilities.

Sam.hainterfacesch+sdywith the DcpartnlCntof ])ult'lls¢hi thecritical areaofweaptmsurety
(satbty,command andcontrol, andsecurity).(kmlptmCrtt marmthctur¢andweaponassemblyarc
performedby other 1)(.)t+',ctmtractors usinBdesigndetinitions thrnish¢dby Sandia,I+t_sAlamos,
and l,awrcnc¢l+ivCrmore.

Sandia's nuclear weapon respunsibilities principally include the sating, arming, fuzing, and
firingsystems:use-control systems:external neutron initiation systems;gas transl_'rsystems;ddivery
system inter_lces; military liaison;stockpile support; and related testing and instrumentation. In
addition, Sandiaisresponsiblefor ancillaryequipmentusedworldwideby 1)oi'>to support nuclear
wcaptmsoperatitmsin the areasof usecontrol, handling,shipping,st_mlgc,and maintenance.

Nuclearweapondevelopmentprogramsmaybeinitiatedto correctproblemsor makeimprove-
mentsto weapons in thestockpile ur theancillary equipment thatsupports wcaptms in the stockpile.
New nuclear weapon systemsare developed in response tochanging militanT rcquircmcrlts. \Vhcthcr
forexisting weapons or new weapon dcvdopmcnts, the Sandia, l,os Aiamos, and l+awrcnccl,ivcrmorc

laboratories work tm behalftd'thc !)cpartment t>fEnergy in support of l)epartmcnt ufl )eta,rise
requirements. The laboratories work closch' with 1)ol) to understand their requirements lbr
nuclear weapons and develop solutions. The requirements and needs arc the basis l}.+t"develop-
ment activities at Sandia.

The l)el_'nscPrograms laburaturies and production plants arc responsible t'_rthe design, devel-
opment, testing, certification, production, maintenance, stockpile surveillance, and retirement of
the warheads and ancillary equipment provided to the l)epartmcnt ofl)cfcnsc by the l)cpartmcnt

(ffEncrgy. In additi(m, the labtmm_ricsand the pruductitm plants are resp_msiblcfur prm'iding the
retrofit kits (components and materials) that arc used by 1)ol) to upgrade the capability _ffwcap_ms
in stockpile. These lif¢-c,vclcactivities uccur in seven phases:

• Phase I evaluates new ctmccpts and advances in tcchn_,h,gyfur possible application It,
lltlcJcar xx'¢ap()ns.

• Phase 2 invoh,cs a technical feasibilitystudy examining the military rcquircrncttts and
cost-efl_.'ctivcncssof a new wcaptm systcm.
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• Phase 2A isa detailed design and cost study tbr a selected system

• Phase 3 commences when the l)epartnlent of l)el'ense ()r the l)epartnwnt of Energy decides
to proceed with a wcapun system, it im'oh'cs the engineering development work tbr the lift:
cycleot'a nuclear weapon, including m'erall design definition and component deveh)pment.

• Phase 4 isproduction engineering, l)¢sign and manutacturing deveh)pment are completed,
and environ mentally conscious manut:acttlringprocesses are established.

• Phase 5 begins with firstproduction. These frst units are rigorously checked in the laboratory
and in the fidd. Ancillary equipment and manuals are completed.

• Phase 6 isquantityproduction of the weaponand maintenance of the weapon in the stockpile.
Upgrades or modifications maybe perfi)rmed if required. Stockpile evaluation sampling and
surceillance continue throughout stockpile lit_-.

• Phase 7 retires the weapon from stockpile and reclaims nuclear material and reusable parts.

Sandia is invoh'ed in allof these phases of the lift:cycleof nuclear weapons. Applied research and

development is the principal activity in Phases 1through 4 and continues to support the stockpile
activities of Phases5 through 7.

Stockpile Evaluation, Maintenance, and Support

Sandia supports the I)OE StockpileF,valuation program byconducting analysesand testsof weapons
as they enter stockpile and by testing weapons withdrawn from the stockpile for evaluation. Results
from the evaluation program clearly indicate that nuclear weapons do not wear out. Weapons do,
however,age. Whert agingdoes occur in the stockpile, Sandia and the nuclear design laburatories take

corrective acti(mto ensure that perfommnce and satiety()fthe stockpile does not degrade. Corrective
actions can take the fi)rm of changesduring newweapon builds or retrofitsto weapons in the stockpile.

The evaluation program hasshown over the last four decades that serious defi:cts in nuclear

weap(ms have been relatively rare. Asdefects or problems are identified, changes are made to the
weapons to fix the defects or problems and improve operations and maintenance. The Stockpile
f'vahmtion Program at Sandia relies heavily (m the basic skills required tt) develop nuclear
weapons. Examples of these skillsare materials science, electronic piece-part and subassembly
design, electromechanical comp()nent design, structural design, applied mechanics analysis,and
environmental testing.

l)uring the last fimr decades, tens of thousands of weapons in the stockpile havebeen addressed
bythe evaluation program. ()fthose, approximately !3,500 havebeen tested. A totalof2,344 detbcts

have been found during the program, a portion of which could be categorized into 252 actionable
detect types. "Actitmable" defects are those that impact reliability or safety and require corrective
action. Overall, the stockpile evaluation prugram has indicated that stockpile reliability has been
excellent fi)rthe last fimr decades.

An important thrust fi)r this program in the future will be t() refine the sampling and testing
program to ensure that the reliability and surety of the stockpile are maintained at a high levelas
the stockpile is reduced in size.

Sandia provMesthe technical milita_, manualsand training that enable the armed servicestt)111ain-
tain the readinessof the stockpileat a highlevd whileensuring salk:tyand control. Training isconducted

atSandia for military logistics specialists who, in turn, provide training t() other military personnel.
Sandiaalsoprovides on-site fieMtraining tbr themilitan, in response t()militan'needsand requirements.



Most weapons require periodic
maintenance, such as replacing lim-
ited-lili.'components. Sandia supports
this routine maintenance requirenlent
through the training and technical
manuals program and with field
engineering staffas appropriate.
When problems withnuclear weapons
occur ill tile field, Sandia provides +
technical support to the military to
resolve them. In most cases,pmNems
are resolved in the field without

having to return weapons to the
I)OE production complex.

Retirement, Dismantlement,
and Storage

National policyand l)epartmentof
l)efense rnilitan, requirements estab-
lish weapon retirements. With tile
dissolution of the Soviet Union and

the signing of the STARTagreements,
tile size of the U.S. nuclear stockpile
has been significantly reduced and
willcontinue to be reduced. Many
weapons are being retired, and ulti-
mately more than 10,000weapons
willbe dismantled by the I)()E pro-
duction complex during the next
ten years, l)ismantlement willbe a

major effort for the production

complex. Sandia isprovkting signif-
icant support to 1)0t" fi_rthis task.

l)ismantlen_ent begins when the

military designatesaweaponfor Adenuclearized B83 gravity bomb is examined by Duane Smith and Roy Johnston after a

retirement and ends when DOE has stockpile surveillance flight test at Sandia's Tonopah Test Range.
disposed of the wcaptm components,

trainers, handling equipment, and associated hardware. The procedure includes transportation, stof
age, and disassembly intosubsystems and components that are recycled,staged tbr reuse, or disposed.

_lany issues must be addressed by Sandia in support of this dismantlement effort: Where and
how willweapons be satk'lyand securely stored while awaiting dismantlement? t tow will materials
be safelyand securely transported? What arc tile hest approaches lbr the safe dismantlement uf
large quantities of weapons and disposal of weapon materials while ensuring the environmental
safi:tyand hcaltll of the wurk torte, liacilities,and the public?

Sandia COlu.luctsdevclopmcnt programs to address sucl'| issues. These programs are coordinated
by the I)()F+Albuquerque C,)perati¢ms( )ffice and with i)()l!'s Pantex plant in Anaarilh_,Texas, to
ensure that safe and efficient processes are developed.

Sandia isdeveloping automated pr¢_cessesusing robotics and cumputcr modeling to support
dismantlement. In particular, tile StageRight pn_jcct is underway to establish lL'asibilitycffa robotic
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system Ibr materials ntovernertt arid irwentoryh+ig.Stage Right wouM move, stack, and retrieve fissile
pits from dimnantled nuclear weapons. In addition, the system willhave the capability to remotely
hlventor),,'pits instorage. This system +viiipermit higher pit storage densities it; storage facilitieswhile
eliminating the requirement fi)r personnel to enter storage t:acilitiestbr purposes tffmatcrial handling
and inventory operations. Thus, personnel can avoid exposure to radiation environments within
pit storage facilities.

In addition, we conduct joint prefects with l)ul) to examine methods for disposing explosive
and energetic components and materials and using robotics for disassembly and dissection of elec-

tronic components. Studies ofautonaated hazardous material removal systems, robotic disasseml+ly
of explosive components, and arms control are also underway. The payoff from these projects
could contribute to a modern, sate, and cost-effective dismantlement operatiun at Pantex with
possible dual-use spin-ofl_ fi_rU.S. industry.

Studies, Engineering Development, and Technology Demonstrations

Studies

Studies are undenvay to address improved nuclear weapon surety and to address imprm'cments in
military operational capability. Phase I concept studies and Phase 2 t_.'asibilitystudies are normally
joint I)OE/I)oD undertakings. Phase 1studies can, however, be conducted by either the l)epartment
of l)et;enseor the l)epartment of Energy.A Phase 2 study may be requested by either the 1)epartment

of Energy or l)epartment ofl)efense. Each study normally involves the militatT services, the I)()E
l)eputy Assistant Secretary for Military Application, the I)()E Albuquerque Operations ()ffice, and

the three nuclear weapon laboratories, l)uring the study period, two competing design teams--
one Lawrence Livermore-Sandia/(:alifornia and one I.os Alamos-Sandia/New Mexico--consider

a range of design options, emphasizing contbrmance to surety initiatives. The teams evaluate the

tradeoffs among the physical, cost, and militmT characteristics of the proposed weapon as well as
the environmental, manufacturing, assembly, and retirement requirements that would be imposed.

There are fivePhase 1studies currently inprogress: a high-prover radio frequency (1!Pi_.F)war-
head; sea-launched ballistic missile warheads (Mark 4 and Mark 5); a precision low-yield warhead
(PLYWI)); a 1+,61diameter bomb; and acruise-missile-sizewarhead. The high-power radio fi'equency

warhead study lbr 1)ol) iscurrently in Phase2 and emphasizes vulnerabilityand lethalitystudies and
testing.The Air Force-sponsored precision low-yield warhead study isongoing withcompletion antic-
ipated tbr luly 1993.The 1',61diameter bomb and cruise-missile size warhead studies are both 1)()1G-
initiated fi+rpurposes of enhanced surety. A Phase 1study has recently been completed fi+rthe
Minutenmn Ill warhead.

In addition, Sandia participates in informal, joint 1)ol)/1)()t" nuclear weapon studies tbr weapon
opti(ms that willbe examined in the FY 1993-98 time frame. Such studies include rew>lutionary
imprm'ements in surety, robust nuclear weapons, suitability of weapons in a decreased stockpile,
hypers_micdelivery, nonstrategic nuclear forces, and advanced technoh_gywarheads. Several pro-
Phase I internal studies are in pr<_gress.

Engineerin 9 Development

A number of engineeringdevelopmentprojectsareunderwayin direct supportof theweapons
currently in thestockpile.ThedrMng forcesbehindsuchprojectsareoneor inureof theIbllowing:
surety "soft spots" (i.e., areas where satietyand/ur usectmtrol should t',eimproved to bc consistent
with modern safi.'tyrequirements and err,lying adversary threats t_ weaptms); reliabilitysoft spots
(i.e., areas where reliability reductions arc either identified or anticipated); stockpile changes that
require new approaches for ensuring continued support of l)()E's Stockpile l!valuation Pr(_gram
(i.e., replacing flight instrumentation systems with tht)se that can obtain the required tlighttcst
data); components to support required future limited-litb contponcrtt d'mnge-outs; and replacement
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of use-control equipment that haseither reached the end of its supportable liR'or hasvulnerabilities
that should be corrected. Examples of these projects are:

• Redesign of the B53,W87, and W88 joint test assemblies to ensure continued support of
stockpile evaluation flights

• l)evelopment and fhbrication of limited-life components for weapons in the stockpile.
Near-term needs are the B61parachute gas generator, W76 reservoir, and W76 and W78
neutron generators

• Reliability, safety and use-control Factoryupgrade for the B83
• Development of an encrypted recode permissive action link and secure inventory capability

that can be incorporated in fielded weapons to improve security and operational flexibility
• B61-3,4 field retrofit to incorporate a new safety device (trajectory sensing signal generator)

and an encrypted recode permissive action link
• Development of secure recode systems' ancillary equipment for the U.S. military':_Strategic,

European, and Pacificcommands

Severaldevelopment initiatives are now tinder consideration or anticipated for which we expect
requireinents from Dol) and DOE. These initiatives cover allweapons in the enduring stockpile not
now being addressed by engineering development projects and fall into the categories of improving
safety and use control or improving stockpile reliability.

Technology Demonstrations

Development engineering fbr new weapons or tbr improvements to weapons in stockpile occurs in
Phase 3. Currently, there are no Phase3 projects in progress. During the FY 1994-99 time frame, we
are planning for Phase3 starts for systems with greatly enhanced surety fieatures.We are presen, ing
our essential development engineering competencies through internal programs in technology
maturation and systems engineering.

For exainple, over three ),earsago Sandia established the Focal Point/STEP process fbr the mat-
uration of components and subsystems for stockpile upgrades and tbr modular use infuture weapon
systems. The program wasstructured to respond to three predictions: (1) s-ncty requirements willbe
upgraded; (2) fewer newweapon development programs willbe introduced; and (3) future devel-

opment budgets willbe limited. In the face of these constraints, we needed a technology develop-
ment process that would generate avariety of high-quality, state-of-the-art components that could
be applied to specificweapon systemprograms with a minimum of development risk and cost.

The first levelof this program, Focal Point, is advanced developnlent ina system _.ontext. Focal
Point evaluates new system architectures and components to meet long-term or emerging needs.
It draws upon technologies with demonstrated feasibility and seeks to determine their suitability,
fi_rweapon applications.

The second level,STEP (StockpileTransition Enabling Program), selects from Focal Point out-
puts and advances them through full-scale engineering to production readiness. STEPdemonstrates
functionality and producibili b, withdetailed designs and component testing. The development

environment is not associated withaspecificweapon system. Rather, it seeksto develop standardized,
modular, advanced subsystems and components for multiple system applications.

The Focal Point and STEP programs precisely define the stages of component or subsystem
development and impose formal milestone reviewsto ensure that all components in development
ofl'ersignificant improvements insurety, reliability,waste minimization, environmentally conscious
manufhcturing, and cost. The reviewsnot only involve Sandia's designers and technical management,
but also representatives from production agencies and I)()E ot:fices.Advanced components and
subsystems resulting from the FocalPoint/STEP process are then available for system application
if needed.
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MAST (Multiple Application Surety Technologies), acurrent warhead prototype system, uses
improved surety components and subsy.qems in a product realization process conducted with
Phase-3 rigor. Product realization teams composed of laboratory design engineers and production
plant manufhcturing and process engineers exercisemodern industrial techniques, such asconcurrent
engineering, computer-aided design and process tools, and environmentally conscious manuficturing
to emulate production within targeted cost, schedule, and waste minimization parameters. This
activity assures that the laboratory/production-agency interface remains intact and fullycapable
of supporting a quality weapon system production program.

The MAST program willadvance critical nuclear weapon surety technologies and help assure
nuclear weapon development and production competence in the absence of 1)epartment of l)et_nse
programs. It incorporates safety features as emphasized by the l)rell Panel recommendations in a
multipleapplication system. Possibleapplications include cruise missiles,standoffweapons, and single

reentry vehicles,although the program isbeing conducted primarily inthe context ofa laydownbomb.
Similarto MAST,the PRESS(Pit Reuse tbr Enhanced Safetyand Security) program isa technol-

ogy demonstration that can provide near-term options to upgrade the surety of the nuclear weapons
stockpile while maintaining capability at the weapons laboratories and the DOE production plants.
PRESSisbeing developed for severalapplications, with current emphasis on acruise missilewarhead.

In PRESSA, DOE would selecta small number of warhead designs to develop technology demon-
strations similar to actual warhead developments but on a smaller scale. New technologies would
be developed at the Defense Programs laboratories and incorporated into PRESSprojects as they
mature. These projects would cu!minate in the f:abricationofa f_zwprototype weapon configurations
that would be examined and disassembled. The results of this work would then be stored "on the

shelf' so the designs could be put into production rapidly should the need arise. The emphasis is
on establislfing capability, not capacity, fbr mass production.

Enhanced Surety

Surety include,: safety, use control, and security. Severaldevelopmental activities are undenvay that
will support significant enhancements in surety for the extant nuclear weapons stockpile as wellas
provide for improved capabilities in new weapon developments that may be required in the future.

Weapon Nuclear Safety

Safety isof paramount importance in warhead development. The goal ofsafi_tydesign is to provide
predictable, sate response at all times, even during and after exposure to unpredictable events such
as accidents.

This goalisachievedthrough acombination of design [;zatures.The nuclear explosive, detonators,
and other critical components of a warhead's electrical system are contained in an exclusion region
isolatedfi-ompower sources byprotective physicalbarriers. The transti.'rof energythrough the barriers
fbr normal operation iscontrolled by"strong link" components to ensure electricalisolation inabnor-

mal environments. Other vital components are designed as "weak links" that become irreversibly
inoperable in accident environments at levelswellbelow the projected failure levelsfi)r strong links.

Weapon satixy isan increasingly critical area inw4ving issues raised by l hmse Armed Services
(;ommittee Panel on Nuclear Weapons Safety (the l)rell Panel) in 1990.Concerns included trans-
portation and handling, the logistics of retirement and dismantlement, and sensitivity to the envi-
ronment, safety, and health.

Sandia has begun a major sali:tytechnology and engineering program to enhance demonstrable
safetyarchitectures |br future nuclear weapons. The long-tern1 goal is to bring new safetytechnology
tbr warhead designs and components into weapon product lines, provide improved analytical tools
tbr modeling weapon systems response in abnormal environments, and assessprobabilistic risk.
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A project for improved electrical detonation safety willprovide the technology to enhance
electrical detonation safety products in support of future committed development programs a:,d

stockpile improvement programs. Improvements are tbcused on safety enhancements and man-
ut:acturability. Included in this actMty is the devdopment, demonstration, and evaluation of

advanced electrical nuclear detonatkm safety (ENDS) systems. Improved exclusion-region barriers,
weak links, strong links, environmental sensing devices (ESDs), lightning-arrest connectors (I,ACs),
and trajectory-sensing signal generators (TSSGs) are being developed.

In the future, significant improvement innuclear safetywillbe realized ifelectrical firing sets can
be replaced with optical subsystems in which the high-power signals required to initiate detonators
are transmitted in the form ofphotonic energy carried byoptical fibers, rather than as electrical
energy. The weapon detonators are designed so that they will fire only when proper and sufficient
photonic enerD' isapplied. There willbe no path to the detonators for electricalenergy. The required
photonic input does not occur in nature and thus cannot be created by an accident environment.

As part of Sandia's Direct Optical Initiation project, aprototype optical firing system has recently
been developed and isbeing used to determine operability in various weapon environments.

In a related area, we have recently completed exploratory development of LaserDiode Ignition

technology, which uses low-power optical signals for controlling and initiating various weapon
pyrotechnic functions. Through the use of optical fibers to transmit the ignition stimulus from the
laser diode to the energetic material, concerns over electrostatic discharge, electromagnetic sus-
ceptibility, and conductance after fire are eliminated.

An improved Detonator SafetyStrong Link isbeing tested to reduce potential lightning paths to
the detonators and to reduce costs and improve manufacturability. In the next three years,improve-
ment in the design of trajectory-sensing signal generators, advanced solenoid mechanisms, and
mechanical weak links willbe pursued. We anticipate continuous improvement on electrical
nuclear detonation safety architectures.

Sandia's Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PR.A)Technology Development project will improve
probabilistic risk assessment of nuclear weapons subjected to abnormal environments. The ability
to identifyvulnerabilities in designs and setpriorities in sateD,technology researchand development

wiUbe improved by these meth,_ds. In the next three years,an initialmethodology suitable tbr routine
use in risk assessr rant ofnuclem weapons subjected to abnormal environments will be completed.

Use Control

Weaponusecontrol andphysicalsecurityarecomplementarymeasurescontributing to weapon
surety.Weapon use-controlfeaturesanduse-controlancillaryequipmentsupport the national
nuclear command and control system to ensure that nuclear weapons can only be used when
authorized by thePresident. A number of projects are in place to support 1)oi) and DOE consis-
tent withthe national Nuclear Command and Control System as defined in the 1987 National

Security Decision Directivesigned by the President. Sandia is the principal laboratory supporting
DOE in fulfilling these responsibilities.

Sandia pioneered the development of permissive action links (PAl.s) to provide use control.

A permissiveaction link isa coded device within a weapon that protects against terrorists or persons
with access authority but without command authority. Permissive action links were introduced in

the early 1960sinto U.S. nuclear weapons deployed overseas. Sandia iscontinuing to advance the
design of permissive action link devices and use-control ancillary equipnlent to provide greater
operational capability,and flexibility as well as improved use control.

Sandia recently completed development of a new permissive-action-link coded switch that will
support recode and verification operations with encrypted communications. This new device, the
Code-Activated Processor (CAP), entered into production in 1989and isnow being incorporated
into a surety upgrade in the B83bomb. The Code-Activated Processor will provide a significant
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inlpmvement in code security fi_rall permissive-action-link operations, willallow the military to
conduct electronic inventory of nuclear weapons, and will significantly enhance operational com-
mand and control flexibility tbr military commanders and national decision authority.

Sandia isnow devdoping a variant of the code-activated processor that can be incorporated into
weapons in the stockpile that have an existing permissive-action-link coded switch. This new device,
the Multiple-Code ('oded Switch Encryption Translator (MET), can be incorporated into weapons

witha field retrofit, resulting in significantsavingsas compared to returning the weapons to the I)()E
production complex for f:actorymodification. The CAP and ME'['cryptographic permissive-action-
link devices willenable the l)epartment of Energy to meet Dol) requirements and statements of

need for end-to-end encryption within those weapons that contain a permissive-action-link use-
cox,trol capability.

Modern permissive-action-link coded switches are, in reality, made up of two components: an
electronic component for code storage and processing (such as CAP and MET), and an electro-
mechanical output device component, l)evelopment isunderway to replace the current output
device that has been in production for two decades. The new output device willbe available to
support surety improvements for weapons now in stockpile and for any new weapon develop-
ments that may be required.

Sandia isdeveloping a Secure Recode System (use-control ancillaryequipment) for the Strategic
Command that will support encrypted recoding of weapons' permissive-action-link devices. This

system willmeet an Air Force requirement for a new secure permissive-action-link recode system.
The new system willbe delivered to the Air Force in late 1993.

In addition, an encrypted secure recode system is being developed to support all nonstrategic
weapon recode operations. This new system, the Theater Secure l,',ecodeSystem, willprovide the
military with greater permissive-action-link code security and enhanced management flexibility
and efficiencyfor the nuclear weapons stockpile and any future weapons deployments. This system
willmeet statements of need as identified by military commanders and high-level studies such as
the Do[) Fail-SafeRisk Reduction Study.

The most effectiveweapon use-control systems fbr protecting against unauthorized useare
active protection systems. An active protection system consists of a system of sensors that detect
unauthorized access to weapon components. When an unauthorized access isdetected, the

system automatically disables the weapon. The recently completed Fail-Safeand Risk Reduction
Study recommended that weapon use control be improved. Effortsare underway for improving
the effectivenessof active pre,tection systems. Specifically,technologies are being developed to

support the incorporation of this important capabiliW into a wider range of weapons than has
been possible in the past.

Nuclear command and control systemarchitectures are under study in three separate but related

projects. The first ischaracterizing and refining architectural elements to meet present, near-term,
and future nuclear command and control requirements. The second project will develop and pro-
totype advanced command and control elements in a nuclear command and control test bed. The
third is the first application of the test bed and willdevelop and demonstrate remote, real-time
permissive action link rccode as well as remote, real-time inventory and command disablement.

Inabroader command and control sense, Sandia provides support directlyto I)OE headquarters
forcommand and control initiatives. In 1990, DOE published its UseControl Policy in response to
theNuclear Command and ('ontrol System l)ecision Directive 1987,whiclaestablished national

policyand government agency requirements. The I)OE usecontrol policyrequires asystem of
integrated positive measures within DOE to ensure against unauthorized use of nuclearweapons
in 1)OEcustody.

Sandia, atthe request ofl)OE, has established assessment teams with representation from l,os
Alamos and I,awrcnce Livermore national laboratories and DOE management for I)()E t:acilitiestbr
which assessments are being conducled. An assessment was completed in 1992for operations at the
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Ncvada Test Site. This assessment was conducted flu"and prm'ided to the I)()E Manager at the
test sitc. An asscssment iscurrerttly ut'tderway t_+t"the l)()l" Albuquerque ()peratior_s ()fficc
Transportation System.

Weapon Security

Weapon security enc(_rnpasses thosc positive Ineastlres that protect against tmauthorized access to
nuclear weapons. Security systems include features such as sensors, alarms, communicati(ms, and
penalty responses,as integrated into weapon transportation systems and weapon storage installations.

Sandia has systems under development for erflmncing the sccurity of weapons during trans-
portatic, n while they are in DOE custody. (.)he such project is the development of a replacement
tbr l)()E's SafeSecure Trailer that isused tbr transportation of weapons and weapon materials.
Other work isdeveloping advanced sensors, alarms, and communicati(ms that can be applied to
I)()E fixed installations or provided to the 1)ol) on a reimbursable basis for military installations
and deployable site security systems.

Stockpile Improvement Programs

Even'year, the departments of EnerD' and 1)etbnsereviewthe surety status of the stockpile to identity,
areas where improvements should be made. These reviewsmay result in stockpile improvement
programs (SIPs) within DOE and, where applicable, l)olL in addition, areasof needed improvemem
are identified through the normal exercise of Sandia's stockpile stewardship responsibility. These
areas ofimprm, ement can result in Sandia generating a product change proposal for a weapon in
the stockpile. The product change proposal iscoordinated with the I)()E and 1)ol) and, ifapproved,
results in astockpile improvement program.

Two stockpiled weapons are currently undergoing st-ckpile improvement programs. The B83
bomb isbeing upgraded at Pantex for reliability,satE't},,and use control impr(wements, l)evelopment
is underway fi_ranew safetydevice (a Trajectory-Sensing Signal Generator) for the B61-3,4 bomb.
The new safety device willbe incorporated into the B61-3,4 stockpile weapons Iwa field retrofit
starting in 1995.Plans are being finalizedto also incorporate a cryptographic permissive-action-link
capability during the safety retrofit as a use-c(mtrol upgrade.

Future stockpile improvements willoccur as needed to meet military requirements and address
surety concerns.

Stockpile Technology

Nuclear weapons utilizea largenumber of electronic, mechanical,and clectromechanical comp(mcnts.
M(_stof these c(mw,nents are unique, in that their fro'lotionor stmle signiticant aspect of their
erwironmental capability isnot availablefi'omcommercial sourccs. "i'omaintain nuclear competence,
it isnecessary to support the capability to develop and maintain a set of essential core products.

Eachcore product has some unique techn(_h_gyor property necessary tor pertbrming itsfunction
in aweap(m. These products include cxph_sivecomponents and dot(marion svstems, battcrics,
electromechanical components, microelcctr(mics and (_ptoelectronic sul',systerns, neutron gener-
ators, switch tubes, reservoirs and valves, radars, and electrical interc(mnecti(ms.

Advanced electronic subsvstenls provide many of the modern surety fcatures and t_mcti(mal

control in nuclear weapons. Usecontrol isprovided by miniature electronic locksburied deep within
the weapon and by sophisticated operator-interactive c(mtrollers used to manage and enter release
codes to unlock the weapcmsunder Presidential attth(nizati(m. TrajectotT-sensingelectr(maechanical
subsystems discriminate between the intended-use envir(innlellt and abll(irnlal Cl'lvir(il'llllents

and may produce ulfique signals l_r driving sir(rag-link switches _r otherwise permitting the tinal
arming and firingofa wcap_m.l'hc tiring signals themselves arc developed I)}' elcctr(mic tiring sets.
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Embedded microconlputers control the various weapon componcnts and tile fuzing and othcr

functional characteristics. In bombs and some warheads, fuzing may bc done by timers or radars
developed and manul)ctured by DOE. Finally, elecmmic subsystems are used extensively in the
evaluation of stockpiled and developmental weapons.

Arming, fuzing, and firing systems make use of a variety of weapon subsystems such as radars,
programmers, firingsets, trajectory sensors, and contact fuzes.A need exists for continued fuzing
advancements to meet the requirements for versatility, reliability,and accuracy of a smaller stockpile.
Advanced sensors and hardened guidance and control cumponents will be needed to accuratdy
navigate weapons that will locate and strike mobile targets and avoid countermeasures. Future
development will focus on the fullspectrum of potential missions in a changing world with delib-
erate attention to the role of commercial industry and technology transfer opportunities.

Sandia also develops and designs gas boosting systems fi_rmany of the nuclear weapon systems
in stockpile. We expect the need for reservoir design and surveillance to persist so long as tritium
reservoirs are in the stockpile. Consequently, we willcontinue to emphasize improving our under-

standing of metallurgical and fabrication topics for reservoir components, especiallydegradation
associated with prolonged tritium exposure.

More work needs to be done to determine performance criteria in the areas of design and pro-
duction, as well as the chemistry and physics associated with the aging of metals and alloys. These
efforts willadvance our understanding of the major l_abricationprocesses, metal joining (welding),
and tbrging. This understanding will tb.cilitatethe selection of commercial suppliers, reduce reliance
on long-time aging tests to certify newvendors, and increase stockpile surety.

3"hecurrent weapon component developnaent process willbe strengthened in two ways. First,
applied research and advanced development willbe fbcused on technologies critical to meeting
weapons program priorities, for example, surety. Ongoing and new projects with the Focal Point

and surety technology programs willhelp focus resources on critical technologies and system
architectures that address multiple nuclear weapon needs. Second, we willstrive fi)rgreater conti-

nuity in the spectrum of products developed. "Product lines" will increasingly consist of standard
and modular components. The goal is for more rapid and flexible response to new weapon system
needs, reduced weapon development and production cost and risk, and more privatization and
consolidation throughout the complex.

Special Projects (GB010304)

Weapon protection projects

Special weapon protection projects at Sandia develop security system concepts and applications
to assure future nuclear weapon security and survivability inall phases of the lifecycle. In response
to the drastic changes in the ,mclear mission of the Air Force (personnel and aircraft reductions,
combined nuclear and conventional mission, and elimination of alert operations), aconceptual
underground storage loading and handling fiacilityfor strategic aircraft has been developed. The
Integrated Nuclear Operations lzacilityconcept integrates technology devdoped fi)r the Weapon
Storage and Security System (WS3) vault with airc-aft operations. The need for rapidly deployable,
high-security protection of_aluable assetswasevident during Desert Shield.The Rapid l}eployment
Access Delay System has been developed m provide a modular vault that can he constructed in the
field using manpower alone. The closed WS3 provides high-level security; however, when the vault
isupened for required inventory, security becomes manpower-intensive and satZ'tyis reduced by
exposing the weapon. The Video Radiation Inventory System isbeing devcl<,lwd to provide remote

inventory of weapons in closed vaults. Given the likelihood that the dismantlement process will be
accelerated, we are placing special emphasis on protection of nuclear assets in activities such as
transportation, staging, disassembly, and storage.
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Foreign Technology Assessments

Sandia has tbr many years applied itsnuclear ordnance engineering expertise to tile analysisoffi_reign
weapon systems.The current world environnlent isproviding us with the opportuni b, to significantly
increase the nation's understanding of systems and technologies of particular significance to our
efforts indealing with proliferant countries. While we havetbcuscd our activities in areasthat reflect

Sandia's nuclear weapon development respou,,;ibilities,weare evaluating systems parameters such
aswarhead and propulsion system performance of conventional weaponry. This effort continues
to provide an expand:,,.o anderstanding of systems of concern, and it permits us to estimate the
technological threat posed by systems under development. A detailed understanding of foreign
technology threats will allow development ofeft_ectivecountermeasures by applying technology
developed for nuclear weapons to conventional weapons.

Cooperative Projects with the Former Soviet Union

Cooperative measures with Russiaand other independent statesof the former SovietUnion havebeen

encouraged by U.S.policy. Sandia is involved with projects to support safety, security, and disman-
tlement of Russian nuclear weapons and to engage former weapon scientists in peacefiflendeavors.

We are involved in six agreements with Russia for the safcty, security, and dismantlement of
nuclear weapons. We are designing and willprocure modification kits to improve the safety and
security of I15Russian rail cars intended to transport nuclear weapons for dismantlement. Sandia
has been assigned design and quality-assurance responsibility for up to 45,000 containers for safe
and secure storage of fissilematerial from dismantled Russian nuclear weapons. The Laboratories

also provides assistance to the Russians in the security and materials-handling aspects of the design
of an underground storage t_cilit),for these con-
tainers after they are loaded with fissilematerial. :'7

We are also providing emergency response
equipment, ariginally designed for U.S. use, to
Russia. Sandia designed and isassisting the U.S.
l)efense Nuclear Agency in the procurement of
2,500 flexible armor blankets for protecting
material or weapons being moved for disman-
tlement. We also provide technical assistance to

a project assisting Russia with the development
of a national control and accountability system
fi_rnuclear materials.

Collaboration with Russian weapons lsti- !:
tutesand other entities in the fimner Soviet

Union isbeing pursued to obtain unique tech-
nologies fi)r our programs and technology ;
transfer. This goal isconsistent with the national
goalof providing weapon scientistsand engineers
of the fi)rmer Soviet Union with opportunities
to redirect their talents to peaceful activities.
Collaborations have been initiated in environ- Three leaders of Russian nuclear weapon laboratories visited Sandia/California

mental sciences, computational sciences, pulsed in May 1993 for discussions on possible areasof collaboration. Examining one

power, space power systems testing and devel- ofSandia'shardenedaccident-resistantcontainersdesigned for safely transport-

opment, specialty metals research and develop- ing nuclear weapons are (from the left): Yuri Trutnev, deputy scientific director

ment, shock-wave physics research and testing, for Arazmus; Vladimir Mordvintsev, representing the Committee of International

and materials sciences. We are also exploring Relationsat MINATOM, Moscow; SandiansRob Rinne and Jim Wright; Evgeny

collaborations in research, development, and Avrorin, chief scientist at Chelyabinsk; and Sandia vice president John Crawford.
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testing of reactor-driven lasers, nuclear I.UOf,ulsion, and nuclear power safety techniques and
technologies.

Most of these collaborations have been initiated since the break-up oftl|e lbrmer Sm'iet Union,
when new U.S. policieswere devdoped to encourage cooperation with the newly-independent states
to support democracy and shift their tbcus fi'om the military to the cMlian cconom)'. As wecontinue
our interactions with entities in the fi_rmerSm'iet Union, we will identify new areas of joint interest
in science and technology, and our collaborative efforts to exploit these new ;treastbr mutual benetit
willgrow.

Transportation Surety

The l)epartment of Energy's Transportation Safeguards l)ivision is responsible for the safe, secure
transport of all l)OE-owned nuclear weapons and nuclear-weapon-related specialnuclear material
within the continental United States. Asthe originaldesign agencytbr much of the equipment currently
in sere,ice,Sandia provides the Transportation Safieguards1)iv&ionwith day-to-day operational engi-
neeringsupport for allmajor elements ofthe system,including satbsecure trailers,armored tractors, the
mobile communications system, and the secure communications command/control center. Sandia

isalso responsible R_rthe design, prototyping, tabrication, testing, validation, and subsequent imple-

mentatkm of allupgrades associatedwith these subsystems.In addition, weprovide theTransportation
Safeguards l)ivisionwithanalyticalsupport for long-range planning, securityanalysis,and probabilistic
risk assessment; fleetmaintenance support; and support for small-quantity production runs.

Accident Response Readiness

Sandia provides technical support to DOE for its mission of developing and maintaining readiness
to respond to accidents inw)lving nuclear weapons. Sandia participates in the readiness mission
carried out by the I)OE Accident Response Group. The primary support provided by Sandia in

the event of an accident is the ready availability of nuclear weapon, nuclear weapon safety, and
health physics experts, allof whom are specially trained to support field efforts for the sate recovery
of damaged nuclear weapons. Sandia also provides specialtyequipment for use in these endeaw_rs.

Insupporting theAccident Response Group inmaintenance of a readinesscapability,Sandiaassists
in thedevelopment and presentatkm of training fi._rits members, the development of fieldequipment
for use in weapon recovery operations, systems program planning, the planning and ffnplementa-
tion of field exercises, and the nuclear satietyevaluation of specialized equipment and procedures.

We are actively developing systems using proven, modern methodologies and technologies to
provide greater operational flexibility,safety, and training and exercises that are comprehensive and
cost-e_cient. One near-term example isdevelopment of a field system known as the Portable Inte-

grated Video System, which provides remote observation and recording from a command post
several kilometer.';away. Longer-term activity is to incorporate this kind of technology into an inte-
grated, interactive multimedia training.,,ystem. This capability wouM allowfor visual simulation of

weapon accident exercise scenarios that incorporate multiple recovery activities and allow exercise
simulation training for allpersonnel. In addition, remotely controllable robotic technology isbeing
adapted to systems for accessand observation to reduce the personnel hazard of recoveryoperations.

Radiological Assistance Program

The Radi¢_logicalAssistance Prograni (RAP) at Sandia maintains the capability to respond to on-site

and oil'-site radiological emergencies as part of the DOE Region 4 Radiological Assistance l_rogram.
The I)()E Region4 isapplicable to the statesof Arizona, Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas

as wellas the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant transportation corridor. The Sandia RAPwould respond, if
called to do so, to any radiological emergency in any I)()E region regardlessof the magnitude of the
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emergency. RAP would respired tu transportation accidents or nuclear puwer plato cnlergenck's, and
in theevent of a nuclear weapon accident or incidentwhere the IX,)liAccMent Response( ;roup w_mh.t
be deployed, they wuuld provide support tu help mitigate any radiological hazard associated with
the emergency. RAPalso prm'ides support to the IX+)l!Accident Response (iroup training and
exercise programs.

Extraordinary Environment, Safety, and Health Activities

in theareaof"extraordinao' ES&tI (Environment,Satety,andt lealth)activilics,"one-timecorrective
actions to sitesand t:acilitiesare undertaken to correct ES&t! problems associated with past programs
funded by Defense Programs to bring them into compliance with current ES&t Istandards. These
corrective actions do not meet the funding criteria for those timded by the Assistant Secretary of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. Rather, the),are the responsibility of the
l)eputy Assistant Secretan,,for MilitmT Application. Included herein are items such as identification
of deficiencies, establishment of initial Quality Assurance, audit, and programs to measure and
assure that corrective actions meet requirements. Examples of rec¢'ntactivities include asbestos
abaternent, installation of fire protection systems, monitoring of wells in remote sites to determine

damage done by septic tanks, remm'ai of inactive underground oil storage tanks, decontamination
of buildings scheduled tor decommissioning, and clean-up of former waste sites.

Consolidation of Tritium Activities

In order to alleviateconcerns over local environmental issuesand at the same time reduce hmg-.term
costto the nuclear weapons program, wewillsupport thecentralization of tritium-related researchand
deveh_pmentactivitiesat other l)OE t:acilitiesbydecommissioning theTritium Research laboratory at

Sandia/California and performing the work necessary to move it from the present low hazard
(Category III) nonreactor status to anonnuclear status. This work includes maintaining the DOE
l)efense Programs missioncapability,reducing the accountable tritium to zero, relocationactive exper-
iments to other I)OE facilities, reallocating excess equipment, and planning and documenting all
cleanup and transition activities. Normal operations will be maintained until the tritium mission
isended by the I)OE.

Education Outreach

The education activities supported in this budget category are covered in the section for the
"Ot]']ceof Science Education and Technical lnfimnation" on page 7-80.

Nuclear Emergency Search Team (GB010305)

TheSandiaNuclearEmergencySearchTeamefl'orthashistoricallybeenfocusedprimarily onmitiga-
tionof radioactive aerosolsgenerated during violent disablement of improvised nuclear devices, pre-
dicting the consequences of such dispersals,devising methods of rendering improvised nuclear devices
sate, and developing field-portable methods of determining the type of explosive insuch adevice.

More recently, Sandia has been assigned the responsibility to develop a program to provide
training for all people involved in a Nuclear Emergency Search "['eamfield response and in assuring
that these people are knowledgeable in their responsibilities and duties. A considerable portion of
the effort in the past year has been dedicated to getting this training program started.

World events have exacerbated nuclear terrorism concerns, and the budgetary requirements
package for future )'ears identifies a need for additional funding and delineates the expansion of
the Nuclear Emergency Search Team effort that would uccur ifthis increased funding occurs.
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Test and Experimental Capabilities (GB0104)

Sandia is tilt'lead 1)()1"_laborator), tbraboveground test simulation ¢_t'radiationefl;.:ctsand certification

of nuclear weapons tooperate reliablyinho:,tileradiation environments. \Veintegrateexperimentati_m
and computational sirnuhition in support ot'radiation cflbcts testing, radiation transport, diagnostics,
analysis, and cornputatiol_ development to certit_'electronic components to _perate in I'u_stilc
radiatiop environments.

Asa consequence of recent budget cuts in the Test program, support of the core capabilities at
the Nevada Test Sitehas necessarilybeen reduced. The reduced capabilitiesmaintain Nuclear Testing
Safeguards consistent with I)()F, directives and the continuation of the testing moratorium
announced by l'resident Clinton. Sandia ,,,,,illsupport the Los Aiamos and l,awrence l,ivermore
hydrodynamic experiments and willmaintain the capability to resume underground nuclear test-
ing in eighteen months ifdirected.

l,ooking to the fi.lture,Sandia isconsciouslyshiftingresources from underground nuclear testing to
aboveground simulation. With the permanent lossof underground testing inOctober 1996,Sandia's

aboveground capabiliD,willbe the strong link inensuring that the enduring stockpile remains sur,'i``'-
able.Assuch, ever),eflbrt isbeing made to enhance the aboveground testingprogram and to collaborate
with the keyagencywithin the 1)ol) (the l)et_n_ Nuclear Agem.7) that hassimilarmissionrequirements.

Test Simulation and Aboveground Experiments

Sandia's radiation effects testing program certifies that weapon components and subsystems will
function reliably in the hostile nuclear burst environments that may be encountered in its specified
stockpile-to-target sequence. These threats include the nuclear radiation outputs of x-rays, gamma
rays, and neutrons. Formerly, we employed a combination ofaboveground testing, analysis, and
underground testing for this development and certification process.

A recent presidential directive extends the moratorium on underground nuclear testing.
However, stockpile impro``'emerltprograrns, including upgrades in safety and reliability, willneed

to be certified to operate in hostile radiation environments. Moreover, it isextremely important
that single-mode l)ilures be avoided in the much smaller stockpile of the filture.

Sandia's radiation facilitiesare recognized as national resources for high-fidelity simulation of
nuclear weapon effects. 'Ouraboveground experimental t_acilities,the Saturn and H ERMt",S!11
accelerators and the SPR-III and Annular Core Research reactors, arc primarily used to simulate
x-ray, gamma ray, and neutron environments. Saturn and H ERMES 111are pulsed power machines
that generate low or high voltage brernsstrahlung, electron beams, or radiation t?om plasma sources,

and are used to simulate the x-ray and gamma ray portions of conventional nuclear weapon threats.
We test strategic reentry vehicles, missile and satellite components and subsystems, and tactical
subsystems and systems in these simulated x-ray and gamma ray environments.

The ,A,nnular (:ore Research Reactor isa pool-type reactor with an annular-shaped core formed
around the dry, central irradiation cavit,v.The spectrum and tinting of the reactor is representative
of most erldoatrnospheric engagements. The reactor isalso used to sinlulate high-level gamma
environments. It is the only facility in the United States capable of properly simuh:ting a fireball
fly-through for total dose. The SPR-III t;astpulse reactor isan unnaoderated c),lindrical assembly
of fullyenriched uranium alloyed with !0 percent molybdenum. These t_acilitiesare major, unique

aboveground experimental capabilities and are used to test the hardness of the stockpile.
We arc not, however,able to certit_,future or reconfiguredstrategic systems without underground

tests, in 199!, we began a program in cooperation with the l)efense Nuclear Agency to assess our
ability to correlate aboveground and underground test results fi_relectronic systems and extrapolate
them t_ realistichostileenvironments. The goal of this wt_rkis to develt_pa test pmtt_c_l tbr certil_,ing
nuclear survivability without underground testing.
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"!'oreachthisgoal,wcwill needto improveoural_wegroundtestingcapabilitics,inch2dingrise
time,pulsewidth,andfluenceinSaturnandIII'RMI'SIII,andbuih.lanewx-raysimulationIiwilitT

tu cover testing that now can onIv be cunducted underground. This ncw facility, lupitcr, willbea
cold and warm x-ray source that wuuh.t permit testing ufnmterials and structures currently possible
unly with underground testing.

The lupiter x-ray simulation l:acilitywillgenerate 20 mcgajoulesof x-rays usinga plasma radiatiun
source. Theplasma radiation source ,`viiibe ctmtrollcd to provide excellent testing capability at 8
thousand electron volts and below, and good capability at 14 tl_ousandelectrun w4ts. It ,`."illalsu
have weapons physics research applications, x-ray physics testing with 5-20 megajoulcs ufthcnnal
x-rays, and ,,,,'illprovide the next reasonable devdoprnental step toward an x-ray source capable of
testing largesystems. Materials survivability testing in hostile x-ray environments isan area that
has only been approached in a underground testing, lupiter is key to future evaluation of materials

in x-ray environments under a test rn(mltoriurn.
Evenwith these inlprovernerrs inour aboveground testingcapabilities,testing fi_rthermonuclear

weapon effects in lull reentry vehicleor reentO,body structures could not be accomplished. Neverthe-
less,byerlhancing our aboveground testingcapabilitiesand constructing the lupiter abovegruund test-
ing thcilitywe believethat wecan certifyweapon nonnuclear subsystems without underground testing.

Nevada Test Site Core Capabilities

Sandia maintains underground testing core capabilities in support of both weapons safi.'tyand
reliabilitytestsand l)ol)-sponsored weapon-efli_ctsreliabilitytests. Sincea rnoratorium willcontinue
tobe in effectindefinitely, these core capabilitiesare being maintained to support the Nuclear Testing
Saffguards sanctioned by Congress. These safeguards require that DOE maintain the scientific
resources and technical capabilities to resume underground tests ifdirected. Test capabilities will

be kept in astate of readiness consistent with Nuclear Testing Safeguard requirements to support
hydrodynamic experiments and resume underground nuclear testing in eighteen months.

The principle core capabilitysupporting the NevadaTest Site is in the arming and firing systems
used in even/test. These systems for l)OE safi:tyor reliability tests, including complex multiples, arc
provided and fielded by Sandia. Additionally, the arming and firing systems for l)ol)-sponsored
reliability tests, including integration with the closure systems and experimenter firing and timing
requirements, are also provided and fielded by Sandia in each case, an inventory of the required
electronics, power supplies, supporting hardware, and limited-life components is maintained to
ensure that all planned tests are fullysupported and may be executed withuut delay.

The core capability to design, fabricate, and fieldclosures fi_rthe l)ol)-sponsored tests isnow

being jointly supported by the Defense Nuclear Agencyand Sandia. This capability iscritical, both
to protect eflbctsexperiments and to ensure that containn_ent issuccessful.

The core capability for ground motion and seismic measurements on all I)OE and I)NA
(l)efense NuclearAgency) tests ismaintained by Sandia. Additionally, I)NA and Sandia jointly
support containment diagnostics, developed and fieldedby Sandia, tbr I)NA weapon effectstests
involving horizontal line-of sight pipe flow measurenaents, stemming response, l:astclosure per-
fbrmance, ground shock, air blast, cratering, and free-field ground shock measurements.

Laboratory Underground Test Core Capabilities

Rounding out the core capabilitiesat the Nevada Test Site that are critical to pcrtbrming undcrground
testing isthe instrumentation group. The Sandia DataAcquisition Systemand itssupporting personnel
ensure the execution of any l)efense Nuclear Agency-spunsored effects test. We arc currently imple-
menting a nuclear effectssafeguards program to make repairs and improvements that can enhance
quality, maximize efficiencies, and improve system perfi_rmance, while minimizing the impact on
costs, staffing, and schedule.
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Stockpile Stewardship Support

Theabovegroundandunderground LestingcapabilitiesatSandiaareutilizedextensivelyin the
develc,t_mermflpl'msesof,,.'verynuch.'arweaponssystemin thestockpile to I',uih.l-inhardnessand
survivability, t)nce systems are in the stockpile, they are subject tit adetailed st,, veillance program
that has historically identified a nunil_erof new problems each year that must be corrected. \Vhcn

the correctiveaction requires replacement ofa c_m_ponent within a system, then thai component
iscertified to the integrated hardness level required fi_rthe system, primarily using Sandia's
abovegmund testing capabilities.

in thefuture, with asignificantly smaller stockpile, thesurvivability of each system willbe even
more critical. Theretbre, maintenance actions willbe dependent on the at'u_vegroundtesting capa-
bilities at Sandia to ensure that the stockpile remains hard and survivable.

Additionally, a prudent program being examined isa periodic verification of the certified
radiation hardness of stockpiled systems. Such a program wassponsored fin"earlier systems, the
Mark 3 and Mark 4, and ensured that they would operate as required. Knmving that the stockpile
lit_"span of a weapon system willbe much greater than the current twenty-year average places
additional responsibility on surveillance to ensure that no "surprises" develop that arc not obvious

with current nonradiation testing.

Technology Transfer Initiative (GB0106)

Technohtgy transfer isa congressionally mandated
mission of the I)OE national laboratories. The l)¢t_'nse

Programs Technology'l'ransl_,r Initiative carries out
this mandate bysp(msoring the transtL'r(iftechnol()gies,

,i skills, and knmv-hmv between the I)(/E nuclear

weapons complex and the private sector. The goal is to
make certain nonnuclear technologies available to
U.S.private industries in a manner that willhelp
strengthen the core competencies of DOE l)efiense
Programs and enlmnce the competitiveness of U.S.
industry. The initiative supports Sandia's participation
incooperative research and developmer, t agreements
with individual companies and other cost-shared col-
laborative projects inwtlving entire industries. There

arc currently fivemajor areas of filcus.

Advanced Manufacturing
and Precision Engineering

Sandia'smissionofimplenlellting the nation'snuch.'ar
weapon policies involves research, development, lind
testing related tit nuclear weapons, arms control, and

weapon surety. Sandia works closely with t'u'oducti_m
plants during and alter deveiopnlent tit ensure that
designs will be manutactured cost-effectively and that
prilducts will nll.'ei design intent.

Jim Novak adjusts a Sandia-developed sensor system that will speed the As a result of this work, Sandia has dcvehtpcd a

brazing of tubes for a rocket engine thrust chamber and save material suite of manuihcturing capabilitiesthatallmvit t()

costs.This processtechnology developed in the nuclear weapons program respond to a variety of nati(mal needs. ( :_utperativc

isbeing transferred to industry, research and develi)pmentagreementsin theareaof
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advanced manuthcturing and precision engineering focus on manut:acturing systems design and
deveh_pment, manufacturing processes, computer-integrated manufacturing, machine tool design,
precision measurements, precision engineering, and instrumentation and sensing. Critical industries
targeted tor t'Y 1994include automotive, aerospace, machine tools and machine tool utilization, and
lithography and lithographic equipment h_rboth semiconductor and flat-paneldisplaymanut:acturing.

Severalcompanies are already working with Sandia on specific projects in these areas, as shown
in the table.

TechnologyTransferInitiativeParticipantsinAdvancedManufacturingandPrecisionEngineering

Company Technology

AmaxPlating,Inc. ElectrolJ,atingprocesscontrol
AT&T Noncontactatomiclevelinterfaceforcemicroscope
CityofAlbuquerque Volatileorganicmonitorforindustrialeffluents
CrayResearch Environmentallysafemanufacturingofprintedwiringboards
DigitalInstruments Noncontactatomiclevelinterfaceforcemicroscope
GeneralMotors Knowledge-basedsystemformaterialsselection
GeneralMotors Simulation&analysisofroboticassemblydevices&fixtures
KaehrPlating&MetalFinishing Electroplatingprocesscontrol
Pratt&Whitney Automatedsurfaceandedgefinishing
Pratt&Whitney Intelligentprocessingofthin-sectionweldedassemblies
PrecisionFabricsGroup,Inc. Lightweightsafetyrestraint
Rocketdyne Intelligentprocessesforwelding,machining,andassembly
UniversityofNewMexico Noncontactatomiclevelinterfacemicroscope

High-Performance Computing and Applications

Sandia's computational science research is aimed at developing massively parallel computing
methods and a soft3vareinfrastructure for parallel computing. Advanced computing technologies

willplay a critical role in the future of U.S.national defense and economic security. (]ooperative
research and development agreements in this area focus on high-performance computing and
networking, simulation and modeling, pattern recognition and irnage analysis, and high-density
data storage and transmission.

TechnologyTransferInitiativeParticipantsinHigh-PerformanceComputingandApplications

Company ............................... T._echn.o_logy....................................

AmocoOilCompany Simulationofresidualoilhydroprocessunits
AT&T Experimentalhigh-speednetworktestbed
BIOSYMTechnologies Mathematicallibrariesformodelingmaterials
BIOSYMTechnologies Moleculardesignofpolymeralloys
FluidDynamicsInternational Sandiamesh-generationcomputersoftware
FordMotorCompany Sandiamesh-generationcomputersoftware
MacNeaI-SchwendlerCorp. Sancliamesh-generationcomputersoftware
PDAEngineering Sandiamesh-generationcomputersoftware
PhotonicsImaging Plasmafiat-panelvideomonitors
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Energy and Environment

Sandia implenlents tile National l'nergy Strategy by researching and developing concepts fi_r

increasing efficiency in energy utilization, storage, and transmission and by ensuring future energ)'
supplies through improved recovery techniques, conversion technologies, and the development of
alternative energy sources. Sandia has developed extensive ties with industry and universities in tiffs
work. Cooperative research and development agreements in these areas sponsored by the l)efense
Programs Technology Trans&'r Initiative inw_lveenvironmentally conscious manut_acturingtech-
nologies that minimize the generation of wastesat the source, systems integration technologies
(including life-cycledesign, materials recycling, and value-impact assessments), environmental
characterizations and monitoring instrumentation, nonintrusive diagnostics and controls, energy
consewation, and emission control technologies.

TechnologyTransferInitiativeParticipantsinEnergyandEnvironment

Company Technology

GeneralMotors Reductionofnitrogenoxideemissions
GeneralMotors Enginefluidconditionmonitors
RIMtech Boreholeradarimagingtechnology

Materials and Processes for Manufacturing

Cooperative research and development agreements in the area of materials and processes for manu-
facturing focus on the development of new materials and material processing techniques, as wellas
the characterization and certification of advanced materials. Some projects involve the development
of materialsand processes used in the manufacture of aircraft engines and the application of l)etbnse
Programs joining technology to aerospace and aircraft industry needs.

TechnologyTransferInitiativeParticipantsinMaterialsandProcessesforManufacturing

Company Technology

AluminumCompanyofAmerica Processingofaluminumalloys
AmocoChemicalCo. Polymericnon-linearopticalmetersanddevices
AT&T Gold-sulfiteelectroplating
CarpenterTechnology Joiningtechnologyforboratedstainlesssteel
DowComingCorp. Micro-engineeredmaterials
Dupont Diamondreinforcedcomposites
GESuperabrasives Syntheticdiamondsubstrates
GeneralMotors High-temperatureelectronics
GeneralMotors Intelligentsystemsforinductionhardeningprocesses
GeneralMotors Light-weightmaterialforautomotiveapplications
GeneralMotors Thermalspraytechnologyforcylinderborecoatings
GeoCenters Intelligentsensorsforcompositematerialsmanufacturing
Natl.CenterforManufacturingSciences Predictionmodelsfordistortion
Natl.CenterforManufacturingSciences Wiringboardinterconnectsystems
NortonCo. Largeareapolycrystallinediamondsubstrates
Permacharge Microcellularfoamfiltrationmedia
TNTechnologies Mercuriciodidesensortechnology
XsiriusInc. Mercuriciodidesensortechnology
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Microelectronics and Photonics

Becausemicroelectronics iscritical to the development ofcomponents for nuclear weapons, Sandia
conducts research to understand the fundamental electrical, mechanical, magnetic, and structural
properties of electronic materialsand explores newtechniques fbr fabricating and selectivelyaltering
thin-film layers, surthces, and surthce regions to aid in controlling the properties ofmicrodevices.
We also pursue research and development in compound semiconductors such as galliun_arsenide
and indium arsenide, materials that willplay a greater role in future weapon systems f_r improved
safety and use control.

TechnologyTransferInitiativeParticipantsinMicroelectronicsandPhotonics

Company Technology

AdvancedMicroDevices Newintegratedcircuitmanufacturingtechnologies
AlphaIndustries Manufacturingofmonolithicmicrowavememories
AnalogDevices Microelectronicsqualityreliabilitycenter
AT&T Projectionx-raylithographyusingalaserplasmasource
CharlesEvans&Associates Advanceddetectorforlightelementprofiling
Conductus Confocalresonatorimagingsystemsforsurfaceassembly
HewlettPackard Advancedmanufacturingtechniquesforoptoelectronics
HewlettPackard Fieldemissionsourcewithphosphorscreen
HewlettPackard Propertiesofvisiblelight-emittingdiodes
HewlettPackard Wafer-levelacceleratedreliabilitytestingsoftware
J.W.Harley Fiberoptichydrogensensing
I_AMResearchCorp. Advancedintermetaldielectrictechnology
LSILogic Developmentoffailureanalysisforintegratedcircuits
Microelectronics&ComputerTechnology Field-emissionfiat-paneldisplay
NationalSemiconductor Characterizationofsilicongateoxides
RadiantTechnologies Ferroelectricread/writeopticaldisc
RadiantTechnologies Nondestructivereadoutnonvolatilememories
SchlumbergerTechnologies Failureanalysissystemforintegratedcircuits
SchumacherInc. Chemicalvapordepositionofcopper
SEMATECH Benchmarkingmicroelectronicsandmanufacturingequipment
SEMATECH Contamination-freesemiconductormanufacturing
SEMATECH Semiconductorequipmentreliability,modeling,anddesign
Signetics Characterizationoffailureanalysisforintegratedcircuits
TexasInstruments Chemicalvapordepositionofcopper
TexasInstruments Semiconductorplasmaprocessing
ThunderScientific Fabricationofporoussiliconhumiditysensors
UniversityofNewMexico Fabricationofmicroreactorsinsilicon
Watkins-Johnson Chemicalvapordepositionofcopper

A competitive domestic microelectronics industD, isvitalnot only to U.S.national security but to
the U.S.economy in the broadest sense. A major concern is the length of time required to effectively
translate research developments into manufhcturing advantages. Sandia is inw_lved in numerous
cooperative research and development agreements to speed up this process.

In addition to co,operativeresearchand development agreements inw)lvingindividual companies,
Sandia's work under the I)efense Programs Technology Transt}erInitiative also supports cost-shared
collaborations that involve largesegments of specific industries or consortia. Three examples of
such collaborations include:
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Specialty Metals Processing Consortium--The primary goalof the SpecialtyMetalsProcessing
Consortium is to conduct research that will improve the technology base tbr melting processes
used in the specialty metals industry. The purposes of this research are toassisttl=eU.S.specialty
metals industryand to strengthen the nation's industrial base. The program willsupport Sandia's

participation ina joint, five-year program with industry and universities. An interdisciplinary
team comprising Sandia experts, industrial interns and students, will study generic problems _t
meltingprocesses such as vacuum arc remelting, electroslagremelting, and electron beam melting.
I)evelopments will be evaluated with industrial experiments at consortium member plants.

FASTCAST _"- FASTCAST'" is a Sandia program to rapidly produce investment cast pro-
totype hardware. The program isstructured to support Sandia organizations that design and
thbricate hardware fbr internal and external customers. The technical goal of the program is to
integrate experimental and computational technologies into the investment castingprocess.
The effort should reduce the time required tu produce proto_ical castingsfrom tburteen weeks
to possibly three weeks. The work involves developing the experimental rules to design gating
systems, integrating those rules into adatabase, verifi/ingcomputer models to predict casting

processes, and developing a database of material properties as tile), relate to investment casting.
Sandia capabilities in investment casting include an airfoil-quality ceramics laboratory for

mold preparation, a rapid prototypinglaboratory for waxpattern production, avacuum tbundry,
extensive diagnostic and computational capabilities, and state-ot_the-art materials research

facilities.Over the past three years,Sandia has integrated these technologies into a comprehensive
base to support investment casting process research.

Semiconductor Equipment Technology Center-- Sandia's Semiconductor l_quipment
Technology Center (SETEC) applies research in reliability nlodeling and process technology
to the development of new integrated circuit production equipment by U.S. manufhcturers.
The objective of this microelectronics technology and benchmarking project is to strengthen
tile infrastructure of the semiconductor manufacturing industry. The work is in collaboration
with SEMATECH, a consortium invoMng the tbderalgovernment and major U.S.semicon-
ductor naanuthcturers.

Inertial Confinement Fusion (GB02)

Fundingfor inertial confinement fusion hasprovided theprincipal pulsed-powertechnologyand
fhcilitiesfbrour exploration of inertial fusion asafuturex-ray sourcefor nuclearweaponeffi:cts
testing,weaponphysicsstudies(in collaborationwith LosAiamosandLawrencel,ivcrmorc national
laboratories),andfusion power production.

Thelow costandhigh efficiencyof thepulsed-powerapproachto inertialfusion havcpermitted
uniquemegajoule-classthcilitiestobeconstructedandutilizedlbr inertialconfinemcntfusionrescarch.
Two of thesefacilities,the ParticleBeamFusionAcceleratorI (PBFA I) andProto II, havefttlfilled
their original research purposes and have been converted into new naachines, Saturn and Proto I!
---major national Facilitieslbr nuclear weapon effectssimulation, x-ray atomic physics research,
radiation flow research, and su_ivability testing.

Pulsed power isa core competency of Sandia. Applications contribute to national security today
as we develop the pulsed-power-driven light-ion approach to inertial confinement fusion fi_reven

greater utility. The lower cost per unit energy of light ion beams, ascompared to lasers,offerspotential
savingsfi)r the Laboratory/Vlicrofusion Facility(LMF), a future aboveground testing tilcility that
willprovide a thermonuclear yield exceeding 500 million joules. The fundanlentally diftL'rentx-ray
production mechanism with light ions provides prudent risk management of potentially severe
laser-plasma interactions in the hohlraum for the laser approach to inertial continelnent fusion.
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JimmyRyancleansacathodeaspartofroutinemaintenancebetweenacceleratorshotsatPBFAII(ParticleBeamFusionAcceleratorII).
Themachineusesshortpulsesofenergyaimedatacentralfueltargettostudynuclearfusion.Thetechnologygrewoutofweapon-
effectsstudiesandisnowhelpingresearchersinvestigatecontrolledfusionasapossibleenergysource.

Our responsibilities include technical direction of all l)Ol_,-funded actMties for the light-ion
inertial confinement fusion approach. Sandia directs light-ion efforts in accelerator development,
intense ion-beam generation and transport, beam focusing, beam-target interaction, radiation
production and symmetrization, and target hydrodynamics.

Sandia's Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator I I (PBFA [I) is the world's most powerful particle
accelerator and is being used for ion-beam-driven target experiments. The SAI{I,',F.accelerator

enables us to develop the beam generation and transport techniques which are in the geomet_,
needed t2)rhigh yield. This work isdetermining the feasibilityand cost-efl_ectivenessof the light-ion
approach for the Laboratory Microfusion Facility.

Recentexperiments giveus confidence that a 500-megajoule laboratory source of thermonuclear
radiation may be obtainable through inertial confinement fusion if sixmajor technology milestones
can be further developed and integrated.

1. Multimodular synchronized pulsed power was developed in FY 1988.

2. Intense ion-beam generati()n and focusing were advanced in FY 1989with the c,,mpletion
of the five-terawatt-per-square-centimeter major milestone.

3. The plasma opening switch met its milestone in FY 1990.
4. The lithium ion source decision milestone was met in I'Y 1990.

5. Beamdivergence has been reduced fromabout fi)rtymilliradians to about twenty milliradians
in FY 1992and 1993,and a unified understanding of beam t_)cusinghas been achieved.

6. High-quality, radiation-dominated target experiments with ion-heated hohlraums began
in FY 1992with fc,cu.';edpr,,,,)n heams, and were extended considerably in I'Y 1993with
fi)cused lithium beams, in FV 1992,beam-target interaction experiments were completed
at 120trilli()n watts/gin. In FY 1993,this level wasincreased to 700 trillion watts/gin.
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Advances in the science of ion-bean1 generation, beam ti_cusing,and target experiments were

reviewed in a 1993"go/no-go" decisional review ill March 1993by tile Inertial Confinement Fusion
Advisory Committee. The committee found that "the quality of science in the light ion inertial

confinement filsion program has been increased, as evidenced by the real progress." The commit-
tee endorsed Sandia's broad science program for inertial confinement fusion.

The near-term goal of the program is to establish the feasibilityof inertial confinement fusion
using ion beams produced directly from a pulsed-power generator. This goal will be approached
through target experiments on PBFA I1,SABItE, Hermes lll, and supporting experiments at the
collaborating institutions, Corneli University and the Naval Research Laboratory.

In the intermediate term, we willcontinue to collaborate with other DOE laboratories to assess

the potential of the National Ignition Facility for ignition and gain in the laboratory with aglass-laser
driver. Sandia is participating in the conceptual design, and Sandia's contributions to this effort
include pulsed-power conditioning, design of the target chamber, and development and integration
of radiation-hardened target diagnostics, as wellas work on internally pulse-shaped targets for
ignition and gain.

The longer term, fifteen- to twenty-year goal of the program is to provide the driver fbr a Lab-
oratory Microfusion Facility for the Office of Military Application in the first decade of the next
century. Plans for technology development of a Laboratory Microfusion Facility using SABRE
and Hermes Ill have been presented to the Inertial Confinement Fusion Advisory Committee.
Ultimately, the low cost and high efficiency of the pulsed-power approach may provide fusion
power generation for electricity.

Stockpile Support (GB03)

StockpileSupport isdivided into three major, interrelated thrusts. These thrusts are (1) maintaining

stewardship of the stockpile, (2) preserving and modernizing a design and manufacturing capability,
and (3) assisting DOE with several change initiatives, including dismantlement, privatization of
component manufacturing, environmentally conscious manufacturing, and migration toward the
reconfigured complex. Success across all fronts requires a sound investment strategy that preserves
the foundation of nuclear design and manufacturing capability.

Stockpile Stewardship

Weapons System Engineering

The U.S. ntlclear weapons stockpile continues to evolve in response to dramatic changes in global
security. Newweapons are not expected to be introduced into the stockpile in the near future, and
stockpiled weapons are being reduced or eliminated, which will result in a stockpilethat issignificantly
smaller but with greater expectations for surety, reliability, and longevity to maintain the U.S.
nuclear deterrent.

The public's expectationsfor.safety,security, and environmental protection inallphasesof manag-
ing the nation's nuclear weapon stockpilecontinue to evolve to higher levels.Supporting thisevolving
stockpile inan era of declining budgetary resources demands that Sandia be innovative and efficient.

Stockpile support involves two broad activities: maintenance and appropriate improvement
of those weapons that will remain il_stockpile; and dismantlement and disposal of those weapons
that are excess to national nuclear deterrent requirements.

Weapons will most likely remain in stockpile well beyond their original design lives. Weapon
delivery systems willevolve in response to technology advancement, budgetary constraints, obsoles-
cence, or treaty actions. These changes willnecessitate continuous assessment of the surety, military
effectiveness,deliverysystem compatibility, and longevityof thestockpile, which willbe accompanied
by programs that evaluate and implement value-adding improvements.
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Specifically,recent reductions and changes in our strategic nuclear forces have dictated changes
to the intercontinental ballistic missile force structure that may stretch out until 2003. Bythen, the
force willbe configured entirely with Minutenaan I11missiles loaded with single warheads, l)uring
the interim, several warheads need to be qualified to the new environments associated with single
reentry vehicle loads on the iVlinutcman I11missile•

A similar restructuring isscheduled tbr submarine-launched ballisticmissilewarheads, air-deliv-

ered strategicweapons, tbrward-deployed weapons, and Navy flcetweapons. Allof this redeployment
actMty willrequire certain alterations tbr reduced maintenance and specialinitiatives that willprovide
an adequate quantity of storage containers asweapons wait tbr redeployment or dismantlement.

Concurrently, some limited-life components willbe replaced to extend the interval between

changes. Product improvements (to maintain surety, reliability, and longevity) willbe the principal
activity for the fbreseeable future, as exemplified by the current change-out of radars and trajectory-
sensing signal devices inseveral nuclear bombs.

Support of the stockpile willalso have to be compatible with the changing infrastructure of the
militaD' services. Baseclosures and consolidations and the overall red'action of service personnel
willhave asignificant impact on the services' capability to maintain the stockpile and implement
improvements. Our maintenance and improvement programs must remain compatible with the

• ' bilitisemces capa es.
Weapons inexcess of national needs for nuclear deterrence require similar oversight to maximize

the safety and surety from the time theyare designated for retirement until their constituent compo-

nents are disposed of. The limited capacity to dismantle nuclear weapons means that some weapons
with older, limited surety t}atures willremain assembled for many years•Safestorage and transporta-
tion of these weapons is one of our primary concerns. Our lirnited understanding of the constituent
materials in some of the older weapon systems will limit the capability to dispose of the components
that make up those weapons. It is our responsibility to provide engineering expertise and oversight
to DOE to overcome these limitations to help achieve the national dismantlement goals.

Military Liaison

In the area of military liaison, the surety and effectiveness of the nuclear stockpile remain crucial

to U.S. security. Sandia's stockpile stewardship has ensured this surety and effectiveness for more
than forty years. However, as asignificant portion of the stockpile is retired and the remaining
portion isstructured for a new era, the pace of new challenges and the activities to address them
are accelerating rapidly.

Servingas the DOE focalpoint tbr integrating militatT operational needs and surety requirements
is part of Sandia's mission. In support of maintaining stockpile integrity, we provide a broad range
of quality support services to ensure that the stockpile remains safe, secure, reliable,and maintainable.
Sandia is the recognized leader of operations, maintenance, and logistics for nuclear weapons from
concept through dismantlement.

We provide stockpile support through classroom and feld training in weapons handling for
Departrnent of Energy, I)epartment of Defense, and laboratory personnel. Scheduled training
classesare provided to Dol) weapons instructors, operational staff,and maintenance technicians.
Weapon refresher training is also provided to DOE personnel and other l)ol) personnel. We

maintain a staffoftrained instructors _'.,,t modern training fiacilitiestbr this purpose.
Sandia writes, produces, and supports over 200 technical manuals for l)ol) operational elements

on how to use, maintain, inspect, and transport nuclear weapons. Byusing a new publication system
that complies with the requirements of the l)ol) Computer-aided Acquisition and LogisticsSupport
(CALS)system, we will reduce costs while improving timeliness and quality of our technical publi-
cations. We also produce avariety of video tapes to aid instructors inweapon maintenance, special
rel_airprocedures, and permissive-action-link operations. Sandia's military liaison group represents
DOE on the Joint Nuclear Weapons Publications System (INWPS) Council.
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The nuclear stockpile is getting smaller, but intensive training of U.S.and Allied military personnel who maintain the stockpile and

handle nuclear weapons is an enduring requirement. Sandia's Military Liaison activity routinely conducts such training for military

instructors. Here, Sandian Don Benoist conducts a classfor U.S. Air Forcepersonnel.

Newdeploymentpostures require more attentionto the stockpile.Limited-lifecomponents are now

being exchanged ill tile field usingnew equipment and procedures that improve reliabilityand safety.
Sandia's stewardshipactivities reflect increased concern for the environment. Maintenance

procedures have been revised to eliminate hazardous materials, and better containers are being
designed fortransporting components that contain radioactive materials, making operations in
the field assafeas possible for both personnel and the environment.

These activities must keeppace with tl_erapidchanges taking place in the world--changes
that willcontinue to evolve and redefine the old meaning of stewardship. Thus, Sandia willcontinue
to meet itsresponsibilib to the nation fi_rthe suretyand effectiveness of the nuclear stockpile.

Independent Assessment of Nuclear Safety

The first priority of the weapons program at Sandia is to assure nuclear detonation safety in the
design, development, production, and militarydeployment of nuclear weapons. The highest
levelsof nuclear safetyassurance are achieved bya process in which independent safety assessments

arc conducted byorganizations and personnel expert in nuclear weapon design and nuclear safety
disciplines. A strategic goal is to provide in,'rc'_singlyccmaprehensive assessments of nuclear safety
from system concept through warhead retirement.

We arccommitted to the concept that nuclear sat_ty at the system levelstarts with safety fi.'atures
in the nuclear weapon that prevent unintended detonations in normal operating environments

and in credible accident environments. The independent assessment function for weapon safety is
focused on evaluation and implementation of designsafety themes and the quality ofsatbty-critical
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weapon components. This activity supports both the developnlent of new weapon design concepts
and safety upgrades in the enduring weapon stockpile. This evaluation requires unique test and
evaluation prograras to determine tile response of components and systems to normal and abnormal
environments, including fires,crashes, lightning, and :_otbrth.

The variety of nuclear weapon systems al itl the environments encountered insystem operations
complicate the nuclear satL'tyassessment process. The matrix of conditions includes multiple weapon
configurations and launch platfim_ls, numerous locations that may be scattered worldwide, many
procedures inw_lvinga wide variety of personnel and specialequipment, and exposure to a myriad
of energy sources. It isa continuing challenge to recognizewhere the greatest potential fiwenhancing
nuclear safety existsand how enhancements are to be best implemented.

We recognizeour responsibility forcomprehensive nuclear safetyassessment of nuclear weapons
aud continue to take the initiative in joint l)OE/l)ol) assessments of nuclear safety. Future efforts

will include the further development of methodologies for conducting sa/btyassessments of complex
systems and gathering important system-related data to support these assessments.

Sandia possesses unique experience and capability in safety evaluations and in the testing and
analysiaof weapon and system response incomplex and abnormal environments. This capability will
continue to be supported byan extensivenuclear safetytest and evaluation program, thedevdopment
of evaluation methodologies, and an expanding information base on nuclear safety technology and
methods. Information willcontinue to be integrated into astate-of the-art, multi-media database.
This information system willprovide tile basis for training tilecadre of personnel responsible for
nuclear explosive saf_2tyand tbr the transfer of nuclear safety technology into the private sector. This
unique experience and infi_rmation system willalso continue to support nuclear accident response
actMties and cooperative efforts with Russia and other countries ufthe former Soviet Union.

I

Quality Assessment and Engineering

Sandia conducts qualit/evaluation and qualification of weapon designs, weapon hardware (parts,
apparatus, components, assemblies), associated software, controllers, field handling and test
equipment, and joint test systems hardware and software during design, production, and after
production has begun whenever significant changes occur. We perfimll acceptance of product
and maintenance of records for Sandia-procured product. We administer aQualification Evalua-
tion Infimnation Center to maintain a database of the qualification history and lessons learned.

We !:eli-.develop quality plans, furnish support to suppliers, provide service to &velopment groups,
and conduct supplier surveysand audits. We conduct processevaluation aswellas product evaluation
by characterizing the manulhcturing processes and equipment, especially process transfers and
new suppliers. We also quali_, acceptance equipment, testers, gages, and associated software. We

conduct internal quality assessment against our sponsor's quality criteria for production activities
and research and development (test and evaluation) reviewswithin the l.aboratories. Our goals
are to assure that the product will meet the requirements of the intended use, and that acceptance
equipment adequately supports achieving this product goal.

Sandia also conducts weapon quality process activities and software quality development and
evaluation. Our quality activities arc incorporated into the weapon design and development process
using earl), involvement, new quality tools, and team concepts. We have established, and continue
to develop, a software management program to ensure that a consistent approach isapplied to the
management of all software assets being acquired, developed, supported, and used.

()ur goal is to establish good business practices to encourage organization-specific, results-

oriented software management plans that promote software improvement and incorporate concepts
ofsofixvare quality assurance and software quality control. We help guide software project designers
through software engineering processes to produce quality product. In-house software engineering
courses are offered and s_fiware guidelines are promoted. We plan to establish a software mdrics
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methodology for war-reserve embedded computer systems. The resuhs willbe integrated into the
overall reliability of the system and ultimately used to improve the software reliability of the
enduring stockpile.

Stockpile Surveillance

Sandia conducts an independent assessment program to verifi,,that the reliability and saf_'tyof the
nuclear weapons in the st¢_:kpileare maintained atthe levelsrequired by thedepartments of Energyand
Defend. The entire testing and evaluation program isformulated bya joint Sandia/I)OE/l)oD team.

Nuclear weapons are selectedfrom the stockpile, returned to DOE's Pantex plant, denuclearized,

instrumented, and then tested. Some are exercised at environmental extremes in the Weapons
Evaluation Test Facilityat Pantex. Others are shipped to l)ol) sites, mated to their deliveO,systems,
and flown in test flights. Ifproblems are detected or failuresoccur, a team isformed to find the cause
of the anomaly, assess its impact, and recommend resolut'.on. A data bank of all system tests and

problems is maintained to provide the prootLof-system reliabilityand satietydata as wellas a record
for engineers to use on future designs.

Major changes to the stockpile surveillanceprogram are being made to adjust to asmaller number
of weapons in stockpile and adeclining budget. Handling, shipping, and disassembly costs willbe
reduced by coordinating the selection of weapons to be tested with weapons operations such as
scheduled maintenance. Tests are being replanned to place more emphasis on aging effects due to
the longer-than--expected lifetimes that willhave to be maintained. A closer look at critical safety
components isbeing made, due to the growing concern with thts issue reflected in higher standards
of environmental safetyand health.

More realistic test configurati_ ,s are being generated in our effort to continuously improve
our ability to detect subtle problems in ultra-high-reliability systems. We are redesigning the
denuclearized test units for Weapon Evaluation Test Laborator7 testing to be able to test more
than one type of weapon system. This capability willprovide more flexibility during routine
maintenance, or breakdowns, and a more interchangeable, economical tester mix.

We are responding to increasedpersonnel safety requirements during testactivitiesby peHbrming
test operations safety,reviewswith independent assessors and byreplacing test equipment built to
fbrmer, lessstringent safety,standards. The hydraulic-driven centrifuges at the Weapons Evaluation
Test Facility'are being converted to electrical systems.

Our objective is to support a highly reliable and extremely safe"stockpile with a lean, timely,
cost-effective, highly coordinated, and mutually beneficial stockpile evaluation program.

Manufacturing Capabilities

Engineering Information Support

Our objectiveof supplying engineering information systems mergesexisting and anticipated stockpile
support requirements with practical and cost-efl'ective information technology. This mission is
challenged by the reality of a reduced stockpile and very limited new build opportunities. Modern-
ization of information systems, downsizing to more cost-effective platforms, and alignment to
industrial, national, and international standards isessential to meeting these future demands.

The goal of this program is to establish a"state-of-the-technology" design and analysiscapability
built on standard hardware and software products. Conformance to industry standards willassure

that solutions adopted toda,vwillmaintain flexibility'with options of tomorrow. Reduced time cycles
and operative cost reductions willbe realized.

Engineering inl'brmation support strategies are based on multifunctional teams. Agilityand
economies of scope willallow the teams to apply their expertise to a heterogene__tiscomputing envi-
ronment. Datawillbe managed, stored,and distributed on a network that isaccessiblefrom engineering
desktops. A structured eflbrt to evaluatethe proces_-sof creatingand sharing datawillresult insolutions
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aimed at globaloptimization consistent withestablishedbusinessplans. Our ccmmlitment to "concept-
to-product" systems using consensus software and hardware willeliminate the need to re-input
information and enable sharing of data across multidisciplined design and nmnulhcturing teams.

Numerous initiatives are underway to realize the engineering information system vision.

Tools tbr mechanical design were identified by the A(X'.OI,II)selection that fi_cuseson a tightly
integrated solid-modeling foundation. This approach promotes the concepts of rapid prototyping
and early product visualization to contain cost in the development stage.

The Nl RVANA tools lbr electrical design and t_brication provide the necessary flexibility and
infrastructure. Record-of-assembly and product test databases will migrate from mainframe systems
to smaller, lessexpensive, arm more easily maintained workstation environments. Engineering
information created at Sandia's New Mexico and California sites willbe stored electronically at a
single location while allowing for managed access byboth sites.

An electronic configuration management system isbeing developed to monitor and control
design changes. Native electronic filesand scanned images willbe stored in an optical disc storage
system and allow tbr the off-line storage and recallof electronic drawings, documents, and models
to engineering workstations. An escalating trend is ashift from a secure computing network to

restricted and open environments that will fiacilitatethe principles of concurrent engineering with
outside agencies thrc aghout the product development cycle.

Primary Standards

Sandia's -esponsibilities also include providing primary physical, electrical, and radiation standards
for equipment calibration fi)r the entire nuclear weapons complex. Sandia's Primary Standards
Laboratory provides a metrology program to ensure accurate measurements fi)rthe nuclear weapons
program. In additkm, it provides support tbr other DOE programs, government agencies, industry,
and tmiversities.Itdevelopsand maintains primary standards thatare traceable to nati,mal standards,
and calibratesand certifiescustomer referencestandards. Italso provides technicalguidance, support,
and consultation; develops precision measurernent techniques; provides oversight activities,
including technical surveys and measurement audits; and anticipates needs.

l)evelopment programs ensure the timely introduction of standards tbr new technologies. A
current development is the portable Josephson w)lt, which willpermit this intrinsic standard to be

operated in many field applications, ensuring quantum-level accuracy on voltage standards, digital
dividers, and other ultra-precise test equipment.

Sandia's Primary Standards Laboratory (PSL) performs over 2,000 calibrations of top-level
standards each year in more than 80 different areas of technology for the integrated contractor
thcilitieswith in the nuclear weapons complex. The standards laboratories at the various contractor
sitesuse these standards to perfimn as many as 300,000 calibrations a year on their own instruments.
Primary Standards l.aboratory operations are being relocated to a new facilitywith state-of-the-art
environmental control.

The future focus of the Primary Standards I.aboratory will include support for the reconfigured
nuclear weapons complex, advanced manul_cturing initiatives,and new requirements ingeneral oper-
ations, including environmental safetyand health, security, and thcilities.These demands will require
the PSI.to develop new metroiogy disciplines, such as chemical and ionizing radiation standards.

This standards program ensures the accuracy of all the metrology equipment used in the
research, development, design, test, stockpile evaluation, and retirement of nuclear weapons.

Container Development and Production

In the area of Container l)evelopment and Production, the emphasis on safi.'tyand environmental
regulato o' compliance willcontinue to increase for the foreseeable future. With this emphasis as a
driver, the need for accident-resistant radioactive material transportation containers will increase.
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Containerstbr thesalt'transport of nuclearweapons,weaponcomponents,andweapon
nlaterials willbe required in increasing numbers. This need willbe met by developing low-cost,
regulatory-cong, liantcontainers produced through agile manuthcturing and concurrent engineering
design. Bytaking the lead i, thisarea, we willassure that I)()E willbe ahlc to meet program ohjectives
inweapons development and production, stockpile maintenance, and dismantlement. Severalcon-
tainer designs willbe developed to assure that I)OF, policy can be made on a sound technical basis.

We have recently completed the production of over 2,300 tritium reservoir containers. The
technology used to design and ihbricate these containers isserving asa basis for the design of new
U.S.nuclearweapon component and warhead containers. The methodology chosen wassosuccessful
that the technical approach provided the basis tbr awarhead component container recentlydeveloped

for the Russian Federation. Bycapitalizing on additional design techniques, opportunities exist for
even lowercostsand enhanced safetymargins. The pursuit of these container design and development
activitieswillassure that DOE can comply with allnational and internatkmal regulatory requirements
and meet the ever-changing programmatic goals of the nuclear weapons program.

Materials Capabilities

The analysis and modeling of materials, semiconductors, printed circuit boards, and all other
production processes for the enduring stockpile ismaintained under this program. We have
interacted closelywith the nuclear weapon production agenciesand, as a result of activitiesassociated
with Complex 21, it isexpected that the resources and expertise maintained within this program
willbe fully utilized to assist in the transition of production responsibility.

This program has traditionally provided a rapid response capability to address material and

process issuesarising within the production cycleor discovered during stockpile surveillance
activities. There willbe more demanding needs in the future m develop and maintain a capability
to produce prototypes and limited quantities of war-reserve semiconductors, neutron generators,
batteries, and switch tubes. Associated with this maintenance of capability will be strong eftbrts to
develop advanced, agile investment casting processes that willbe utilized both within the stream-
lined production complex and shared with U.S. industry.

Semiconductor efforts are focused on maintaining a very strong analytical modeling capability
(associated with radiation behavior, tolerance, design and fabrication), preserving and improving
experimental failure analysis capability, and maintaining and improving the tech,mlogy base that

can be applied to reliabilityand semiconductor lifeexpectancy predictions. In the future, we expect
that conditions willdictate that weapons systems be maintained tbr a much longer service lives. In
addition, there willbe strong interaction with semiconductor manufacturers to assist in the future

privatization effort. The ability to experimentallyevaluate radiation hardness isanother difl}erentiating
capability that needs to be preserved.

Many materials analysis capabilities and facilitiesare utilized in the Stockpile Support program.
In addition, there isa significant eflbrt to continue to qualifi/new materials and processes |hr printed
circuits, hybrids, and encapsulants for future application.

Further development of the FASTCAST'Mprocess willprovide a concurrent design and manuthc-

turing platlbrm for the production of electronic housings. Sandia's accomplishments indeveloping
the systemarchitecture, thermal code, a, !, omplete integration into an agile manulacttlring plattbrm
is wellrecognized by industry.

Becauseof our enduring commitment to stewardship of the nuclear weapons stockpile, it is
important that we maintain the test thcilitiescritical to the evaluation of nuclear weapon power
sources and neutron generators. As required by newsat_ty mandates, or |breed because ()ftechnology
obsolescence, tester hardware and software modifications willcontinue as hmg as there isa nuclear
weapons stockpile.
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Change Initiatives

Dismantlement Support

Under the terms of START I and START I1, the United States will be required to dismantle more
than 10,000nuclear weapons during the next ten years.In the past, the volume of weapon retirements
was, in general, low enough that disassembly operations were perfi_rmed as a work filler between
assembly operations. The development of new dismantlement processes isessential to meet the
workload schedule and to provide a better way of supporting future operations.

Dismantlement begins when the military designates aweapon fi_rretirement and ends when
DOE has disposed of the weapon components, trainers, handling equipment, and other associated

hardware. The procedure includes transportation, storage, and disassembly into subsystems and
components that are recycled, staged for reuse, or disposed.

Sandia works closely with DOE's Pantex plant in Amarillo, Texas, to design sate and efficient
dismantlement processes. Automated processes using robotics and computer modeling are being
developed to safelyand cost-effectivelyhandle the increased dismantlement w_lume.Sandia systems
analysts are helping to automate dismantlement scheduling to provide early forecasts of the return
and staging of retired weapons. They are analyzing the processes for security and safeguards, retire-
ment and disassembly prioritization, and risk assessment management. Engineers are developing
computer sirnulation models to improve the transportation and staging of weapons.

Robotics are being used to mitigate personnel hazards, particularly those associated with

radioactive material. Sandia isdeveloping and implementing a system called StageRight that uses
remotely controlled forklifts to load, unload, and inventory weapon nuclear material stored in
igloos at Pantex. Plans are.in place to use robots tbr cleaning, leakchecking, and weighing nuclear
weapon parts. ]'he feasibilityof using robotics for disassembly of explosives and radioactive parts
and for the separation of materials for disposal isbeing pursued.

Concern for the environment introduces newchallenges in the disposal ormaterials. For example,
new federal and local regulations require that certain materials scheduled for disposal be identified

materials such as lead in solder, copper in electrical wiring, and cadmium in plated metal parts.
Becauseoriginal assembly drawings do not describe materials insuflMent detail, materials sampling
and analysis techniques are being developed. A common materials database to be used by alldesign

and production agencies isbeing developed by Sandia.
l)isposal of subsystems and components often requires declassification, demilitarization, and

sanitization. Sandia engineers are exploring several new processes that pedbrm these functions
simultaneously. Because of the immediate need, two commercially available technologies, forge
hammer fracture and waterjet cutting, have been installed at Sandia and Pantex. Improved, auto-
mated technologies are being investigated for the future.

Manufacturing Development Engineering

Under the Manufacturing l)evelopment Engineering (MDE) concept, the design laboratory works
directly with commercial vendors to develop and manufacture nonnuclear weapon components
within the private sector. This concept requires high-level interaction between the design laboratory
and private industry, including identifying and developing private sector suppliers, transferring
technology, and maintaining an inw)lvement with process design and manufacturing engineering.

MDEwillprovide the following advantages to DOE in the anticipated, very-low-w)lume pro-
duction environment of the future nuclear weapons complex.

• By relying on private industry for production of weapon components, the nuclear weapons
complex will require less overall production capability.
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• With weapons component technologies maintained at the design laboratory rather than at a
production agency, the maintenance cost of MDE teclmologies is reduced,

• Components manufactured using high-volume, standard industrial processes willbe more
cost-eflbctive and better characterized than components manul'hctured using low-volume,
custom processes.

The strategic objectives of the Manul-hcturing l)evelopment Engineering program are to:

1. l)evelop an infrastructure that willdemonstrate Sandia's ability to manage the production
of nuclear weapon components, both in-house (as for neutron generators) and by using
commercial suppliers.

2. Increase design engineers' general understanding ofmanufhcturing issues and industry
standards, products, and processing.

3. Provide a vehicle to move Sandia toward concurrent engineering and agile manufacturing.
4. Facilitate the reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex by transferring appropriate

actMties formerly pertbrined at the Mound and Pinellas thcilities to private industry.

Complex 21 Technologies

Our work in the development of technologies for Complex 21derives from the thctthat consolidating
the current nuclear weapons complex wiUrequire an investment in the development and demonstra-

tion of advanced manufacturing technologies. Sandia isdeveloping these advanced manulacturing
technologies, working closely with the private sector to enhance the relevance of the developed
technologies, and demonstrating the agilityof advanced mamffacturing technologies in meeting
the demanding requirements of nuclear weapons production and U.S. industrial needs. We are

investing in enabling technologies such as computer-aided design and manulb.cturing, current
engineering, information-driven architectures, environmentally conscious manufhcturing, and rapid
prototyping. These are the ,,_metechnologies needed by U.S. industry. We are also exploring the inte-
gration of rnanuthcturing sites into avirtual factory to meet the requirements of the future complex.

The work associated with Complex 21 will reach beyond the needs of the nuclear weapons
community. Sandia's program isdirected towards becoming atest bed fi_rresearch, development,
and manuthcturing integration and aplace for developing new industrial processes. It can serve as
a working model of fully integrated manuthcturing technologies and a centerpiece for I)OE con-
tributions to advanced manulhcturing.

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing

The t-nvironmentally Conscious Manuthcturing program isa deliberate attempt to reduce the
environmental impacts of manulhcturing actMties without reducing the quality or performance
of the product in question. Sandia has a strong commitment both to the environment and to the

quality of product, the nuclear weapon stockpile. Therefbre, we willcontinuously develop the
rnatcrials and processes used in the tilbrication of weapon components to nainimize their impact
on the environment.

F.nvironmentally conscious manuthcturing is focused on manufilcturing activities for which
the e11vironmentalby-products have yet to occur (as opposed to clean-up and restoration actMties
for which theoffending by-products havealready been released). Eventhough remediation technolo-
giesare essential fin"correcting past mistakes, reliance on "end-of-pipe" solutions must not tbrm the
basis for future manuthcturing decisions. Any attempt to nullit5,an environmental threat after it has

been created isalmost certain to be lesseft;ectivethan avoiding that threat fi'om the very beginning.
Considering that our principal product isnuclear weapons, we cannot allow any manufi._cturing

initiative, including the initiative in environmentally conscious manuthcturing, to degrade the sate't),
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or reliability of the stockpile. Even though weapon production quantities are declining drastically,
opportunities for reducing waste and environmental damage remain pervasive. For the lbreseeable
future, Sandia's elwironmentally conscious manuthcturing eftbrts relativeto weapon component
production willbe directed toward needs that are specific to the long-term stockpile.

A major benefit to Sandia'senvironmentally conscious manuthcturing technology development
willbe the cultivation of materialsand processes that are vital to commercial enterprises, lVlain-

taining a robust domestic economy with substantially less wasteand resource consumption will
be one of the greatest challenges of the next century. Sandia's unique blend of manuthcturing and
environmental experience is wellsuited to addressing this challenge.

Reconfiguration (GB03 and GB0508)

The aging nuclear weapons production complex isawidely-distributed, environmentally outdated,
expensive collection of production sitesbuilt to meet peak cold war production requirements. As
the nuclear weapons stockpile and production requirements decrease, the production element of the

nation's nuclear deterrent must consolidate to a smaller, less costly complex while maintaining its
technical cornpeter|ce.

DOE has embarked on a program to consolidate the complex while increasing its efticierlcy by !
integrating the essential competencies that exist in the weapons laboratories, the private sector,
and the remaining weapons production sites (Kansas ('it),, Y-12,Savannah River, and Pantex).

Under the consolidation plan, Sandia has been assigned responsibility for prototyping and small-
lot fabrication of neutron generators, code-activated processor assemblies, and thermal batteries.
Conceptual design studies and activity transfer plans have been prepared to examine the feasibility
of producing these compor|ents at Sandia.

I)uring the past two years, DOE planning to reconfigure and consolidate the nuclear weapons
complex has included a tighter integration of the weapons laboratories with the production complex,
including the designation of lead laboratories to oversee and sustain a number of key production

process technologies. DOE, along with the l)efiensePrograms laboratories, has developed the
lead laboratory concept to respond to the realization that a smaller nuclear weapons complex will
not be capable of supporting the technical overhead that curw,ltly exists at the production plants.

The relationship between the production plants and the laboratories willchange under the Icad
laboratory concept. To facilitate the implementation, l)efcnsc Programs isdeveloping a lead-lab-
oratory protocol to define roles and responsibilities of the lead laboratories, the plants, and DOE
departmental elements.

Sandia, Lawrence l,ivermore, and Los Alamos, as lead laboratories, willbe responsible fi_rpro-

duction process development and production support for Complex 21. Sandia's lead laboratory
assignment will include nonnuclcar components, system assembly, and the (;enter of Exccllenccfor
Automation and Robotics. Current programs include thc development of process tlow charts fi_r
Complex-21, the development of environmentally acceptable processes, and the development of an
integrated pn)gram platato assesst:acilityrequirements and demonstratc criticalproduction processes.
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Office of Intelligence and National Security

Sandia supports the l)epartnlent of Energy with research, developnlent, and analysis for intelligence,
nonprolitbration, arrns control and verification technology, and policy development. Sandia has one
of the oldest and largest programs of such work in support of U.S.arms control and nonprolilbration
policies. 3"hiswork has alwaysbeen an important corollary to our nuclear weapon research and
development responsibility, which provides requisite expertise tbr knowledgeable nonpmlit;:ration
and arms control work.

SummaryofProgramsforOfficeof IntelligenceandNationalSecurity
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY9__2 FY93 FY9__44FY95

GC VerificationandControlTechnology;and
GJ ExportControl,Nonproliferation,andInternational 51.4 67.6 87.3 82.5
GD NuclearSafeguards&Security 11.6 9.1 9.4 8.6
NT Intelligence .........3..5_........ 3.1...............3_.4......... 3.4

Total 66.5 79.8 100.1 94.5

Percent0ft0taloperatingfunds 5% 6% 7% 7%

Verification and Control Technology (GC)

Proliferation Detection and Verification Technologies

The Proliferation Detection and Veritication Technologies Program includes research and devel-
opment of a variety of systems and technologies applicable to the detection of proliferation of
weapons of rnass destruction, verification of agreements fi_rarms limitations, and Open Skies
(reciprocal surveillance of defense installations from aircraft); technical support of verification and
arms control activities; assessment of foreign weapons technology and other intelligence issues;

development and deph_yment of satellite-borne remote sensing systems to verity,compliance with
the Limited Test Ban Treaty and to demonstrate technologies applicable to the detection and
characterization of proliferation activities;and development and evaluation of seismic systems
and technologies tbr verification of threshold or uther limitations on underground nuclear testing.
An important aspect ()fall these program areas are the activities in information management,
fusion, and analysis.

We are developint4_iewnuclear detonation sensors for improved detection ofh)w-yicld
exph)sions in the atmosphere, even tim)ugh ch)uds. Instrumentation systems currently being
deployed on the Global Positioning System constellation of satellites will soon provide continuous
worktwidc coverage, l)ata from these instruments isalso used by l)epartment of l)efcnse (which
shares system costs) to support their tactical warning and attack assessment mission.

We have initiated development of satellite-based systems and technology fi_rdetecting and
characterizing nuclear proliferation activities, with direct application to chemical and biological
weapon development as well. In conjunction withLos AlamosNational l,aboratory, wearedeveloping
an advanced multispectral thermal imager. Working with l,os Alamos, Lawrence l,ivermore, Pacific
Northwest, and l",r(,)khaven national laboratories, wc arc developing laser-based techniques fi_r
remote detection and identification of chemical species ineffluent plumes emanating from suspect
sites. Both of these concepts willbe developed into operational integrated systems and demonstrated
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in space aboard small
satellites. Dual-use

applications for these
technologies, particu-
larly in environmental
remote sensing, are
also being considered.

Sandia has projects __ ____

to develop chemical ,
sensors related to _ ....., :
nuclear and chemical

weapons, ultraviolet
light detection and lidar

ranging technology,
radiation detection

sensors, remote video

surveillance systems, ;.
and the nondestructive

detenninatkm of par-
ticulate compositions.
111some instances, , .

component technology

willbe incorporated
into unattended, and

possibly remote, ground-based sensor systems. SandianMax Sandoval,
We develop synthetic aperture radar systems fi,, _' ' i,borne Multisensor Pod System, a data theU.S.technicalexpert

collection platform for treaty verification and nor ,n. We willconduct experiments to on imagingradarto the

evaluate such parameters as radar resolution and 3uration that will influence synthetic internationalopen Skies
aperture radar systemdesigns/br Open Skies and n, ,gof the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty negotiations,

Treaty. We are also exploring the integration of synthetic aperture radar with other imaging data holdsatrihedralcorner
and automated data analysis as methods fbr dealing with the deluge of data from such systems, reflectorsimilarto the
Synthetic aperture radar willbe used to evaluate all-weather as well as day and night aerial inspec- onesthatwillbeused

tion capabilities required tbr U.S.and international community needs, to verifyaircraftradar
Tags and sealsare currently being considered for use in securing keyelements associated with the performanceas partof

Chemical Weapon Convention, weapon dismantlement, and the containers designated to transport the newOpenSkies
and store Russian highlyenriched uranium purchased by the United States. Sandia has a number Treaty. The United

of projects for developingtags and sealstbr these applications. We havealso broadened the tagand seal Statesplans to use C-

effort to include the technological areaofinfornaation integrity, which covers the general application 135aircraftlikethisone,

of tags and seals over a wide range of monitoring applications. New data authentication techniques outfittedwithoptical

are being developed to provide security for remotely monitored, sensor-based sealing systems, cameras,infraredline
In FY 1993, Sandia initiated development of a technology base tbr fiber optic tags and seals scanners,and synthetic

and advanced tamper-indicating packaging. The development of the technology base tbr these apertureradar,to mon-
applications will, to the extent possible, embrace inputs from private industry, the university itorconventionalmili-
conmaunity, other national laboratories and the appropriate centers of excellence within Sandia. taryactivitiesintreaty

Studies are underway to investigate the impact on Department of EnerW facilitiesof nuclear signatory nations.
weapon dismantlement that could be performed under a system ofcontrois related to the START
treaties. In a related effort, we are investigating ways of accounting fi)rspecial nuclear materials from
dismantled weapons. One of our tasks i..;the design and development of asecure container tbr the safie

transportation and storage of specialnuclear materials. This work provides some of the background
necessary to support discusskmswith the former Soviet republicson nuclear weapon dismantlement.
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We are increasing our actMties on the general problenl of managing potentially large volumes
of proliferation-related information, Our aim is to develop technologies that an analyst can use to
turn the vast quantity of data into uselid information. Advanced data authentication techniques
are employed when information security is paramount.

l)evelopment and evaluation of seismic technology tbr detection, location, and identification
of underground and underwater nuclear explosions are continuing. In line with the emerging
geopolitical climate, the emphasis of this program has shifted from the monitoring of bilateral test
limitation agreements to global monitoring of proliferation-related nuclear testing and of a com-
prehensive test ban, should one be implemented. Our research and development activities are
t-bcusedon verification-quality seismic and hydro-acoustic data acquisition and data processing

that isaflbrdable, easilydeployable, and flexible enough to meet the demands of the new world
order. Our technology development activities are being coordinated, and in many casesco-funded,
by the I)epartment of I)efi:nse, which has operational nuclear test monitoring responsibility within
the U.S.government. We are also coordinating our efforts through the United Nations ('onference
on Disarmament, Group of ScientificExperts, whose charter is to define and demonstrate techniques
for the collection and exchange of global seismic data for the purpose of monitoring underground
nuclear tests.

Nonproliferation Policy

The Officeof Nonproliferation Policyis a newlyenergized component in DOE's Officeof National
Security and Intelligence. Sandia has been identified as a major supplier to this officewith support

in twoareas: regional arms control and International Atomic Energy Agency analytical support.
In the areaof regional security, Sandia has been asked to initiatea program to evaluate theapplicability
of various arms control technologies and procedures to regional security issues. Eventually, it is
envisioned that prototype monitoring thcilitiescan be developed so that representatives of regional
parties (for example, persons from South Asia, the Middle East, the Korean Peninsula, and so forth)
would havean opportunity t¢_perform hands-on evaluation of various technologies as well as use
models and simulations to evaluate the appropriateness of various technological solutions to their
particular regional problems.

The other important feature of Sandia's support for the ()ffice of Nonprolil_zration Policy isana-
lytical support for International Atomic Energy Agency activities. Analysis includes evaluation of

various proposed inspection regimes,evaluation of haternational Atomic EnergyAgencyinlbrmation
management technologyand procedures, and a_istance in preparation for the 1995Nonprolilieration
Treaty ReviewConference.

It isanticipated that this program willexpand, particularly in the area of regional security
analysis, for the rest of the decade.

Policy Analysis

Sandia's policy support activities are targeted at both sides of the policy-technolot.,_,' intert)ce. We
support technical analysis of policy options fi_rl)()E's ()ffice of Intelligence and National Security,

and we provide policy insight to Sandia organizations working inareas of national security. Our
direct support includes filrnishing technical advisors at the International Science and Technology
('enter in Mosc¢_wand at the United Nation's Special (]omnlission in New York. In addition, a

full-text-retrieval database ofdocumerlts related to the Iraqi nuclear program isbeing compiled.
Analytical support for the l)OE's ()ffice of Policyand Technical Analysis includes treaty

implementation analysis, temporary technical advisor support, nuclear testing analysis, and dis-
mantlement analysis. Sandia has been a mainstay ofl)OF.'s on-site evaluation program since
1986,and we continue to support evaluations ottl_¢ impact of on-site inspections on sensitive
industrial facilities,as wellas other issues related to implementation of various treaty regirnes.
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With the renewed interest in restrictions on nuclear testing, Sandia has been called upon to

participate in various evaluations of the impact of further testing restrictions on our ability to act
as responsible stewards of the residual nuclear weapons stockpile. It isanticipated that the pressures

for testing restrictions will continue, at least through the 1995Nonproliferation Treaty Review
Conference, so Sandia will continue to provide analytical support in this area.

As the stockpiles of the superpowers are reduced and their respective infrastructures are con-

solidated, numerous issues willarise with respect to verification and monitoring of the reduction
process and the residual weapons and dismantled components and materials. Sandia has long
been a principal evaluator of the processes, procedures, and technologies associated with these
dismantlement activities, and this support isexpected to continue for the next several years.

Export Control, Nonproliferation, and International (GJ)

Export Control

Sandia supports DOE's Office of Export Control Operations in two principal areas, export license
review and approval and information management. Sandia recently activated a classified, on-line

data system to review export license applications and suggestions for modifications to the Militarily
Critical Technologies Listand other export control regulatory regimes.

In addition to day-to-day operations, Sandia isa major participant in the Proliferation Infor-
mation Network System. When completed in 1994or 1995, this system willbe a large network of
computer workstations designed to permit analysts at widely separate locations to accessand
process largeamounts of disparate data in support of proliferation-related evaluations. Sandia is
charged with designing the overall architecture and providing a prototype system. In addition,
Sandia is supplying direct temporary duty support to the Proliferation Information Network
System program at l)epartment of Energy Headquarters. The Proliferation Information Network
System isa multiyear project which is expected to expand over the next several years as aresult of
the burgeoning interest in proliferation information management.

International Safeguards

Sandia is the l)epartment of Energv's lead laboratory for the development of containment and
surveillance technology, concept% and applications for international safeguards use. We have
ongoing development efforts in advanced digital video surveillance systems, authenticated item
monitoring systems, network technology fi.)ruse in on-site integrated safeguards systems, and

engineering of lower-cost reusable electronic seals fi_rthe International Atomic EnergyAgency.
We are the Department of Energy technical advisor on containment and surveillance for projects
conducted under bilateral programs of cooperation in safeguards technolog9, development with

Germany, ]apan, the United Kingdom, Australia, and the Commission of European Communities.
We participatein the new Enhanced SafeguardsInitiative, which isstructured to provide more

direct I)OEsupport to the International Atomic Energy Agency. This new initiative isdirected
toward anticipating enhanced safeguardsneeds of the international safeguards community and
investigating,developing, and transferringnewand enhanced safeguardsapproachesand technology
to international, regional, and bilateral safeguards regimes.

We assist the l)epartment of Energyin demonstrating advanced physical protection tech-
nologies to states of the fi)rrnerSoviet Union. This effort supports the U.S.Comprehensive Threat
Reduction Program _forrnerly known as theSafety,Security, and l"_,qlaaz,tlementProgram ).

in addition, Sandia regularlyconducts an extensive training course that addresses techniques,
technology,policy,andprocedures fi_rphysicalprotection of nuclear l'3.cilitiesand materials. Students

are selected fi)r thiscourse from member statesof the lntern_tional Atomic Energy Agency that
haveless well-developed nuclear programs.
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Nuclear Safeguards and Security (GD)

in viewof the potential adverseconsequences of+nuclearenergy or materialsbeing used for malevt_h.'nt
purposes or contaminating the environnaent and endangering personnel health, and the adverse
impact on national security resulting fi'om the compromise of classifiedinformati_m,the l)epartment
of Energy's Office ofSec, lrity Aflhirs sponsors a program to develop technologies and systems tot
protecting nuclear materials and DOE thcilities. The focus of this program is the development of
physical security technologies to address a spectrum of threats for protection against these events.

In this context, Sandia is the principal laboratory for research and development on physical
protection technology. Program objectives are to support the development and application of
advanced technology to the protection of I)OE thcilities to prevent:

• theft or diversion of nuclear materials that could endanger the public,
• radiological or toxicological sabotage that could endanger the public health and safety, and
• theft or compromise of information or material that could adversely impact national security.

Technologies being investigated include those directed at detection, delay, and response for
outside adversaries, and those that deter and prevent insider attempts at sabotage, theft, or diversion
of material or information.

New concepts are developed and analyzed to ident@ the most promising approaches. Concepts
with high potential performance areengineered, implemented, and operationally evaluated to provide
balanced, effective, integrated sal"eguardsand security systems. Systemsand components that
provide eft}ctiveprotection with reduced operational cost are a major thrust as the nuclear weapons
complex responds to a reduction in nuclear weapons, tighter fiscalbudgets, and an increased
emphasis on the health and safetyof employees and the public and protection of the environment.

Development of new intrusion detection technologies includes the use of optical fiber sensing
technology to yield more effectivedetection with low falseand nuisance alarms. In addition, advanced

development isbeing performed for laser radar detection and imaging aswell as early warning radar
systems. New sensors that could more readily discriminate human intruders are being investigated.

Technologies and systems are being developed to monitor the movement of personnel and
materials within a facility for the purpose of thwarting the insider threat. Techniques that reduce
the opportunity for personnel to come into contact with nuclear materials are being developed,
such as self-testing sensor systems and material or item monitoring systems.

Advanced technologies in image processing are being pursued for purposes of tracking personnel
and materials within a facility. Through a cooperative research and development agreement
(CRADA), image processing algorithms are being developed to detect bulk explosives and con-
traband covertly carried on a person.

Advances are being made on vapor-explosive detection technology. I)evelopment of a vapor
generator that can produce sample quantities traceable to national standards iscontinuing. A portal
system, together with avapor preconcentrator, isbeing developed lbr application at l)epartment
of Energy facilities to provide an efficient wayof searching for explosives carried on a person and
made visible through x-ray imagery.

Systems for electronically controlling access to classifieddocuments and pertbrming inventory
management havebeen developed and implemented at severalDOE t_acilities.Future enhancements
willallowthe systemto operate in anetwork environment and provide the capability to pertbrm full-
text retrieval from documents scanned into the system, f:uture research will focus on the definition

of information surety concepts and technologies which willhave broad application to many national
security, industrial, and personal privacy problems.

Access control technologies are critical to achieving security in the l)cpartment ofEnerey :ts
manpower is reduced. The requirement to automate accesscontrol at I)OE facilitieshas placed a
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high priority on the advancement of accesscontrol technologies, including biometric devices,
badge technologies, and automated entry control systems.

Access delay technologies play a major role in achieving balanced and cost-effective security
systems. Current developme,lts are fi)cused on inexpensive, activated, access-denial obscurants

and modular access delay systems, such as portable vaults capable of protecting against aggressive
explosive attacks. The accessdelay technology isalso being extended to other applications, such ,_,_
development ofnonlethal weapons for application by other federal agencies.

Evaluation methodologies, vulnerability analysis tools, and modeling tools are being developed
to assist system engineers and security managers in assessing the performance of their systems and
to explore options for enhancing the protection of afacility. The models and analysis tools of the
future willbe used to perform broad system cost/benefit analyses and radiological/toxicological
sabotage analyses.

A key purpose of the program is the transfer of technology to industry and government agencies
through technology reports and handbooks, seminars, workshops, implementation assistance, and
equipment performance specification and standardization. Instructional support isprovided to the

Department of Energy Central Training Academy bydeveloping and presenting training materials
for vulnerability assessment and physical protection systems engineering. With the end of the cold

war and growing concern regarding proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, especiallynuclear
weapons, the technology developed in this program isbeing applied through technical exchanges
to the protection of nuclear materials internationally.

Intelligence (NT, NB04)

Sandia's role as the nation's engineering laboratory responsible tbr nuclear weaponization activities
and continuing stewardship of the U.S. nuclear stockpile uniquely positions it to support the DOE
intelligence program in areas oftbreign weapon program evaluation. With increasing international

uncertainty, our expertise willcontinue to be of critical value in the assessment of the safety, security,
proliferation, and dismantlement of foreign weapons of mass destruction.

Proliferation isan area inwhich significant program growth isexpected. We are currently
engaged in studies ofproliferant weaponization options with an initial focus on nuclear weapon
firing system technologies. We also perform related proliferation analysis tasks and evaluations of
tbreign weapon safety and security for DOE's Office of Intelligence.
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Office of Environmental Restoration

and Waste Management

Work performed for the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management includes

Environmentally Conscious Manuthcturing Technology, Waste Management Technology, Haz-
ardous Material Transportation, Waste Repository (including the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and
the Greater Confinement Disposal project), and Waste Management and Waste Minimization

for Sandia. Work performed for this office also includes site-specific corrective actions under the
Environmental Restoration program.

SummaryofProgramsforOfficeofEnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY.__992FY9.___33FY94 FYg5

EW EnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement87.9 126.6 138.3 144.4

Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 7% 10% 10% 10%

DefenseWasteand Environmental Restoration (EW)

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing

Sandia is playing akey role in developing and demonstrating environmentally conscious manufac-
turing technologies and using a systems approach to apply them to the manufacture ofnonnuclear
weapons components. This program isfocused on electronic assemblies and electromechanical
components, with the goal of reducing the use of hazardous or environmentally injurious materials

during weapons production. A concurrent goal is to transfer these environme_tally conscious manu-
facturing technologies to U.S. industry after their successfuldemonstration for weapons production,
resulting in increased competitiveness and decreased environmental cost during manufacture.

The cornerstone of this eflbrt is the Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing Integrated
I)emonstration, a collaborative program with the Allied Signal/Kansas City Plant. In this program,
the total systems approach isbei_tgused to eliminate generation of hazardous wastes during the
manufacture of electronic components. The systems approach isused to identify areas where haz-
ardous waste isgenerated or where workers could be exposed to hazardous materials and to identifi/
opportunities for replacing these materials and processes withenvironmental"- benign environmen-
tally conscious manufacturing technologies. This includes the replacement of hazardous organic
compounds such as chlorofluorocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons with semiaqueous and

aqueous cleaners; application ofurethane foams and elastomers that do not contain carcinogenic
precursors; use of no-clean fluxesand fluxlesssoldering, methylenedianiline-free printed wiring
boards, chromium-free metal coatings and sate marking inks. Life-cycleanalyses, including the
costs and benefits associated with the new technologies, are an integral part of this demonstration.

This program involvesresearch and development of technologiesand methodologies tbr life-cycle
analysis and decision-making at Sandia; coordination of complementary development and demon-
stration of the technology and lifecyclemethodologies at Allied-Signal/Kansas (,'ity; coordination
of research at U.S. universities; and technology transfer through ongoing, aggressivedevelopment
of partnerships with companies in the U.S. microelectronics industry.

Other current environmentally conscious manuthcturing prograi ns include the Environmentally
Conscious Manufacturing Technology Transfer and Training Initiative, which ti)cuseso11the
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needs of small businesses; the Assessment of Waste Minimization for Comnlon l)OE-Wide Waste

Streams, which focuseson providing intbrmation to eft_ct significant waste reduction across mon-
itoring and control; and replacement of hazardous materials insurfhce coating, metal finishing, and
precision machining.

Waste Management Technology

Sandia is involved with a wide variety of waste management technology activities. Our Waste
Component Recycle, Treatment, and Disposal Integrated l)emonstration for DOE focuses on

developing regulatory-compliant technologies that can be demonstrated ascomplete systems for
disposing and recycling dcctronic components.

The focus of this program ison electronic components from dismantled nuclear weapons.
Many of these components contain hazardous materials, such as heavy metals, PCBs, self-contained
explosives, radioactive materials, and gas-filled tubes. In addition, those with classifiedsignificance

LarryYellowhorse makes adjustments to a solardetoxification system that destroys organic toxins in groundwater. The system usesa

reflective parabolic trough to focusthe sun's energy on a long glasstube through which contaminated water, mixed with a catalyst,

passes.Sandia and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory shared a 1992 R&D 100 Award for the system's development.



are generally sealed illa potting compound, making them diflicult to separate. To carry out this
demonstration, we are using not only Sandia's knowledge of systemsengineering and techniques
fiarseparating hazardous materials, but we are also integrating a variety of technologies from other
industries and laboratories to help destroy unusable hazardous materialsand recyclevaluableportions
of the weapon electronic components.

Other waste management technologies under development include silica crystalline titanates
for treatment of radioactive waste removed from the Hanford underground storage tanks; steam
reforming fi_rdestroying organics and nitrates found in a variety of waste streams; monitoring and
control systems for metalemission control systems for incineration processes; waste dislodging
and conveyance technologies for underground storage tanks; supercritical water oxidation
destruction of explosivesand propellants; and solar detoxification of waste.

Environmental Restoration

The DOE Environmental Restoration Program wasinitiated in 1987to consolidate and coordinate
regulatory compliance activitiesdesigned to identifyand remediate inactive sitesat I)OF installations
contaminated with hazardous, radioactive, or mixed waste.

The goals of the Environmental Restoration program are to address environmental problems
resulting trom past practices, assess the extent and nature of these problems, and remediate
affected sites, ifneeded, using the most effectiveand cost-efficient methods. Activities includc
identifying inactive hazardous-waste release sites, developing an environmental restoration inves-
tigation and remediation program, coordinating NEPA (National Environmental PolicyAct)
documentation, obtaining necessary permits, evaluating surface and grotmdwater contamination

potential, reviewing practices affectingsites with underground storage tanks, evaluating other
waste management practices, and ensuring compliance with federal, state, and local environmen-
tal regulations. Projects involve the investigatioh and remediation of inactive waste-handling, dis-
posal, and spill sites in accordance with the provisions of the Resource ('onservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabil-
ity Act (CERCLA), and relevant DOE orders.

Three primary regulatory drivers form the basis tbr environmental restoration program investiga-
tion and remediation. These include (1)Section 3004(u) provisions of the Resource Conservation
and RecoveryAct (RCRA) which require corrective actions tbr releasesfrom solid wastemanagement
units; (2) RCRA provisions requiring closure and post-closure care for inactive treatment, storage,
and disposal units; and (3) requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-

sation, and LiabilityAct (CERCLA) addressing remediation of releasesof hazardous substances in
accordance with the NationalContingency Plan. Most of the Environmental Restoration sitesfallunder
R(]RA, while some willbe addressed in a manner consistent with the National Contingency Plan.

Sandia's environmental restoration efforts are grouped in the R_llowingthree categories:

1. RCRA Corrective Actions: Efforts required to address rt leases of RCRA hazardous waste
or constituents from solid waste management units.

2. RCRA Closure Actions: Eftbrts pertaining to the closure of inactive RCRA treatment,
storage, and disposal units that willnot be permitted for continuing operation.

3. ()ther Actions: Assessment or remediation of sites from which there has been a release or
where asubstantial threat of a releaseof a hazardous substance exists.

In 1992, Region VI of the Environmental Protection Agency issued Sandia a permit that
established a schedule for the assessment and remediation of environmental restoration sites

under R(]RA corrective action authority at Sandia/New Mexico.
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Hazardous Material Transportation and Crosscut Technologies

The principal program [br the Officeof Environmental Restoration and Waste Management is

contained in agroup of technical tasks that make up the Transportation Technology I)evelopment
Program. This program embraces projects ill the tbllowing areas:

* Advanced Technology Development--Characterizing qaterials (especiallycasting metals
and brittle materials) that could be useful in transportation and waste management

* Packaging Development-- Working with projects to evaluate packaging applications, and
working out design features and materials compatibility issues

* Engineering Analysis-- Fine tuning of thermal and structural analysis codes, developing
code modules, and creating databases specific to transportation problems

• Certification and Regulatory Support-- Providing technical expertise to DOE elements
involved inpackaging certification efforts and supporting DOE efforts inclarification, analysis,
and change to regulations at the international and national levels

• Environmental and System Planning-- Developing system analysis techniques, risk

assessment codes, and data relating to transportation systems operations (including material
flows, modal options, accident data and phenomenology)

• Testing-- Pedbrming tests to support package certification and confirmation of new design
concepts and provide confirming results for code confirmation

• Transportation Automation and TechnicalAssistance-- Providing the TRANSNET
technology transfer facility to furnish the results of DOE work to a variety of users

• Transportation Intelligent Monitoring Systems _ Developing technologies to improve
the emergency response systems for DOE activities

• Geographic Information Systems-- Developing geographic information systems links
for routing preferred route determination algorithms and accident rate prediction codes

• Source Term Containment Evaluation-- Developing intbrmation and analysis techniques
for setting the requirements for allowable package leakage

Waste Repository

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Sandia is responsible for the testing, modeling, and performance assessment required to demonstrate

the long-term behavior and containment properties of the Waste lsolaJon Pilot Plant repository.
We are also responsible for assessing the long-term waste properties and performance sufficient

to determine if the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant isa suitable disposal facility for the Department of
Energy's transuranic waste.

Sandia will support DOE by providing adeta:led geotechnical understanding of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Site (located in Carlsbad, New Mexico), research on issues related to disposal of
transuranic mixed waste inbedded salt (necessary to provide data for perforn:ance assessment calcu-
lations), and detailed performance assessment research to evaluatecompliance wit_ Environmental
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Protection Agencystandards for disposal oftransuranic and transuranic-mixed waste ingeologic
repositories. Sandia willprovide scientific assistance tbr completion of the test phase of the overall
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant project (expected to last for at least fiveyears) and activities to meet
the requirements of the LegislativeLand Withdrawal Billsigned into law in late 1992.

The scope of Sandia's activities to support the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project includes: (1)
disposal room and drift system, (2) transuranic waste experiments, (3) sealing systems and rock
mechanics, (4) hydrologic transport properties of the Salado (salt) formation, (5) flow and trans-
port properties ofnon-Salado components of the formation, (6) performance assessment, and
(7) other activities.

1. The disposal room and drift system activitiesutilize backfills, brine, simulated waste,

waste containers, simulated disposal rooms, test designs, equipment, and instrumentation
necessary for laboratory and field experiments to provide an understanding of important
waste interactions to support development of radioactive source term and gas generation
models. This activityaddresses transuranic mixed waste and backfill interaction with the

surrounding rock for the various chemical environments that are possible in a waste
room. The combined interactions of the waste,waste containers, emplaced backfill and
admixtures, brine inflow that results in gas genen _ion,and dissolution of radioactive and

hazardous constituents are studied through laboratory testing, modeling, and fieldtesting.
The behavior and performance of possible backfills and additives to be emplaced in access
driftsas part of the facilitydecommissioning are also being investigated.

2. The transuranic mixed waste experinaents utilize mined rooms, bins, transuranic mixed

waste, waste containers, test facilities,test designs, equipment, and instrumentation nec-
essary for gathering data on gas generation and the interaction of waste in a simulated
repository environment. This activity includes all tests that use actual transuranic waste, as
wellas necessary sampling, data gathering, analysis, and interpretation. The tests include
bin-scale tests, simulated-scale tests, and liter/drum-scale experiments at Los Alamos

National Laboratory for acquisition of gasgeneration information and solubility waste
interactions data from actual transuranic waste.

3. The sealing systems and rock mechanics activity utilizesseal materials such as salt, concrete,

clays,and other fillers in laboratory and field settings. They include test designs, equipment,
and instrumentation for the seal studies and the evaluation of rock mechanics properties
of the repository and overlying host rock formations penetrated by shafts, boreholes, and
disposal rooms. Sealswill be developed for use in drifts to isolate waste panels, inaccess
shafts to isolate the repository from accessible environments, and in exploratory boreholes.
This activity also includes evaluation of waste room and drift structural response, shaft
closure, and healing of fractures in the disturbed rock zone outside excavations and around
seals in shaft and access drifts. Laboratory and in situ tests willprovide data tbr models to

evaluate the behavior of potential seal material such as crushed salt, salt/clay admixtures,
and concretes, as wellas excavation closure, fracture behavior, and the behavior of pene-
trations through the repository host rock.

4. The Salado hydrology and transport activitiesutilize testdesigns, equipment, and instru-
mentation for laboratory and field studies measuring avariety of hydrologic parameters of
the repository host rock. This activity includes laboratory and field experimentation and
modeling studies offit_id flowcharacteristics of the Salad_._Formation such as permeability,
threshold pressure, and two-phase characteristics. Data from the experinaents willbe input

to databases and models of brine and gas transport into and away from the repository.
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5. The non-Salado and transport flow activities utilize test designs, equipment, and instru-

mentation for laboratory and field studies measuring a variety of hydrologic and chemical
transport parameters of the formations overlying the repository host rock. This activity
includes fundamental separate effects laborator,' experinaents for the development of

models ofradionuclide transport properties in tJ_ Rustler Formation under present and
future conditions. Integral-effects laboratory studi_s ofradionuclide retardation in the
Rustler host rock are also included, as well as in situ hydrologic and tracer tests. Also
included is the development of mechanistic models of flow and transport in the units
above the Salado, examination of alternative conceptual models, validation of models
against data, and verification of models.

6. The performance assessment activities utilize input from databases and models of the pre-
ceding fiveactivities. This activity designs, develops, and implements the comprehensive
performance assessmentmodel, includinghardware and software interfaceswith the research

and development elements for modeling, verification, validation, sensitivity analysis, doc-
umentation, and the interface withregulatory agencies. Thisactivity includes documentation

and demonstration of the calculations that comprise the model that assessesperformance of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant as a geologic repository for nuclear waste. The model results

willbe compared to the regulatory requirements of Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40,
Part 191 and portions of the requirements of the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act. The comparisons willbe a significant part of the basis of the disposal _,basedecision.

7. The other activitiesare generallyconcerned with integration and management. These activities
include: interfaces with program oversight groups for responses to inquiries and audits,
and industrial safety; integration with waste acceptance criteria functions for transuranic
waste experiments and the definition of the inventory needed for performance assessment;

and quality assurance, general program management, administrative support, and support
for institutional activities.

Greater Confinement Disposal Project

Sandia was recentlyselected bythe DOE Nevada Operations Officeas lead laboratory for condu_ iii_::
the assessment of compliance for the Greater Confinement Disposal site. The Greater Confinc_ _
Disposal site, located in the southeastern corner of the Nevada Test Site,is being considered ft,_
permanent disposal ofuncertifiable defense transuranic waste, greater-than-Class-C low-level
waste, performance-limited waste, nondefense-generated transuranic waste, and other DOE
sealed-source wastes.

Sandia's role in the Greater Confinement Disposal project includes (1) technical program inte-
gration, (2) development of overall project strategy, (3) development and implementation of com-
pliance assessment strategy, (4) model development and application, and (5) systems configuration.

Waste Management Operations

Sandia's program for waste management includes stafftraining, equipment and supplies, contractor
support, and costs associated with the management, collection, packaging, storage, transportation,
treatment, and disposal of chemical, radioactive, and mixed wastes in Albuquerque, New Mexico
and Tonopah, Nevada. The scope of the waste management program includes providing guidance
to Sandia gener,"torsof waste;performing surveillance on compliance; providing qualified personnel

to interact with DOE and the EPAand states on matters concerning waste issues;preparing or
reviewingwaste permit applications; and reviewing requirements changes to assessprogrammatic
impact. The waste management program is also responsible for collecting, storing, and arranging
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for off-siteshipment, treatment, and disposal of wastes. RCRAstorage occurs at 90-day accumulation
areas, interim status facilities,and at the permitted hazardous waste management facility.
Radioactive and toxic wastes are stored on-site at various t:acilities.

Waste Minimization Operations

The purpose of this activity is to plan and coordinate a program that will minimize the generation
of hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastesand to develop a culture in which waste minimization
concepts become an integral part of allconsiderations. These efforts offer increased protection of

employee welfare, public health, and the environment.
The waste minimization program formally began in FY 1989.The waste minimization network,

made up of technical personnel in waste-generating organizations, was later created to facilitate
education and program implementation in Sandia organizations. A Waste Minimization Steering
Committee wasalso formed to advise and direct policies and procedures of the program and aid
in the allocation of waste minimization implementation funding.
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EMAnticipatedRequirements
(BudgetAuthorityin$million)

FY1995)
FY93 _ FY9__5FY9._._6FY9__.ZFY98 FY99

EnvironmentalRestoration
Operating 28.3 46.6 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5 34.5

EMCorrectiveActions
Operating 1.7
Capitalequipment 0.4
GeneralPlantProjects 0.5

Total 2.6

WasteManagement*
Operating 64.8 56.0 74.2 74.2 74.2 74.2 74.2
Capitalequipment 1.5 3.3 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
GeneralPlantProjects 0.6 4.3

Total 66.9 63.6 78.3 78.3 78.3 78.3 78.3

TechnologyDevelopment
Operating 25.1 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7
Capitalequipment 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Total 26.3 24.8 24.8 24.8 23.7 23.7 23.7

Transportation
Operating 6.7 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5
Capitalequipment 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Total 6.9 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8

TransitionPlanningandImplementation
Operating 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

TotalEMFunding
Operating 126.6 138.3 144.4 144.4 144.4 144.4 144.4
Capitalequipment 3.3 4.7 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
GeneralPlantProjects 1.1 4.3
Proposedconstruction 3.6 3.7 8.0

Total 131.0 147.3 149.9 149.9 153.5 153.6 157.9

*IncludesWlPP
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EnergyPrograms
Sandiasupports the Department of Energy's goalsof providing secureand environmentally acceptable
energy supplies improving energy production, conversion, and use. Drawing upon more than
twenty years of broad experience in energy research and technology development, Sandia now
specializes in certain areas within this arena.

Our current programs comprise high-temperature superconductor research for electric power

systems, stationary battery storage system for utilities, geothermal energy systems, the solar electric
technologies (photovoltaic and solar thermal), wind energy, and industrial and transportation
applications. These programs provid,z a bridge to industry, allowing Sandia to develop a strong
record in technology transfer.

Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy

Sandia's energy programs bring creative solutions to global energy problems, including the environ-

mental consequences of energy use. We place particular emphasis on nurturing renewable energy
technologies that establish a partnership with U.S. industry and provide economical, practical,
environmentally friendly answers to worldwide energy issues. We base our assessment of these

attributes on years of practical field experience, laboratory studies, and systems analysis.
Our programs are in the areas of energy management, renewable energy technology, industrial

technology, and advanced transportation. This work strives to establish technology bases that will
support the efforts of the private sector and to build confidence with industry and users to accelerate
their acceptance. Major activitiesinclude engineering studies to identifypreferred systemapplications
and configurations, and fielding and evaluation of prototype systems.

SummaryofProgramsforAssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY92 FY9..__3FY9__44FY9___5

AK ElectricEnergySystems 1.3 1.5 2.5 3.5
AL EnergyStorageSystems 3.0 3.7 5.0 6.5
AM GeothermalSystems 5.0 7.1 7.5 7.4
EB SolarEnergy 30.0 26.5 31.3 31.2
ED IndustrialSector 7.9 4.8 8.3 9.8
EE Trap'_ortationSector 1.7 2.4 3.3 2.5
EC BuildingsSector;and
EF StateandLocalPrograms 0.3

Total 49.2 46.0 57.9 60.9
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 4% 4% 4% 4%

ElectricEnergySystems(AK)

Sandia isdeveloping p. actical, high-temperature superconducting wire and magnets that can be
used to improve the efficiency of electric motors, generators, and transmission lines and providc
fast-discharge energy storage in the form of superconducting magnetic energy storage.
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This work contributes to optimized high-temperature superconducting materials, conductor
t]abricationtechnology, and to the design and evaluation of prototype devices that can improve ',he
economics and energy efficiencyof electric power generation and distribution systems. We actively
involve industry, in allof this work.

Energy Storage Systems (AL)

Sandia isworking with industry to develop advanced rechargeable battery systems fbr utility energy
storage applications as part of the DOE Utility Battery Storage Systems program, which Sandia
manages and directs. Cost-shared contracts with industry partners provide the vehicle for systems
development in this area. Sandia's technical expertise isused to analyze the benefits of battery
storage in utility systems, to evaluate prototype batteries, and to do applied research.

Geothermal Systems (AM)

Sandia's geothermal systems work isdesigned to increase the nation's proven geothermal reserves

and assist industry in expanding geothermal power on-line. We are developing newdrilling and
completion technologies to help expand the commercial use of U.S.geothermal resources. The
technologies we develop in this area can also be used in petroleum and mineral extraction.

Slimhole drilling isa new technique Sandia isperfecting to reduce drilling costs in assessing
hydrothermal reservoirs. Our major work in geothermal systems includes developing high-tempera-
ture instrumentation for geothermal wells,acoustic telemetry to transmit downhole data through the
drillpipe whiledrilling, and drilling adeep exploratory well inan activevolcanic caldera in California.

Solar Energy (EB)

Solar Thermal

Engineers in Sandia's solar thermal programs work with users and manufacturers of solar thermal

electric systems to increase the acceptance of solar thermal technologies as cost-competitive candi-
dates for power generation and to further their commercialization. Sandia operates the National
Solar Thermal Test Facility,where it evaluates solar thermal technologies and performs specialized
tests requiring high heat, a capability both government and industry use. Sandia provides technical
support to Solar Two, a cost-shared project with aconsortium of utilities to upgrade the Solar One
power tower pilot plant using molten salt heat collection and storage technology.

Sandia conducts researchand technologydevelopment withadvanced solar thermal components,

dishes, heliostats, and receivers tbr dish and central receiver systems and performs systems design
and analysisand testing of components and systems. In a joint venture with industry, Sandia is
developing the first commercial dish-Stirling system. We operate a Design Assistance Center that
promotes the use of solar thermal technologies through services to manufacturers, operators, and
decision-makers and through educational outreach.

Photovoltaics

Sandia's work with photovoltaics iscentered on developing cost-effective, reliable photovohaic
energy system technolog% produced by U.S. industry, that is used for worldwide energy supplies.
Through its Design Assistance Center, Sandia teams with other agencies to accelerate development
and acceptance of the technology at home and abroad by ofl_ring technical expertise and evaluations.

Sandia uses its engineering skills to assist industry in developing high-performance, low-cost

one-sun and concentrator cells,designing cost-effectivemodule technologies, and perf_._ctingbalance-
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Sandiaresearchershave of-systems hardware. It assists industry by providing accurate perfimnance measurements, and
playeda keyrolein reliability testing and evaluation.
developingsolarther-

malpowertechnology Wind Power
sincetheearly1970s.
Jim ChavezandGreg Sandia isdeveloping wind turbine technologies to provide viableand economical systems for
Kolb are seenhere commercial power generation. Sandia conducts applied research in aerodynamics, structural

examining glasson a dynamics, thtigue, materials, and controls, including the systems integration of these areas, to
increase understanding ofphenornena and provide more effective design tools.25-foot-squaresun-

tracking heliostat. Simi- Sandia has lead laboratory responsibility for Vertical AxisWind Turbine technology and is
larheliostatswillbe also developing appropriate cooperative activities with industry to transfer this technology to the

used at "SolarTwo,"the U.S. wind power industry. Sandia engineers are developing user-friendly analytical tools for
upgraded commercial industry use, as wellas identifying additional research needs.

solar power plant near

Barstow,CaUfornia. Irldust_ial Sector (ED)

Combustion Technology

Combustion work is performed at Sandia/Califimfia's ('ombustion Research Facilityand includes
experimental, theoretical, and computational investigationsaimed at reducing energy consumption,
preserving the environment, and fort@ing science and engineering foundations. 'l'his work utilizes

the unique laser diagnostic capabilities of the research facility.
Sandia collaborates on itscombustion projects with industry and concentrates on work that will

reduce toxic emissions without compromising the efficiencyof fuel use,developing improved tech-
nologies fbr high-efficiency,low-emission internal combustion engines, and improved environmental
technology systems fi>rdestruction of hazardous wastes.
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Materials Processing by Design

The progranls working with industrial and manutacturing processes are striving to imprm'e existing
processes and develop newones that arc commercially and environmentally acceptable f_r the
chemicals, petroleum, durable goods, and semiconductor industries.

This work involves exploring the underlying physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, and fluid
mechanics of new processes for manufilcturing commercially important chemicals, powders, com-
posites, coatings, and membranes. We make predictive models of high-temperature chemicals and
materials synthesisprocesses that industry can use in its design, organization, and waste minimization

efforts. We also use laser-based sensors to monitor and control manufacturing processes in the Thisdiagnostic head
steel, chemical, petroleum, and semiconductor industries, gasket, designed by

Peter Witze of Sandia's

Advanced Industrial Concepts/Materials Research Combustion Research

Sandia's materials research work in the industrial technologies program is tasked with providing Facility, earneda 1992

computer-aided design, synthesis, characterization, and testing of new enabling mat_:rialswith the R&D 100 Award.The
potential E)renergy savingsand waste reduction in industrial applications, gasket incorporates

Currently, thefocusison devdoping chemicallyspecificcoatings,sensors,andmembranesfor ionizationprobes that
energy savings through improved processes, synthesizing composites by reactive metal infiltration, detect theposition of
producing lightweight structural materials with improved performance, and developing novel the flame in the cylin-

catalysts for sinmltaneous conversion and separation of petrochemicals, der,whichpermits
measurement of com-

bustion uniformity inan
Advanced Industrial Concepts/Biochemical and Chemical Technologies Research engine under develop-

Sandia supports developnlent of'techniques for catalysis by design in projects that use compl.lter- ment. Gasketsbased on

aided molecular design of biota|tactic carbon dioxide activation catalysts. The goalsof the research thisdesign are now
includecomputer-aidedmoleculardesignof catalyststhatmimic carbon-dioxk|e-activatingenzymes, manufacturedby DSP

development of improved molecular modeling techniques, structural studies of carbon-dioxide- Technology, Inc.of Fre-

activating enzymes, synthesis, characterization, and testing of designed biota|tactic catalysts, and mont,California.
integration of successful catalysts
into a solar-driven process.

The project ilwolves collabo-
rative work with several industrial

and university groups.

Industrial Waste

Reduction Program

Sandia acts in partnership with
industry to develop and commer-
cialize cost-eflE'ctivewaste reduc-

tion technologies and practices.
The program focuses its combined

resources on the problems of
reducing wastesgenerated in
manulacturing processes and
improving energy efficiencyof

industrial processes. The broad ii
goal is to stimulate, facilitate, and
coordinate development and trans-
fer of wastereduction and energy
savings technologies to industry.



The program isbeingcarried out in cost-shared projects with industry and involvescharacterizing
waste, assessingpromising opportunities t't_rwaste reduction, and analyzingbarriers to implementa-
tion of waste-reduction strategies. Wc transf;er industrial waste reduction technologies to specific
companies and to industry as a whole.

Transportation Sector (EE)

Sandia isworking to reduce the environmental impacts of the automobile by working on advanced
batteries, hybrid systems, and such activities as the clean-car initiatwe. El_gineersat Sandia arc
developing more efficientengine technology, improved emission catalyst and emission systems,
and improved batteries for electric vehicles.

Sandia has a cooperative research and development agreement with the U.S.Advanced Battery
Consortium for research and development on electric vehicle battery technologies. The objective
is to advance these technologies to a level of maturity that willencourage industry to become a

partner in the development program. If successful, industry would then pursue manufhcturing
development and commercialization of batteries for electric vehicles.



Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

Effort for the Director of Civilian Radioactiw."Waste N'lanagement isexpected to peak between IvY
1_')3and 2001. Sandia's major activities address transportation and geologic disposal of spent fuel
and high-level radioactive waste.

SummaryofProgramsforOfficeofCivilianRadioactiveWasteManagement
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95

DB NuclearWasteFund 16.6 15.6 25.2 25.4

Percentoftotaloperatingfunds I% I% 2% 2%

NuclearWasteFund (DB)

The dominant effort in this program is the Yucca Mountain Project, an investigation to determine
the ti_asibilityof sitingacommercial nuclear waste repository in the volcanic tuff;;of YuccaMountain
on the Nevada Test Site. Sandia's responsibilities in this multit;acetedproject are to:

• Assess the perfimnance of the repository system by modeling based on the design of the
system and the known characteristics of the site;

• Use the assessments to determine the system's ability to comply with regulations;
• Use the assessments to guide the collection of data at the site and t,, support the further

design of the system;

• Perform laboratory tests and develop theoretical understanding of properties oftufffi)r
repository design and performance assessment;

• Develop predictive models that describe water migration in tuffand identify the important
parameters;

• Perforna field tests to measure some properties of the rock in the repository system;
• l levelop and evaluateconceptual designs tim"borehole, shaft, and drift seals for the repository.

The repository design resulting from tiffsefliwt willbe capable of handling high-level conamercial

and defense wastes as well as spellt fuel. Sandia published the conceptual design to support the Site
Characterization Plan in FY 1989.Our current role is to use our pertbrnmnce-assessment capabilities
to help set requirements for site characterization and design and examine the design (or its ability
to comply with regulations.

()ur role in testing and performance assessment willbe to help develop a licenseapplication tha!
the I)OE expects to submit to the Nuclear Regulatory(;ommission in2001. Test results and analyses
of performance will be major contribut(_rs to the (;ommission's examination of the rcposit_)ry
system's ability to meet regulations.

Sandia's Transportation Technology (;enter continues to support the program mission to
develop satE'and efficient systems for transporting spent fuel and for handling packages. The design

and production of actual systems for transporting commercial wastes to storage or repositories are
being perfimned in the private sector. Sandia willcontinue to participate in te,:hnoh)gy-l_aseand
technology-transfi._ractivities that willbe needed to certi6, the new generation of waste packagings.



Assistant Secretary f')r Fossil Energy

The primary objective ofSandia's tbssilenergy work is to develop technologies that will pr(mlote
the clean use of the nation's coal resource and maintain a secure ecommlic supply of natural gas
and crude oil. Sandia is obtaining basic information to use in designing, optimizing, and cleaning
up the current and next-generation coal combustion systems, devdoping advanced catalysts and
proc,.'ssconcepts to convert coal to environmentally compatible liquid fuels, providing scientific
support toassure reliabledesign and satbpertbrmance ot under!,mund storage systems,and providing
geo[,hysical instrumentation systems tbr improved fossil energy reservoir diagnostics. Sandia also
works in research and development partnerships with the coal utilization industry and with the
petroleum industry. Sandia supports the I)epartment of Energy Office of the Strategic Petroleum

Reserve.Our coalcombustion programs interact strongly withU.S. industn, through our Combustion
Research Facility users' programs.

SummaryofProgramsforAssistantSecretaryforFossilEnergy
(OperatingBAinSmillion)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95

AA Coal 4.5 3.5 4.1 2.5
AB Gas 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.0
AC Petroleum 2.9 2.6 4.2 2.5
SA StrategicPetreleumReserve _.].,_C)_......... 2,j.....................2:5..............2__5

Total 9.7 88 12.1 8.5
Percentoft0taloperatingfunds 1% 1% 1% 1%

Coal (AA)

Coal Conversion

Sandia supports the researchprogram implemented by the i,)epartment of Energy/Pittsburgh Energy
Technology Center through leading effbrtsin catalystdevelopment fi_rdirect and indirect liquet:action
processes. This work involves studying coal reactivity, understanding the relationship of reactivity
to the molecular and macroscopic structure of coal, and developing advanced catalysts and catalytic
processes for coal con "ersion.

Research is focused on the catalytic conversion of coal to liquid fuelsat more moderate tcmpeFa-
tures and pressures with optimum hydrogen use and with effectiveremoval of sulfur and nitrogen.
We are also using computer-aided molecular design techniques to study coal structure and design
catalysts ti)r the direct conversion of light hydrocarbons to alcohols and other liquid t\mls. Sandia
isestablishing a center fi)rthe evaluation o.'catalysts for the l)epartment of Energy's Fine Particle
Catalyst Program.

Coal Combustion

Sandia uses its (]ombustion Research Facilityin c(mjunction with the l)epartment of Energy'sOffice
of Fossil Energyand with industrial partners in the United States to acquire the basic inlbrmation

necessary to develop predictive models of the b_..haviorof the organic and inorganic constitu,'nts
in conlmercially important coals from the United States to use in designing, (_ptimizing, and
cleaning up the current and next generation of coal combustion systems.



The work includes determining the cllemical kinetics and mcchanisnls of coal pyrolysis and
char oxidation, determining the significanceto the quality of coalon unburned carbon in theexhaust,
conducting pilo, tale research to establishthe mechanisms of transformation, release,and deposition
ofinorganic speciesduring coal combustion, devdoping user-oriented models to predict the combus-
tion and behavior of the ash of coals fi'om the United States in current and in the next-generation
coal combustors, and developing and validating optical diagnostic sensors for in site measurcment
of state properties, gas species composition, and particulate loads in coal combustors.

Gas (AB), Unconventional Gas Recovery

The objectives of the natural gas program are to improve the production ofnatu ral gas fl'om low-
permeability gas reservoirs by combining comprehensive geologic characterizat,on with the
development of new reser_,oirstimulation technology.

Sandia pertbrms geotechnical studies in the areas ofsedimentoh)gy and natural fractures, get)-
mechanics and insitu stress, and reservoir stimulation. Sandia isdeveloping a methodology to aid
industry in understanding and exploiting natural fi'acture systems in western basins.

Petroleum (AC)

The petroleum program has two parts: advanced extraction process technology and improved oil
recovery. Sandia isdeveloping superior geophysical techniques for improved reservoir characteri-

zation and in site process monitoring. A keyeffort is the development of advanced computational
capabilities for design and assessment of themany difl;erentsource receivervariations that are possible,
and the interpretation of field data by both fi,)rwardand inverse analyses. Selected methods arc

evaluated in field experiments conducted at various sites in conjunction with other national labo-
ratories, industry, and universities.

In addition, Sandia isdeveloping technologies that will improve production and recovery of
the domestic oil resource. A reservoir simulation capability has been developed and applied that
describes and predicts resistivity changes. Sandia measures in situ stresses and other long-term
phenomena at the Ekofisk Field in the North Sea, in conjunction with Phillips Petroleun|, which
has led to aconcept ofge(mlechanics for reservoir management that views reserwfirsas dynamic
systems that n}ustbe studied with fullawareness of their changing conditions over their litbtimes.
Sandia participates in thc Oil RecoveU Technology Partnership, a joint program with Los Alamos
National l,aboratory, to match technoh)gy with +.heneeds oftl_c petroleunl industry.

Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SA),Storage Facilities Development

Sandia isdeveloping technology to enable sate underground crude oil storage for the U.S. Strategic
Petroleum Reserveand to support commercial underground storage ofpetr()leum liquids and
natural gas. The program involvessite characterization, engineering design assistanceand evalu;'tion,

and it fields instrumentation t(_provide long-term cavern monitoring, valklate cavern creep closure
models, assess the integrity of wellsand casings penetrating the caverns, and certi f,vthe integrity of
caverns. In addition, engineers address specificgeotechnical pr()blems, such as the potential impact
of water leaks on withdrawal ofoil t'r(mlmines, and conduct studies to detcrminc optimum cavern
drawdmvn scenarios based (m geotechnical considerations.

'l'he technol()gy developed fi)r cavern crcati_m, testing, and operati(m iscurrently being applied
to commercial cavern development fi_rnatural gasstorage undcr a technoh_gy transfer pr(_gram.
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Office of Nuclear Energy

Current et_)rts fi):"the Office of Nuclear Energyfocus principally on existing and advanced light
water reactor technology. Nuclear power isan essentialcomponent of thisnation's energy supply mix,
and its environmental advantages are becoming appreciated considering worldwide concern over
the emission of greenhouse gases from fossil-fuelpower plants. The United States has invested over

$200 billion in nuclear power t_cilities that generate 20 percent of itselectricity. Nuclear power plants
are licensed for 40years, but studies indicate that plant lifecould be extended by an additional 20to
30 years. Ifan averageof 10yearsadditional operation could be gained, $170billion would be saved.

Specificactivities emphasizing Sandia's strengths include studies of systems concepts and tech-
nologyevaluation, safetyand reliabilityanalyses, electronic devicesoperating in severeenvironments,
aging management techniques to ensure equipment functionality, component testing, engineering
of high-reliability components, and knowledge of materials behavior and degradation. Sandia has
devised a step-by-step methodology for evaluating plant equipment (Ibcusingon systems, structures,
and components that are subject to age-relateddegradation) that may pave the wayfi_rsate,extended
operation of nuclear power plants. The methodology isendorsed by the nuclear power industry
as its technical approach to license renewal.

These eflbrts are expected to remain steady at current funding levels for Sandia given new
administrations' goals to support only the light water reactor concepts.

SummaryofProgramsforAssistantSecretaryforFossilEnergy
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY9__22FY93 FY94 FY9_55

AA Coal 45 3.5 4.1 2.5
AB Gas 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.0

AC Petroleum 2.9 2.6 4.2 25

SA StrategicPetroleumReserve 1.9 2.! .... 2.5 2,5

Total 9.7 8.8 12.1 8.5
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 1% 1% 1% 1%

NuclearEnergy Researchand Development (AF)

The objectives of'this work are to improve the safety, reliability,and cost-efl_:ctivenessof commercial
light water reactors, to enable license renewal of existing light water reactors and demonstrate new,
simplified regulations r _rsiting of advanced light water reactors.

Sandia operates the Light Water Reactor Technology Management (;enter fi_rI)()E. Activities

are focusedon developingand implementing reactor satietyfeatures and concepts that oflL'rsignificant
safety improvements and longer operating lives, and on developing approaches for improving the
reactor licensing process. Projects include studying the technical, institutional, and economic aspects
of extending the licensed lifetimes of commercial nuclear power plants, conducting technical studies
in support of l)OE's nuclear regulatory re_i_rmactivitiesand evaluation of Nuclear Regulatory('ore-
mission regulations under development, and applying new techniques to the reactor licensingprocess.

We work with the nuclear power industry tc)resolve technical issues associatedwith extending the
useful livesof operating light water reactors and demonstrating the early site approval tk)radvanced
light water reactors. In addition, we willbe investigating improved approaches to the licensing of
nuclear power generation plants and exploring technological developments in support of future



nuclear plant designs. This work isclosely coordinated with industry, universities, and other
national laboratories.

These programs form a basis for closer cooperation with industry. We have formed technology
alliances with industry to couple Sandia's strengths with the nuclear power industry's experience
and knowledge to address issues of importance to current and _hture nuclear power plants.

A radiant heat array designed by Keri Sobolik and her colleagues is the heat source for simulating hypothetical accidents in nuclear

reactors. A similar array will be configured within Sandia's new cylindrical boiling test facility and will simulate various heat patterns

that may be created in a reactor accident. The facility will test the flooded-cavity passive safety design.
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Science and Technology Programs

Sandia conducts ntunerous projects that contribute to the l)epartment of Energy's science and tech-
nology mission. They include established actMties inScientific (;omputing, Basic l-',ncrgySciences,
and Magnetic Fusion Energy. Research in global climate change for the ()ffice oft lealth and t'nvi-
ronmental Research (OH El{) isan emerging responsibility. The use of advanced computati(mal

techniques pervades allof these actMties. Also,a robust suite ofeducati(mal outreach eftbrts promote
improvements it] the nation's science and mathematics education infrastructure.

These science and technology activities are lound in everyphase of Sandia's development cycle,
which develops solutions by integrating research, development, and application. Examples include
geoscience and technoloD,, combustion scienceand technology, and scientificallytailored materials.
In each of these cases, basic research is integrated directly into achieving the objectives of l)()E
technology programs. Also, each of these areas ischaracterized by numerous, vigorous interactions
with U.S. industry. In the coming years, these activities are expected to provide a basis for new1)()t!
initiatives, missions, and roles.

Office of Energy Research

Sandia's BasicEnergy Sciences activities provide a solid scientific foundation for many energy and

manufb,cturing related technologies. Underpinning these actMties is avigorous research program
_supported by theOfficeof ScientificComputing--in the development and applicationof advanced
computational techniques. The BasicEnergy Sciences projects include a national responsibility in
combustion science.

We expect to expand basic research during the planning period. Our magnetic fusion energy
projects support both a long-term, nationally coordinated program and U.S.participation in the
International Themum uclearExperimental Reactordesign project. In support of the Officeof Health
and Environmental Research, we are developing instrumentation and algorithms for measuring
water vapor and cloud distributions. Sandia also provides l)OE-wide technical directi(m of the
emerging program in unmanned aerospace vehicles and small satellites.

SummaryofProgramsforOfficeofEnergyResearch
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode PJD_gramTitle FYg___2FY93 FY94 FY9__._55

AT MagneticFusion 5.6 6.5 6.2 6.8
KC BasicEnergySciences 22.4 21.8 21.1 26.0
KP BiologicalandEnvironmentalResearch 0,8 0.4 0.1 0,3
KS SuperconductingSuperCollider .............. 0.1 0.I

Total 28.8 28,7 27,5 33.2
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 2% 2% 2% 2%

Magnetic Fusion (AT)

The goal of Sandia's magnetic l"usi(mprogram is to develop a technology base to supp(_rt the design
()fcon3e(ments that willpeiibrrn satisihctorily ill fusion plasma elwir,,mmep.ts.'l'o achicve this goal,
we study the interactions of plasmas and materials, the behavior of materials exp()sed t(_higtl heat
fluxes,and the interlaces of plasmas and fusion reactor walls.
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Extensive analysis of prototypes is required before components can be qualified for operation
in [hsion machines. This activity invoh'es selecting,specifi,ing, and developing materials for plasma-
fi_cingcomponents exposed to high heat and particle fluxes. Materials samples and prototype

components are tested in Sandia's Plasnm Materials Test Facility. This t_cility utilizes high-energy
electron beams to generate high heat fluxes that simulate fusion reactor environments.

Sandia provides direct support to U.S.and international fiasionmachines. This support includes
diagnostics, tritium inventory assessments, and materials studies for the Princeton Tokamak Fusion

Test Reactor; material analysis and diagnostic development for General Atomics l)lll- 1)Advanced
Divertor Project; and a fulltoroidal belt Advanced Limiter Test (ALT-li) system for the 'FEXTOR
tokamak in Germany. Sandia has recently designed and installed on the Tora Supra tokamak il_
France an actively cooled pumped limiter capable of steady-state operation at heat fluxes of 30
million watts per square meter. RichardNygren holds

In allof theseexperiments, Sandia participates in machine operation and provides specialized asection of a plate

diagnostics and data analysis for evaluating plasma material interaction processes, boundary layer installedinthetoka-
plasma control, and plasma-fi:tcingcomponents. In addition, Sandia continues to collaborate on mak reactor atthe KFA
plasma material interactionand high-heat-fltuxissueswithboth theJoint European Toms inAbingdon, laboratoq inJalich,
United Kingdom, and the ]T-60U in Japan. Recently, at the direction of the l)epartment of Energy, Germany.Ateam of
Sandia has entered into cooperative exchanges on plasma-thcing component development with SandiaandArgonne
severallaboratoriesin P,ussia, nationallaboratory

In 1992,an internationalagreementwasreachedbetweentheUnitedStates,lapan,the European researchersdeveloped
Community, and Russia to embark on asix-year engineering design activity for the International thehardware,inwl,ich
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITEP,). Sandia issupporting this project by providing per- heliumwasimplanted
sonnel to manage the program at the ITER in (;arching, Germany. Sandia also has a major role in and latermeasuredat
research, development, and design ofplasma-thcing components for the U.S.effort. Sandiato verifythat

Continued international cooperation isessentialto the successof the Internatkmal Thermonuclear heliumwaspumped
Experimental Reactor project, l)omestically, development ofplasnaa-thcing components for ITER duringthe experiment.
willbe a cooperative eflbrt between
Sandia and other national laboratories

(Argonne, Oak Ridge, Idaho, Lawrence
Livemu_re,and LosAlamos), universities

(UCLA, Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, University of Illinois, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, University of
New Mexico, North ('amlina State

University, Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity), and industry (headed by Mcl)on-
nell l)ouglas and including Ebasco,
General Atomics, Westinghouse,
Rocketdyne, and others). Sandia is
coordinating this multisector coopera-
tiveeffort fi_rthe U.S.ITER Home Team.

Sandia's expertise in development of
materials and components fi)r magnetic
fusion systems willalso be utilized in
support of the Tokamak Physics Exper-
iment, which has been proposed as the
next major U.S. plasma confinement
experiment, and in support of the l.arge
Helical Device, astdlarator confinement

device being built by the lapanese
National Institute lbr Fusion Science.
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Scientific Computing (Massively Parallel Computation) (KC07)

Sandia's computational sciences

research isaimed at developing mas-
sivelyparallel computing methods
and a software infrastructure tbr par-

allelconlputing. Research in parallel
computing fi_cuseson the development
of parallelalgorithms fi_rsolving the
partial differential equations of physics
and engineering. Research insoftware
infrastructure fi)r parallel computing
covers such areas as graphics methods
and visualization, static and dynamic
load balance methods, parallel operat-
ing systems, perfimnance evaluation

methods, and hybrid programming
models and languages. This program
isdesigned to unleash the pertbrmance
and cost perfi)rnmnce advantages of
massive parallelism on important
DOE problems.

Moleculardynamicsisapowerfulsimulationtoolforstudyingthemicroscopicproperties Advancedcomputingtechnologies
oforganicmoleculessuchaspolymers,proteins,andDNA.Simulationsofevensmall are very important to national and

organicmoleculesarecomputationallydemanding.Thefunctionalandcatalyticactions econol'nicsecurity. Sandia has made a
ofsuchmoleculesareoftendeterminedbytheirthree-dimensionalshapes;conse- commitment to play a leading role in

the national High-Perfi_rmance Com-quently,onemustmodelthemoleculeinitsmedium(e.g.,insolutionorinarrangement
withothermolecules).Inthisrepresentation,asiloxane-basedliquid-crystalmoleculeis putingand(]OlllnltlnicationsProgram.
simulatedinthreeenvironments:inaperiodiccrystal,inaglobularclusterof 27mole- Sandiahasleadershipof'two Depart-
cules,andinavacuum.Theequilibriumshapeof themoleculeafterhundredsof picosec- meatof EnergyGrandChallenges:
ondsisshown.Withcontinuedadvancementinalgorithmdevelopmentandhardware, Computational l)esign of(',atalysts
the"holygrail"oforganicmoleculesimulation_thestudyoflarge-scaleproteinfolding alld BiocatalystsandRationall)rug
--may bewithinreachinafewyears, l)esign. We alsohave amajor algorithm

development responsibility for (;lobal
Climate Modeling, a grand challenge ledby l.os Alamos. Our work on massivelyparallel computing
has been recognized by several national and international awards, including the (;ordon Bell
Award, the Karp Prize, and two R&I) 100awards.

The Massively Parallel Computing Research LaboratoD, at Sandia/New Mexico provides
protogpes of advanced, high-perfi_rmance computing technology, including advances in scalable

massivelyparallel algorithms, graphics and visualization, and systems software. Pal! of our strategy
is to titan interdisciplinary partnerships with Sandia's DOE l)etbnse Programs applications to create
new, breakthrough simulation capabilities. It isalso part of our strategy to move such advances
quickly into industry through appropriate technology transfer mechanisms.

The Center fi_rComputational Engineering at Sandia/Califimfia ischartered to help scientists
and engineers in industry make use of massivelyparalM processing to solve problems that arc
impracticable on conventional machines. The center fi_cusesprimarily on software engineering
fi_rapplications. Applications currently being pursued include pharmaceutical design (fi_rexample,

drug/organism interactions and "designer chemotherapy"), and global climate change. Research
at the Center fi_rComputational Engineering includes methodologies fi_rproblem specification,
code generation, data management, and theorems fi_rperfimning proot_ of software correctness.



Basic Energy Sciences (KC)

Projects that support the Officeof Basic Energy Sciences comprise several leading research efforts.
Larger projects include combustion research and scientifically tailored materials. Smaller projects
include engineering and geoscience research.

Chemical Sciences

Combustion Research

Sandia's largest project tbr the Office _ffBasicEnergy Sciences isconducted by the Combustion
Research Facility in Livermore, California. Ill this designated DOE user facility,Sandia staffand
visitingresearchers develop advanced research methods and apply them to the study offhndamental
combustion processes.

The Office of BasicEnergy Sciences supports both basic research incombustion sciences at the
Combustion Research Facilityand the operation of the faciliWas a research center availableto awide
variety of users. Among the major users are staffsupported by the DOE offices of Fossil Energy
and Energy Efficienq and Renewable Energy, who conduct industry-oriented research in transient
and continuous combustion, including coal and biomass processes, and in advanced materials
synthesis. One measure of the impact of these programs is the award by Research and Development
magazine of a 1992R&D 100award for the development and application of advanced internal
combustion engine diagnostics.

DOE sponsorship and policies thcilitatea vigorous visitingscientists program that attracts
approximately seventy long-term users to the Combustion Research Facilityeveryyear. Visiting
scientistsconduct and publish basic and applied combustion research. Visitors come from industry,
universities, and government-sponsored organizations such as the national laboratories. Their

participation in activitiesof the Combustion Research Facility isan important vehicle for transferring
new combustion technology to a large user community. An activepostdoctoral research program
contributes both to advanced training of combustion scientists and engineers and to the t:acility's
research productivity.

The continuing research programs at the Combustion Research Facilityhelp maintain U.S.
preeminence in the science and technology of combustion. Facilitystaffrepresent the United
Statesin the International Energy Agency programs on EnergyConservation inCombustion.

International EnergyAgency activities involve collaboration with fi)reign scientists in engine
studies and coal research through an informal exchange program.

The long-range objective of the Combustion Research Facilityis to accelerate the development
of combustion technology to maximize its impact on energyefficiency,fuelutilization, environmental
protection, industrial productivity, and equipment design. Principal research conducted fi_rthe
Officeof Basic EnergySciences' Chemical Sciences l)ivision includes combustion diagnostics,
combustion chemistry, reacting flows, and combustion modeling.

Combustion Diagnostics _ One of the primary th rusts of the combustion research program
is the development of advanced diagnostic techniques. Becauseof their nonintrusive nature

and great versatility,laser-based optical techniques receive the strongest emphasis. Laser-induced
fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy, and rnultiphoton wavemixing ark among the diagnostic
methods being developed. These techniques are used to measure temperatures, species concen-
trations, and other parameters of importance to the understanding ofcombusti(m phenomena.

Combustion Chemistry-- The work in combustion chemistry improves our understanding of

the complex chemical processes involved when fuelsburn. The program emphasizes determining
the rates and mechanisms of elementary chemical processes, and it stresses the close coupling
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of experiment, theory, and modeling. The modeling of experiments conducted in low-pressure
flames yields insight into the dominant chemical rcactions involved in c_md'_t!.stion.

Related efliwtsaddress fundamental questions of molecular dynamics that nltlSt be answered
to develop models of processes important to energy-producing technologies. Themes of'current

emphasis include the li_rmationand destruction of nitrogen-containing pollutants, theoxidation
of hydrocarbons, and chemical paths leading to soot precursors in rich flames.

Reacting Flows-- A multidisciplinary program in reacting flows establishes an important
link between fundamental studies of combustion chemistry and the "real world" of practical
combustion. The objective of this program is to increase our understanding of the fundamental
interactions between chemistry and fluid dynamics in combustion. I,',esearchresults are being
used to improve predictive capabilities fi)r turbulent combustion ot'hydrocarbon fuels.
l!xperimental studies include flows involving complex fluid mechanics but simplified chem-
istry. These flowsarc used to probe primary turbulent transport meclaanisms.

Combustion Modeling--Sandia's combustion modeling program emphasizes the develop-
ment of numerical methods to predict the mutual influences of reactions and fluid transport
mechanisnas. Our current modeling research isdeveloping a fundamental understanding of
important subprocesses so that future simulations will contain more realistic chemical and
physical descriptions of combustion plaenomena. We are directing growing emphasis on the
inclusion ofl-ullydetailed chemical mechanisms inadvanced combustion models that require
state-of the-art computational capabilities for their execution.

Materials Sciences

Sandia's Materials Sciences program comprises three elements: Scientifically Tailored Materials,

l)etiactsand Impurities in Solids,and the Synthesisand Processing (_enter. The eli}artin scientifically
tailored materials has a strong research theme that supports the development of advanced manui_c-
turing technoiog7 relevant to the semiconductor industo,.

Scientifically Tailored Materials

Our program inscientifically tailored materials combines Sandia's expertise and experimental
and theoretical capabilities in solid-state sciences, atomic-level diagnostics, and materials synthe-
sis and processing to produce new classesof materials that can be tailored for specitic pr_perties
and applications.

An important goal of the scientitically tailored materials program is to explore how capabilities
developed in various projects can be used to enhance the competitiveness of U.S. industry. 'i'oward
this goal, we frequently interact with representatives from industry, universities, and the national

laboratories to define critical needs and plan collaborative efforts. Many co,operative research and
development agreements with industry havegrown out of research perti._rmedunder this program.

('urrent research includes the physics and chemistry of ceramics synthesis and processing, the
use of energeticpanicle beams tierthe synthesis and study of materials, higla-temperature and organic
superconductors, tailored surlhces and interfaces for materials applications, chemical vapor depo-
sition sciences,strained-layer and artificiallystructured semiconductors, advanced gro_l:h techniques
for improved semiconductor structures, boron-rich solids, and atomic levelscience otintert)cial

adhesion. (;onsiderable synergy exists among these program elements, and m_st ol'them share

common themes based on either the science or the use ol'common synthesis and pn_ccssing
approaches. These themes are: synthesis and processing, epitaxial materials gn_wth, surtiices and

interfaces, energetic particle beams and high-transition-tempenlturc superconductivity.
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Physics and Chemistry of Novel Superconductors--The novel superconductors project
investigates electronic, structural, and chemical properties of inorganic, high-temperature
superconductors and organic superconductors. The goal is to develop a ftmdamental under-
standing of the physics of superconductivity in these materials. These studies are integrated
closelywith an extensive synthesis and processing program designed to produce materials
with tailored properties.

Strained-Layer Semiconductors-- Research on compound semiconductor strained-layer
superlattice structures represents pioneering, award-winning work in this area. Astrained-layer
superlattice consists of many thin layers, each a towtens of angstroms thick, of alternating single-
crystal semiconductor materials. They typically are made from the more common periodic
table class III-V semiconductors, such as GaAIAs,GaAsP, InGaAs, or lnAsSb. The multiple
thin layers behave macroscopically like new semiconductor materials. Their structures exhibit
electronic and optical properties entirely difl}rent from those of the constituent materials. The

combinatkm of the thin layers and lattice strain allows flexibility in tailoring the properties of
these "new" materials. Sandia isapplying these newsemiconductors to the devdopment of high-
speed, field-effect transistors to provide world record performance, as well as optoelectronic
emitters, detectors, and novel optoelecmmic mirror devices.

Chemical Vapor Deposition Sciences_The objectiveof thechemical vapor deposition sciences
project is to explore the basic physics and chemistry of chemical vapor deposition as it isused
in the synthesis of materials, particularly thin films. Our research thus thr has concentrated on
semiconductors and other materials used to make semiconductor devices. However, the under-

standing gained in this research is applicable to other classesof materials such as coatings
resistant to corrosion and wear, high-temperature superconductors, optical materials, and
reduced-friction coatings. The work willbe extended to these materials.

Energetic Particle Synthesis and Science of Materials-- Basicresearch in the energeticparticle
synthesisand science of materials project isconducted on the interactions of ion, electron, laser,
and plasma beams with metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics. The objectives of the project arc
to explore materials synthesis and modification with energetic particles, to create new materials
and determine their properties, and to advance materials processing byelucidating relevant

fundamental processes using the unique capabilities of energetic beams.

Physics and Chemistry of Ceramics_The objectiveof this project is to devdop a fundamental

understanding of the atomic and molecular processes that govern the structure and properties
of ceramics. The ultimate goal isto improve ceramic processing bygaining abetter understanding
of the underlying chemical and physical principles.

Atomic-Level Science of Interracial Adhesion--This newscientifically tailored materials
initiative deals with the atomic-level science of interracial adhesion. Despite the pervasive
nature of adhesion problems in materials science and engineering, solutions arc almost always
the result of trial and error. Significant technological and economic gains can be realized by
developing ascientific basis for the field of interracial adhesion. This willallow the selection of
material combinations to provide specific interfhcial characteristics. Motivated by this need,
the purpose of this initiative is to understand _at the atomic level of&tail--the nature of the
physical and chemical interactions that bind solid surthces together.

In other research in the ScientificallyTailored Materials program, we are investigating the
atomic-level processes that control the growth and properties ofthin-surthce layers, as well as
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exploring the use of ion, laseR',
and electron-bean1 excitation

ofsurlhces during epitaxial
growth of semiconductors to
control tl_ekinetic energy of
surlhce atoms to extend the

range oftailorable epitaxial
materials. We arealso exploring
potential applications of boron-

rich solids, which have unique
bonding, electronic, and trans-
port properties when used as
high-temperature semiconduc-
tors. These refractory materials
appear promising fi_ruse in
high-efficiency thermoelectric
energy generators and as neu-
tron detectors.

Defects and Impurities in
Solids (Computational
Materials Science)

( :_'stallinedetbctsand impurities
often determine the properties
of solids.Thus, the understand-

ing and control of these imper-
Peter Feibelman and fections ;irecrucial to technological applications ofsolM materials, l)eveloping fundamental
Gary Kellogg view a understanding of these defects and impurities is the goal of this project.
modelofa stepped Unique experimental and theoreticaltools developed in thisprogram are combined to study strut-
metallicsudace, tural defects and impurities in solids and on surfhces. "l'heexperimental tools ;irehigla-resolution

Steppedorterraced transmission electron microscopy, high- and medium-energy ion scattering lacilities, video low-
surfacesarethe subject energy electron diffraction with I-V capability, surlhce analytical tools, scanning tunneling micro-
of researchthatwona scop,v,and low-energy electron microscopy. Theoretical tools developed and emph)yed include
BESMaterialsSciences quantum chemistr}, codes, local density approximation/pseudopotential methods, the embedded
award.Onthetableis atorn method, and cluster functional methods for large-scale atomistic computer simulations.
amodelrepresenting These experimental and theoretical capabilities are used to study grain boundaries, interfaces,
theface-centeredcubic and surfaces in metal alloysand intermetallic compounds; impurity segregation to these boundaries;
structureofmetalssuch and the interactions with dislocations, gas bubbles, and deffct clusters. ( ;rowth of metal layers on
asaluminum,platinum, substrates is investigated using scanning tunneling microscopy, low-energy electron diffraction,
andnickel.In the back- and low-energy electron microscopy. Theoretical models arc developed fin"the nucleation and
ground at right isafield growth kinetics of thin film layers, lt igh-resolution transmission electron microscopy, in con-
ionmicroscopesimilar junction with large-scale computer simulations, is used to resolve the dislocation core structure in

tothe oneusedto veri_ intermetallic compounds, and to analyze thedish)cation network configuration and evolution
that atomsmoveoncer- during plastic dcfi_rmation.

tain metal surfacesbya Nlanyof the results generated by this research pr_@ct are utilized in concurrent deveh_pmcnt
processof substitution, and engineering projects at Sandia and other national laboratories. In addition, the disseminati_m

to materials science programs at universities and industrial research and dcveh_pmcnt laboratories
isconducted througla the Sandia visitingscientist pr(wam incomputatitmal materials science. ( ;(_l-
labt_rations with industr), ;irealso carried out viacooperative research and devch_pment agreements,



Synthesis and Processing Center

Sandia has overall responsibility fi)r coordinating activities within the DOE Center of Excellence
fi)r the Synthesis and Processing of Advanced Materials. This center isa coordinated, cooperative
venture among the fi)llowinginstitutions: Ames LaboratolT, Argonne National Laboratory,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Idaho National Engineering l.aboratorf, University of Illinois
Materials Research Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley l,aboratory, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, LosAlamos National Laboratory, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, PacificNorthwest Laboratory, and Sandia. The center brings together elements
of the existing BasicEnergy Sciences Materials Sciences core programs at these laboratories that
emphasize nlaterials synthesis and processing. The center's objective is

to enhance the science and engineering of materials synthesis and processing inorder to meet
the programmatic needs of the Department of Ener[,_,and to t:acilitatethe technological
exploitation of materials.

Synthesis and processing are essential elements of materials science and engineering that deal
with the assembly of atoms or molecules to form materials, the manipulation and control of the
structure at all levels fromthe atomic to the macroscopic scale, and the development of processes
to produce materials tbr specific applications. Synthesis and processing span the range from fun-
damental research to technology application.

The goalsof basic researchin thisarea rangefrom thecreation of new materialsand the improve-

ment of the properties of known materials to the understanding,ffsuch phenomena as diffusion,
crystal growth, sintering, and phase transitions. On the applied side, the goal of synthesis and pro-
cessing is to translate scientific results into usefiflmaterials by developing processes capable of
producing high-quality, low-cost products.

Geosciences

Sandia's basic research in geosciences includes activities in the areas ofgeoh_gy, geophysics, geo-
chemistry, geomechanics, energy resource recognition and utilization, and scientific drilling.

Research fi)cuseson dynamic processesin the earth's crust. Individual research projects are supported
fi_rinvestigations in the fi)llowingareas: instrumentation development, geophysical imaging, flukt
flow, insitu stress determination, and mineral surface interactions.

Sandia isdeveloping an instrument for sampling hydrothermal fluids and gases directly from
boreholes. This tool willhave application in both sea-floor and deep continental drill holes.

In acooperative project with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sandia is developing
a down-hole seismic source fi)rcross-borehole shear-wave imaging, with application to oil and
gas exploration.

Computational algorithms arc being developed fbr inversion of electromagnetic data fi_rthree-
dimensional structure. These codes willhaveapplication in both energy extraction and environmental
remediation.

Through computer simulation with a lattice gas automata algorithm, Sandia is modeling fluid
flow through complex geologic media. An experimental approach to fluid flowcharacterization is

being applied at ('arlsbad Caverns. Travel times through fractured limestone from the surthce to the
cave are beingdocumented in a unique field study of oxygen isotopic data collected from drip waters.
Another field-based experiment, incooperation with l.awrence l.ivermore National l.aboratory, uses
hydraulic fracture to study stress in adeep boreho[e in the w_lcanicl.ong Valleycaldera of Califi_rnia.

Sandia's geochemical investigations study the kinetics of silicate mineral reactions in the pres-
ence of water anu ermine the rates at which selected ions diffuse into minerals at geologically



relevant temperatures. Advanced analytical techniques and computer.,,imulations ot'molecular
interactions are utilized ill these investigations.

We also provide lead engineering support fi_rresearch drilling in tile (;ontinental Scientitic
l)rilling Program. Eightdrilling projects have been completed to date. (;urrent worL is ti_cusedon

a project to drill into the plumbing system of Katmai Volcano in Alaska, which erupted ill 1912.
Sandia is working with the United States(;eological Survey and the National Park Serviceon por-
tions of the Environmental Impact Statement related to drilling operations.

The objectiveof thegeosciences basic research activity is to develop an understanding of geologic

processes at a I-undamentallevel. Projectschange every two to t}.mryears,so the fi_cusof the program
evolves to support changes in I)OE interests. The program iscoupled closelyto related technology
programs, with objectives such as nuclear waste facilitydesign, petroleum exploration and storage,

JeffMorgan displays environnaental restoration, and geothermal energy exploration.
the electronics of the

receiver unit of an oil

exploration borehole Engineering Sciences

seismic systemdevel- Sandia research in support of engineering sciences includes several projects that seek to improve
opedbySandia.The our understanding of the physics of fluids. Aspart of a stud), of multiphase flow problems, we Ilave
systemisdesigned to teamed with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and l.os Alamos National LaboratolT to
dohigh-speed seismic investigate suspensions el'particles in Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids by ctevelopingnew
mapping frombore- theories, conducting numerical simulation, and carrying out experiments. This work has resultc,.t
holesupto15,000 feet ill determining the effects ofmicrostructures on the macroscopic properties of suspensions.

deepattemperatures Sandia isalso developing and validating a statisticalmodel of molecular mixing in turbulent
up to 400 degrees F flow. This modol willbe used to predict and interpret experimentally observed phenomena. In a
and pressuresexceed- recent effort, we are using optical techniques to investigate the supercritical water oxidation

ing8,000psi. process. This process holds promise in applications to destroy toxic and hazardous wastes.

Biological and Environmental Research (KP)

l)uring the pastseveral ),ears,global climate change hascome to the fi_refl'ont
of the world's and the nation's science and policy agendas.While most scientists
agree that enert.,3,-relatedemissions willgive rise toa man-made "greenhouse"

warming effect, there isuncertainty about the magnitude and timing of this
phenomenon and itsdistribution.

To better understand these issues, the government has embarked on a

U.S. Global Change Research Program, with the l)epartment of Energy a
major participant. Seeking to support I)()E in this role, we have drawn on

Sandia expertise in remote sensing (fl'om ground, air, and space), field test-
ing, systems engineering, and massivelyparallel computing to perfi_rm the
fi_llowingprogram elements:

1. Develop novel instruments and algorithms for measuring water
vapor and cloud distribution-- two of the key uncertainties in
current climate models.

Water vapor is tile major "greenhouse" gas playing a key role in
cloud fi)rmation and in driving atmospheric circulation through the
releaseof latentenerb-,,.Yet,available instruments lack tile verticaland

temporal resolution required to adequately study water vapor profiles.
Working with NASA, we have developed the next generation of

a laser-remote sensing technique, Raman lidar, tierpr_viding those
high-vertical-.resolution water vapor profiles, both at night and
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during the day. We plan to implement this technique at one of the I)()E Cloud and Radiation
Testbed sites, to study questions related to the distribution of upper tropospheric moisture
-- an important but poorly understood issue.

While Raman lidar is a particularly robust way of measuring water vapor profiles fi'om
the ground, different laser techniques are required fi)r the longer ranges characteristic of
air and space measurements. To this end, we are developing a miniature-package water
vapor differential-absorption lidar for small aircraft or unmanned aerospace vehicles.

('[ouds are the other keyfeedback parameter. Uncertainty in radiation-cloud tk'edback
accounts for most of the uncertainty in predicted temperature rise for adoubling of atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide. Yet,it isvely difficult to measure even the most basic of cloud para-
meters, its shape, let alone measure the microscopic properties that affect the interaction of
the cloud with the earth's radiation field. Therefore, we have developed a novel set of algo-

rithms that make use of the motion of theclouds for extracting geometric intbrmation about
cloud fields (tbr example, the cloud base heights) from sets of whole-sky imaging cameras.

We are now embarking on using Sandia's experience in massivdy parallel computing
to devdop novelways of fusing these data with complementary data from sources such as
satellites and radars to produce true three-dimensional maps. We also are developing a
miniature clou_' radiometer to provide key radiative properties such as cloud albedo,
droplet size, and phase (ice or water). This miniature cloud radiometer will be compatible
with both small unmanned aerospace vehicles and small satellites.

2. Manage one of DOE's planned atmospheric radiation measurement sites.
The l)epartnaent of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program seeks to

improve the understanding of radiation-cloud interactions by studying these processes at
a series of intensively instrumented cloud and radiation test-bed sites. The third of these
sites, scheduled to begin eperation in F'Y1996,willbe located on the North Slope of Alaska.

This locale was chosen both because the polar region is the heat sink in the overall climate
engine, and because the pole, with its extremes of insolation (six nmnths of daylight, six
months of night), humidity (wet summers, dry,winters), and surt:acealbedo (highly
reflective snow which then melts), provides a stringent test of the understanding of radia-
tion-cloud interaction gained at the earlier sites.Sandia is the manager tbr this site and is
responsible tbr its planning, in,plementation, and operation. Also, we work closely with
st ientists at the University of Alaska to tbrmulate the science plans and coordinate the
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program with other research activities in the Arctic.

3. Serve as technical director of the Department of Energy's multi-laboratory thrusts
in unmanned aerospace vehicles and small satellites for climate studies.

While the initialphases ofatmospheric radiation measurement haveemphasized ground-
based nleasurements, itwasrecognized ti'omthe start that one also needs air- and space-based

measurements to provide information about radiative fluxes, water vapor profiles, and
cloud top properties in the atmosphere and to extend the range of these measurements to
regional and global scales.

While conventional aircraft and satellitescan meet part of these needs, they cannot meet
all of them. For example, current aircraft cannot operate for multiple days at the tropopause.
I)OE has proposed major initiatives to use a newgeneration of small unmanned aerospace
vehicles, small satellites, and associated miniature instruments to fillthese key measurenaent
gaps. I)OE has selected a Sandian as technical director and coordinat_r of this multi-labo-

ratory/multi-agency program. Sandia's role includes program fi_rmulation and direction,
payload integration, and instrurnen_ developrnent. Initial phases willemphasize the use uf
unmanned aerospace vehicles.
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Office of Science Education and Technical Information

The San •+ducationalOutreach program consists of anextensive, interrelated set of projects
supporting scientific and technical education fi)r students, teachers, and t:aculty.Eachof these
projects helps improve scientific and technical education. Sandians interact with students, teach-
ers, parents, and institutions to enhance public understanding of science and mathematics and
increase the number of students choosing careers in science and technology. S._pport programs
exist for alleducational levels,from kindergarten through post-baccalaureate, and across a range
ofconstiturncies, local, state, and national.

These cfforts are funded by the Assistant Secretary for l)efense Programs, the ()ffice of Energy
Research, and other program secretarial offices, as well as the C)fficeof Science Education and
Technical Information, which administers the I)()E educational initiatives.

SummaryofProgramsforOfficeofScienceEducationandTechnicalInformation
(OperatingBAinSmillion)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY9___22FY93 FY94 FY95

KV UniversityandScienceEducation 1.0 3.0 2.1 2.0

Percent0ft0taloperatingfunds <1/2% <1/2% <1/2% <1/2%

University and Science Education (KV)

Sandia's ,,cienceand mathematics education programs are varied and addrc'ss the needs of educa-
tional populations at all levels. Examples include the Hands On/Minds ()n Technology Program
for fifththrough twelfth-grade minority students; the I)OE Teacher Research Associates sunamer
enaployment program; and local sponsorship of the Math/Science Network's Expanding Your
Horizons conferences that encourage high school girls to pursue teclanologycareers.

The innovative Science Advisors (SCIAI)) project filcuses primarily on support for teachers
as the most efficient way to achieve outreach goals. With th,: direct support ofl)()E, S(71AI)places
Sandia technical staff in public elementary and middle schools, as wellas in Bureau of indian Aft:airs

schools, one day a week. Sandia personnel enhance science teachers' understanding of scientific
principles, contribute to the science currictdunl, and develop demonstrations and experiments
fi)r the classro_ma.Now in its third year, the project serves m_)rethan 151)schools and isbeing
emulated by other agencies.

Sandia interacts extensively with universities li)r research services, technical expertise, campus
recruiting, facuh,vdevelopment, thcilitysharing, and technology transfi.-r.Asan active corporate
citizen, Sandia also supports local educational institutions. Uiaiversities provide continuing educa-
tional opportunities for on-roll employees and helpshape the cuhural climate of the conamtmities
in which we live.

Outreach to Underrepresented Groups

Sandia extends outreach oppc)rtunitics in(:alifornia and NewNlexico t¢_t_opulati¢_nsthat historically
have low rates of participation in technical profcssions. Several initiatives targeted to minorities,
girls, and w_maenencourage accelerated ettucati_n in mathematics and science as well as career
explorati(m and teacher training.
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Sandia programs, such as Adventures in Superconaputing, train teachers of minority populations
and offer participating schools the use ofsuperconaputers and other forms of assistance. This and
other programs (for example, the BayArea Science and Technology Education Collaboration)

support curriculum develtJpmcnt in science and mathematics for diverse student populations.
Sandia cosponsors local "Expanding Your Horizons in Science and Mathematics" cont;erences

for high school girls to introduce them to career opportunities in science :uadtechnology. A docu-
mentary cosponsored bySandia entitled "Breaking Through" is intended to spark career interest
inscience and technology among girls in junior and senior high school and willappear on public
television. Sandia extends itselfwherever possible to introduce future mathematicians, scie,atists,
and engineers to career opportunities.

Malayundergraduate, graduate, and training programs help bridge the gap bctwee,a secondary
school and career. These efforts include Summer Employment for Minority Youth and students
from t-listoricallyBlackCollegesand Universities, One-Year-On-Campus, the National Consortium
for Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering, and the National Physical ScienceConsortium
for female and minority Joctoral fellows.

Although statistics on minority group participation are not collected, the scope of Sandia's

math and science outreach program grows annually, both in numbers of programs and individuals
who benefit

FORIMAGINATIVEPEOPLE

Sandia technical staff member Mary Clare Stoddard talks to two high-school women at the Expanding Your Horizons career fair in San

Ramon, California. Thisevent, which Sandia helps sponsor locally every year, introduces young women to the variety of technical careers.



_II Pre-College Projects

Science and Mathematics
Education Enhancem,,nt

Hands OnMinds On Technology
--Sandia ofl_'rs three individual

projects in the t lands ()n/Minds
(111Technology progl-anl: ! lands
On/MindsOnTechnology lbr fifth
through twdflh grade Blackstu-
dents, 1)ream (:atchcr Science Pro-

gram tbr American Indian stu,.tcnts,
and NIAN()S tbr 1tispanic students.
These projects arc offered to middle
school Black,American Indian, and

H ispa'fic students, who take classes
during theevening for severalweeks.
(,'lassesare taught principally by
Sandia employees insubjectssttchas
physics, chemistry, geology, dec-
tronics, mathematics, and computer
literacy and general science.

National Science Bowl -- As part
of the NatiolmlScienceBowl,Sandia

hosts regional competitions fi)r
Studentsat Sandia Base high school students in New Mexico and (.:alifornia.In 1992,22 high school teams from New
Elementary Schoolin Mexico and 15from California participated in this science, mathematics, and technology
Albuquerquelearn question-and-answer touman_ent. The Sandia team from New Mexico placed second while
principlesofmathand the Sandia team from California placed fifth in the national finals held in Washington, 1).(',.
sciencefromSandian Nationwide, the program involves more than 12,000students from 2,000high schools.
Larry Salgado. Larry

received the Secretary New Mexico Supercomputing Challenge--in New Mexico, more than 500 high school

ofEnergy's1991Com- students design and run programs through the New Mexico Supcrcomputing (,'hallcngc.
munity ServiceAward Sponsored by a number ofstatewidc organizations, the program inw@cs youth in matl'mmatics
foroutstanding service and computational science projects, then offers scholarships to promising students to attend
to the community. New Mexico universities. The pn gram fostersstudent crcatMty in applying computational

solutions to scientific problems. ()pen to all secondary schools, this statewidc competition
brings students together in problem-solvillg teams, l-xpcrts from national lal',oratorics and
research universities coach students in supcrcomputcr use. San, ia provides instructors flu"the
challenge and finds coaches fi.n"teams.

RuralAmerican Indian Science Education Project--Sandia scicntists, engineers, and
technicians serve as hmg-distancc consultants to science and mathematics teachers in rural

and American Indian schools. Sandia personnel enhance instruction by prm, iding guidance
on the implementation of classroom experiments and providing examples ot'statc-of-tlac-art,
practical, scicntitic applications. The Sandian assigned t_ a school willvisit it_mcceach semes-
terand interact with thculty from the school ona weeklybasis by phone or tclcconfcrcncc.
Schools currently in the project arc located in Arizona, ;\lainc, New ,\lcxico, N_u'th(:an_lina,
North and South l)akota, and ()rcgon.
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ScienceMath Carnival--Science play at tile Science/Math C:arnival rnakes learning fun fi_r
clerner_tal3'school students and encourages teachers to teachscience and n_athematics.'l 'he carni-
valoflbrsup to 14hands-on actMties. Staflt'dbyvolunteers ti'om a poolof180 ( :alitbrniaSandians,
the Science/Math (]arnival visited 80 schools durir|g the 1992-93 school year. (]urriculum
materials fbr befin'e and after the carnival are being dcveloped fi_rthe classroom.

School Links Program-- Sandia/(:alifi_rnia places volunteers math and science tutors, as
wellas other volunteers, in local schools, l,ast year 08 volunteers participated.

High School Science Student Honors Program--This two-week summer program is
designed to introduce high school honor students in science to a diverse range of engineering
research topics, including solar energy, waste management, microelectronics, optoelectronics,
robotics, and other areas. Through labtmtto D,activities, lectures, and tours, we bring the
excit,:ment of engineering research to these students and ot't_'rthem adeeper al:,preciation of
the challenges and rewards of technical achievement, in all activities under this program, we
stress the importance of respect fi+rthe envir¢,nment, safi:ty,and heahh.

Career Exploration for Students

Albuquerque Public Schools Career Exploration Program Half-Time--This program
provides half-time employment at Sandia/New Mexico tbr senior high school students. Students

work independently on projects with assistance and mentorship fi'om engineers and scientists.

Work-Study Trainee Project_'l'his project isdirected toward economically disadvantaged
students enrolled in occupational education programs.

Youth Opportunity Training (YOT) Program _ The Y()T program isdirected toward
economically disadvantaged high school and post-secondary students. Program goals are fi_r
students to understand principles learned in the classroom, determine occupational inclinations,
ideally, career options, experience the disciplines and rewards of work: and earn income to
continue their educations.

!

Teacher Training and Curriculum Development

Science Advisors Project--This project isdesigned to enhance the mathematics, science,
and engincering education of large numbers of students byhelping teachers I_ecomemore
knowledgeable and comtbrtable in teaching those subjects. The project assigns an engineer,

technician, or :,cientist to support the lhcuhy at an elementary or middle school one day a
weekfi_ran entire school ),car.(]urrentlv, about 200 Sandians and 178 schools in New Mexico
participate in the program. ()he unique benefit of the Science Advisors Pr,ject is that it does
not target a particular group of students, butt rather maximizes the benefit fi_rallchildren.

Summer Teacher-Enrichment Project--This project provides an opportunity f,,r middle
school and high school teachers to upgrade their knmvledge and skills througll practical work

experience in areas related to their educational specialties and through exposure to programs
and projects at Sandia.

Teacher Research Associates (TRA C)-- This 1)()E-sponsored program prt_videst_pportu-
nities for scientific and engineering research during the summer tiertmtstanding high school
science and mathematics teachers. Under the auspices of the Associatitm _f Western Un iver-
sities, "I'RA(: ott"erssummer research opportunities throughout the nation.
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Adventures in Supercomputing--This ! )()l!-funded effort bolsters computer literacy and
scientific understanding among teachers. At no cost to schools, Sandia and two otlaer national
laboratories ofl_'rparticipating schools the use of high-performance computcrs, software, net-

works, and expertise. A two-week summer institute--at Sandia tbr New Nlcxico teachers--
introduces instructional materials fiw teaching computational science. It also demonstrates
software applications and examples of high-level tools for modeling scientific problems.

Bay Area Science and Technology Education Collaboration (BASTEC)-- Sandia/(]alitornia
hasjoined with three other BayArea 1)()l:.laboratories, the Oakland tl nific,.tSchool 1)istrict,
local businesses, industries, and other groups to improve mathematics, science, and technology
education in the ()akland schools. ASummer Technology Institute explores curriculum
development based on Science/Math Carnival exhibits. Under I_,ASTE(:sponsorsldp, Sandia
also ofl_'rsopportunities for summer employment to teachers and students and manages min-

igrants to support selected class projects.

Science Seminars--()pen to all teachers in the San FranciscoBayarea, Sandia ScienceSeminars
comprise a series of lectures that describe the science behind the Iicadlines. Sample lectures in
1992were Groundwater Cleanup, The Search fi_rExtraterrestrial Intelligence, and Nuclear

Archeology in lraq.

Science Education for Public Understanding Program (SEPUP) Collaboration--
Directed by the l,awrence Hall of Science, SEPUP develops strategies for teaching middh.'
school science in a societal context. In a stimulating, hands-on fi_rmat, it presents the science
behind current events. Using SEPUI_materials, Sandia/Calitbrnia has sponsored training tbr
master-teacher teams. The,v in turn train middle school science teachers in l,ivermore and
Oakland, (:alifornia. Sandia staffprovide technical expertise as part of the SI':PUI_curriculum

development team and furnish continuing support to schools in Oakland and l,ivcrmore. The
success of this collaboration has led to the creation of a month-long institute tbr teachers at

Sandia, "SUPER!" (Science Understanding Promotes Environmental Responsibility).

Math Through Applications--This program improves students' mathematics competency
and shows them how math relates to everyday lit\.'.The I)OF,and NSF-flmded project isa col-
laboration between Sandia and the Institute for Research on l.earning in Pah_Alto, Califimlia,
as well as the School of Educatitm at Stanford University. The project applies real-life perspec-
tives to math projects fi_rsixth through ninth grade students in inner-city schools. Instruction

m_dules comprise experimental demonstrations, computer simulations, and computer pro-
gramming. Ata Summer Institute, hands-on projects shiny inner-city teachers hmv mathematics
is used in various real-world applications.
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EducationalProgramParticipation
(Estimatesofindividualsparticipatingoraffected)

FY92 FY9___33

Pre-CollegeProjects:
HandsOn/MindsOnTechnology 130 250
NationalScienceBowl 150 150

NewMexicoSupercomputingChallenge 500 550
Rural/AmericanIndianScienceEducationProject indeterminate
Math/ScienceCarnival(California) 30,000 41,000
SchoolLinksProgram(California) indeterminate
AlbuquerqueSchoolsCareerExplorationHalf-Time 25
Work-StudyTraineeandYouthOpportunityTrainee 265 198
ScienceAdvisorsProject 50,000 53,000
SummerTeacherEnrichmentProject 10 8
TeacherResearchAssociates* 15 3

AdventuresinSupercomputing 17 32
BayAreaScienceandTechnologyEducationCollaboration(California) 50,000 51,000
ScienceSeminars(California) 50 50
ScienceEducationforPublicUnderstandingProgram 69 69
MathThroughApplications(California) 10 10
HighSchoolScienceStudentHonorsProgram 60

UndergraduateProjects:
Co-opEducation
HistoricallyBlackCollegesandUniversities* 13 3
LasPositasCollegeScientificHonorsProgram(California) 2 2
MinorityEngineeringProgram 300 300
OutstandingStudentSummerProgram 115 96
ScienceandTechnologyAlliance* 32 32
SummerEmploymentforMinorityYouth 92 107

GraduateProjects:
GraduateEngineeringInterns 4 I
NationalConsortiumforGraduateDegreesforMinoritiesinEngineering 4 6
One-Year-on-Campus 12 6
PostdoctoralInternship 38 38
PostdoctoralProgram 27 27

UniversityFacultyProjects
PartnershipforEnvironmentalTechnologyEducation(California) 9 9
UniversityFacultySummerEmployment/Sabbatical 21 12
Sandia/UNMDistinguishedProfessorProgram 8 8
DoctoralStudyProgram 7

* ProgramsponsoredbyDOEHeadquarters
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Undergraduate Projects

Co-op Education--This progranl provides opportunities for undergraduate students to

acquire meaningful laboratory experience by alternating work experience with college studies.
Work assignments are carefltlly matched to individual interests, and the technical challenge
increases as a student's education advances.

Historically Black Colleges and Universities--Sandia isan activeparticipant in this l)()l'-
sponsoredsummerprogram thatofferssummeremployment to exceptionaljunior, senior,
and graduate engineering and science students, aswell asFacuhy,from historically Blackcol-
legesand universities. Students earn academic credit fi_rparticipating in research and prepar-
ing technical papers.

Las Positas College Scien tiff c Honors Progra m -- "l'hro ugh this in itiatire, academicaliy
outstanding and financiallydisadvantaged, first-generation college, or minority students gain
summer workexperience at the Sandia/('.alifornia thcility.

Minority Engineering Program --The program provides advising, tut,,ring, and mentorship
tbr Hispanic and American Indian engineering students at the University of New Mexico.

Outstanding Student Summer Program-- Students ofcngincering and science from the
junior level through Ph.l). are offered opportunities tbr summer work experience in a labora-
tory cnviror|mer_t.

Science and Technology Alliance--Sandia isa major participant in this l)Ol!-sponsorcd
program. It isa consortium of three national laboratories (Sandia, l.os Alamos, and ()ak
Rktgc) and three educational institutions (Fundacion Educativa Aria(;. Mendez, New

Mexico Highlands University, and North (:arolina A&TState University). AT&T has joined
as the first industry participant. The Science and Teclmology Alliancewas created in Novem-
ber 1987 lbr the purpose of increasing the representation of Blacks, American Indians, and

Hispanics in the scientific and engineering programs ofl)()li and other government agencies
and private industry. It was established asa developmental effort to assist participating univer-
sities in upgrading their infrastructures and increasing collab_ration with national laboratories.

Summer Employment for Minority Youth-- Begun in 199(),this program provides
summer employment t'c_rminorities who arc high school juniors and seniors or university
freshmen and sophomores. The program isdesigned to provide real-world work experiences
in technology fields. It targets only students with mathematics and science interests and
imposes no financial criteria.

Graduate Projects

Graduate Engineering Interns-- Similar tt_a co-op program, this program provides
opportunities for graduate students to acquire meaningful laboratory experience byahernating
work and academic experience. It isavailable during the academic )'cal'.

National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering-- Sandia

participates in this consortium of university and industry members. It provides opportunities
fi,r minority students to obtain masters degrees in eqgineering through a program of paid
summer engineering internships and financialaid.
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One-Year-on-Campus--To help meet Sandia's need fbr minority engineers and scientists,
bachelor-degree candidates are hired and allowed to attend school full-time for a year. ill specific
disciplines where Sandia has difficulty recruiting at the masters level,bachelor-level employees
are hired and allowed to attend school full-time for two years to complete their masters degrees.

Postdoctoral Internship--Sandia hosts postdoctoral students in areas of research where
Sandia expertise or fhcilitiesprovide a good match fi_rstudents' interests.

Postdoctoral Program--Outstanding job candidates with Ph.D.s in technical fieldsare
exposed to the Sandia work environment through this postdoctoral program. 1'he program
encourages a continuous flow of top scientists and engineers into Sandia.

University Faculty Projects

Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE) _ In partnership with other
DOE facilities, Sandia works with community colleges ill fivewestern states to develop envi-
ronmental and waste management programs. Sandia manages the PETE Summer Internship
Program, an eight-week, in-depth opportunity for college instructors to study hazardous-waste
management practices at DOE, NASA, and EPA facilities.

University Faculty Summer Employment and Academic Year Sabbatical-- These two
programs attract outstanding professors frc;,nuniversities nationwide. Participating individuals
make meaningful contributions to Sandia's technical expertise. At the same time, they have the
opportunity to engage in interesting, mission-oriented work. These professors are brought
on-roll as temporary employees to work on research and development projects specified by
Sandia organizations.

Sandia/UNM Joint Appointments Program _ This collaborative program seeks new thculty
members for positions in fields important to both tile University of New Mexico and Sandia.
Appointees devote half-time to teaching at the university and half-time to research at Sandia
for two years.

Sandia UNM Distinguished Professor Program-- Under this arrangement, outstanding
professors join the University of New Mexico and are permitted to perform research at Sandia
under contract.

Sandia University Research Program _ This faculty development progranl provides
research funds fbr f]acultymembers at the three Ph.D.-granting institutions in New Mexico.
The progranl is limited to new faculty and isusually the first funding they have received. This

"seed money" issufficient only to fund one graduate student, pay the summer salaD,of the
faculty member, and reduce the teaching load during the academic year. Funding is limited to
research that isof interest to the sponsoring Sandia organization and has a nlaximunl dura-
tion of two years.
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Work for Other Department of Energy Locations,
Contractors,and Oces

Sandia performs work for other I)epartnwnt of'Energyelements as requested to support l._mgram-
matic and institutional requirements. These elements may include field operations and thcilitiesof
the nuclear weapons complex as wellas specialprograms administered by DOE headquarters offices.

SummaryofProgramsforWorkforOtherDepartmentofEnergyLocations,Contractors,andOffices
(OperatingBAin$million)

B&RCode ProgramTitle FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95

OfficeofEconomicImpactandDiversity
WASO MinorityEconomicImpactProgram 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.6

AllOther 3_3_,_I........_30..8....... 3__9_.4............_4!.2

Total 33.6 31.5 40.1 41.8
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 3% 2% 3% 3%

Minority Economic Impact Program (WA50)

Sandia conducts or participates in severalminority education development and support programs
under the sponsorship of I)OE's Office of/vlinority Economic Impact and Diversity. They include:
DOE's Scienceand Technology Alliance; the University of New Mexico Minority Engineering
Program Model; a joint Sandia/Los Alamos Middle School P,ural Teacher Training Program;
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Sandia's Science Advisors Progranl; and support of the engineering progranl at the University of

Turabo in Puerto Rico. Sandia played a major role in the development of the school of engineering
at the University of Turabo. These and other education outreach programs arediscussed beginning
on page 7-80.

All Other

We assist other 1)OE locations with t:acilitysafieguardsand security. We have a broad base of
experience in this field as it relates to nuclear materials and operations.

Sandia developed and delivered the Device Transport Vehicle (1)TV) to DOE's Nevada
Operations ()ffice for use at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). This vehiclesubstantially upgrades the
sat}ty and security of nuclear explosive test devices from their point of assembly at NTS to their
point of emplacement lbr detonation.

We also developed a software security system evaluation tool called ASSESS.This tool has
been used at many DOE sites to help identiB/security needs and the adequacy of upgrades.

Sandia isinw)lvedwith the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in the design and implementation
of their alarm communications and display system. We are providing an integrated safeguards
system with Los Alamos National Laboratory at the Argonne National I.aboratory West that will
provide physical security and materials accounting features. We are also consulting with anumber

of other sites, including Savannah River,Y- 12,Pantex, Allied Signal,Mound Laboratories, Lawrence
Livermore, and BettisNaval Reactors.

We are playing a major role in the Waste Energy Conservation program sponsored by DOE's
Office of Waste Reduction. This program is an alliancebetween I)OE, including Sandia and I.os
Alamos national laboratories, and industry for the purpose of stimulating the development and
transfer of waste reduction and energy saving technologies to industry.
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Work for Non-DOE Entities
("Work for Others")

Approximately 25 percent ofSandia's progranmmtic effort iswork t;._ragencies other than ! )(.)F,;
about 80 percent of that effort is tbr the Department of l)efcnse. These programs exercise and
strengthen the capitalized resources we maintain fi_rthe nuclear weapons programs. They also
make cost-effective use of existing federal investment for technological needs in areas such as con-
ventional deE'nse, strategic defense, treaty verification, microelectronics, manufacturing, transporta-
tion, biotechnoiogy, and space. The technology base developed through our work fi_r I)()E has

established expertise and capabilities not usuallyfound in industry or in other government agen-
cies; hence, opportunities to contribute technological solutions to agencies other than I)OE not
only help solve national needs, but also help maintain our abilities to pertbml our I)OF. missions.

Before undertaking a work-fi,r-others project, we ascertain that no interference with l)Of

weapon programs will result. Acceptable projects will involve problems of national importance
that reasonably rnatch our DOE missions and capabilities and are t_asible in terms of program
goals and availability of required assets. We are allowed to undertake only work for which we have
specialcapabilities as a consequence of our technical expertise or thcilities.Many of our work-for-
others sponsors utilize Sandia's strong systems integration capabilities to provide rapid proto-
types to quickly identity,and resolvecritical technical issues. Often, tiffswork is completed jointly
with or transl_-rred to private industry, requiring our involvement only so long as needed to meet
the sponsor's objectives.

SummaryofProgramsforWorkforNon-DOEEntities("WorkforOthers")
(OperatingBAin$million)

Ae_A.g.eQ,_y FY92 FY9__33FY9___44FY9__,__55

_epartmentofDefense 291.2 295.0 275.0 260.0
NuclearRegulatoryCommission 13.8 14.5 13.2 14.3
DepartmentofTransportation 3.3 5.5 7.0 7.5
NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration 3.2 4.2 3.0 3.1
DepartmentofState 0.5 0.5 0.3 1.0
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency 0,2 0.6 0.7 1.5
OtherFederalAgencies 26.3 51.3 18.9 34.6
AllOther 13,.6..... 6.6 29.4 3.4.8

Total 352.1 378.2 347.5 356.8
Percentoftotaloperatingfunds 27% 29% 25% 26%

Department of Defense

Air Force

Sandia has long collaborated with the Air l:orcc in the development of satellite instrun'lcrltaticm,
weapon subsystems, and physical security systems.

We are continuing to support Air Force satellitepn_grams with special flight instmmentatiCm
systems, sensors, and ground processing capabilities to meet tmique requirements. These activities
include providing sensors and data processors for satellite tactical and surveillance missions and



providing ground-based calibration and data processing systemsto support these missions. ( kLrrently,
a nuclear burst detection sensor isbeing developed fi_rthe Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Center that willwork in conjunction with the DOE-funded (;lobai Burst l')etect_r deployed on

the (;Iobal Positio_iing System satelliteconstellation.
Sandia has developed and is now installing and testing an Integrated (k_rrelation and l)isplay

System (ICAI)S) [i)r processing data from nuclear detonation sensors. Bothspace- and ground-based
detection systems are under development. We arc also developing adistributed network of computer
systems to assist in the monitoring of subsurt:ace phenomena (underground and underwater).

In programs for the protection of space assets, we are developing a laser sensor system and a
ground station capable of detecting, characterizing, and reporting laser irradiation directed toward
asatellite from ground-based or airborne sc_urces.Sandia has achieved a state-of-the-art capability
in the design of high-data-rate, survivable, radiation-hardened, integrated communication systems
and is in the process ofcodi6,ing the design rules [_r such devices [_r the benefitofdetbnse electronics
i11a11u [Z,lct t!vers.

Sandia has unique technical capability in the area of mobile command and control centers
that can surviv<';_ a nuclear environment. We are engaged in a proof-of-concept project for a
transportabk, _urvivable, multi-shelter command center for the Strategic Command and the
Strategic Target Planning Staff. Similar work willproduce a prototype command center to meet
the requirements for mobile, survivable command centers lk_rthe North American Aerospace
Defense Command and the United States Space Command.

Two Topaz II space

nuclear power systems,

shipped from Saint

Petersburg, Russia,

arrived in Albuquerque

in May 1992.

Researchersfrom the

Air Force'sPhillips Lab-

oratory, Sandia and Los
Alamos national labora-

tories, and the Univer-

sity of New Mexico are

studying the reactors.



Sandia and the Air Force (_+ntral Inertial (;uh.lanceTest Facilityare cuntinuing the dcvehwnent
ufa snmll, high-accuracy, ring laser gym il_ertialnavi3;ationsystem. 'l'his system is being dcvdoped
tbr maneuvering reentry vehicleapplications but will be used bythe Air Force in a scoring system
to evahmateother missileguidance systems.

Sandia isworking closely with the Air Force Phillips l.aboratory to support the l)epartment of
l)et_'nse thermionic space reactor program. "l'heThermi(mic System l+Mduationand Test program
involves nonnuclear testing ofa Stwiet TOPAZ II reactor. We are developing the test schedule and
providing the test director and technicians, in addition, we are developing computer software that
can be used to predict test results as well as the response ofthermitmic space reactor systcms under
various transient conditions. Finally,we provide technical expertise to assess tile potential of various
thermionic space reactor designs.

A, tivities in support of U.:-,.Air Force physical security programs include systems design and
development of weapon storage vaults; intrusion detection, commul_ications, and assessment tech-

nology; and participation inevahmting the needs and appr<_priateapplication of these technologies
to specificsites.Air Force organizations with wlaomthese activitiesare undertaken include F,lectronic
Systems Division of Systems C(mmaand+Electronic Security Command, Tactical Air(,_ommnand,

U.S. Air Force Europe, and other smaller organizati(ms. These cftbrts draw directly upon and sup-
plement our experience in providing security technologies l'brtile l)Oti nuclear weal.,on_complex.
\Ve are now soliciting proposals to transfer some of these techtmlogics tu private industry.

Navy

l_uilding on the successful relationship with the Navy that produccd integrated arming, fuzing, and

filqg systems fi)rthe Mark 3 and Mark 4 reentry bodies, Sandia developed an integrated arming,
fuzing, and firingsystem fi)r the Trident lI/Mark 3 weapon program that provides fuzingoptions
to enhance eflbctivenessagainst hardened targets. The Tridcnt lI/Mark 5 dcvclopmcnt program was
completed in 1991,and first producti(m to support initialoperating capability isnearly complete.

Sandia supports the Submarine-l,atmched BallisticMissileEfl_'ctivenessEnhancement Program
(sponsored by the Navy Strategic Systems Projects (.)fficc)with devclopmcnt and characterization
of flight processors and sensors and technical support tbr cxperiments. The eftbrt utilizes Sandia's
experience base in nuclear weapon development engineering alld applies it to a related area that
could have significant strategic importance. The l,aboratories' experience in navigational guidance
and control with radiation-hardened microelectronics willbe used in the development of a new

flight computer. In addition, alternative warhcad designs for SI+I'_Msarc being prepared.
We are also providing engineering se_,ices and technic+devaluations of ordnance and explusive

components used on tile (_3,(j4, and 1)5missilesand 1)5 launch and closure dome removal systems.
The work inw_lvesconducting ordnap "e t:ailureinvestigations and assisting ill developmt ,it of
corrective actions where required.

Materialsmodeling and structural analysis,developed by Sandia in earlierweap_ms development
work for DOE and 1)ol), are being applied to NaWproblems ofassessing the lethalityof conventional
warheads against various targets. This work tbr the Naval Undenvater Systems <.;enteruses analytical
and experimental techniques todetermine the onset of material t:,lilureand the propagation ol'damage.

Sandia has perfimncd reimbursable work insupport of Marine (.'orps expeditionary fi)rce
capabilities, l)rawing upon our expertise in sensor technology and rugged microelectrtmics, we

developed a fitmilyofrenlote, unattended gr()und scnsurs for perirneter security, battlefield route

surveillance, and support of amphibious assaults.
()ur experience with deployable sensor systems has led to tile dcvch)pmcnt ofa Mini Intrusi(m

l)etection System tbr the armed se_,itcs and other t_'dcralagencies. This system provides advallced,

cost-eft_ctive patrol security tbr small installations. Sandia's competency and experience base in
sensor-based security systems may haveapplication tu avarietyoftmique government requirements.
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Our capabilitms ill providing robotics fiwtile physical security ofl)()li sites have led to the
deveh)pment and demonstratkm oftele-operated battlefield veMcles. We are also prm,iding con-
sultation as these concepts are pursued by the Marine (:orps and private industry fin"further
development and production.

Army

Becauseof our unique expertise in analysis,design, numerical modeling, gun testing, and evaluation
of nuclear projectiles, the Army Human Engineering l.aboratol T and Army Research l)evelopment
and Engineering Center requested that Sandia provide hardware, test support, and data processing
for ademonstration of the Video lm ,:;ingProjectile designed and tested bySandia.

The Army has further requested that Sandia assist in the precompetitive phase of adevelopment
program for a reconnaissance projectile that will provide target identification, target location, and
damage assessrnent fbr fieldat'tilleD,units. This capability willbedeveloped by integrating the Sandia
Video Imaging Projectile concept (which provides video images of a target area) with the Harry

I)iamond l,aboratories' (;iobal l%sitioning Satellite fuse program (which prm, ides spatial location
of the projectile). This joint program willprovide the Army with surlicient data to generate require-
ments and pertbrmance specificationstbr acompetitive development of the reconnaissance projectile.

Sandia hasunique experience in the design ofsatb, secure transportation containers tbr hazardous
and radioactive materials. The Army has asked Sandia to apply this cxpertise to the design, testing,
and development ofa container fi)rthe transportation of chemical munitions on militaO,installations.
Private sector fhbrication of a fleet of such containers willbe supported by Sandia.

We are also developing and qualifl'ing acontainer for safe air transportation of the Army's
tactical nuclear weapons, which must be returned to the continental LInited States for destruction.

We have developed an improved, all-electronic sating ;tnd arming system for the Patriot missile.
The sating and arming technology embodied in the Patriot system wasdeveloped in the I)()E

nuclear weapons program. The design is being transferred to industry fi_rproduction, and we arc
currently qualit_'inga supplier for the Army.

Sandia also has unique experience in the design, integration, and testing ofterrain-ret_'_enced
navigation algorithms. Using this experience base, we are applying the l)efi.'nse Mapping Agency's
l)igital l.and ,klassSystem I.evel-1 l)igital Elevation l)ata to the terrain-referenced navigation and
terrain capabilities of the Army's I()! t58<,2helicopter.

Sandia's parachute and control system technologies are being used to develop high-speed,
low-level, airdrop resupply systems. \Ve are exploring guidance conccpts to delL'athigh-value

battlefield targets and are studying the effi.'ctsof low-observable materials on survivability in the
battlefield of the future.

Ballistic Missile Defense Organization

The Ballistic,X.lissile 1)efense <,)rganization sponsors a broad range of research on technoh,gics
relevant to Sandia's prime mission as well a'_to its men programmatic goals. We provide support
ina number of areas where we either have specialcapabilities or uniqtte tacilitiesand where the work
cc,mplements our IX)t! mission responsibilities. \re plan to continue working in the areas of dis-

crimination, c_untemleasures, space prover, pulsed prover, threat definition, space survivahility,
space experiments, and theater ballistic missile defense.

The c(mntermeasures evaluation actMty stems fi'om ()tit experience in nuclear wcap_m
design, our previous activities in reentry vchicle technology, and the application and evaluation t_l
concepts that could make strategic and theater nuclear weapons more r_+bustagainst a strategic
detE'nse.This work willhelp provide a baseline l'r()mwhich may be evaluated the cost-cftk:ctivcncss



andcostto theadversaryof deployingcountemwasuresshouldanyspcciticconceptbe tieldedby
tile United States.()ur acth'itiesm threatdetinitkm help provideabetterunderstandingof both
near-termandlong-term strategicandtheaterballisticmissilethreats.

The Missih.'l)efenseActof 1991provided (kmgressionaldirection to developthecapabilityto
deploy limited ballistic missih.'delcnsesby 19q6or whentechnically feasibh.'.This mandateplaced
aPremiumon thetimdy executionof rocketmissionsthatareneededin thedevelopmentof ballistic
missih:dell:risetechnology.Sandia'srocketlaunchingtestt:acilitieSin Tolu_pah,Nevada,andKauai,
l tawaii, allowflight testingof instrumentedvehicles.The Kauai facility hasbeenupgradedand is
capabh.'of launching S'I'ARS(Strategic Target SysteMS) boosters. Sandia will flyup to four STARS

missions per year during the next ten to tweh'e),ears. We anticipate c,mtinuing to use this upgraded
facility to SUel.,ortflight testsfor both the BallisticMissile l)et_'nseOrganizationandthe I )()!!
nuclearweaponsprogram.

Sandiabuildsunique, instrumentedtargetslor experimentsconductedtbr the Ballistic_\lissile
l)efenseOrganizationandthe U.S.Army Strategic1)etbnseCommand. In order to provide more
uniform assessment of propo,,ed ,,,trategicdefense system elements, a baseline target set has been
defined consisting of target vehicles and potential penetration-aiding articles developed by Sandia.
The experiments are launched from Vandenburg Air Force Base and from Kauai Test Facility.
The ()perational l)eployment Experiment Simulator (()I)ES) isa target deployment plattbrm
being built for several experiments that willbe flown on the STARSmissile system.

Sandia has expertise in weapon system analysis that willbe used to evaluate the utility of smart
mines in the Theater Missile l)et_'nseapplication. We will evaluateand demonstrate this innovative
concept for intercepting missilesduring the boost phase of flight. Th,: work will require detailed

concept definition of allsubsystems; rigorous analysisof theconcept with regard to sensors, command
and con,m_l,and launch detection; and test planning and execution tbr severaldemonstrations
against simulated targets. We willcontract with industry for technical and hardware support in
the demonstration tests.

We havecontinued to develop our capabilities to modal space nuclear proversystems tbr straw-
gic dek,nse applications, and we have produced comparative evaluations of the various systems
for the BallisticMissile l)efense ()rganization, 1)()1!,Air Force, and Army. ()ur work also involves
developing instrumentation andcontrol technology and independent analyses of safetyt_'atures.

Sandia's capabilities in the area of radiation hardening serveas a lbundation for evaluating meth-
ods and penalties l;arenhancing thesurvivabilityof objects inspace through hardening of the electron-
icsand structure, as wellas evaluating methods fi>rmaneuverability, shootback, and other features.

(]apabilities developed primarily for the inertial confinement thsion program and for above-
ground effects simulation are being applied for a future need to launch many satellitesinto low earth
od)it. The Sandia coil gun project, sponsored by the BallisticMissile l)etL'nse()rganization, has
advanced through concept t_'asibility.In addition, new split-cavity oscillator microwave sources
fi,r high-prover micrm_avcs are being dcvd_,l.wd in the interest of'more compact jammers, radars,
and weapons.

Finally, sv¢provide direct support to the BallisticMissile l)efense ()rganizati_m's Phase ()ne

l'ngineering Team (P()F.T). in the past, we have chaired the threat specitication group fin"this team.
We provide advaricedco mputing capabilit iesand have deveh_ped massivdy parallel tracking and
correlating programs that can handle scenarios thousands of times larger and more c_mll,',lexthan
waspossible in previous efforts. The potential for real-time tracking and correlation in realistic
strategic de|_'nse scenarios willbe dem_mstratcd so_m. We expect to corltinuc to participateb-th
in threat specification evaluation and command and communications issues.



Advanced Research Projects Agency

ik'ginniW in 1_,_93,the AdvancedI&'searchProjects,.\gcnc_'(ARPA) issponsoringthc National
(L'ntcr tbrAdvancedInformation ( Mmponcnts_lanufacturing (N( ],-\!(]_1) atSandiatopn_vide
aresourceflu"integrating&dotal andcommercial researchand dcvcloplncnl .f_ldvanccd infor-
mation components. This intcgratiou willprovide the capability f_,rd_cUnited States togreatly
compress the time to translate research mu.tdevelopment into c.mmcrcial and dctbnsc products.
The center willc.mpIcmcnt other 1)ol) microdcctrtmics, optodcctr.nics, and small-area, liquid-
crystal-based display programs, l,os Alamos and l,awrcnce l.ivcrmorc national laboratories will
also support the center, ahmg with representatives fi'omindustries and universities.

lty prm'kting spaceand equipment to support dcvchtpmcnl .fagil¢ manuti_cturingpr.ccsscs flu"
largeflat-pand optical displays and micro¢l¢ctronics, the center willallow industry and gm'ernmcn|
researchers to exploit a wide variety of disciplines and c-mpctcncies available at the l.ab.rat.rics.

"l'hesecompetencics include micro¢lcctronicsand photonics, advanced electronicssystems packaging,
materials science and processes, printed-circuit t:abrication,and other product development tools.

Researchwillomccntrat¢ on agile manutacturing technologies associated with advanced silicon
integrated circuits, high-speed optoel¢ctronic communications, and electronic systems and sub-

systems. Research in large flat-panel displays willbenctit from the consolidation .fsupporting
technologies at a single site. Xlanufacturing research will fitcuson dcvdoping agile manufacturint_
processes fi_rflat-pane! products for both defense and industry.

Information components manulhcturing programs willbenefit from several lX.)l':manuthcturing
development lhciliticsat San&a, such as the Process 17)cvclopmcntl,aborat.rv, Nlicr_,clcctronics
1),.,clopment l.aboratory, (Mrnp.und Scmic.nductor Research I,aboratoD,, (.]enter t_,rAdvanced

Nlanuthcturingl'echru_loD,, NlicroelcctronicsQuality/I,Icliability( ]enter, and the recentlyarmounccd
(Miter fi_rhlicroclectmnics'l'echnologics.

Beyond tcclmoh_gy-spccificassistance fi_rthe production ot'csscntial components, the center is

expected to address a systematic U.S.weakness in the development of advanced manufacturing
tcchnt_l.gics. It willpioneer and rctinc approaches to assist the transtbrmation of U.S.manulacturing
to km_wlcdgc-hascd distribution and control systems tbr the factories.f the future. By integrating
Icsstmslearned from its three ass.ciatcd pilot manufacturing centers, the center willdcvcl.p rules
and systems fi_rdistributed knowledge-based production mcthodoh_gicsfi.'aturing(_pcnarchitectures
and universal connct._ivitv.

t )thcr work tbr At,',PAincludes the cvaluati_mof kinetic energy pcnctrat.rs and the exploration

of the technical issues related to hypcrmnic weapon systems. Sandia's Rocket .";ledFacility pr_tvides
a unique testing capability t(tevaluate the key technical issuesassociated with deployment and
lethality at hypcrs.nic speeds.

' Othar Department of Defense Organizations

The Ioint 1).! )/1)()1{_luniti.ns Tcclmoh_gy1)..'vclopmcnt Program, cnabh.'dby the 19851)_>i)/1x. )1:,

_lcrn(mmdum of klndcrstanding, is a jointly funded effort .f research and dcvch_pmcnt t- pursue
inm,vativc warhead, cxpl.sivc, and fuzc tcchn.l.gics and I. improve n.nnuclcar muniti_ms tcch-
n.logy across all service missitm areas. Pr.jccts pursued under this pr(_gram include energetic

materials, armortami-arm.r, guidancc and control, smart mines, c(_untcrmincs,and systems studies.
t!achtropicalarea under this pn_gram is_vcrsccn by a"l'cchn.l.gy (.M.rdination ( ;r.up that acts

as liaiscmbetween 1).1) and IX.)l{and establishes a channel for tcchll(_l.bv exchange. (](m_p.scd
.ftcchnical experts Ir(m_each agency, these groups work to ensure maximunl benefit t'nm_the
program. "l'cchnd.gy ( ;-_rdinatitm ( ;mups establish _ncasurablcdclivcrablcsand realisticschedules,

c.ordiuatc multiscrvicc rcquircmcms, establish classification guidance, monitor activity, and



prm'idcsemiannualrcl:,ortson prok'ctstatusandp_k'ntialnewprok'cls.'l'heyaimconduct k'dmical
rcvk,v,%and provkk' written assessmentsto tllC'l'Cdlnkal AdvNory _,iommiucc.'l'hc'i'cdufical
Advisory ( iommittc¢administersthepl(Igl31llalia p|'m'idcspolicyguidance. It rcvicw.stechnical
assessmentstr(mi theTechnology(]oordinati(m (;roups, evaluatesnewpn_posals,andestablishes
theprogramplan.

l'_ccatlse lnuch of thetuchnoh_gybasedcvdopcd in nuch.'arweaponsw_,,.kisdirectlyaPPlicable
to I_ol) needsin convcnlional munitions, thisprogram hasbrought aboutmajor ilnpnwcmcnts
inconventionalmunitions. The pn_graminconsistentwitll brag-rangeplanningat thel)cpartnlcnt
of l)cl_'nscandinanctt_:ctivcmcchanisnl1or]¢vcragingcapilalizcdresearchanddcw,'lopmcnt
resources.,,\tthesametime,thecostsasso"atcdwith maintainingmare'of thecorecompctcncics
requiredtor tilt'nzlclcarweaponsprogramarcsharedby 1)ol ), andtheresourcesarcfurthercxcrdscd,
challenged,andstrengthened.

Sandia'sMicroclcctro,:icsl)evdopmcnt l.aboratorysupportsseveral1)ol) agencieswitll tech-
nologydcvdopment,customdevicedesign,and limited production itemsthrough 1)(_1"orcom-
rnerdalvendors.Similarly,Sandiaprovidesuniquecomponents,suchaslligh-vohageswitchtubes,
and theconsultationof varioustechnologyexperts(e.g.,pyrotechnicdeviceexperts)asrequested
by l)ol) agencies

Asan otltgrmvth (flour research on nm'cl warhead techmdogies,we arc o inducting research and
development on methods for quieting future L!.S,submarines. VCearc also using our extensive

computer simulation liicilitiesand expertise todemonstrate more lethalwarheads tbr luturc torpedoes.
Sandia perfimns aboveground simulation of nuclear weapon eft'cotsl}ortile I )el_.'nseNuclear

Agency (I)NA) using tile Saturn x-ray and t lcrmes Ill gamma-ray thcilities. We are also providing
explosively actuated closures for use (,n 1)el_'nscNuclear Agency testsat tile Nevada Test Site and
arc making diagnostic measurements related to experiment protection and containment. Alsounder
sponsorship bythe l)¢k'ns¢ Nuclear Agency, we are developing improved security hardware,
operational concepts, and tactics tbr military security fi_rccs.

With sponsorship from the ()fl]c¢of'the Secretary of l)cf},.'ns¢,l)cl_'ns¢ Nuclca|"Agency,and
I)(')E,we arc exploring means by which tile survivability and security of nonstratcgic nuclear tortes
can be assu|'cd in the twenr¢-first century. The l)cfensc Nt|clcar Agcnc,visals_ spcms_ring tile

research, developmc|lt, and adversary analysis of new systc|ns and tcchnologics fin"portal and
perimeter monitoring.

For the 1M'cns_.'(_ommunicationAgency, we have developed a broad range of technologies for
survivable c_mmmnd and control centers. These technologies--including a broadband data bus

with computer-aided remote control and monitoring--arc being used tbr classified opcrati(mal
systems and proof-of-concept applications.

Extensive studies are continuing in the area of precision, quick response weapons in a rcgiona[
conflict context. "l'hcSandia approach wouM provide a highl,vintegrated target acquisition, data
l'usi_m,rctargeting, and hypersonic warhead delivery system to address time-critical targets in a
regi(mal conflict.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Since 1973,Sandia has conducted a broadly based research program fi,r the Nuclear Rcgulatory
(kmlmission (N R(:) ill probabilistic rink assessment, severe accidents of nuclear reactors, reactor

satety research experiments, engineering technology, low-levelwaste management, andsafi.'guards
and security. W¢ also provide technical assistance in the safetyasscssrncnt and rcs(,lution of react(n"
safety issues.

Wc have pcri;,mncd many otd-_crisk assessments spons_rcd by the ('.ommission, developed
state-of-the-art mcth_ds, participated in major tcchn_dogytransfi.'rcfti,'ts, and addressed important
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regulaloryissuesalnenabletosoluthmbyriskassessment.We havetlcvclopcdmt'tIl()dst_mmlvze

powerplantsystems,(_pcrathu'Is,human performance,accidentpr_u:csscs,tran,q_ort()iradi(mctivc

materials,andheahhandeconomh:impacts.\Vchaveplacetlmaj_)remphasisontheIrcatnlenIof

uncertahlticsinanalyziW,potentialplantaccidents.

('_ursevere accklcnt research program funded by the:Nuclear Rcgulatury I,iummisshm invulves
Dirticipation with tile international reactor safi.'tyresearch community. Severalunique experimental
facilitieshavebeendevelopedatSandiafurim'estigatiW tilediversephysicalpllemmlcnathatmaybc

importantinpostulatetlsevereaccidents.In-pileexperimentst()studycore-inchaccidentprogress

areperformedusingSandia'sAnnular(:oreResearchRc_ictor.(,}ut-pih:cxpcrimt'ntstoinvestigatt'

the luads imposed un reactor containment buildings by high-pressure meh injccthm accidents are
perfurmed in tile Surety Test Facilityand ina one-sixth scalemodel ufa nuclear prover pimp,,c<m-
tainmcnt. The theoretical w()rkcenters on tile development antt validation of mechanistic codes

(e.g., NIEI.(X.H_,,(:()N'I'AIN, and VR.T()I_.IA),which integrate severeaccident klu_wledgc.Results
ot'the severeaccident research arc used fur developing databases _.llldmodels lbr imlm winghardware
and procedures to decrease pla:lt risk, resolve safety issues, and provide the basis for accident
nlallagelllellt and cnlergetlc,v response.

Sandia has conducted _.lllextensiveanalytical and experimental containment integrity program,
including major tests on a onc-eigllth scale model steelbuih.ting and a one-sixth-scale rcinl'orced
concrete buikling. Testing has been perfimncd to evaluate tile hazards otturbinc and external
missile impacts. F.valuationsof seismic and fire risks arc conducted hi conjunctiorl with testing

',vherc needed. Test lacilities have been devdopcd fi)rperforming quantitative measurements of
fire Iwhaviur and tileeft',.'ctsot'snmke and combusti(Ul pruducts. \re have perl}arnled extensive

testing on nuclear prover plant electrical equipment and components under simulated accident
omditions. Such tests sup|',_)rtequipment qualitication and plant life-extension activities.

Santlia is tile h:adlaboraturv researching the development and application ,,l'perf(_rmance
assessment nlethod_dogies used in evaluating the suitability of nondefens¢, line-level wastedisposal
tacilitics.\V¢are also evaluating nlctllods lhr classifyingwaste streams as "balmy regulaton' concerns"
fi,r use in setting tie minimus standards fur radioactive and illixcd wastes,

Sandia continues to support tile Nuclear RcgulatoD'(:Onllnission in transl_:rring lechnolog.v
deveh)ped in l )()l{-sp_msorcd salL'guardspl'_)gramsto ( :ommission st;.ll'falld inspectors ;.inn the
nuclear utilities. _.)thcr technologies transferred to industry (>r_)tllcrentities include advanced
computer codes and techniques for nlaterials and C_mlponcnt design and evaluation.

Department of Transportation

Sandia performs research and cunsuhali_m for tilt' l)cpartlncnt of Transportati(m on issues related
tu the transpurtati<m <_thazard<msmaterials, the du'vdupmcnt of intelligent vehicles and highway
systems (IV! IS), aircrati salL't}',and airport security.

l'hc objectives (_fthe hazardous materials program arc t_)reconlnlend packaging perturmancc
rcqt|ircments for hazar&ms materials transportation and review sp¢citications fur radi_mctivc
materials tmckaging. \Vt' arc also doeth)ping a micr<_computcr-b,lsedhazard(ms materials highways
routing guidelines ducunlent, inc_)rp()ratinga user-friendly ,m_dcland a users' nlanual to assistin
the applicati(m _)t'thcguidelines.

l{xpcrin+cntalwork _)nthethermal cllaractcristics _fshipping casks sut,eorts tilt.'l)epartnlcnt
()f'l'ransportati(m's ct't'_)rtsto assure tile integrity ofhazard_ms m_terial containers in tires. \%'eart,
seeking t()determine ifa generic I'umndary c(mditi_mdescripti(m cantbe (d'_tainedtllatwillbetnsablc
fur b()ththermally massive and n(mmassivc shipping casks. 'l'hc w(_rkals()assesses the cfli.'ctsof

the thcrnlal mass <_I'aShiM:ringcask un the heat transfer charactcristics _)tas(_()tycngult] ng tire.
Sandia's radiant heal lhcilily inbeing used t() understand tllc radiative and cunvcctivc bchavi_u"of
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Modalanalysisusesvibrationtestdatatodetermineastructure'snaturalfrequencies,modeshapes,anddampingvalues.DennisRoach
vibratesasectionofaircraftfuselagewithaninstrumentedhammer.Accelerometersonthesurfacecollectmodaldatathatcanreveal
subsurfacedamage.ThetechniqueisoneofmanyusedattheAgingAircraftNon-DestructiveTestingDevelopmentandDemonstration
CenteratSandia.

heattransfL'rill suchatire. \Ve haverecentlyinitiated apr_gram with the FederalAviati_m
Administration Technical (:enter to apply this technology m aircraftsat_'ty.

We arc assisting the Federal Aviation Administration b)' bringing our expertise in nondestruc-
tive testing to bear on the problem ot'aging aircraft.There is insufficient km,wlcdgc about the cttL'cts
of'age on the perfi_rmance and satL'tyof aircraft tc_accurately tbrecast when components should
be repaired or replaced. The program willdevelop procedures tbr commercial utilization of
advanced insp¢cti_mequipment already in use at l:acilitics_ffthc I)cpartmcnt _Hl)ctL,nsc. New

instrumcntati_m willals_ be developed as required. The program isdesigned lbr rapid tcchnoh_gy
transfer, and Sandia iscollaborating thistly with industry and academia.

Wc arc also assistingthe FederalAviation Administration m develop and dcm_mstratc advanced

airport security system concepts at Baltim_u'c-Washingt_mInternational Airport.
Sandia provides supp_rt to the United States(_ast ( ;uard t_ dcvchH_systems flu"its intelligence

and lawcnfiu'ccmcnl operations. "l'hcAl)\'anccd Image (:ommunication am,t I!nh,mccmcnt

(,\I)VI(:I!.) pmicct was succcssfifll)'completed in 1992.This study wasdirected at determining
whether the speed and efficiencyof transmitting digitized images was an cftL'ctivctradc-_H'l'tbrthe

reduced rcs_duti_minherent indigital imagesas c_nnparcd t_ 35 millimeter pht_t_graphy.
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The Coast Guard Research and l)evdopment Center has requested a tbllow-on project to study
various electro-optical sensor devicesand their applicability to Coast (;uard missions. The work will
involve integrating sensor information froma number of sensors on a C- 130aircraft. The objective
of this project is to provide improved surveillance inlbrmation fi)rCoast Guard intelligence,counter-
narcotics, illegal immigration, and marine fisheries missions.

Sandia iscurrently a leader in the field of intelligent vehicles and highway systems. Our years of
experience in safelytransporting and tracking nuclear weapons shipments and in the development
oftele-operated robotic vehicles have provided a technology base that isunique in the nation. For
example, we have adigitized database of all highways al_d roads in the United States. The Federal

Highway Administration is interested inapplying this database in its Intelligent Vehicles and
Highway Systems program. The intent is to use this data in conjunction with our vehicle tracking

' system based on the Global Positioning System to help develop intelligent vehicleand highway
systerns that will reduce trafficcongestion. In addition, our robotic vehicle work provides asource
of sensor and intelligent control systems technology that iscurrently being applied to improve the
safety of commercial vehicles.

We are assisting the city of 1)enver to improve its ability to track and control the movement of
buses. Working with private industry, we provide design support for tracking systems that use
Global Positioning System satellites. This work is sponsored by the Federal Transit Authority.

National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration

Sandia provides a varietyof technical support to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and NASA-funded projects. Through previouscollaborations on space instrumentation with
LosAlamos National Laboratory, Sandia hasacquired unique capabilities in certain implementations
of signal processing and data handling applicable to astrophysical investigations. We provide
instrumentation to support experiments aboard rockets and space probes for which the science
partner isoften an educational institution performing work with NASA funding.

For example, we support the Columbia University Astrophysics Laboratory in developing an
x-ray polarimeter experiment tbr the Russian Spectrum-X-Ganmaa satellite.We are providing design

support for the Mechanics of Granular Materials instrunlent, a micmgravity experiment in collab-
oration with the University of Colorado and NASA. Similar design support isbeing furnished for
the optical monitor experiment |br the European SpaceAgency X-rayMultispectral Mission satellite.

The Cornet Nuclear Penetrator willbe part of a larger mission sponsored by the NASA let
Propulsion Laborator), calledthe (;omet Rendezw)us and Asteroid Fly-by.The Universityof Arizona
wasselected to be the lead laboratory in cooperation with BallAerospace Systems Division. Sandia
has been asked to participate in the program by acting as a consultant on penetrator technology
and performing development testing of the penetrator.

We havea unique capability in radiation-hardened microstructures that we developed in the

nuclear weapons program. Such devices are useful for space applications. We design, thbricate,
and produce radiation-hardened engineering prototypes of selected microprocessors tbr NASA.

Another of Sandia's unique strengths in microelectronics iscompound semiconductors. We
are working with NASA's let Propulsion Laboratory to employ this teclanology to develop longer
wavelength photovoltaic arraysfor electricalpower supplies in space.We seekto grow stable,strained-
layersuperlattices that exhibit significantoptical absorption at wavelengths to 15microns and beyond.
The work includes buffer design and growth, x-ray verification of structure and composition, analysis
ofdctL'cts,and phott)luminescence characterization of the resulting superlattice. This work isa critical
phase of materials development fi)r demonstration of reproducible, spatially uniform material with
the desired infrared characteristics. The fi4low-on task willbe fabrication and optimization of
detect_)rand a tray st ructures.
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Sandia is the world leader in the theory and design of high-performance parachute systems.

We advise NASA on the conceptualization, definition, and design of the high-speed parachutes
used to decelerate the Space Shuttle's solid-fuel rocket boosters and other payloads. We are working
with the lohnson Space (,;enter to develop a strategy tbr deveiopirlg acapability tbl soPtlanding
and recovery of spacecraft and reusable launch vehicle hardware. The strategywill identit;_,critical
technology isstlesand improve the understanding of landing systems problems.

l)rawing on yet another expertise developed in the nuclear weapons program, Sandia is using
two- and three-dimensional finite element modeling to redesign the explosively driven separation
systems used on the Space Shuttle booster.

Sandia's Robotic Vehicle Rangehas been asked by NASA's LangleyResearchCenter to join with
them as the DOE element in a tri-agency consortium to develop a lunar rover program proposal
tbr the NASA Exploration Program (-)flice.Sandia's design, a tbur-wheel articulated Robotic All-
Terrain lxlnar Exploration Rover (ItATLER), provides high agility, reasonable payload capacity,
and good overall stability in asmall, simple package. The unique chassis articulation permits all

tbur of the drive wheels to remain in contact with the ground, even whileclimbing over obstacles
such as boulders or depressions as largeas one wheel diameter. Sandia's project responsibilities
are primarily the vehiclecontrol hardware and software.

Under joint sponsorship by NASA and the BallisticMissile l)efense Office,Sandia isevahlating
concepts for space power systems. The evahiation addresses three principal concerns: ( !) power
system concept and technolob_,' evahiation and comparison; (2) satiety;and (3) reliability,availability,
and maintenance.

Sandia's one-of-a-kind hypen,elocity gasgun thcilityis being used to evahiate proposed debris
shield designs for Space Station Freedom. The tests will determine the ballistic limits of various
shielding hardware at velocities tip to 12kilometers per second.

Also tbr NASA, we are investigating the feasibilityof developing a2 l-foot Sandia Winged
Energetic Re-entry Vehicle Experiment (SWERVE) as a hypersonic test-bed. The vehicle would be

launched from a Pegasusbooster and potentially acquire data on engine pertbrmance. The feasibility
of flying norfintrusive instrumentation to measure flowfield properties and validate computational
fluid dynamic codes isalso being considered.

Department of State

Under sponsorship of the i)epartment of State, Sandia provides direct technical support to the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in its role ofverit_,ing compliance with the provisions
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (N PT). The agency employs both material accounting procedures
and containment and surveillance techniques to provide the safeguards measures required by the
treat),. (;urrently, we are developing unattended closed-circuit television optical surveillance
equipment, verifiable seals, and monitoring equipment. Newly developed containment and sur-
veillance equipment isbeing demonstrated. We willassist in implenaenting the new equipnaent by
providing training, naaintenance, and documentation. We willcontinue to provide containment
and surveillance consultants as rcqucstcd. Wc willalso assist the IAEAwith training and inspection
of physical security systems.

Environmental Protection Agency

Under an interagency agreement and other developing cooperative efforts between the l)epartnlent
of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and various other gm'ernment agencies,
Sandia provides technical assistance and proposes technical courses ofacti¢m ilwoMng approaches
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for site characterization, sensor technology, remediation technologies, advanced analysisapproaches,
and risk-based decision approachea.

DOE and EPAhave a long history of coordinating science and technology projects, including
the Energy and Environment Program of the early 1970s,the National Acid Precipitation Assessment
Program of the 1980s,and the National Laboratory Consortium t}.)rmedbythe National Acid Precip-
itation Act of 1980. EPAand DOE have entered into thirty-five memorandums of understanding
(MOUs) over the past two years fbrjoint research and development under DOE's environmental
restoration program. There havealso been several MOUs on general cooperation and technology
transf}r. These efforts are expected to accelerate, since DOE has recentlycommitted to work closely
with the National Resources (]luster of the Cabinet to address national environmental issues.

For example, DOE and EPAhave recently initiated a Joint Laboratory Directors' Forum to foster
more cooperative environmental researcheflbrts between the two agencies.The forum consists of the
directors of each agency's researchand development laboratories and isaddressing activecollaboration
in ongoing researchand identifyingtopics forjoint researchfor FY1995andbeyond in theareas of pol-

lution prevention, wasteminimization, environmentally sensitiveengineeringand rnanuthcturing, ht_-
ardous and mixed wastetreatment, ecologicalresearch,monitoring and assessment,and environmental
risk assessment _ all in support of the shared goals of the DOE and EPAin environmental cleanup,
pollution-prevention, and wastemanagement. Sandia, asone of DOE's major research laboratories, will

be expected to provide technical assistance and leadership in improving site characterization, sensor
technology, remediation technologies, analysisapproaches, risk based decisions, and public outreach.

Sandia has establisheda number of initiatives with the EPAto assist regulatorsand encourage the
useof innovative environmental technologies. Anexample isa joint effortwithSandia, industry, DOE,
and EPA to demonstrate innovative cleanup technologies at a DOE site. The program provides an
opportunity to develop amodel for accelerated environmental cleanup operations throughout
the nation.

As part of a more regional effort, Sandia issupporting efforts by DOE, EPA, the Department of
Defense, the Department of Interior, and the Western Governors' Association to accelerateenviron-

mental technology development and cleanup activities whileenhancing economic development in
the West. Beyond these broad-scope activities, Sandia isalso providing focused technical support
to the EPA in decision support systems and air pollution measurements.

Other FederalAgencies

Sandia provides support and certain space-qualified hardware for NASA and the European Space
Agency. We are providing a number of radiation-hardened, large-scale, integrated circuit devices
for the Venus Radar Mapping Mission. We also provide support to NASA fbr the development of
recovery systems for instrumentation sent into orbit. Sandia advised on the design of the high-speed
parachutes that decelerate the space shuttle's solid-fuel rocket boosters as they [:allto earth.

Sandia continues to support the National Security Agency in adversary analysis. This work

involves evaluation of communications security equipment, components, and design proposals
to determine and identi_' vulnerabilities having a potential for exploitation by an adversary.

A Sandia-developed safe diversionary grenade has been in useby military and law enforcement
agencies for several years. A practice version of this device has been requested and is now under
development.

Sandia's experience in safeguards and securig for nuclear materials and facilitieshas been
applied to other federal security needs. We are developing force protection systems for use by mil-
itary and nonmilitary personnel in special-operation, low-intensity conflict environments. We
helped develop and install an automated entry control system for the White House, and we have
been tasked to participate in asecurity upgrade of the Hoover Building of the FBI.
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Sandia National Laboratories is responding to requirements being brought forward by federal,
state, and local lawenforcement agencies involved in the war against illegaldrug trafficking. Sandia
wasexplicitlynamed a national technical resource in the Drug Abuse Act of 1989.Our response has

been sharpened by extensive interactions with interested agencies at all levels,from individual agents
patrolling the border to headquarters units involved in enforcement and research and development.

This effort has three focuses: attempting to match available technologies with requirements in
order to provide immediate solutions; defining and proposing long-term development efforts in
areas where Sandia has expertise; and offering systems analysissupport to better define and prioritize
drug interdiction approaches. Immediate support isavailable in such areas as ground sensors, com-
munications, and radio-frequency beacons. Developmental areas include laser-induced fluorescence,
compressed video communications, and passive beacons.

The results of these efforts are contractual arrangements with several agencies, and it isexpected
that these programs willexpand as agency research and development budgets grow and the drug
war becomes better organized.

All Other Reimbursables

When appropriate, Sandia also enters into projects involving state governments, private industu,,
universities, foreign governments, or other nonfederal entities. Criteria for these arrangements are
the same as tbr other work-for-others endeavors. Current projects comprise a varietyof activities
and Sandia resources, including development of numerical models tbr rock blasting, computer
modeling to predict chemical behavior in methane-air jet flames, microelectronics development,
and studies to improve nuclear reactor safety.



Laboratory-Directed Research and
Development Program
Laborat,,ry-Directed Research and l)evelopnlent (I,l)RI)) became a permanent program at Sandia
in FY 1983as permitted by federal I,,w(Public Law95-39, Section 303) and l)Of Order 5000.4A.
The LI)RI) program provides support tbrscienceand teclanologyactivitiesrelatedto l)Ol{'s missions.
Projects emphasize early exploration offi._refrontscience and technology that enhance Sandia's
research and development capabilities and core competencies.

L1)RI) projects must be relativelysmall, well-specified, short-term (one to three years) projects
that look forward in terms of technology and application (i.e., projects that establish new capabilities,
test new concepts, or investigate innovative approaches). I,I)R1) funds arc not used to substitute or
increase funding for tasks otherwise funded by DOE or other agencies or to cam, projects beyond
the exploratory stage.

LI)I_,I)funds are derived from a tax on funding from all sources, including DOE programs.
The tax on DOE funds isbeing introduced gradually. In FY 1993,the program was funded at
about $53 million.

The LDRI) program permits Sandia staffto explore innovative scientific and technological
opportunities that hold high potential for payoffin applications. Some of these projects have led
to tangible new DOE tasks and projects; others haveenhanced the Laboratories' core capabilities.

For example, an FY 1991LI)RI) project led to the development of a mobile robotic manipulation
and retrieval system. The project a_.wanccsthe state of the art liarmachine intelligence in mobile
systems. This technology should find early application in hazardous waste removal operations at
DOE tacilities. In addition, the work has implications for U.S.economic competitiveness, and we
are examining potential industrial applications. This project was beyond the scope of interest of
funded robotics projects and thus could not have been pursued without 1,1)1_,I)funding.

An FY 1992project looked at developing biomimetic processes to grow ceramic materials in ways

analogous to thebiological processes that occur in livingorganisms. Ultimately, the goal is todevelop
biomimetic processing methods to produce materials fk)rmedical, semiconductor, optoclectronic,
and "smart" materials applications. For example, biomimetically grown calcium phosphates could
be used for biologicallycompatible interlayers f_)rjointand bone replacements. Foradvanced ceramics

applications, biomimetic processing may facilitate[:abricationof oriented crystallinet_rroelectricfilms.
Selecting LI)RI) projects isa formal process. Each thll,the Sandia Program Council identifies a

number of core competencics and strategic initiativesthat willcomprise the 1,1)RI) program elements
fi)rthe following fiscalyear. At this time, the Council also establishes I,I)RI) budget targets for the
program elements. Next, a callf_r proposals is issueddescribing the intent of the program, the program
elements, and requirements t;,)rsubmittals. Investigatorswho wish to extend a project beyond one year
must submit a renewal proposal for continuation of funding. The renewal request must detailprogress
achieved to date toward project milestones and describe the tasks to be performed in the next year.

Proposals are subjected to two independent evaluations. A technical appraisal team evaluates
the content of the proposed work, the technical approach proposed, and the technical potential of

the project. Proposals are also subject to a programmatic evaluation by one of several review boards.
In this evaluation, proposals are reviewedwithregard to growth potcntiai, impact on future laboratory
activities, and agreement with the l,aboratories' strategic intent. The ?rogrammatic appraisal team
ranks the proposals in its program area inorder ot't\mding preference.

l_,asedon the review rankings and budget targetsestablished bythe Sandia Proglam (k_uncil,the
Laboratories' I,I)I,U)program manager prepares aproposed 1,I)I,',1)program. A program plan is then
prepared and submitted to I)()E fi,)ra pro.ject-by-project review. Sandia and I)()E then jointly
modify the proposal to develop a plan that meets all I)()E requirements, l)C)l" is rcspc;nsiblc for
final authorization of the program.



SummaryofProjectedInvestmentinLaboratory-DirectedResearchandDevelopmentProgram
(OperatingBAin$million)

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

Totalfunding 50.7 63.4 77.0 77.0 77.0 77.0 77.0

Note:PlannedLDRDamountsaresubjecttoapprovalinaccordancewithDOEOrder5000.4
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Information Resources
Management

Goals and Objectives
Sandia isdedicated to providing its scientistsand engineers with a strategic computing capability that
can significantly affect the future of Sandia and play a major role in providing "exceptional service
in the national interest." This dedication implies avision ofa high-performance computing environ-
ment ranging from advanced workstations to the latest supercomputer. The vision supports a fully
integrated distributed system that ties together all the computational resources required to solve
problems and perform program work, including computational analysis, storage, multimedia,
computer-aided engineering (CAE),databases, billingservices,and electronic mail/signaturecapability.

Information Resource Environment

ComputationalFacilities

Scientific Computing Resources

Sandia's supercomputers include largevector architecture machines, such as the Cray Y-.k!P systems,
and a growing number of massivelyparallel systems. Supercomputers are used primarily tbr solving
large scientificand engineering problems. Application areas include materials studies, nuclear safety
calculations, particle-beam calculations (for pulsed power and other research), weapon systems

development, missile defense and countermeasures analysis,t)ciiities vulnerability analyses,combus-
tion chemistry, and m¢_re.With supercomputers it ha.,,become possible to model three-dimensional
effectsand perform increasingly higher-resolution approximations.

In order to accommodate the computational demands of its missions, Sandia has developed a
number of interlinked networks of computers based upon increasingly more capable communi-
cations. Linkage ofdesktop computers and workstations to central systems isaccomplished
through reliable, high-speed networks. Ethernets and Fiber Distributed Data Interlhce (FDI)I)
rings are the preferred local area network technologies at Sandia. Higher-speed dedicated lines are
used for special applications; F1)DI is used for connectivity between centrally residing systems.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches and Synchronous Optical Network (SON ET)
technologies are being actively pursued as promising network technologies.

The major delineation in the networking realm is the separation of secure (classified) and
restricted (unclassified) computing resources. Individual computer systems reside in one or the
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other of these domains. The secure domain is capable of processing classified infi_rmation

through Secret Restricted l)ata.

Sandia supercomputer systems have recently been consolidated at the New Mexico site.

l)ata COnlrriunication capabilities are

available at 45 Nribs(rriegabits per second)

ill order to [hcilitate the use of these systems
by staff in New Mexico arid (]alifi)rrlia.

The secure network houses a (.'ray Y-M PS/

264 along with a two-terabyte Network

Storage Service. Tl'lese machirles are linked

to other systems within the secure parti-
tiori. The restricted rletwork houses a

(:ray Y-M P/864. A terabyte file server

will be acquired to support this systerrl.

Sarldia/Califimlia has (]erltral File Storage

to tacilitate data caching fill"local access.

Massively parallel systems are also on

the unclassified network arid are thereby

accessible to our irldustrial partners. Iri

this network we curreritly have a i,024-

node n(]UBE with 4 gigabytes of memory

operating at a peak rate of2.5 gigaflops,

two 64-riode lrltel iPSC/860s with a peak

ratirig of3.8 gigaflops, and a newly

acquired Intel Paragon with 1,827 nodes

operating at a peak rating of 130 gigaflops.

Sandia's scientific computing acqui-

sitions duririg the FY 1994-1999 time

fi'ame are intended to dramatically increase

conaputatiorlal power and simulation

capability arid improve the perfiirrnance

ThisCraysupercomputerwasmovedfrom Sandia/Californiaandinstalledat Sandia/ of'support servers l_oth at the central facil-

New Mexico in May1993, completing the Laboratories' plan to consolidate supercom- ity and within distributed local area net-

puters at a single location. Usersat Sandia/Californiawill be linkedby high-speed works. Plans arc also being implemented
datatelecommunications, tobringSandia's network technoh_gy

into the gigabit rmige during this frame.

Early in the planning period, massively parallel systems will become the nlaj(n" compute servers.

It is otlr vision to inlplenlent leading-edge, irldustr)'-suppt)rted staridarcts irl all ot:otlr computillg

erivirorurients. Iri order to realize this obiective, we will conduct integrated research in cornnluriica-

tions, networking, algorithm developmcn% and computing technologies to lead in the devehlpnlent
arid establishrnerit tlfsuch standards.

This elTcirt will require Inany collaborations with irldustry and with other national laboratclries.

Several cooperative agreenlents are already in place. By integrating fiber optics, A'I'NI (Asynchrt)llOtlS

Transfer Mode) pl't_tocols, S()N F,T(Synchronous ()ptical Network) technohlgy, scientific algo-

rithnls, and massively parallel systems, it will be possible to create a colnp, iting environnlent that
will allow custorners tt, solve a vast array ofengineeririg arid scientific problems and visualizc results

in a timely, eflcctive nlanller. The advcnt of A'l'M arid sinlilar technologies will also permit distributed

wtwkstations to be cltistered together as a single logical restH.irce. Ultirnately, it will bc possible for

a customer t_)log on to a network and have at her disposal arty tt_oltl-lat isrequired It) perf(n'nl her
lob in a scanlless conlputillg envirollnlent.
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Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE)

The business plan fi_rSandia' Engineering Integration Center callsfi_rcontinued acquisition of
resources in sufficient quantities to furnish appropriate computer assistance in the analysis,design,
and filbrication of products for which the l,aboratories has responsibility. This thrust comes at the
intersection of two areas of technological expertise: intbrmation modeling and the application of
design-oriented software. These areas aredeveloping independently but oflbr the largestcontribution
where there isoverlap. (.;omputer-aided engineering isan integral part of Sandia's programmatic
responsibilities in nuclear weapons production and stockpile support.

An integrated computer-aided engineering capat "'typrovides tbr the application .fcomputer-
aided engineering (CAE) technology to the configuration management, information modeling,
design, analysis, definition, and prototype manufacturi,lg processes. Projects include the partici-
pation of various engineering design organizations at Sandia's New Mexico and (]alifornia sites

and manufacturing groups at Allied Signal Aerospace, Kansas ('ity Division.
lntegr_.tion of engineering information systems isan important goal. Integration willprovide

project continuity fi'om one phase of development to the next as wellas flexibility in applying
computer-aided tools to abroad spectrum of needs. N1RVANA, a project for electricaldesign and
thbrication, was implemented in 1991.A second project that addresses mechanical design, AC(:()RI ),
was started in 1991and isbeing implemented in 1993.The tbundation of the project is a tightly
integrated solid-model production definition that willbe useful throughout the deveh_pment
cycle without data translations.

As NIRVANA and AC(X)R l) users learn the capabilities ofthei r tools, the desi re to exchange
design information between systems increases. The management of data for the ACCORI) and
NIP,VANA projects willbe controlled by the Definition (]onfiguration Management Project.
After the design data is complete, the intbrmation willbe maintained in the Image Managcment

S/stem for future access.
To complete the integration of such widespread systems requires close collaboration and full

development ofan ubiquitous classifiedand unclassifiednetwork infrastructure. Other requirements
to support the integration include design and testdatabases and a configuration management system.

The integration effort reflects the need for concurrent engineering_ the simultaneous participa-
tion of allcontributors to a project, including design, fabrication, test, analysis, and manut:acturing.
This need is addressed in an advanced network development project, Interactive (]ollaborativc
Environments, that willallow real-time, shared use of computer-aided design and other engineering
tools by allproject members, rcgardless of location. All integration activities arc conducted in close
concert with AlliedSignal,Kansas(3it),l)ivision. The intcgrated envirormaentand associated intbrma-
tion systemswill support future l)epartment of Energyreconfiguration and dismantlement activities.

Administrative Information Systems

The l,aboraton, Infimllation Systems Center strives to ensure that Sandia iscapable of operating
as a successful business entity. Over the next year, we willcomplete our UNiSYS-to-IBM migra-
tion, complete Phase 2 of the Financial lnfi)lmation System, continue redeveh)pment of the
Sandia Reimbursement and Vouchering System, complete deveh)pment of the 1luman Resource
Information System, and support development of the l,ihrary Information ()n-line Network
(I,ION). As we conduct these development projects, we willcontinue to support l.m_duction sys-
tems as required by the needs of the business and the new contractor.

Sandia's administrative application projects are managed under the intbrmation ServicesProgram
and are sponsored by the Administrative Management (]onmaittee. Projects are idcntiticd, selected,

and prioritized by the (],mputer Advisory (_ommittee chaired by the director,f the i.ab.ratory



Inti_rmation Systems (_cnter. Projectsendorsed by these committees are typicallyaccomplished
by project teams. The teams use systcnl project methodtdogies, such as the system deveh+pmem
methodtdogy Sl)Ni/Structured by A(.;SNlanagcmentSystems and lnlbrmation t!ngineering
Facility(IEF)by Texas Instruments. Application systemsarc developed with fidl custonlei +partic-
ipation through tile use ill:jointapplication design sessions and itcrative prottH)'ping techniques.

,, _ • T •"l+headministrative computer systems at_ ar|dm/New Nlex|co are: IBNI902 !-500 (I.IS),
L!NiSYS!100-72, IBM912 !- 190((_IS); IBN14381 (()V), IBNi4381 ((:\/M); others maybe added
in the filture or existing systems removed as the business Ileeds dictate.

In the future, allapplications currently residing on smaller IBM machines willbe camlidates
fi)r movement to aclientserver architecture based upon tile results ofcostlbenefit studies. An

important strategic goal in the plamfing fi_rapplication development isgreater accessibility,'of
administrative infi_rrnation at the desktop.

Telecommunications

Data Communications

An era with emphasis on parallelcomputing, outside collaboration, consolidation, technoh_gy
transffr, total quality management, and ES&H management makesdata communications vital to

Sandia's filture. To meet the challenge,a varietyof technologies are being i|westigated and deployed.
Fiber optic cables to the desk, very-high-speed local area networks, modern broad-band switches,

high-speed intersite links,video teleconference fhcilities,and mode' network management systems
are allpart of the arsenal of communications technologies being applied to this challenge. Sandia's
recent initiatives have necessitated a new fi_cuson unclassified communicatiems while its traditional

mission demands ongoing support of secure comnaunications.
Sandia operates an extensive internal secure com,nunications system. A large customer base

receivessen'ices ranging from asynchronous terminal access through 100-megabit Fiber l)ist ributed

l)ata Interface (FI)DI) support. Numerous intersite links tc)a varietyof l)()t- and 1)ol) tacilitiesexist
as wellas video teleconf_rencing capabilities to several I)OF+[ilcilities.

Sandia's Engineering ScienceCenter recently moved to a refurbished building. Ampart of the
move, we installedan extensive, state-of-the-art, optical-fiber distribution system to everydesk intile
new tilcility.While full-bandwidth Ethernet on optical fiberwill initiallybe installed, tile distribution
system will support FI)I)! local area networks and video. This distributiem system and the high-
speed networks will serve ama model for several other tZacilitiesat the Sandia/New Mexico h)cation.

An architecture that consists ofT3 (45 megabits per second) intersitelinks,asynchronuus transfer
mode switches, switched multimegabit data service protocols, and high-perfi_rmance routers is

being implemented as part of Sandia's plan to locate allof its st|percomputers at Albuquerque.
This architecture willbecome the standard tbr high-speed networking at Sandia. Additionally, the
Laboratories isa participant in tile Experimental University Network (XUNH') sponsured by
AT&T, which is a test bed fi_rcross-country gigabit networking.

These activitiesconstitute anaggressiveapproach tobringing the data comnmnications infrastruc-
ture of the Laboratories up to the state of the art. The technical excellence and quality commitment
of Sandia's networking and communications staff'isevidenced by a number of recent acculades,
irlcludillg art R&I) 100Award, <'bestpaper" at the Nt!XUS90 and NEXUS91 ctml_,+'rcnces,the

1991IN'I'I'R()I+_Achievement Award in the government sector, and several patents.



Voice Communications

In the past, the Kirtland Air Force Base(;onmmnications Squadron provided local w_iceteleconl-
munications service for Sandia's NewMexico site as wellas for all other Kirtland Air Force Base

tenants. However, recognizing the importance of telecommunications serviceto corporate existence,
Sandia isassuming direct responsibility for providing quality, state-of-the-art services. Sandia is
moving and expanding the AT&T 5ESSdigitalelectronic switch that tbrms the cornerstone of its voice
and unclassified data telecommunications sen, ices.This switch willprovide ubiquitous, enhanced
digital voice, video, and data services using Integrated Services l)igitai Networks (ISI)N).

The Sandia 5ESSswitch consists of a host system and optical remote modules (ORM) to service
the I,aboratories' remote areas. We have constructed a building to house the host 5ESSswitch and

we have upgraded conduit systems to provide customer access. Over 1,200lines are inservicc on
the first optical remote module, and over 1,100lines are in service on the 5ESShost, which also

services other l)epartment of Energy facilitieson Kirtland Air Force Base,such as the Albuquerque
Operations Office, the Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, E(J&G, and Ross Aviation.

Sandia's strategy for communications at the NewMexico site is to move the host into the new
switch building expeditiously, expand the 5ESSswitch to serve allSandia/New Mexico customers,
and assume operational control of allunclassified voice and data communications services.
Preparations fbr this project began in I,Y 1989and funding will continue through FY 1996.

Sandia/California operates an AT&T 5ESSswitch fi_ritstmclassifiedvoice/data communications.

The 5ESSisan Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) switch capable of handling voice, data,
and signaling intbrmation over the same ht,e. It provides access to FTS 2000 and the commercial

network for long-distance comnaunications.
The Tonopah Test Range local voice telecommunications system terminates in a Northern

Telecorn SL- 1switch with 24 trunks to the SL-100 switch at the Department of Energy Nevada
Operations Office.Tonopah Test Rangepersonnel use the FederalTelecommunications System and
the Nevada Test Sitetie-line network for the majority of their king distance telephone requirements.

A Motorola radio trunking system (selected by competitive bid) was installed at Sandia/New
Mexico in 1991.It isa basic five-channelsystem and willbc expanded as necessaryas users are moved
to the system from their current frequencies. The basic system has a capacity of approximately 61)1[)
radio users. The site currently has about 2,200 radio transceivers in use.

Initial radio nehvorks that willbe placed on the trunking system will include the motor pool,
transportation and storage, and reclamation services.The radio frequencies currently in useby
these organizations willbe made available tbr other uses. As thnding becomes available, most
other services, such as plant rnaintenance, sa(_ty,emergency operations, and health physics, will
have their radio communications transferred to the trunking system.

When fully implemented, the trunked radio system willbecome a part of Sandia's National
SecuriWEmergency Preparedness communications system. It willfulfillemergency communications
requirements mandated by the Specification for Emergency Operations Centers in the l)epartment
of Energy Albuquerque Operations Office (]omplex.

Initiatives

Initiatives related to infi_rmation resources are incorporated in Sandia's coordinated strategic initia-
tives described in Chapter 5, "Major Initiatives." Initiatives related to information resources and
high-performance computing are described beginning on page 5-25.





Environment,
Safety,and Health

Sandia iscommitted to protecting the em,ironnlent and preserving the health and g_tietyof individuals

and the community. The Laboratories conducts a comprehensive program to assure that operations
are incompliance withall applicable lawsand regulationson environment, satiety,and health (ES&H).
Our program has been structured to address environmental problems in a timely t:ashionand
thereby maintain public confidence in Sandia's ability to conduct its operations without harming
the environment. A major part of our vision is to provide leadership within the DOE complex by
setting the example for a sate and healthful workplace.

ES&H Program Goals and Objectives
Sandia's ES&tt program has three general goals:

1. Make Sandia a safe, healthful, and envffonmentally sensitive workplace;

2. Comply with applicable laws, orders, and regulations; and
3. l)emonstrate this capability to IX)E and the public.

A setof seven objectives supports achievement of these goals. These objectives employ both
hmg-term and short-term strategies.

Objective: Ensure sa.ti'amt health.lhlworkplacesfor our empio),ees,amtractors, visitors,and
conttn_tttities.

The focus of all ES&H activities in areas where we work is to protect all individuals and the
environment. This focus requires compliance with applicable lawsand regulations. IX)F. orders,
directives, and requests are also requirements directed toward meeting this objective.

Objective: Useour qualit),processto achieveexcellencein our ESc"H proe,nmt and to meet our
customers' requirenwnts.

Sandia willcontinue to employ recognized Total Quality Management methodologies fi)r all
ES&Hactivities. Such methodologies willbe used fi_rdeveloping and improving F,S&tlprocesses,

identifl,'ing root causes of ES&tt problems, and applying lessons learned. Sandia's Total Quality
Management Initiativeestablishesan overarching quality implementation strategy tbrall laboratories
actMties, including those in the ES&H program.

Objective: Require open, timel),communication ,_.fbS '_t Iproblems, lessonslearned, t,hms, and
status to achieveapt,n_priate,un(tbrm actions throul4houtS,mdia.
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\Vecontinueto enMncectmununicalitmson ES&!! issuesboth to Sandia'sI!S&tI prolL'ssionals
and to other staff.(;urrent conmmnications on new requirements are achieved through a working

Sandiasafetyandhealth group representing allSandia divisions and bargaining units, flmmgh lessons-learned processes, and
professionals assist through training courses. Sandia has aim established procedures whereby any employee may
staffinestablishing anonymously express an ES&tt-rclated complaint or ctmccrn or report an I!S&II--relatedprob-
safety procedures and lem or condition.

prescribing appropri-

ate personal protection Objective: Team _dtldi_l ¢nlployee:7, Cll._tOlllPrS, suH:,lierg, arid cOmmll/lil)' represellhltives to

equipment, ass,re protectionof the environment and thesa./i'O'and health olall.
()ur goal is to eflbctivelyuse the capabil-

itiesof all staffin t:.S&t1activities. (klrrcnt

cross-organizational projects with staff"

having materialsexpertise, instrumentation
backgrounds, geosciencc understanding,
fieMoperation processes, and others arc
continually being reviewedand increased.
Univcrsity interactions occur thruugh
tempora O'employment (,fstudents, Sandia
participatiun in the universiw-bascd Waste-
*lanagement l'_ducationand l,l.cse"oh
(_onsortium (W liR(,), andcontractsto
teachers. Sandians serve on various state

and localg¢wernment organizations, and
staff from Sandia's ILS&IIorganizations
interact witla rel;ulatory agencies both flu'-
really and informally.

Objective: Manage t!.g6-1trisks ,m,t
h._,,z,+rdsthr,,ugh.lbrmal,estal,IMwdt,ro,esses
c,,,ple, t with tile mira{lidaction ,!feveO'
Sm,tian.

A keystep in identif,'ing hazards is the
Preliminary ttazard Assessment (Pt [A)

required to be completed by line organiza-
tions for all facilitiesand activities. The

PltA identifies all hazards present in the
workplace or encountered inan activity.
I'S&H Standard ()perating Procedures
(SOPs) describe processes t_ control the
hazards identified in the PttA. ES&tl S()l's

arc intended t_)r use bv one or more orga-

nizations, and must include the fidlmving:

• P,esponsibilitics

,_} • Specifictraining/experience requirements0, • \Vaste management requirements
+ • 1lazatd identification and mitigatitn'l

ES&tt (,)pcratingI'roccdures (()Ps)
! arc written and _,wnedby organizations

conducting the opcrations. They provide
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step-by-step instructions fi_rspecific operations (m_rmal, postulated abnormal, and emergency
operations) to ensure that actMties are perfi,rmed correctly, saffly, and consistently.

"l'oassist ina graded approach in management of risks,all Prelimina_' ! lazard Assessments are

assigned a Preliminary Hazard Classification(Pt 1(_)arm allactivities arc assigned a Programmatic
Risk Classification(PRC). The combination of PH(_and PI,',Cvalues isused asguidance in estab-
lishing the appropriate levelof rigor with which a facilityor activityis managed and when facilities
or actMties are reviewedby upper management. Additionally, the PtI(_ ratings establish both a
Sandia corporate arm I)OF understanding of the relatiw:hazard levelof all Sandia facilities.

Objective: Supportour t'mph_),e,'sinperwnalizing Samtia's vision bothat workand at home,
The Laboratories willcontinue disseminating ES&H information helpful to the fimilies of

Sandia employees, such as the periodicals TI,C Newsletter, Family Safety,and Harvard Medical

School Newsletter. A recycling committee has been established to coordinate a recycling program
tbr the l,aboratories. We have defined and implemented a process tbr recognizing and rewarding
t,utstanding F.S&Hcontributions at the corporate leveland working level.

Objective: Ensure that eveo' Sandian has necessar)'and st(ffMent ES¢"tl training, an,/require
that visitor_and cmttmctors compO,with our ESd"H requirements.

We maintain a record keeping system tbr tracking ES&I--Itraining requirements and the training
status ofernployees. A basic ES&H awareness module is included as part of the orientation process
fi,r newemployees, l'xperts from Sandia line organizations arc involved in developing and improving
facility ,,r function-specific training courses. Trainers will train additional trainers where possible
to allowstaffto instruct their own organizations ingood ES&H practices. Management is responsible
fi_rensuring that allvisitorsand contractors in their operations receiveappropriate training regarding
the presence of hazards and protection from those hazards.

Regulatory Environment

Laws and Regulations

There are many federal environmental laws and implementing regulations to which Sandia must
adhere. These laws includc the Clean Air and (:lean Water Acts; the Resource (;onservation and

RecoveO'Act; the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and R,,denticide Act; the Toxic Substance (,ontrol

Act; the Comprehensive F.nvironnaental P,esponse, Compensation, and l.iability Act; the Safe
l)rinking Water Act;the Oil Pollution Control Act; the Marine Protecti,m, l,',esearch,and Sanctuaries
Act; the Noise (:ontrol Act of 1973;and others.

I)()E orders implement other fbderal lawsafl_2ctingSandia, including the National l'nvir,mmental
Policy Acl, the Occupational Safetyand i lealth Act of 1970,the National Historic Preservation
Act, the Coastal Z,me Management Act of 1972,and the Mine Sal_'tyand Health Act. Finally, the
contract for the operation of Sandia National l,aboratories by Sandia (]orporati,m requires that
Sandia's envir(mmental, safety,and lwalth operations bc c¢,tactuctcctin accordance with all applic-
able I)OI'; _,rders and directives c,mamunicatcd to Sandia bythe I)()F,contracting officer.

Sandia must als_,comply with state and local legislation applying to lab,,rat,,ry sites in New
Mexico, California, Nevada, and ttawaii, as well as diverse tield h,cations in the United States and

other countries. Examples of such legislation in New Mexico include the New Mexico Air (,)uality
Control Act, the l'_nvir_,nmental(k,mpliancc Act, the Water Quality Act, the I lazardous Waste
Act,and the Solid Waste Act. In addition, there are local regulations tbr air quality and sewage
pre-treatment.
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Examplesof applicable legislation ill California include the Califi)rnia Clean Water Act, the Air
Toxics "Hot Spots" Inf_rmation and Assessment Act, and the Tanner Act. Sandia's California site

must also comply with such local regulations as the BayArea Air Quality Management l)istrict rules.
Similar laws in Nevada and Hawaii affect Tonopah Test Range and the Kauai Test Facility.

An example of cooperation between Sandia and environmental agencies is the 1990Agreement
in Principle between New Mexico and DOE to monitor cleanup and environmental activities. The
agreement was the result of an initiativecalledfor in 1989by the governors of severalstateswith DOE
nuclear facilities. The agreement givesstate officials access to DOE fiacilitiesto monitor (but not to
regulate) cleanup operations. Under this agreement, New Mexico's Environmental l)epartment
hasfivefull-time employees stationed at Sandia/New Mexico. DOE provides about $3 million per
year to the state for staffand equipment for this on-site monitoring at DOE sites in New Mexico.

Sandia ES&H Requirements Documents

The contract between Sandia's operating contractor and DOE specifiesthat Sandia National Labora-

torieswill comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations and allapplicable
DOE directives.

Requirements from laws, regulations, DOE orders, and other documents pertaining to ES&H
areforwarded to Sandia's ES&H Program Management Center for action. The Director, ES&H
Program Management Center, assigns a responsibleindividual who determines whether laboratory
ES&Hdocuments need to be amended or anew document needs to be written. Ifaction isnecessary,
the document owtter becomes involved. If requested, the Line hnplementation Working Group
assists in developing implementation approaches. This process assures that requirements are
identified, assigned to an individual, tracked through the various stages, assessed for effectiveness,
and monitored for compliance.

Requirements are translated into specificactions that are delineated in Sandia ES&Hrequiremems

documents. The first of these documents is the Sandia Laboratories Policy (SLP) 2001, Em,iromnent,
S_(]_ty,atut Health (ES&H), which defines the Laboratories' ES&H policy. It also defines a hierarchy
of ES&Hrequirements documents through which requirements flowfrom sources (i.e., laws, regula-
tions, DOE orders) to Sandia employees, on-site contractors, and visitors. Other ES&Hdocuments,
such as Preliminary Hazard Assessments _PHAs), Safety Assessments, Safer3, Analysis Reports,
and plans t_r achieving compliance, augment the documents in the hierarchy.

Sandia's ES,'_.HMare. _/interprets requirements and delineates responsibilities and procedures
designed to ensure ( 1) t [_tyand health of employees, on-site contractors, and the general
public; (2) the preservation of the environment; and (3) performance of work activitiesin compliance
withapplicable laws, regulations, DOE orders, and best management practices. The requirements
in the ES¢_4tMamml and its supplements are implemented by Sandia organizations.

The legaland regulatory environment affecting Sandia's ES&H activities is likelyto remain
dynamic with changes occurring as public concerns and government admini,;trations ew_lve.For

example, the Federal FacilitiesCompliance Act of 1992clarified the ability of the F2A and states
to enforce hazardous waste regulations at federal Facilitiessuch as Sandia. We anticipate a general
trend of lawsand regulations requiring more attention to procedures, processes, and documentation
to ensure a greater degree ofauditability in environmental compliance.
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ES&H Policies,
Organization, and Management
Sandia's policy with respect to ES&His set tbrth in the following statement:

Sam/& Natimml Laboratoriesconsiderstheptvtection amlpreservation of'theem,iromuent
am/saf,,O,and health ofits personnel, contractors,visitors,and thepublic to becritical to its success.

Accordingl),,Sandiapersonnelshalldesignproducts,devebp manu/hctudt tg,processes,and condua
operationswhile encouragingrecyding, wasteminimization, and reduction oJthe useo/'lmzardous
materials.Sandhmsshallalsoensuretheprotection_¢'peopleand theenvironmentwhi# compl),ingwith
applicable:lbdeml,state,and h_atlhtwsand requhltions;agreements;consentdeo'ees;and I )OEdireaives.

Sandia emplo),eesMto overseecontractorsand u4toarehosts tosite visitorsshall assurethat the),
ate adequatel), itffbrnledo]this policyatut of'their obligation tocompl),with it. In addition, Sandhl
shallcontimtousl),evaluate regulator),requirements,corpomtepolicies,customerneeds,and lessons

learned, and shall adjust its operationsto meet thesedmnging needs as weseekto continuously
improve ES&H processes.

Concern and conduct in matterspertaining to the environment, safer),,attd health are the
responsibilityof allSmMia emplo),ees,on-site ,'ontmctors,and visitors. No job is more important
than your health, your safety, and the protection of our environment.

The president of Sandia National Laboratories hasoverall responsibility for environment, safety,
and health. He isadvised on ES&H matters by the Sandia ES&H Council, which he chairs. The
president isultimately responsible for promoting, communicating, and establishing a culture that
recognizes environment, safety, and health as top priorities.

Allmanagement levelsand staffhave the responsibility to assure the health and safety of partici-
pants and communities inve.lved in Sandia operations. Professional ES&Hstaffprovide technical

support for safe and environmentally resp_msibleoperations. An ES&H Program Management
('enter provides the laboratory-wide fi_cusfi_rES&H requirements and processes.

The vice president, tLnvironn\cm, SatbD',and FacilitiesManagement I)Msion, has overall

responsibility for developing and knplementing Sandia's ES&Hprogram. The directors of the
ES&H Program Management (]enter, the New Mexico Safetyand Health Center, and the New
Mexico Environmental ()perations (]enter report to this vice president. The directors of the New
Mexico and (;alitbrnia Medical Centers, and of the ('alifornia Facilitiesand ES&H ('enter, report
to their respective vice presidents. The indirectly timded core programs fi)rallcenters are managed
through the ES&H Program ('enter.

Thc ES&H Program Management (;enter is responsible for overall management of Sandia's
ES&Hactivities, including:

• l)eveloping corporate ES&H strategic and business plans;
• Managing the ES&H work breakdown structure and the ES&H portion of Sandia's indirect

budget;

• l)efining processes and practices to meet laws, regulations, and orders;
• Integrating processesand practices into laboratory operations through the Line Implementation

Working Group;
• Providing an effective inted:acewith external customers and stakeholders ofSandia's ES&tt

activities;

• I)eveloping NEPA (National Environmental PolicyAct)and other risk assessment processes,
and supporting Sandia organizations in their implementation;
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• Managing emergency preparedness and occurrence reporting processes, including investigation
of occurrences, notification of the appropriate agencies, root cause analysis, and development
of tracking actions, to prevent future occurrences; and

• Providing the main interfhce with external assessors, leading the development of responses

to assessments, tracking the progress on assessments, and maintaining appropriate records.

ES&H proffssionals at both the New Mexico and California sitessupport Sandia organizations
in improving the safety of work activities. This support includes:

• Occupational medicine
• Industrial hygiene
• Radiation protection
• Safetyengineering
• Fire, electrical and building codes integration

The Environmental Operations Center at Sandia/New Mexico and the ES&Hand Facilities
Management Center at Sandia/California are responsible for managing Sandia's environmental
restoration projects, ensuring that allpermit requirements are met, and working with federal and
local environmental regulators. A major portion of their activities iscoordinated with the DOE

Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management through Sandia's Energy and Envi-
ronment programs sector (see page 7-52).

Independent internal assessments are performed by a department that reports directly toSandia's
vicepresident for Environment, Safety,and FacilitiesManagement. In addition, each levelof
management provides periodic selfassessments to review its own operations.

Eachof Sandia's corporate divisions is responsible for the ES&Hactivities in its area. Everydivi-
sion has a designated ES&Hcoordinator who works closely with the ES&HCenters at New Mexico
and California to assure that effectiveenvironmental, safety,and healthprocesses are incorporated into
the programs fbrwhich ithas responsibility. The division ES&Hcoordinator also serves on the Line
Integration Working Group. In addition, allof Sandia's center directors (center directors report to

division vicepresidents) have also designated ES&Hcoordinators who are availableto work directly
with researchers doing studies of ES&Hissues. Each levelof management is responsible fbr oversight
and assessmentof its own ES&H processes to ensure safeoperations and to comply with requirements.

ES&H Plans and Initiatives

The DOE ES&HTiger Team assessments of Sandia/California in 1990and Sandia/New Mexico
in 1991led to major changes in Sandia's ES&H efl'_:rt,including significant increases in financial
and human resources. Emphasis on compliance with DOE orders and directives resulted in major
restructuring of ES&Hactivities. Formal processes are currently in place or being developed to
achieve compliance and to accommodate expanding requirements.

A laboratory-wide ES&H strategic plan isbeing developed to provide direction for further

improvements inour processes. The plan willemphasize the safetyand health of employees, contrac-
tors, visitors, and residents in surrounding communities. ES&H responsibilities willbe increasingly
assumed by Sandia line organizations as a part of their normal operations. ES&t1professionals
willbecome integrated into the line operations fi_rmore effective comnlunications and support.

ES&H training is operated as a service center. Formal prioritization processes are being imple-
mented to fbcus training resources on areas of greatest importance. Training intensity will increase
as greater emphasis isplaced on on-the-job training.
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Changes in 1)OEprograms and Sandia management initiatives will influence tiledirection of
ES&H activities at tile Laboratories. The growing number of requirements and requests occurring
during this period of diminishing budgets requires astrong prioritization system to identifi/the critical
activitiesto support. Regulatory inconsistencies between ti2deral,state, and localagencieswillcontinue
to require resources for resolution. We must improve our processes fi_rhandling the diverse ES&H
requirements at our permanent filcilitiesas wellasat many fieldoperational sitesthroughout theworld.

ES&H activitiesat Sandia are classifiedamong fimr major categories of sponsorship and fimding:

1. Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Operations--The DOE Gffice
of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management directly fimds specificenvironmental
restoration and wastemanagement projects. Program plans and budgets are deftned
directly with DOE through Sandia's Energy and Environment programs sector.

2. Core Program _The core activitiesof the Laboratories' ES&Hprogram are funded through
itsindired budget under the management of Sandia'sAdministrativeManagement Committee.

3. Landlord-- DOE Defense Programs (DP) has the"landlord" re,:ponsibility fi)r Sandia

National Laboratories. Accordingly, DP provides support fbr specific ES&H facility Workersdisassemblea
changesthat requireupgradingto meetrequirements. 177,000-gallonfueloil

tankatSandia'sCalifor-
4. Internal Direct_ individual projectssupport ES&Hprofessionalsdirectly for services niasite.Removalofthe

unique to their operations. This budget line also supports the ES&H service centers. tankwillbefollowedby
atwo-yearbioremedia-

ES&HWork for the Office of Environmental tionprojecttocleanup
anundergroundspill

Restorationand Waste ILLI__ __ JL

=v=anagemen thatoccurredin197t;.

The DOE Officeof Environmental Restoration

and Waste Management manages research and
technology development programs for envi-
ronmental cleanup and waste management
processes (including the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant). A portion of this funding is for Sandia
operations and ismanaged as part of our ES&H

program. Details of ES&H work performed
for the Officeof Environmental Restoration

and Waste Management are discussed on pages
7-52 through 7-58 in the chapter, "Research
and Technology Development Programs."

This funding bythe Officeof Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EM) is for
the remediation of hazards at waste sitesand the

development of processes to handle hazardous
wastes. Projects are managed and updated

annually by EM. Guidance and support ofnon-
EM activities are then funded directly by other

programs or through Sandia's indirect budget.
EM-sponsored environmental remediation ........

of waste sites is expected to continue during ......
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cleanup of critical sitesand then decline. As processes are devdoped to handle hazard<ms wastes,

direct EM support isexpected to declinewhile the indirect budget sustains funding to improve tile
developed processes. Waste handling costs willbe charged to the generating organizations.

Core ES&H Programs

The core programs supported by Sandia's indirect budget provide tile base for all laboratory F+S&[I

eftbrts.This base includes the majority ofactMties inpolicy development and implementation, satiety
and health, and specificactivities in environmental operations. In addition, this budget supports
independent assessment and core training. The F,S&t!Program/Management ('enter is responsible
for the processes to allocate and control ES&H programs sponsored through the indirect budget.

Program Management

l)evelopment of an ES&H strategic plan, including benchmarking with industry, willbe a major
thrust for the next several years. Continued translation and integration of new laws, regulations,

orders, directives, and requests into effectiveoperations is increasing in complexity due to changes
in requirements. New requirements are integrated into operations through Sandia organizational
ES&Hcoordinators as a part of the Line Integration Working (koup.

1)evelopment and application of an effective prioritization system isa high priority as require-
ments continue to increase and budgets decrease. The prioritization effort isbeing done as a part
of the DOE prioritization project. Keyto effective resource utilization is the development of a risk
management program and improved line implementation of hazards assessments.

The overall tracking and management of occurrences and assessment responses isbeing
reviewed ahmg with other management information systems to deftne the most cost-efl'ective way
for maintaining and interconnecting databases. Better ways must be found to interlhce with the
data systems used by various DOE and other regulat¢ny agencies.

Risk management, including safetyassessment ar_danalysis reporting, isagrowing effort.
Programs for managing risks and hazards are being implemented incompliance with I)OE orders.
Hazard assessments of all sitesare being completed to upgrade emergency preparedness.

Assessments

ES&H assessments of Sandia by external organizations are coordinated through the ES&Ii
Assessments Management l)epartment. The department interacts with assessors to assure that

their logistical needs are met, works with allparties to develop appropriate responses to assess-
ment findings, tracks the status of all responses, submits closure documents, and is the official

records manager for assessment documents. Emphasis isnmv being placed on assuring that tile
multiple assessments that occur are appropriately documented and tracked and that records stor-

age requirements are met. Quality review processes arc being developed to assure that responses
to completed actions meet the intent of the findings.

The ES&H Assessments Department provides independent internal assessments of Sandia

operations and reports directly to the vice president for Environment, Safety, and FacilitiesMan-
agement. A major emphasis of this department is to develop efl'ectiveroot cause analysis, lessons
learned, and metric processes to reduce the need for assessments.

Selfassessments are made in allSandia organizations at all levelsof management. Results are
reviewed by the Sandia ES&H(kmncil, and information isprovided to allvice presidents so they
can improve the processes under their own purview.
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Training

The ES&I-tTraining Department, a part ofSandia's Human Resources (_enter, is responsible fi_r
developing and maintaining the structure and records system for ES&H training, l)epartment
staffwork with ES&H professionals to develop and present specific courses, lhnphasis on training

willcontinue to increase and new methods willbe developed.

Waste Management

Waste management projects implement steps to saffly and efficiently manage the Laboratories'
hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastes.This effort includes projects in mininaization, treatment,
storage, disposal, and project management.

Sandia/New Mexico holds an operating permit for hazardous waste management issued in 1992
and an interim permit for thermal treatment of energetic and mixed wastes. Radioactive, hazardous,

and mixed wastesare generated. Allradioactivewasteiseither stored on-site or sent to disposal lacilities
authorized by DOE. Hazardous waste is temporarily stored in the Hazardous Waste Management
Facility, then transported off:site for recycling, treatment, or disposal at commercial facilitieswith
EPApermits. Mixed wastes are currently held on-site in storageareas that were included in the
interim status permit application fi_rmixed waste units submitted to the New Mexico Environmental
I)epartment in 1990. Also included in the permit application was a fhcility,not yet operational,
that willbe used for repackaging and storage of low-level radioactive waste and mixed waste.

Sandia/California has receiveda Part BR.CRA(Resource CorL.ervation and RecoveryAct) permit
for op,:ration of its hazardous waste management facility. Hazardous wastesat Sandia/Califi)rnia are
disposed of at various permitted, commercial disposal facilities.(]ompatible wastestreams are consoli-
dated at Sandia's hazardous waste storageIhcilityto decreasecosts.These consolidated streams areana-
lyzedbefore disposal in accordance with the hazardous waste facilitypermit that was approved bythe
federal EPAand the Califi_rniaEPA. Low-level waste isdisposed of at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in
compliance with DOE orders, EPAand StateofCalifornia requirements, and NTScriteria (NV0-325).
"Scintillation cocktails" (small vialsof low-level radioactive liquids) from the 'l'ritiunl Research

Laboratory are transported to a permitted commercial Facilityfor incineration. Other low-level
mixed waste streams willbe stored at Sandia/California until off-sitedisposal options are developed.

Hazardous materials generated at the Tonopah Test kange are shipped to commercial fhcilities
for disposal within ninety days of generation. The Nevada Test Sitehas stopped accepting radioactive
wastes,and severaldrums of legacy radioactive materials are stored on-site pending determination
of a repository. No radioactive wastesare currently generated by operations at Tonopah. No mixed
wasteshave been (_rare generated at the site.

The Kauai Test Facilitygenerates small quantities of hazardous wastes, which are handled
through the Navy PacificMissile Rangewaste management program. No radioactive or mixed

wasteshave been or are being generated at this facility.
In addition to the need for adequate funding to perform waste management operations, there

isan acute need for approved, off-site treatment and disposal fhcilitiesfor hazardous, radioactive,
and mixed wastes.Such tacilities are particularly needed for mixed wastes.The lack of treatment and
disposal tacilities for mixed wastes isa significant problem for the entire I)OE complex and results
in the storage of mixed wastes beyond the legallyallowable time.

This problem was recognized in the 1992 Federal FacilitiesCompliance Act, which exempted
I)OE from penalties for excessively long storage of mixed waste. However, the act did not exempt
I)OE contractors, such as Sandia, from such penalties. Sandia, rather than DOE, has physical pos-
session of its mixed wastes, l)iscussions are being pursued with EPA, the state of New Mexico,
DOE, and other parties to resolve this issue.
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Safety and Health

The occupational safety program at Sandia makes the sak'ty of personnel its first priority. The bases
()four technical support are the programs and procedures developed to reflect i)01" orders, regula-

tions of the Occupational Safetyand Health Administration (()SHA), and other safety laws and
best practices.

We are working to insti-
tutionalize sal_.'t),training and
procedures. Risk management
activities, including support
fi)r sat_'tyassessments and
satL'tyanalysis reports, is a
large effort that willcontinue

to grow. Sandia is completing
a hazard assessment fi)rall

sites so emergency plans and
procedures can be upgraded.
We are c()ntinuing our efforts
to improve programs in fire
pr()tection and emergency
preparedness as well as elec-
trical, pressure, traffic, hoist-
ing and rigging, reactor, and
other areas ofsaffty.

We are giving increased

attention to _pgrading safety
procedures and implementing
safety programs at remote
sites such as Tonopah Test
Range. In addition, an acute
need exists to modit_'older
13cilitiesand obtain proper
equipment for safe operations
at such sites.

We have initiated a long-
term ergonomics effort that
willmeet the requirements of

I)()E orders and upcoming
OSHA regulations. This pro-
gram has the potential to
interthce with other preventive
medicine programs such as
Total LifeGmcept arm
EmployeeAssistance Program
and provide a vehicle fi)r
addressing ES&H concerns.

in addition, the precepts ()f
the Americans with 1)isabili-
ties Act willbe embodied in

this program.



The objective of the health management program is to maintain the physical and psychological
health of Sandia's work three through timely evaluation, diagnosis, and management linked to
analysis and intervention of the work site and occupational environment. This objective requires
that we interpret and apply health codes, standards, and regulations promulgated by several fi.'deral
and state agencies and national standards organizations. (;ore activities prm'ide protection from
chemical and physical hazards in the workplace and timlish oversight, monitoring, contamination

control, and other radiatkm protection assistance fi_rworkers. A medical services program provides
health examinations and emergency medical sen,ices, including counseling to promote safe and
healthful worker lifestyles.

A Radiation Control (.)flicermaintains oversight of all activities involving radiation sources.
The officer isalso responsible for assuring that processes are developed to comply with the Radiation
ControlMmmal. Planning for compliance with this initiative began in 1992and willbe modified
as requirements change.

Safetyand Health program compliance activities conduct remedial actions necessary to move
Sandia toward compliance with applicable OSHA regulations and I)OE orders. Specific remedial
activities address audit findings and concerns in accordance with a completion schedule
approved by DOE or other audit groups.

Environmental Protection

Environmental protection activities provide Sandia organizations the support necessary for compli-
ance withtheCleanWater Act,theClean AirAct, DOEOrder 5400.1,and variousother requirements
and permits issued by local, state, and federalagencies. Activities include management of sanitary
sewerwaste, storm water_,,scharges,spills, airquality, and environmental compliance.



TigerTeamCorrectiveActionPlanIncrementalCostEstimates*
(OperatingBAin$million)

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

Totalrequirements 34.4 28.5 22.5 15.2 11.5 I0.0 8.0

* These"cross-cut"costestimatesareincludedinthefunctionalareafundingrequirementsreportedinthe
tablesbelow.

Indirect-FundedWasteManagementPlanFundingRequirements
(OperatingBAin$million)

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

Totalrequirements 4.7 5.1 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9

SafetyandHealth(S&H)PlanFundingRequirements
(OperatingBAin$million)

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY9___ZFY98 FY9.__99

Totalrequirements 33.3 34.7 46.2 45.6 41.4 41.4 41.4

Indirect-FundedEnvironmentPlanFundingRequirements
(OperatingBAin$million)

FY93 FY94 FY9_..._5FY96 FY9.___ZFY98 FY9_..._9

Totalrequirements 7.4 14.2 133 13.4 13.5 13.6 13.7

Notes: I. Funding from the()llke ofEnvir.nment_d l,lcst(_ralionand WasteManagementIbr ES&I I aclivilics
is included in the table_m|rage12-I0.

2. "l.andl.rd" limding isnotincluded in riletablesahm'c.
3. Internally funded I-S&I I supp.rt directlychargedt. pr.jccts isnol included in d_cscfables.

4. The l_udgclnumbersshownhcrc difl_.'rfrom those in lhc ,\larch 1993l)clbnsc Program.sl:ivc-Ycar l'laf_
due to recent changes in lhe indirccl budget.
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Human Resources
Management

1

Sandia's people arc keyto the Laboratories' ability to succeed in its mission. In the current envi-

ronment ofevoMng work priorities, continual change, and fluctuating budgets, Sandia's intent is
the maintenance and full utilization ofa workforce of talented, creative people dedicated to
"exceptional sen'ice in the national interest."

Toward this end, Sandia has developed a Strategic Human Resource Planning process lbr
evaluating and improving the management of human resources to achieve hmg-term programmatic
goals within the context of changing work requirernents and ew_lvingdemographic and societal
trends. This process isemployed as the mechanism bywhich workforce compusition and utilization,

workplace environmental requirements, and theongoing human resource processes to support pro-
grammatic goalsand to meet legaland regulatoly requirements are tbrecasted, planned, and delivered.

The planning process iscarried out in a partnership between human resource program managers
and line executives, who are jointly responsible tbr strategy formulation and implementation. The
process ismodeled on the Malcolm Baldrigeapproach to quality improvement, and the resultant
strategies embed the key Baldrige elements li.n 1-irenan Resource l)evelopment and blanagement.

The first Sandia Natitmai laboratories Strategic Human Resource Plan (St-IRP), covering the
time horizon tiom FY 1993through 1997,was published in October, 1992.The plan outlined a set
of critical issues obtained from the analysis of laboratory requirements and employee needs. Four

areas of strategic lbcus were established to address the critical issues: (1) Laboratories Staffing, (2)
Leadership and Management l)evelopment, (3) Performance Management, and (4) l)iversity. A
fifth focus on Human Resource Cost Managen_ent has been identified and willbe published in FY
1994.The implementing initiatives tbr the tbur areas of strategic tbcus include:

i. Integrating the hiring, internal movement, and labor contracting processes to place the
right person in the right job at the right time based on near- and long-term tbrecasts of the
required skillsmix and consideration of cost, morale, and other t:actors.

2. Continually irnprovirlg the ability of people at the l.aboratories to lead others and manage
organizations, programs, and projects in an environment of constant change and evolving
work priorities.

3. Establishing a line-of-sight tbr expected pertormance outcomes from the strategic
through the operational level and continually improving the pertbrmancc (both output
and behavior) of individual employees throughout the l.aboratories.

4. Making those strides in diversity which will improve employees' experience ofthirness in
the workplace as well as our ability to attract the future worktbrce.

Present actions and future initiativesto implernent the plan arcdiscussed in the fi_llowingsections.
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Laboratory Personnel
Sandia National l,aboratories' nlanagement iscmnmitted to preserving tile vitality and quality of
the l.aboratories'technical,managenlent,andsupportstall. In general,Sandiahasfc)llowcdthe
perstmnd practices of AT&T and P,dl l,aboratories, aliowi,lg tbr unique provisions to accommt)date

local conditions and precedent. These practices include:

1. Conducting nation-wktc recruiting el:fortsat leading universities for the best qualified
technical candidates from alldisciplines ofenginccring and the physical sciences;

2. Continuing education, training, and related skillsdcveh)pment tbr all segments of the work-
three, based on needs assessmentsof current job pcrfi)rmancc requirements and career paths;

3. Fostering a work environment that emphasizes customer fi)cusand quality improvement,
participation in local decision making, open comnmnications, and self-management;

4. (:ompensating people based on performance results and recognizing specific accomplish-
ments through both monetary and non-monctat T award programs; and

5. Providing cost-effective employee benefits and services, such as work and tamily services,
heahh maintenance programs, and employee assistance programs.

Several initiatives are now undenvay to implement the Strategic ttuman l,l.csourcePlan, The
first of these isa Laboratories' Staffing Initiative to critically examine the skills, education, and

experience needed over the next two-to-five years and the desired composition for the year 2(100,
based on the changes in our revenue streams. For this purpose, the l,aboratorics' Strategic Plan,
business planning outlooks, investment/disinvestment decisions, and core competencics will
supply the data for near- and longer-term determinations of skill mix requirements. At the same
time, the composition of the current population willbe assessed both in terms of the inventory of
skillsand projections of attrition and capabilities lost. This information willdetermine both the
near- and long-term gaps between needed and available skills. The present l,aboratorics' work-
force composition is shown in the table bdow.

To fillthe near-term gap, as wellas to address the staffsurpluses that will res,dt as the Military

Application program downsizes, a staffrealignment strategy isbeing developed. This strategy will
include policy tbrmulation on staffretraining and retention, specific identification and implemen-
tation of retraining programs, and modification of internal movement processes. An Fmployee
l)evelopnaent Center willopen in Summer 1993to implernent the policies and coordinate
retraining and nmvement.

For the hmger term, aprocess and structure willbe established to dynamically assess the gap
between current and needed future skills mix, Factor-in workfi)rce projections and cost data,
determine hiring requirements, provide input to training and deveh)pment needs assessments,
and update guidelines for the procurenlent of contract personnel. A major function of the

Employee l)evclopment Center willbe to provide intbrnaation to managers and other employees
on the trends in programmatic directions and their impact on skill needs, thus encouraging
employee responsibility tbr maintaining and developing relevant skillsand capabilities.

+l'hesecond major initiative isa I_erformance Management process based on an annual cycle
ofperforrnance planning, enlployee development and ongoing feedback, and formal pcrftmnancc
evaluation ofachicvements against the planned outcomes. |:ronl these evaluations,ctm_pcnsation and

other reward decisions can bc made. A design team hascompleted development and implementation
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LaboratoryStaffComposition

PhD MS_A _ Other

ProfessionalStaff:

Engineers 645 1165 258 17
Scientists 681 378 116 19
OtherTechnical 2 50 22 398
ManagementandAdministrative 47 518 198 67

SupportStaff:
Technicians 1 11 149 1379
AllOther 29 193 2242

LaboratoryTotalStaff 1376 2151 936 4122

of a process fi_rthe executive levelsofmanagenlent. These personnel have been trained in tile

process, and initial perti_rmance plans are docunlented. Managers and employees in represented
job categories, in collaboration with union otticials, have also developed and implemented a per-
formance management system. I)esign teams are being fi_rmed to implement perfi_rmance man-
agement fi_rthe remainder of the Laboratories' population.

Future phases of the Performance Management initiative will integrate the process more fully
with the larger human perfi_rmance system, including identification ofcompetencies supporting
position roles and responsibilities, succession planning, career management, revisedcompensation
strategies, training and education, and work and organization design. As with l.aboratories
staffing, the total human perfi_rmance system willbe driven by the Laboratories' strategic and
busirless planning fi_recasts.

The l.eadership and Management i)evelopment strategy isdiscussed in the section, "Contimlous

Professional Education," in this chapter. The l)iversity Strategyisbeing fiJrmulated by the (_orporate
l)iversiq,Team asdiscussed in the section on AffirmativeActionand Equal F.mploymentOpportunity.

Affirmative Action and
Equal Employment Opportunity
The l)iversity and Equal Fmployment OH:_ortunity/Afl]rmative Action vision for Sandia is to

become a national leader in valuing the diversity of allemployees and integrating diversity into all
aspects of conducting business. At Sandia, diversity means creating awork environment in which

differences are valued and utilized to improve laboratory perfi_rmancc. Sandia continually strives
fi_ra work environment where mutual respect and opportunity are fi_steredfor allemployees.

RespectJi,rthe individual, one of fivecorporate valuesarticulated in Sandia's strategic plan,
continues to be the fi_undation fi)r human resources policies, including affirmativeaction and equal
empl_yment _pportunity. Although compliance with applicable employment laws and regulati_ns

(such as Title VII of the (:ivil Rights Actof 1964,as amended, Executive ¢_rderI 1246,the Age l)is-
crimination in !!naph_ymentAct of 1967,the l¢.ehabilitationAct of 1973,the \.'ietnam Era Veterans

Readjustment Act t_f1973,and the Americails with l)isabilities Act of 1990) is legally mandated,
Sandia's commitment goes beycmd mere ct_mplianceand isbased on a moral c¢_namitmenttoall
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individual_rc_ardh.'ss

_ffracc,rdigion,

_cncM',a_L.',national

/-,_,,r.,_.".c.._- Ol'i_ilLvctcraI1_,[a[tl,_,
ornon-job-rdatcd

disability.W¢ ensure

..... _.,_,_. _,_,_,,_ that our en'q_hq'ment
" ""_,._. alldp1"o111otio11;a]

''_" "_ acti_ulS arc in accord

....._,,.,_ with theprinciph:sof
"-,-, equalcmplo)'mcnt

opportunity andaffir-
mativeactionby
basingemployment
decisions on valid job-
related criteria. Terms
and conditions of

employment att_.'cted
by Sandia's Equal

t{mployment ()ppor-
tunity/Afi'irmative
Action commitment

include recruiting,
hiring, training, pro-
nlotion, compensation,

bcnelhs, transt_'rs, lay-
of]g,returns from

layoff',Sandia-spon-

Members of a subgroup of Sandia's 15-member Corporate Diversity Team discusssome of the issues sored training, educa-

they're addressing as they help develop a strategic corporate diversity plan for the Laboratories. From left: tion, tuition assistance,

BrendaBarajas,Anthony McDonald, Bob Eagan, Gary Randall, and Gina Bell. and social and recre-
ational programs.

It is Sandia's policy to prohibit sexual harassment of its employees in any tbrm. Policies and
practices conform to the Sex l)iscrimination (;uid¢lines for Government (_ontractors (41 (:FR

60-20). Both supervisors and employees are subject to complying with Sandia's policy on sexual
harassment. Complaints of sexual harassment (or other forms of harassment or discrimination)

are investigated immediately. Appropriate sanctions may range from warning to termination.
With respect to job applicants or employees with disabilities, Sandia's personnel process

assures a thorough and systematic consideration of qualifications, job requirements, and possible
accommodations. When appropriate, physical and mental job requirements are reviewed to

ensure that such requirements are job-related and consistent with business necessity and safety.

SelfAssessmentand Progress

The representation of women aridminorities in allj,,bclassifications increased by 15.6%and4.1%
respectively over the past fiveyears. Basedon U.S. census data tbr i 990, Sandia has not reached full
utilization of women and minorities in all job classifications. 1lowever, goals have been established

R)reach Sandia corporate division in which underutilization currently exists. These goals are a part
of each vicepresident's affirmative action plan.
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I)uring FY1992, goals for women were met in 15of the 19underutilized job groups while
minority goals were met in 10of 13.At the beginning of FY 1993,using the 1990census data,
women were underutilized in 21 of the 45 job groups. During the first six months of FY 1993,
progress in hires, promotions, and transfers was made in 11of these job groups. Of the 293 place-
ment opportunities for women, 34.8% were made injob groups that were underutilized.

At the beginning ofFY 1993,minorities were underutilized in 19of the 45 job groups. Progress
was made in 15of these job groups during the first six months of FY 1993. Of the total number of
minority placements, 61.0% were made in underutilized job groups.

Adetailed profileof Sandia's diverse work force and a description o",mr progress toward meeting
affkmative action objectives may be tbund in the Laboratories' 1993Affirmative Action Program.

Another method tbrassessingprogress toward affirmativeaction goals is the Internal Compliance
Review. This process involvesan in-depth reviewand analysisof each component of the Affirmative
Action Plan and other relevant data, such as compensation and tbrmal charges. An internal com-
pliance review isplanned tbr FY 1993.

Sandia makes everyeffort to ensure equal employment opportunity for people with disabilities.
Employees who choose to ident@ themselves as disabled are also asked to provide information
necessary tbr possible accommodations. Self-identification ispurely voluntary, and infomlation
provided is used only in accordance with regulations. Consequently, it isnot possible to provide
an accurate figure tbr the number of disabled persons employed by Sandia. However, based on data
from Sandia's invitation to self identify, approximately 117individuals have self-identified as being
disabled. In addition to these, 30 individuals are currently employed through Sandia's contract with
Career Services for Per-

sons with Disabilities. ResearcherCarol Ashley prepares a solution of inorganic polymers using chemical synthesisprocedures.
Sandia is increasing itsnumbers of women and minorities in all job classifications.In our eflbrts to ensure

that allappropriate
accommodations are
considered and made
for individuals with

either permanent or
temporary work
restrictions, casesare

reviewed by the Dis-
ability Accommoda-
tion Committee. Its

purpose is to reviewjob
requirements and work
restrictions to ensure

that they are specific to
the job sought by the
disabled iJMividualand

! to determine what rea-
sonable accommoda-

tions can be made given
the required work
restrictions. In addition,

the committee may

review laborato_,-wide

issues affecting agroup
of disabled employees
or applicants.
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Plans for Accomplishing Goals

Plans for achieving a diverse work force and fullcompliance with equal cmploynaent opportunity
and affirmative action regulations have included some recent changes in the management structure
in order to fiacilitateaccomplishment of the established ob.jectives.The new structure, which is
described below, inw_lvesthose members of management who arc in positions most critical to
effect the desired results.

The l)iversity LeadershipCenter wasestablished in 1992to giveMgher-lcvel visibilityto diversity
issues and to implement acomprehensive diversity plan for the I.aboratorics. This neworganization
comprises two departments, the Equal Employmerit Opportunity/Affirmative Action l)epartment
and the l)iversity Planning l)epartmcnt. The l)iversity l.eadership ('enter staffwas increased during

FY 1993in order to be more responsive to the needs of allcustomers and accomplish the goals
and objectives of the organization.

This center hasalso identified the need for th,. Aeveiopment and implementation of an infi_rma-

tion system to meet the needs of all users of Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
data. Reliableand timely reporting and access to data are critical inachieving fullcompliance. The
current affirmativeaction management system isbeing upgraded and willbe used to track and mon-
itor status and trends of formal and informal complaints filed by employees. The development and
implementation of an affirmative action information systemand local area network arc continuing.

Sandia Management Council's Forum on Equal Employment Opportunity, AffirmativeAction,
and Diversity meets quarterly and iscomposed of Sandia's vice presidents. "['hcpurpose of this
group is to bring executive focus to affirmative action issues, plans, and programs.

A Diversity l.eadership Committee was appointed by this Forum. It consists of a director from

each division and isco-chaired by an executive vicepresident and the director of the l)iversity l.ead-
ership Center. This committee meets monthly to reviewcorporate equal employment opportunity,
aflirmative action, and diversity issues and make recommendations to the Sandia Management
Council. Asnecessaq,, it alsocharters teams to accomplish established objectives. ¢;urrentlychartered
teams include VicePresident Affirmative Action Program teams and a Corporate l)iversity Team.

The purpose of the Vice President Affirmative Action Program teams is to support implemen-
tation of corporate and division affirmative action plans. An Affirmative Action Plan isdeveloped
tbr each division. These affirmative action plans include goals based on business and staffing plans
and projected opportunities. "l'hegoals are published and communicated to staff, and progress is
monitored and reported to the division vicepresident.

The Corporate l)iversity Team was chartered to assist with the development of a strategic cor-
porate diversity plan and support the implementation of such a plan. Successful implementation
of this plan will improve employees' experience of fairness in the workplace and the l.aboratorics'
ability to attract the future work force. This fifteen-member committee represents across section
of employees from allareas and job classifications.

We are confident that with this newstructure (including the contributions of the action-oriented

programs described below) and continued employee support of Sandia's equal employment
opportunity/affirmative action objectives, Sandia willcontinue to move toward full compliance
and diversity.

Action-Oriented Programs

Outreach/inreach and other action ¢_rientedprograms play a vital role inachieving and maintaining
a work force that values indMduals' differences and recognizes diversity as acompetitive advantage.
At Sandia, outreach/inreach committees havebeen established flu"American Indians, Asians,

Blacks,Hispanics, women, and the disabled. Each comnfitte¢ is composed of between 12and 75
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members from both tile technical and administrative staffs. The outreach programs contribute to
Sandia's affirmative action efforts b)' using community contacts to identify women and minorities
for possible employnlcnt at Sandia and increasing sensitMty and cultural awareness. Examples of

comnlittee activities inchlde participation in career thirs,conferences, prm'iding tours and lectures,
and sponsoring cultural celebrations.

Sandia also sponsors eight afl]rmative action employment programs in addition to the regular
recruiting program. The One-Year-()n-Campus program, for example, has resulted in the
employment of approximately 9 ! minorities at Sandia since 1983.For m,er ten years, Sandia has
also contracted with Career Services for Persons with l)isabilities for employmellt and training of
people with disabilities.

In addition to the employment related programs noted above, Sandia continues to receive
recognition for its achievements in affording maximum opportunity to minority and women-
owned business enterprises to participate as suppliers and contractors. Sandia has had a very
activedisadvantaged, women-owned, and small business program for many years and has
received awards from organizations such as the Srnall Business Administration, l)epartment of
Energy, and others fbr its accomplishments.
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SandiaNationalLaboratories/NewMexico

EqualEmploymentOpportunity

FiscalYear1987

GrandTotal _inority I Other --_ Black Hispanic NativeAmerican............_Asiaq.......
EEOCategory !Totali Male Female Male Female i Male Female Male ! Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Workforce# % # % # % #14 % i # % # % # % [# % # % # % # % # % # % # %! 924! 863 93.4 61 6.6 10911.8 15.01 745 81.6 47 1.5 1415.0 2 0.2 82 8.9 8 0.9 6---0.6 2 0.2 7 0.8 2 0.2Officials&Managers _
Scientists&Engineers ! 27391250891.6 231 8.4 229 8.4 33 1.2 i 227983.2 198 7.2 17 0.6 5 0.2 139 5.1 9 0.3 11 0.4 2 0.1 62 2.3_17 0.6
Management&Administrativei 514] 31360.9 20139.1 58 11.3 46 8.9 255 49.6 15530.2 10 1.9 9 1.8 35 6.8 26 5.1 9 1.8 6 1.2 4 0.8 ! 5 1.0

Technicians i 1999i172286.1 277 13.9 361 18.1 68 3.4 136168.1 20910.5 47 2.4 12 0.6 255 12.8 38 1.9 30 1.5 8 0.4 29 1.510 0.5
AIlOthers i 22211105947.7 116252.3 592 26.1 50322.6 467 21.0 65929.7 51 2.3 66 3.0 46420.9 342 15.4 60 2.7 79 3.6 17 0.8 i 16 0.7i

Totals I 8397IE645517.0:1193223.0 134916.1 664 7.9 5116 60.9 126815.1 139 1.7 94 1.1 975 11.6 423 5.0 116 1.4 97 1.2 1191.4 i 50 0.6
I J

FiscalYear1992
2"

GrandTotal Minority Other Black Hislanic NativeAmerican Asian
EEOCategory Total Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Work'force# % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
-o

_- Officials&Managers 1028 921 89.6 107 10.4 15515.1 26 2.5 766 74.5 81 7.9 20 1.9 5 0.5 11010.7 18. 1.8 7 0.7 0 0.0 18 1.8 3 0.3

Scientists&Engineers 3035 268588.5 350 11.5 262 8.6 58 1.9 2423 79.8 292 9.6 17 0.6 6 0.2 153 5.0 18 0.6 16 0.5 6 0.2 76 2.5 28 0.9..<

Management&Administrative 587 295 50.3 29249.7 66 11.2 77 13.1 229 39.0 21536.6 13 2.2 13 2.2 40 6.8 45 7.7 7 1.2 12 2.04 6 1.0 7 1.2
Technicians 1705 148284.7 26815.3 335 19.1 73 4.2 114765.5 19511.1 42 2.4 12 0.7 228 13.0 44 2.5 37 2.1 7 0.4 28 1.6 10 0.6
AllOthers 2231 949 42.5 128257.5 55324.8 54824.6 396 17.7 73432.9 53 2.4158 2.6 439 19.7 396 17.7 50 2.2 76 3.41 11 0.5 18 0.8
Totals 8631 633273.2 229926.6 137115.9 782 9.1 4961 57.5 151717.611451.7 94 1.1 970 11.2 521 6.0 117 1.4101 1.17 1391.6 66 0.8



Continuous Professional Education

Sandia's corporate education policy states:

Sandia is firmly committed to the continuous impr(wement of allSandians through education
and training and views itas a strategic investment in Sandia's future. Sandia demonstrates that
commitnaent by providing corporate funds and other resources for educational activities which
enhance Sandia's competitiveness and support the achievement of Sand]a's strategic intent.

Sandia's corporate training and development function isdirectly aligned withcorporate strategies
and business plans and supports the corporate mission, values, and objectives. This alignment and
support isprovided by ofl'ering individuals and groups a wide variety of high-quality, job-related
pertbrmance improvement and development opportunities. The scope ofperfi_rmance improvement
opportunities includes gaining and applying knowledge, skills,and abilities in the advtmcement of
technology, quality human processes, personal health and safety, and _rotection of the environment.

Training needs of the staffare determined through ongoing assessments. Curricula are devel-
oped to target specific job performance improvements. Current emphasis ison curricula in Agile
Manufiicturing; Software Engineering; Project Managernent; Quality; Environment, Safety, and
Health; and Leadership and Management l)cvelopment.

l.eadership and/vlanagement l)evelopment isone of four top priorities spelled out in the l.ab-

oratories' Strategic Human l(esources Plan (SHRP). The initiative willresult in a corporate policy,
development model, and curriculum for leaders and managers to improve their skills based on

specific competencies required in Sandia's changing ctdture. A design team with laboratory-wide
representation iscurrently engaged in theplanning and design of these outputs, and implementation
willbegin during the first quarter of FY 1994.This important work willaugment existing training
and skillsenhancement related to leadership and management. Traditionally, we have provided a
combination of internal courses and university or institute-based seminars and workshops. We
have also provided individual coaching of newlyprornoted managers and team supervisors.

Corporate training and development services for internal customers include:

1. l)esign, development, implementation, delivery, and evaluation of job-related training
and development courses, using a systematic design and development process for each
course or curriculum request; and

2. Administration of major training and development programs, including:

In-Hours Technical Education Courses (INTEC)_ INTEC's purpose isto support Sandia's
naission and goals, to ensure continued technical expertise of the stall, to develop the staffs
technical and analytical capabilities, to satist_,technical demands of current programs, and to
expand technical capabilities for future programs.

Tuition Assistance Program (TAP)--TA Pprovides tuition payment for employees who
are pursuing university-based continuing education.

Doctoral Study Program (DSI_/_ 1)51'provides participants with the opportunity to pursue
a Ph.l). degree by attending school full time and by paying their expenses and a stipend.

One-Year-On-Campus (OYOC) Program--()YO(] serves Sandia's affirnaativeaction
objectives by permitting bachelor-degreed new-hires to attend school full time to earn a
master's degree and by paying their expenses and a stipend.
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The Distance Learning Program--This program provides the delivery of liveseminars and
t_dlsemester courses transmitted via '_idea link from ofFsitc universities ,,r othur locations to
Sandia sites.

Environment, Safety And Health Training--This program ofl_'rsa very large curriculum
,)fc,,urscs required to comply with I)(')Eorders rdated to environment, satL't),,and health.

in 1992-93, the Corporate Training and l)evdopment Program had 48,207 course completions.
Sandiaiscommittedto continuousimprovement in itsprot_.'ssionaldeveh+pmcntactivities,

Thiscomnlitrncnt is evidencedin therecentl"ornlationof the (_orpot'ateEducation l)ircctors'
Committee and the Corp,,rate Education Process Management Team. These groups arc fi,cused on
the develol:,ment,implementation, and management oftrainingand development polici,'s, practices,
and procedures. Goals include ensuring strategic alignment of allprofi.'ssionaldevelopment activities

with Sandia's corporate values, mission, and olfectives, including alignment with Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award criteria.
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Sites and Facilities

Sandia's executive management offices and larger laboratory location are on Kirtland Air Force Base
on the southeastern edge of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Another Sandia laboratory complex in
Livermore, Calitbrnia, adjoins Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Test ranges are operated
near Tonopah, Nevada, and on the Navy PacificMissile Range, Kauai, Hawaii.

Laboratory Description
A generalized description of Sandia National Laboratories' [hcilitiesappears on page 3-10 of the
chapter, "Executive Overview." ConHition, age, and categories of use of Laboratories' buildings
are illustrated in the charts on this and the next page.

FacilitiesPlans and Options

Site Development
Condition of laboratory space

Sandia's Site l)eveloprnent Plan, updated annually,
contains a comprehensive description of planned

facility changes. The plan describes an optimum site develop-
ment projection with short-range and long-range plans t-i_r
the three principal Sandia sites. In the current dynamic

environment, this plan is becoming an evolutionary
document in which site locations shown for future
facilitiesare tentative. Exact locations ofluture

facilities, site infrastructure, and the types of activi-
ties they will support are determined both through
business planning and the results of site evaluations.

The intent of Sandia's site development planning
is to relievespace shortages and construct permanent
buildings to replace temporary ones, while providing
for the conversion of the site to support more open
access and unclassified activities. As the construction

progra,n permits, we will retire mobile offices, trailers,

transportable buildings, and other substandard space.
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......................................................................................................................................................................................................

! In addition, our sitedevelol:mlentplanning ,,,,,illbe mindful of the rcquircnwnts ufthc National
Environmental PolicyAct and siteenvironmental rest_mltion activities.

.......................................... Threeessentialtatters under-

lie Sandia'ssiteand thcilitiesplan.
2000 ()ne inaproblem thathasexisted

from the l.al)oratorics' fi)undinB1750
_' when the nation was in great
o

1500 urgency to huih.ta nuclear arsenal.
The lad_oratoriesdid not have

1250 adequatepermanenthuildings
u_ then,andthe problem hasneverlOOO
m been fullycorrected.
_- 750 The second lhctor recognizes
m that profound changes have

500 occurred in engineering practice
25o and the supporting scientific dis-

ciplinessince Sandia wasfounded.
0 1)uring the 19505,much ofLessthan 10 11 lo20 21 lo30 31 lo40 Over 40

Sandia's engineering work was
Building Age (Years) straightfi)nvard and was checked

.............................................................................................................................................................................................with extensive field testing. But
for many years now, cost-conscious engineering has heen intensely analytical, relying heavily on
elaborate, sophisticated instrumentation that requires control of temperature and vibration to
achieve repeatability and reliability. With this evolution, staffmoved from the field to the labora-

tory. Laboratory work proliferated, the complexity of measurements and apparatus increased,
and professional requirements fi)r staffwere raised. The recent suspension ofundergruund nuclear
testing, coupled with Sandia's continuing responsibilities fi)rensuring stockpile reliabilityand

nuclear weapons surety, will increase requirements for both laboratory simulation and computa-
tional capabilities. These changes create new t:,_cilityneeds.

'l'he third l':actorrecognizes thedramatic changes in the international environment, including the
demise ofthe SovietUnion and Warsaw Pactand the shift fi'om military toeconomic competitiveness,

and the consequent impacts on

Sandia's future missions. (;rearer

3000 emphasis on teclmology transfer,
Replace economiccompetitiveness, and

..... Rehabilitate teamwork with private sector
2500 Adequate partners in unclassified research

I and development will require
... conversi()n of the New Mexico
0J
0J and Califi)rnia sites to more open
_, 15m campus and research park envi-Im

m
: ronments. This change will

I000 include site improvements to case
access for unclassified activities,

O

500 new thcilities to support changing
missions, and accompanying

o infrastructure investments to
Office Heavy Light Rector Computer Shop Storage Misc. support sitcc(mvcrsion.

Lab Lab Sandia, like other natitmal

............................................................................................. laboratories, inworking much
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more ch_selywith U.S. industry, especially mm-det_.'nse industry. "l'hcseclose associatiems require
extensiveon-site interactionswith unclearedpersemndandaregeneratingmuch newunclassified
work.ThelhctthatSandia'sPrimalT locatiemisonamililal3,installationcanmakedoinBbusinesswilh
private-sector partners awkward. If this sector of the i,aNm_tm'ies' business is to g,rmv signilicantly
and if industry isto havebetteraccessto thesubstantialgovernment inveslrnelltat the laboratories,
we Must devdop innm'ative means t}arovercoming these impediments whileconthluh_g to meet our

requirements to protect both classitied and proprietary information as wellas the security require-
ments of the host military installation.

This change will likelyinvolve subdividing the New ,\lexico site into classitied and unclassified

business areas and making improvements in public access, trafficcirculation, parking, and other
infrastructure. It willalso require reconfiguring the <._alitbrniasite to increase the areas ofunclassitied

access.Adequate fimding to allmvconversion to this more cost-eft+ectiveand accessibleconfiguration
isnot currently available. Significant investment willbe required to allowSandia to convert portions
of its site to unclassified areas.

The changes in our mission and customer mix also provide an overarching requirement to
increase the timeliness of our responses to new initiatives. Construction issometimes necessary to
provide laboratories, prototyping lines, and other facilities to support technology transfer and eco-
nomic competitiveness. The amount of time required to request and gain approval for construction

This illustration of Sandia's New Mexico facility shows envisioned improvements in public access, traffic circulation,

parking, and other infrastructure that will allow the private sector to interact on-site more easily with the Labs.
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funding isinctmlpatibh.'with theneedsof thisdynamic em'iromuent. Theref_u'e,to betterrespond
tothesenew nlissionsalldCtlS|OIllerbase,wemustlindawaytoshortentherequest-to-approval

timeonconstructionprojectstoabouttwoyearsandtotalpro.jeertimetonomorethanfiveyears.

Other inlportant t:actorswe must consider in our tYcilitiesplanning are the need to conserve

energy; new tiS&tt (environment, safi:ty,and health) regulations; changing physical security
requirernents; and the requirement to provide special purpose buildings fi_rcertain applications.

Older structures, particularly temporary buildings, waste energy and are expensive to maintain.
More stringent requirernents for providing for the protection of the environment and the salk.'tyand
health of our employees and visitors make continued useof some of these l_cilitiesimpractical. Shifts
in physical security regulations (allowing the use of concepts such as islands of security) and in the
nature of the materials and data being protected (from weapons-related to proprietary infi_rmation)
willallowfordramatic reconfiguration of theexistir|g limited areas. Newtechnologies and actMties will
demand that lacilitiesbe designed to support unique requirements. Examplesarc buildings fi)requip-
merit to t:abricatemicrostructures, inertial confinement fiision machines, special instrurnentation

systerns, envirorimental and energy research lal',oratories, fabrication t_cilities to support rapkt
prototyping and the developn|ent ofadvanced manufacturing techniques, and computer centers
to support allof these applications.

The Laboratories must also reduce depender|cy on buildings borrowed from the militaq,,and
should consider reducing its use of oil-site commercial leased space. Sandia's New Mexico location
relies heavily on borrowed or leased Air Force buildings and sites for testing and warehousing, and

Sandla National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico
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shouldthe Air Forceneedthesebuih.tingsandsites,tIle)'_ould haveI_ be returned.While planned
constructionwill helPrelieveProblemsofbuildin Bavailabilityandaccessibility,considerationshould
begiventoconsolidationof testlocationsand/or Pursuit_lland transfersfrom theAir Forceto I)()t!
to accommodate ftlture needs.

The amount of oil:site commercial leased space utilized in New Nlexico hasgrmvn dramatically.
While certain types of space, such asa hangar lor aircraft aging testing, are impractical to duplicate

on site, other types,such asgeneralofl_ccand light laboratories, could bc accommodated. The primary
drivers causing some 5andia organizations to move off:site have been the Laboratories' persistent
space shortages and the impediments to public access presented by the current site configuration.

The impacts of these mm'es include both the costs involved inobtaining and occupying leased space
and the dispersion of personnel, leading to increased travel time anda loss ofsyncrgy among related
organizations and activities. Proposed construction and conversion of the site to better support
unclassified public access activities willhelp relieve these problems.

FacilitiesMaintenance

Sandia's site nmintenance plan wasprepared in accordance with I)()E Order 4330.4A, M,inte,mta'
,'ihmagement Pngrmn. The maintenance plan is intended to manage activities to reduce the main-
tenance bacldog and identi_' special maintenance requirements likely to impact site missions,
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t_mctionalunit availability,or l_mctionalunit materialcondition. _ lajorcost lilctorsofsite maintenance
areidentified,andsite-widemaintermnceprogramcost.,,aresummarized.Theeflbcti,,'enessof thesite's
prew.'ntiveandpredictivemaintenanceprogramsisanalyzed,aswellasthesite'sperformancewith
regardtoobtainingthe maximumusefi.dlit_"from itsfunctional units.Irnprovementstt_themain-
tenanceprogramthathaveputentialto lowercostsor extendfunctionalunit usefullitbtimesare
alsodiscussed.

Energy Management

Sandia conducts a fi_rmaiIn-t+lotiseEnergyManagemerlt(l HEM)program to adhere to the require-
meritsofl)OE (.)rder 4330.21). The IHEM program is managed by ,%_dia's Facilities l_rogram
Management (;enter asapartof the Maintenance Management PixigramOffice.The EnergyProgram
Managerreports to the Maintenance Management Program ()ffice and oversees theoperation for

the Laboratories' New Mexico, Calitbrnia, and Nevada sites. In addition, an EnergyConservation
Coordinator llas been assigned foreach site, responsible tbrday-to-day operations.

The IHEM program has established acomprehensive EnergyManagenlent Planthat maps out
the strategyto be used to attain the FY 1995and FY2000 efficiency goals set forth in 1)Oti Order

4330.21). These goals mandate energyefficiency improvemeilts for buildings, metered processes,
vehicle Rleis,and petroleum use against 1985baseline consumption.

Condition Assessment

Sandia has been selected as one ofl_mr DOE sites to test and evaluate all aspects of the Condition

Assessment Survey (CAS) process under development as part of the Capital Assets Management
Program ((_AMP). CASisaconsistent, credible, and auditable process of assessingfacilityconditions
using standard industrial practices. The process involves the development and implementation of
deficiency standards, inspection methods, aCondition Assessment lut'ormation System (CAIS),
an inspector training program, and aquality assurance program. CAS is intended to evaluate the

condition of all I)OE propert I byvisual and analytical standard inspection methods. The ('AIS will
record annual inspection data and t:acilitydeficienciesrelated to safety,security and the environment.

General Purpose Facilities Plans

General Purpose Plant Requirements

('onsistent funding of general plant projects ((;PI') iscrucial fi_rl_lcilitychanges, structural improve-
ments, and non-line item buildings to meet specialprogrammatic needs and upgrades tu meet new
standards. Funding requirements approximate between i.0% and 1.5% of total operating funds.

Nearly allof the required funding isprovided by the Assistant Secretary fi_rI)etbnsc Programs.
However, fi_rthe 1994and 1995tiscal ),ears, l)efense Programs funding fi_r(; PP projects willbe
reduced to $3 million per ),ear---less than halfof what has been provided previously and wellbelow
our requirement _f$7 million per ),ear. These reductit,ns willhave significant impacts on the
implementation of planned site and thcilitiesES&t1,infrastructure, andprogrammatic projects.

\Ve expect substantial (;PP support fi'om the ()ffice uf Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management in the future to support projects fi)renvironmental, safety, and health compliance.
Projected (;PP requirements are shown in chapter 12, "Res,mrce Projections."
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General Purpose Equipment Requirements

(k'ncral Purpose Equipment (¢,;PE) is that cquipn'lcm used by laboratcwy administrative and

management activities. Funding is prm'idcd byapplying a surcharge ¢_1"10%on I)()li capital
equipment and 0.5% on non-l)OE funding.

Inactive Surplus Facilities Plan
To idcnti_"surplus facilities,Sandia has taken a invcnt¢W of'eachol'its major buildings arid tllcirpri-
mal3,missions, then categorized them according to their condition and status of missitm. This process
revealedtl'lata majority of the buildirlgshoused multiple programs which change often. "l'hcuseful lilt"
of a specificbuilding may be sl'lortcntd more by mission change tllan by lhcilityage or ollsolcsccncc.

Buildirigs judged to be surplus must be substandard or corltaminatcd to such an extent that

they are urifitfill"reuse once they have been vacated. Becauseof the shortage of permanent space
in satisthctory condition, any satist:actoD,space that becomes available through ¢_rganizational
movement or program rccluctions isquickly filled.

Facilities Resource Requirements

Some of our laboratory thcilitiesare being upgraded and new ones arc being proposed. Several new
constructhm projects address hmg-standing insufficiencies. Other projects accommodate changing
functions arid requirements.

Envirtmmtnt, safety, and hcaltli concerns arc activdy addressed in planning for all l:acilitits.
Accordingly, allnew buildings and major renm'ations arc reviewed internally and by I)()E for ade-
quacy of I:,S&Hdesign tL'atures,lrl the area of environmental protection, 1)()t" nmv requires that all

contractors comply with the prm'isitms of the National Environmental PolicyAct.This lawstipulates
that majorconstruction projects be reviewedfor potential impacts on the cnvironmcnt and tbr con>

pliance with cnvironnlcntal laws. For each new thcility and major rcnt_vation, Sandia prepares an
Action Description ,klcmorandum for circulation withi n 1)()E. If1)01..deems that furtl'lcr docu-

mentation is necessary, an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement is
prepared and made available to the public.

Projects required to meet cnvir<mmcntal laws, rcgula',iol:,;,and l)()l:_orders are inchtdcd in
Sandia's Five-Year Plan for Waste ,\ lanagcment ()pcrations and l:,nvironrnental I,tcstoration.
1)()E also requires a safety reviewof newconstruction projects and major rcnm'ations.

Adequate funds it>allmv convt.'rsit)ntO amore cost-effective operation involving unclassified
areas are not currently available, lhlviroru-ncrit d rcmcdiation activities arc ah'cady placing a seri-
lltls burden till operating funds. (]onvcrsion _Ui,ortions ol'{Itlr sitcs to acctmlmodat¢ ccollonlic

cornpctitivcricss anctotl'lcr uriclassificdactivities will require significant invcstmcrlt and should bc

budgeted arid appropriated inline witl'lour cvolvirlgintegrated site planrling.

Funded Construction

Thc principalgoalsot'Sandia'sclmstructi_lnplanarcto prm'idc laciliticsnccdcdto achieveprogran>
matic obj,.'ciivcs,climhlaic stlbsta.llldardconditions,and replace tClllpol';.ir)' spacewith pcrnl;.lllCllt

f'acilitics.Itemslisted in the tableot'lllajor cl/nstruction projects(pagesI1- I()through 11-11) ;.ire
briefly discussedllch_w.In addition to thescilenls, a ilunlbcr ofnlajor rcn_l\'alionpr_tjcciswith all
averagetotal pmiccl costoPh.'ssthan halfa nlillilln dollarsarepel'l_lrincdusingc'xpcnsct'tinds.
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TheIntegratedManu- integrated Manufacturing Technologies Laboratory (IMTL) (California)- This facility,

facturing Technologies now complete, will focus on the development and integration of advanced manufacturing tech-
Laboratory atSandia/ nologies fi)r DOE nuclear weapon programs. Itwill house activities in materials and process
Californiawascom- research and development, process simulation, engineering design, and manufacturing technol-
pleted in 1992. The og},'support. In addition, significant space willbe dedicated to prototype fhbrication research
building will bededi- and a demonstrat; ..... , for agile manufhcturing, both tbr DOE and for the domestic industrial

cated to programsthat sector. Initial fi _nmetal removal and welding, weld process simulation, composites
develop advanced {:abrication,hi_ maurfication ofmanufiacturing data, and on-line monitoring and
manufacturing tech- control. Special t_ ,t include energy consen'ation, environmental monitoring and control
nologiesfor defense systems, and perscmucl accesscontrol.
andcivilianindustry.

Explosive Components Facility (ECF) (New Mexico) _ Sandia is l)OE's technology center
for ordnance for nuclear weapon systems. Four of Sandia's departments willutilize the E(;F:
ExplosiveComponents, Neutronic Components, Power Sources, and Weapons Evaluati(m.
ECFcapabilities include internal test-firechambers, an x-radiographic diagnostic laborator},,an
explosive mild detonating Rtzeand timer deveh_pment laborator}', remote postmortem and

disassembly areas, and a pulse heat laborator)'. A significant feature of the E(_Fwillbe improved
explosives handling alid safety.

Technology Support Center (New Mexico)_ This center will reduce the Tech Area V popula-
tion to minimize potential radiation exposures b)' providing a new office, light-laboratory, and
conference center for staffwho support the reactor fiacilities.An improved fiacilityisparticularly
important because Tech Are_V receivesmany visitors as a consequence (flits development and
testing programs for DOE, l)ol), and other agencies.

Main Electrical Service and Switchgeur (California) _ The main electrical service and asso-
ciated switchgear are being upgraded to supply all site power requirements fi_rthe foreseeable

filtu_e.The propo._d serviceisdual-a_urce, _parate-dirccti(m, and willprovide backup capability
and additional capacity when required.
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Robotics Manufacturing Science and Engineering Laboratory (New Mexico)--This
laboratory will facilitate progress in the developnlent of robotics and autonmtion tcclmoh_gies,
which have been identified as strategically important. It isevident that these technologies can

nfinimize the need to use humans in hostile environments or near potentially hazardous
materials; accomplish tasks that stretch normal human capabilities fin"c_mlplexityand relia-
bility; and reduce production and operating costs within both the weapons pr¢_ductioncom-
plex and the domestic industrial sector.

Investment Casting Addition (New Mexico)--This addition to Sandia's melting and
solidification laboratory will provide space for a new casting furnace along with ancillary
equipment, a closed-loop cooling system, and a control center.

Nonnuclear Reconfiguration (New Mexico) _ Extant Sandia buildings willbe renovated
and modified to accommodate the functional requirements tbr assembly of neutron generators,

cap assemblies, and power sources.

Power Systems Modernization (New Mexico)-- Electrical distribution systems at Sandia/
New Mexico are aging and obsolete, as is the series-connected security lighting system. 'lhe
project includes converting to higher distribution w_ltage,replacing aging and obsolete trans-
formers and switchgear, and replacing cableas required. It willalso replace the remaining
series security lighting system and begin replacement of aging master unit substations.

The ExplosiveComponents Facilityat Sandia/New Mexico is under construction and will be occupied in 1995. The building will contain

an explosive components testing area, chemical and physical testing laboratories, propellant and pyrotechnic areas, a battery testing

area, a neutron-generator testing area, and other specialfacilities. The facility will provide the capability to support component devel-

opment for nuclear weapons.
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MajorConstructionProjects
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

Total Total

Estimated Project
Site.... SpQnsQr .......Cost_...... Cost__

FundedConstruction

IntegratedManufacturingTechnologiesLaboratory CA DASMA 45.6 45.8
ExplosiveComponentsFacility NM DASMA 27.8 27.9
TechnologySupportCenter NM DASMA 30.0 30.2
MainElectricalService&Switchgear CA DASMA 5.3 5.4
RoboticsManufacturingScienceandEngineeringLaboratory NM DASMA 33.0 33.3
InvestmentCastingAddition NM DASMA 3.7 3.7
NonnuclearReconfiguration NM DASMA 74.8 95.3
PowerSystemsModernization NM DASMA 34.2 34.6

TotalDASMA

CenterforNationalSecurityandArmsControl NM IS 34.5 34.5
CombustionResearchFacility,PhaseII CA ER 24.6 26.0

TotalFunded

ProposedConstruction

SiteConversion NM/CA DASMA 35.8 47.0

ProcessingandEnvironmentalTechnologiesLab NM DASMA 43.6 48.8
JupiterX-RaySimulationFacility NM DASMA 30.0 240.0

DNA
ProgramSupportCenter NM DASMA 21.0 21.1
SLormandSanitaryWasteSystemsModernization NM DASMA 10.5 10.6
InfrastructureModernization CA DASMA 26.7 27.0
WaterSystemsModernization ALL DASMA 6.6 6.8
TransportationSystemsModernization NM DASMA 7.9 8.3
LaboratoryforIndustrialandNationalSecurity

ApplicationsofComputingandCAE NM DASMA 50.0 50.3
AerodynamicsLaboratoryBuilding NM DASMA 65.0 65.5
WarehouseComplex NM DASMA 12.0 12.3

TotalDASMA*

ConsolidatedWasteManagementComplex NM EM 93.6 105.0
GeoscienceResearchLaboratory NM ER 27.6 27.6

* DNAcontributionsarenotincludedinDASMAtotal



MajorConstructionProjects(Continued)
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

BA
thru
FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

37.6 8.0
18.0 6.7 3.1
2.6 6.5 8.4 8.5 4.0
1.0 3.3 1.0

1.0 6.9 10.1 15.0
3.3 0.4
8.0 35.8 24.3 6.7

4.0 13.0 13.1 4.1

25.5 30.7 58.8 56.3 19.8 4.1

1.0 15.0 10.0 8.5
4.8 9.0 9.0

40.5 40.7 67.3 65.3 28,8 4,1

2.4 14.0 14,4 5.0
3,7 18.6 12.0 7.5 1.8

I0,0 10,0 10.0
15.0 20.0 34.0 41.0

3.6 8.8 8.6
1.1 7.0
1.4 14.5

2,2
2.6

5,0
3.0
1.0

2.4 17,7 43.0 30,6 28.8 45,7

3.6 3,7 8,0 8.3
1.6 12.0 9.0

2.4 32,7 66.6 69.9 89,8 63.0
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Center for National Security and Arms Control (New Mexico)--This t:acilitywillbring
together work in ibm"areas: ( I ) s),stems analysis and advanced concepts; (2) arms control and
verification teclanology; (3)intelligence; and (4) threats and countermeasures. The new t:acil-
ity will substantially improve Sandia's ability to respond creatively and eflL'ctivdyin these areas.

Combustion Research Facility, Phase H (California)--This t:acilitywill provide resources
to adequately deal with the critical combustion research needs olthe 1990s. It willemphasize
centralized, next-generation laserdiagnostic t:acilitiesand specially designed laboratories,
including a high-repetition-rate laser system. PlaaseI1willalso provide additional offices
required to support visiting researchers and start.

ProposedConstruction

Aspart of the lastCapital Assets Management Program (CAM P) report cycle,tallproposed line-item
projects were re-evaluated for sponsorship and validity in light of evolving I)(.)E missions. The
process caused a number of projects to be deleted. Since the laY1995CAM P report and the 1993

Site l)evelopment Planwere published, other changes have occurred which are noted in the tbllowing
updated listof proposed construction projects.

Site Conversion (New Mexico, California)-- This two-phased project is intended to accderate
the plan for transforming Sandia's New Mexico and California sites into more open, research
park environments to better support new DOE missions in technology transtL'rand industrial
competitiveness. The resulting site features willachieve greater flexibility and create an open
and accessible research park image whilemaintaining appropriate assets-protection and adm in-
istrative controls. The project includes various infi'astructure improvements, communications
upgrades, and the construction of a business outreach/visitor's center at each site.

Processing and Environmental Technologies Laboratory (PETL) (New Mexico)--This

construction item ispart of the Nuclear Weapons Research, l)evelopment, and Testing Facilities
Revitalization project. The goal of the PETL is to maintain and enhance Sandia's capability to
provide high-qualitT engineering research and development to support the nuclear weapons
program while satisfying new requirements for environment, safety, and health and reconfig-
uration of the nuclear weapons complex. Work in the t:acilitywilldevelop, characterize, and
apply modern processes to ensure the safety of personnel and preserve the environment. This
research will provide direct support to the DOE Complex 21 reconfiguration program.

]upiterX-Ray Simulation Facility (New Mexico)--lupiter willbe acold and warm x-ray
facilitywhich willpermit testing of materials and components that currently can only be tested in
underground tests. It willproduce x-ray energies from 1-20 thousand electron-w_lts over mu_:h

larger exposure areas than are now possible with aboveground simulators. This capability will
provide excellent simulation fidelity for radiation effects testing, weapon physics research, and
x-ray physics testing with 5-20 megajoules of thermal x-rays. A fast-track schedule isbeing
pursued to support operational goals for this project. Facility c,,sts willbe shared with the
l)efienseNuclear Agency.

Program Support Center (New Mexico)_'l'his thcilitywill centralize external intert:ace
activities for the New Mexico site. It will serve as an inlbrmation center and a central check-in

point tbr persons requiring accessto thesite. It willalso serveas an initialmeeting place6,_rvisitors
and their hosts, provide conference rooms for unclassified actMties, and furnish temporary,
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private work space and conununications for visitors. Work areas will be provided fin'several
public interlhce and laboratory support organizations such as Public Aflhirs, "['echnology
Transfer, Educational Outreach, Purchasing, Benefits, Personnel, Medical, and Sai_'ty.

Storm and Sanitary Waste Systems Modernization (New Mexico) _ This project will
rehabilitate storm drains and sanitary sewers, construct storm water monitoring stations to
check for contamination before discharge, and eliminate remaining septic systems.

Infrastructure Modernization (California)-- This modernization project isa muhiplaase
effort to renew site systems, modil_,and add to infrastructure thcilities, and upgrade structures
to meet current and anticipated regulations.

Water Systems Modernization (New Mexico, California, Tonopah)-- This project will
rehabilitate water systems at the three principal Sandia sites.

Transportation Systems Modernization (New Mexico)_ Tiffs project willupgrade and
replace roads, parking lots, and pedestrian circulation l:acilities.

Laboratory for Industrial and National Security Applications of Computing and

Computer-Aided Engineering (LISAC) (New Mexico) _ Formerly called the Computing/
CAE l,aboratory, L1SACwillsupport Sandia's thrusts in defense and industrial applications of

high-performance computing and communicatkms and computer aided engineering (CAE).
It willbe a hybrid open/secure facilitytbr both national security and dual-use programs.

Aerodynamics Laboratory Building (New Mexico)--This building will correct the limiting,
crowded conditions that exist in the present l:acilityand willprovide adequate space fi_ra more
desirable configuration of wind tunnel and parachute laboratory operations.

Warehouse Complex (New Mexico)--The warehouse complex willprovide approximately
120,000gross square feet for storage of classifiedand unclassified materials and property. It
willalso include four igloos of approximately 2,000 square feeteach fi_rrocket motors and
(]lass-1',explosives.

Consolidated Waste Management Complex (CWMC) (New Mexico)--The CWM(; will

support all waste management activities at the New Mexico location, including radioactive
and mixed waste, waste oil, explosive waste, and supporting t:,_cilities.(;urrently the complex

isscoped as a major systems acquisition project, but it isbeing re-evaluated tbr possibly being
divided into multiple other-line-item projects. Though it is expected that the project may slip,
the implications of re-scoping and the effectson the funding profile are not yetdetermined.

Geosciences Research Laboratory (New Mexico)_ The (;eosciences Research l,aboratory
will provide a unique center tbr use by Sandia and the scientificcommunity to study active
processes in theearth's crust. This lb.cilitywill allmvSandia to meet both its research and l)rilling
Research ()fl]ce responsibilities in the (;ontinental Scientific l)rilling Program. The laboratory
willalso perfimn work infossiland geothermal energy researchas wellas waste disposal and seis-
mic verification programs. The proposed t:acilitywill accommodate mechanical and geophysical
testingof large samples,as wellas development and testing of advanced instrumentation systems.
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Resource Projections

This section presents afive-year budget projection for Sandia National Laboratories. Budg_.t
authority dollars are in millions; personnel are ill annual average ftfll-time equivalents (FTEs).

Amounts for operating, capital equipment, and general plant project (GPP) funds in fiscal},ears
1992-1995 are expressed in the dollars of their respective years. For FY (fiscal year) 199(-_and
beyond, operating, capital equipment, and GPP estimates are in FY 1995dollars. Estimates tbr
major construction projects are expressed in dollars of the year ofcomnlencement of each project.

Figures shown tbr fiscalyears 1993through 1995are based on our FY 1995 Annual Budget
Submission. Amounts for fiscal years 1993, 1994,and 1995conform to targets provided by I)()E.
Because there isgreat difl'icultyin the current environment in estimating requirements for later

years, program projections for the fiscalyears 1996-1999 are shown at the FY 1995target level.
\,re willmanage our resources and programs to livewithin the constraints of actual funding levels
as they become known.

Our strategy during the uncertain times aheaa willbe a conservative one. We willconserve

resources by encouraging outsourcing and entering into cost-sharing partnership arrangements
with other public and private entities. We anticipate a continued substantial levelof cooperative
research and development agreements (CRAI)As) with industry; however, CRA1)A efibrts cannot
be anticipated and budgeted in the same manner as other work. We will manage the flow of work
into the laboratory to maintain a reasonable backlog that can ameliorate the impact of a sudden shift
in funding levels. Staffingwillbe controlled within a range appropriate for anticipated conditions.
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Organization Chart

President and Executive Staff Director

Laboratory Director Virgil Ougan

Vice President / AI Naroth Surety Assessment Audit ServicesDick Schwoebel Bill Hollis
General Counsel F Ethics Quality Improvement
Bob Kestenbaum Executive Vice President unassigned Charles Topp

and Deputy Director Public Relations and Communications
Jim Tegnelio Jerry Langheim

I 1

I iVice President Vice President Vice President Vice President Vice President
Chief Fin; Icial Officer Component Human Resources Systems Appiications Laboratory

Development Development
_anford Heinz Schmitt Charles Emery Gerry Yonas Paul Robinson

?-

_. I I I I I
_ J Research and California Programs Defense Programs Energy and Environment, Safety &

I Exploratory Technology Environment Facilities Management
I Bert Westwood John Crawford Ro_er Hagengruber Dan Hartley Lynn Jones



LaboratoriesFundingSummary
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY955 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

DOEEffort 958.0 932.81027.11034,11033,61033,61033,61033,6
WorkforOthers 352.1 378.2 347.5 356.8 356.8 356.8 356.8 356.8

TotalOperating 1310.11311.01374.61390.91390.41390.41390.41390.4

CapitalEquipment 74,0 49.4 64.4 97.7 93.9 84.7 91.4 97.5
GeneralPlantProjects 11.3 8.6 8,9 8.6 8.6 12.6 8.6 8,6
MajorConstruction 40.5 40.7 67.3 65,3 28.8 4.1

TotalFunding 1435.91409.71515.21562.51521.71491,81490,41496.5

ProposedConstruction 2.4 32,7 66,6 69.9 89,8 63.0
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PersonnelSummarybyMajorSponsor
(Full-TimeEquivalents)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

ProgramsfortheDepartmc_ofEnergy
WeaponsandWasteCle_;_upPrograms

DefensePrograms 2255 2204 1882 1822 1820 1820 1820 1820
Intelligenceand

NationalSecurity 256 302 320 300 300 300 300 300
EnvironmentalRestorationand

WasteManagement 237 298 335 350 350 350 350 350
NewProductionReactors 21

EnergyPrograms
EnergyEfficiencyand

RenewableEnergy 141 140 157 194 195 195 195 195
CivilianRadioactive

WasteManagement 62 52 76 89 89 89 89 89
FossilEnergy 44 39 50 43 43 43 43 43
NuclearEnergy 11 15 13 16 16 16 16 16

ScienceandTechnologyPrograms
EnergyResearch 107 105 137 136 136 136 136 136
ScienceEducationand

TechnicalInformation 1 1 4 5 5 5 5 5
OtherDOEWork 110 1!0 112 !!7 117 117 117 117

TotalDOEPrograms 3245 3266 3086 3072 3071 3071 3071 3071

ProgramsOtherthanforDOE
DepartmentofDefense 798 751 760 755 755 755 755 755
NuclearRegulatoryCommission52 54 41 44 44 44 44 44
DepartmentofTransportation 19 18 20 20 _0 20 20 20
NationalAeronauticsand

SpaceAdministration 10 14 10 10 '_ 10 10 10
DepartmentofState 3 1 2 2 2 2 2
EnvironmentaIProtectionAgency 1 1 2 5 , 5 5 5
OtherFederalAgencies 63 69 85 96 97 97 97 97
AllOthers 34 54 70 79 79 79 79 79

TotalWorkforOthers 980 962 990 1011 1012 1012 1012 1012

TotalDirectPrograms 4225 4228 4076 4083 4083 4083 4083 4083

Laboratory-DirectedR&D 149 205 240 270 270 270 270 270
DirectSupport* 1098 1877 1914 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877
Indirect 3000 2187 2220 2220 2220 2220 2220 2220

TotalLaboratories 8472 8497 8450 8450 8450 8450 8450 8450

*SomeindirectactivitieswerereclassifiedasdirectsupportinFY1993
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FundingbyAssistantSecretarialOffice
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

WeaponsandWasteCleanupPrograms
Total,AssistantSe__taryForDefensePrograms

Operating 651.8 591.0 617.4 616.1 615,6 615.6 615.6 615,6
CapitalEquipment 61.7 39.3 44.8 75,0 74.1 66.3 73.4 79.6
GeneralPlantProjects 8.6 7.3 4.0 8.0 8,0 12.0 8.0 8.0
MajorConstruction 25.5 30.7 58.8 56.3 19,8 4.1

TotalCost 747.6 668.3 725.0 755.4 717,5 698.0 697.0 703.2

Total,OfficeofIntelligenceandNationalSecurity
Operating 66.5 79.8 100.1 94.5 94,5 94.5 94.5 94.5
CapitalEquipment 2.9 3.2 6.6 7.3 4.4 3.0 2.6 2.5
MajorConstruction 15.0 10.0 8.5

TotalCost 84.4 93.0 115.2 101,8 98.9 97.5 97.1 97.0

Total,OfficeofEnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement
Operating 87.9 126.6 138.3 144.4 144,4 144.4 144.4 144.4
CapitalEquipment 4.5 3.3 4.7 5.5 55 5.5 5.5 5.5
GeneralPlantProjects 2.6 1.1 4.3

TotalCost 95.0 131.0 147.3 149.9 149.9 149.9 149.9 149.9

Total,OfficeofNewProductionReactors
Operating 7.1
CapitalEquipment 1.3

TotalCost 8.4

EnergyPrograms
Total,AssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy

Operating 49.2 46.0 57.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9
CapitalEquipment 0.8 1.0 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7

TotalCost 50.0 47.0 60.4 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6

Total,CivilianRadioactiveWasteManagement
Operating 16.6 15.6 25.2 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4
CapitalEquipment O.2 O.3 O.4 0.4 O.4 O.4 0.4

TotaICost 16.8 15.6 25.5 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.8

Total,AssistantSecretaryforFossilEnergy
Operating 9.7 8.8 12.1 8.5 8.5 &5 8.5 8.5
CapitalEquipment 0.4 0.5 05 0.5 05 0.5

TotalCost 9.7 8.8 12.5 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0

Total,AssistantSecretaryforNuclearEnergy
Operating 5.8 2.0 6.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3
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FundingbyAssistantSecretarialOffice(Continued)
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

ScienceandTechnologyPrograms
Total,OfficeofEnergyResearch

Operating 28.8 28.7 27.5 33.2 33.2 33.2 33.2 33.2
CapitalEquipment 2.6 2.6 4.8 61 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
GeneralPlantProjects 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
MajorConstruction 9.0 9.0

TotalCost 31.5 31.5 32.9 48.9 48.9 39.9 39.9 39.9

Total,OfficeofScienceEducationandTechnicalInformation
Operating 1.0 3.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2,0 2.0 2.0
CapitalEquipment 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

TotalCost 1.0 3.0 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2

WorkforOtherDOELocations,Contractors,andOffices
Total,OfficeofEconomicImpactandDiversity

Operating 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Total,AllOther
Operating 33.1 30.8 39.4 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2

-TotalD()E_PrO_giams..............................................................................
Operating 958.0 932.8 1027.11034.1 1033.6 1033.61033.6 1033.6
CapitalEquipment 74.0 49.4 64.4 97.7 93.9 84.7 91.4 97.5
GeneralPlantProjects 11.3 8.6 8.9 8.6 8.6 12.6 8.6 8.6
MajorConstruction 40.5 40.7 67.3 65.3 28.8 4.1

TotalCost 1083.8 1031.5 1167.71205.7 1164.9 1135.01133.6 1139.7

ProposedConstruction 2.4 17.7 46.6 35.9 48.8 63.0



AssistantSecretaryforDefensePrograms
DeputyAssistantSecretaryforMilitaryApplication

ResourcesbyMajorProgram
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY9_._22FY93 FY9_.44FY9__55FY9__66FY97 FY9__88FY99

GB0103ResearchandDevelopment
Operating 401.9 339.0 309.6 279.7 279.7 279.7 279.7 279.7
CapitalEquipment 35.5 34.9 23.5 39.5 43.3 32.4 39.3 43.0
GeneralPlantProjects 6,8 7.0 3,0 7.0 7,0 11.0 7.0 7,0
MajorConstruction 25.5 19.4 22.6 32,0 13.1 4.1

TotalCost 469,7 400.3 358.7 358.2 343.1 327.2 326.0 329.7

DirectPersonnel 1413 1274 910 800 800 800 800 800

GB0104Testing
Operating 49.0 37.2 43.9 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6
CapitalEquipment 6,1 5.4 5.0 2.5 2.5 2,5 2.5 2,5

TotalCost 55.1 42,6 48.9 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1

DirectPersonnel 181 153 135 125 125 125 125 125

GB0106TechnologyTransferlnitiative
Operating 19,4 50,2 76.6 100.8 100.8 100.8 100.8 100.8
CapitalEquipment 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0

TotalCost 19,4 50.2 78.9 108,8 108.8 108.8 108.8 108,8

DirectPersonnel 30 108 200 250 250 250 250 250

GB02InertialConfinementFusion
Operating 31.4 30.0 27,9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9
CapitalEquipment 3,0 1,6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

TotalCost 34,4 31.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 28.6

DirectPersonnel 82 74 65 65 65 65 65 65

GB03StockpileSupport
Operating 142.0 122.0 149.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0
CapitalEquipment 17.1 -2.9 13.2 24.2 19.5 22.6 22.8 25.3
GeneralPlantProjects 1.8 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
MajorConstruction 3.3 0.4

TotalCost 160.9 122.7 163.6 185.2 180.5 183.6 183.8 186.3

DirectPersonnel 529 562 540 570 570 570 570 570

GB05ProgramDirection
Operating 7.3 11.2 9.8 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
CapitalEquipment 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
MajorConstruction 8,0 35.8 24.3 6,7

TotalCost 7.3 19.5 45.7 28.0 10.4 3.7 3.7 3.7

DirectPersonnel 17 30 30 10 10 10 10 10



AssistantSecretaryforDefensePrograms(Continued)
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY9___33FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

GBWeaponActivitie_
Operating 651.0 589.6 616.8 615.6 615.6 615.6 615.6 615.6
CapitalEquipment 61.7 39.3 44.8 75.0 74.1 66.3 73.4 79.6
GeneralPlantProjects 8,6 7.3 4.0 8.0 8.0 12.0 8.0 8.0
MajorConstruction 25.5 30.7 58.8 56.3 19.8 4.1
TotalCost 746,8 666.9 724,4754.9 717.5698.0 697.0 703.2

DirectPersonnel 2252 2201 1880 1820 1820 1820 1820 1820

GE MaterialsProduction--ReactorOperations
Operating 0.8 1.4 0.6 0.5

DirectPersonnel 3 3 2 2

Total,AssistantsecretaryforDefensePrograms
Operating 651.8 591.0 617.4 616.1 615.6 615.6 615.6 615.6
CapitalEquipment 61.7 39.3 44.8 75.0 74.1 66.3 73.4 79.6
GeneralPlantProjects 8.6 7.3 4.0 8.0 8.0 12.0 8.0 8.0
MajorConstruction 25.5 30.7 58.8 56.3 19.8 4.1

TotalCost 747.6 668.3 725.0 755.4 717.5 698.0 697.0 703.2

DirectPersonnel 2255 2204 1882 1822 1820 1820 1820 1820

ProposedConstruction 2.4 17.7 43.0 30.6 28.8 45.7



OfficeofIntelligenceandNationalSecurity
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityin_,'tillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

GCVerificatiol=andControlTechnology;and
GJ ExportControl,Nonproliferation,andInternational

Operating 51.4 67.6 87,3 82.5 82.5 82,5 82.5 82.5
CapitalEquipment i.8 2.3 5.6 6.3 3.4 2.0 1,6 1.5
MajorConstruction 15.0 10.0 8.5

TotalCost 68.2 79.9 101.4 88.8 85.9 84.5 84.1 84.0

DirectPersonnel 191 246 265 255 255 255 255 255

GDNuclearSafeguards&Security
Operating 11.6 9.1 9.4 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6
CapitalEquip,,ent 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1otalCost 12.7 10.0 10.4 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6

DirectPersonnel 57 44 40 35 35 35 35 35

NT Intelligence
Operating 3.5 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

DirectPersonnel 8 12 15 10 10 10 10 10

Total,OfficeofIntelligenceandNationalSecurity
Operating 66.5 79.8 100.1 94.5 94.5 94.5 94.5 94.5
CapitalEquipment 2.9 3.2 6.6 7.3 4.4 3.0 2.6 2.5
MajorConstruction 15.0 10.0 8.5

TotalCost 84.4 93.0 115.2 101.8 98.9 97.5 97.1 97.0

DirectPersonnel 256 302 320 300 300 300 300 300
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OfficeofEnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY9___33FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY9____88FY99

EWEnvironmentalRestorationandWasteManagement
Operating 87.9 126.6 138.3 144.4 144.4 144.4 144.4 144.4
CapitalEquipment 4.5 3.3 4.7 5.5 5,5 5.5 5,5 5.5
GeneralPlantProjects 2.6 1.1 4.3

TotalCost 95.0 131.0 147.3 149.9 149.9 149.9 149.9 149.9

DirectPersonnel 237 298 335 350 350 350 350 350

ProposedConstruction 3.6 3.7 8.0 8.3

OfficeofNewProductionReactors
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY9____33FY9.__4_4FY95 FY96 FY97 FY9___88FY99

NP NewProductionReactors
Operating 7.1
CapitalEquipment 1.3

TotalCost 8.4

DirectPersonnel 21



AssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY9____33FY9____44FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98_ FY99

AK ElectricEnergySystems
Operating 1.3 1.5 2.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
CapitalEquipment 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

TotalCost 1.4 1.5 2.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

DirectPersonnel 5 5 8 12 12 12 12 12

AL EnergyStorageSystems
Operating 3,0 3,7 5.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
CapitalEquipment 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

TotalCost 3.2 4.0 5.2 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7

DirectPersonnel 5 6 8 9 9 9 9 9

AM GeothermalSystems
Operating 5.0 7.1 7.5 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4
CapitalEquipment 0.2 0.3

TotalCost 5.2 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4

DirectPersonnel 16 18 20 22 22 22 22 22

EB SolarEnergy
Operating 30.0 26.5 31.3 31.2 31.2 31.2 31.2 31.2
CapitalEquipment 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

TotalCost 30.2 26.7 32.3 32.6 32.6 32.6 32.6 32.6

DirectPersonnel 85 81 88 97 98 98 98 98

ED IndustrialSector
Operating 7.9 4.8 8.3 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8
CapitalEquipment 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

TotalCost 8.0 5.0 9.2 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4

DirectPersonnel 24 25 26 48 48 48 48 48

EE TransportationSector
Operating 1.7 2.4 3.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
CapitalEquipment 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

TotalCost 1.7 2.4 3.6 2,8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

DirectPersonnel 6 5 7 6 6 6 6 6
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AssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy(continued)
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

EC BuildingsSector;and
EF StateandLocalPrograms

Operating 0,3

Total,AssistantSecretaryforEnergyEfficiencyandRenewableEnergy
Operating 49,2 46.0 57.9 60,9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9
CapitalEquipment 0.8 1,0 2.5 2.7 2.7 2,7 2.7 2.7

TotalCost 50.0 47.0 60.4 63.6 63.6 63,6 63.6 63.6

DirectPersonnel 141 140 157 194 195 195 195 195

OfficeofCivilianRadioactiveWasteManagement
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 , 193 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

DB NuclearWasteFund
Operating 16,6 15.6 25.2 25.4 25.4 25,4 25.4 25.4
CapitalEquipment 0.2 0,3 0.4 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.4

TotalCost 16.8 15.6 25.5 25.8 25.8 25.8 25,8 25.8

DirectPersonnel 62 52 76 89 89 89 89 89



AssistantSecretaryforFossilEnergy
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY9_5 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

AA Coal
Operating 4.5 3.5 4.1 2,5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
CapitalEquipment 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

TotalCost 4.5 3.5 4.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

DirectPersonnel 16 14 18 14 14 14 14 14

AB Gas
Operating 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

DirectPersonnel 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

AC Petroleum
Operating 2.9 2,6 4.2 2.5 2,5 2.5 2.5 2.5

DirectPersonnel 15 10 18 15 15 15 15 15

SA StrategicPetroleumReserve
Operating 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

DirectPersonnel 11 13 12 12 12 12 12 12

Total,AssistantsecretaryforFossilEnergy ...............
Operating 9.7 8.8 12.1 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
CapitalEquipment 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

TotalCost 9.7 8.8 12.5 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0

Dirt"t Personnel 44 39 50 43 43 43 43 43
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AssistantSecretaryforNuclearEnergy
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY9___44FY9__55FY96 FY9___Z7FY98 FY99

AF NuclearEnergyResearchandDevelopment
Operating 5.2 1.2 6.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3
CapitalEquipment 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

TotalCost 5.2 1.2 6.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4

DirectPersonnel 10 11 13 16 16 16 16 16

CD UraniumEnrichment
Operating 0.6 0.8

DirectPersonnel I 4

Total,AssistantSecretaryforNuclearEnergy
Operating 5.8 2.0 6.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3
CapitalEquipment 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

TotalCost 5.8 2.0 6.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4

DirectPersonnel 11 15 13 16 16 16 16 16
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OfficeofEnergyResearch
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY9.__.22FY93 FY9..___44FY9___.S5FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99

AT MagneticFusion
Operating 5.6 6.5 6.2 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8
CapitalEquipment 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

TotalCost 5.9 7.2 7.1 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7

DirectPersonnel 22 25 32 30 30 30 30 30

KC BasicEnergySciences
Operating 22.4 21.8 21.1 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.0
CapitalEquipment 2.3 1.9 3.9 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2
GeneralPlantProjects 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
MajorConstruction 9.0 9.0

TotalCost 24.8 23.9 25.6 40.8 40.8 31.8 31.8 31.8

DirectPersonnel 84 76 103 104 104 104 104 104

KP BiologicalandEnvironmentalResearch
Operating 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

DirectPersonnel 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

KS SuperconductingSuperCollider
Operating 0.1 0.1 0.1 O. 0.1 0.1

DirectPersonnel 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total,OfficeofEnergyResearch
Operating 28.8 28.7 27.5 33.2 33.2 33.2 33.2 33.2
CapitalEquipment 2.6 2.6 4.8 6.1 6.1 6,1 6.1 6.1
GeneralPlantProjects 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
MajorConstruction 9.0 9.0

TotalCost 31.5 31.5 32.9 48.9 48.9 39.9 39.9 39.9

DirectPersonnel 107 I05 137 136 136 136 136 136

ProposedConstruction 1.6 12.0 9.0
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OfficeofScienceEducationandTechnicalInformation
ResourcesbyMajorProgram

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY9.99

KV UniversityandScienceEducation
Operating 1.0 3.0 2.1 2.0 2,0 2.0 2.0 2,0
CapitalEquipment 0,3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,2

TotalCost 1.0 3,0 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2,2

DirectPersonnel 1 1 4 5 5 5 5 5

WorkforOtherDOELocations,Contractors,andOffices
(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY__92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY9.__88FY99

OfficeofEconomicImpactandDiversity
WASOMinorityEconomicImpactProgram

Operating 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

DirectPersonnel 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

AllOther
Operating 33.1 30.8 39.4 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2

DirectPersonnel 110 110 112 117 117 117 117 117

Total,OtherDOELocations,Contractors,andOffices
Operating 33.6 31.5 40.1 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8

DirectPersonnel 111 110 113 119 119 119 119 119
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WorkOtherthanforDepartmentofEnergy
ResourcesbyMajorReimbursableSponsor

(FiscalYearBudgetAuthorityinMillions)

FY92 FY___93FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98_ FY99

DepartmentofDefense
Operating 291.2 295,0 275.0 260.0 260.0 260.0 260.0 260.0

DirectPersonnel 798 751 760 755 755 755 755 755

NuclearRegulatoryCommission
Operating 13.8 14.5 13.2 14,3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3

DirectPersonnel 52 54 41 44 44 44 44 44

DepartmentofTransportation
Operating 3.3 5.5 7.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

DirectPersonnel 19 18 20 20 20 20 20 20

NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
Operating 3.2 4.2 3.0 3.1 3,1 3.1 3.1 3.1

DirectPersonnel 10 14 10 10 10 10 10 10

DepartmentofState
Operating 0.5 05 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1,0

DirectPersonnel 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
Operating 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.5 1,5 1.5 1.5 1.5

DirectPersonnel 1 1 2 5 5 S 5 5

OtherFederalAgenCJ
Operating 26.3 51.3 18.9 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6

DirectPersonnel 63 69 85 96 97 97 97 97

AllOther
Operating 13.6 6.6 29.4 34.8 34,8 34.8 34.8 34.8

DirectPersonnel 34 54 70 79 79 79 79 79

TotalWorkOtherthanforDOE
Operating 352.1 378.2 347.5 356,8 356.8 356.8 356.8 356.8

DirectPersonnel 980 962 990 1011 1012 1012 1012 1012

ProposedConstruction 15.0 20.0 34,0 41.0



SubcontractingandProcurement
(Budgetobligationdollarsinmillions)

FYgl FY92 FY93

Suppliertype:
Commercialbusiness $490 $596 $718
Governmenttransfers 62 57 79
Educational/nonprofit/GSA/

state,local,andothergovernments .....36.......... 49............ 5]

Totalactivity $588 $702 $848

SmallandDisadvantagedBusinessProcurement
(Budgetobligationdollarsinmillions;percentoftotalcommercialprocurement)

FY91 FY9___22 FY93

Small $287 56% $321 54% S42759%
Disadvantaged 51 10% 61 10% 79 11%
Woman-owned 49 10% 49 8% 58 8%
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A Note on Acronyms
In an effort to make this document easy to read, acronymsare generally avoided. When unfamiliar acronyms must be used,they are explained inthe proximate

text. Acronymsthat occurfreely inpopular or news publications--acronyms such asDOE, DoD, EPA,and NASA--occur in the document without explanation.

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither

the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer,

or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government, any agency thereof. The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect
those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.

This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories under contract to the USDepartment of Energy.
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